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CHAPTER I

DESIGN AND EXEMMON OF THE sTurY

In planning our study it became obvious thst no single technique

of data collection would suffice to cover the complex subject matter which
we intended to investigate.

It also seemed that several techniques had

to be used in a somewhat different fashion than is customary.

The pur-

pose of this chapter is as much to share with the reader tho intriguing
research problcms which confronted us as to fulfill the conventional
requirement that the techniques which serve as the source of new knowledge
be carefully delineated.

A.

The Problem and Its Background

The chief technical problem was to gain information about an
institutional realm whose inputs are not recorded in any systematic way,
and to relate this information to various kinds of intellectual outcomes.

More concretely, it was a matter of measuring the numerous social conditions which might conceivably impinge on the production of research
and of researchers by graduate schools of education.

Fortunately, we

had for guidance a certain body of literature on the organizational
plight of educational research.

Although it was a sociological perspec-

tive which initiated our study of the social organization of research,
MIN
AIMMEMMIM~
4.1.1=0

we soon discovered that a number of experts had preceded us in focscing
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on what one writer has called the "logistics" of educational research./
Thus, wo found that articles had been written on deficiencies in research
training, the competing demands of service, teaching, and administration,
ale need for interdisciplinary work, the lack of facilities and reburces,
and so forth.

In our monograph, Organizing Educational Research! we sought

to summarize these Impressions of experts and to underscore and elaborate

on those problems which we felt to to most critical.

At the time, how-

ever, "hard" data was very much lackiLg, and accordingly we subtitled
our monograph "an exploration."

It is doubtful that our book would have

been as wide ranging'in its treatment of the organizational problems of

research if it had been undertaken as a strictly documented report (or
as a project proposal replete with detailed plans for the teating of
hypotheses).

With the opportunity provided by substantial U.S.O.E. funds
to follow up this exploratory work, we found ourselves in the position of

being obliged to substantiate our pullt4led hypotheses which -- in the
best tradition of hypotheses -- were broad in scope and largely uninformed
by systematic research evidence, which at that time simply did not exist.

While we were somewhat ahead of the game in having already formulated
the major dimensions of the problem, we were also constrained to

systematically pursue lines of inquiry which were drawn up in moments of
speculative zeal.

Only gradually did it become apparent that we had set

1

N. L. Gage, "New Directions in Educational Research," paper
presented at the New York State Convocation on Educational Research,
October 26, 1982.
2

Paul P. Lazarsfeld and Sam D. Sieber, AlguaLaingLighAransingl_
Research Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964. The study reported
in this publication was supported by the College Entrance Examination Board.

ourselves a task which was extremely demanding.

roare ere several reasons

for the complicated nature of the study.

First, we realized that educational research was conducted within large-scale social organizations whose many features interact in

unknown ways on the sentiments and activities of the participants.

So,

we had to obtain measures of a large variety of tmle2,223Amaislog
features -- for examples, size and selectivity of the student body,
faculty-student ratios, administrative arrangements for the facilitation

of research, relationships with other divisions of the university, financial resources and their allocation, and so forth.

Also, we needed to

assess the value climate of these institutions as reflected in the distribution of attitudes among the participants.

But knowledge of organi-

zational contexts and of the sentiments of the members were by no means
sufficient -- we also needed to know what people did and how many did it.

Activities related to research training, the structure of influence on
goals, styles of intellectual leadership, and extent of collaboration
in research are examples of this third type of
information.

Further,

we needed to find out who did these things: their training, research experiences, previous positions held, and so forth.

Finally, we needed

measures of institutional outcomes, such as research
activity, quality
of research, and the number of graduates who enter research positions.
In sum, there gradually emerged five major classes of
needed information:

organizational resources and allocative arrangements, value climates,
behaviors and interactions among participants, attributes of
and institutional outcomes.

But these dimensions comprise only one set of conditions impinging on the current status of educational research, which is also carried
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on within an historical context.

We were acutely aware that particular

figures and events had shaped the development
of educational research,

and that present conditions could not be fully
understood without some
idea of the main trends that lay behind them.

Thus, it was at least

necessary to plot the history of research organizations
and to relate
intellectual developments to the shifting social context of education.
In light of the failure of research in
education to achieve institution-

alization for fully six decades, this task
seemed especially vitcst (and
still needs to be performed adequately in its own right).

B.

Xgghujtgjai_jpj2LxttL..LqbleoPanContributions
The techniques which were finally employed included:
questionnaire

surveys of education deans, research coordinators,
directors of research

units, project directors in units, and
authors of published research
reports; field interviews and observations of
selected research bureaus
and centers and of the work of professional
associations; documentary
analysis of materials solicited through the
questionnaires; content
analysis of school of education catalogues,
research articles published
in 1964, and research proposals submitted to the
Cooperative Research
Program, U.8.0.11.; secondary analysis of
survey data collected in

related studies; and historical library research.

And perhaps we should

mention too the practice of writing and widely disseminatina
project
memoranda on selected aspects of the study,
which yielded valuable
feedback from far-flung correspondents.

Although not technically a mode

of research, the information that was garnered in this
way added a good
deal to of

stock of knowledge.

Let us look for a moment at the con-

tribution made by each of those techniques.
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1.

%2112tionnaire Survem
The survey of deans provided information about institutional

policies as well as measurements of formal organizational dimensions.
The questionnaire for coordinators (and for deans where coordinators did
not exist) yielded detailed data about such things as numbers of researchers and field service workers, numbers of collaborative and

individual projects, disciplinary composition of teams, financial re-

sources, and research topics under investigation outside of research
bureaus.

The purpose of collecting information about research outside

of bureaus was, of course, to enable us to compare bureau and non-bureau
research.

Further, since the coordinators were themselves an

"arrangement" for facilitating research, we asked them to report their
own activities and styles of leadership, how the position was precipitated, who was responsible for setting it up, and how long it had been
in existence.

Thus, the surveys of deans and of coordinators were do-

aligned to serve three purposiks:

to inform us about the institution

as a whole, to inform us about the research activities outside of
bureaus, and to give us some idea about the arrangement of "research

oordinator."
The survey of directors of research units was intended to cover
as many facets of these organizations as could be reported through the
eyes of one man -- the director.

POlicies, leadership styles, functions

of the organization, training of students in research,
and even some

historical data about the bureaus were among the many pieces of information gleaned from these questionnaires.

Particularly challenging was

the problem of making observations with mailed questionnaires which
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are ordinarily reserved for field work.

For example, a field observer

would naturally seek to characterize a director's "style" of leadership.

Our task was to invent indicators of "style" which could be used in a
questionnaire.

The measurement of other global features of the organi-

zation posed similar problems in the transference of observational protocols into a questionnaire format -- that is, in developing what we have
called the

lattumumajimusimatua.

The institutional questionnaire as a research tool for the
statistical study of organizations is very poorly developed in the
social sciences.

Ordinarily,survey researchers have been content to

measure the main formal features of organizations.

But since our job was

to understand the characteristics of innovations in the organization of
higher education, it was not enou h to measure characteristics which the
innovation shared with other organizations.

For exampl, the directors

of research units are not solely administrators and not solely scholars -.3

one might rather call them "managerial scholars."

How these two statuses

are combined to fill the power vacuum between specialists in administration and specialists in scholarship in the university is a subject of
considerable import.

Because systematic knowledge about this unique

status is lacking, we were obliged to explore as many facets of the role
as occurred to us.

Obviously, the conventional questionnaire which seeks

to measure known organizational features was not adequate.

Further, in

order to treat our data statistically, we could not rely completely upon
free-answer questions; and so, the unfocussed, exploratory type of format

3

The felicitous term "managerial scholar," Which serves as the
title of Chapter %was suggested to us by John Blue, U.B.O.E., Dept.
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

l'.!".151,1.0.....,

was not wholly suitable either.

We do not lay claim to having
solved

all the problems which institutional
questionnaires pose, but we feel
confident in having identified difficulties
which few previous inves-

tigators have been forced to
contemplate.
A special problem growing
out of the length and
complexity of
the questionnaire for deans and
coordinators was how to administer
this
somewhat cumbersome instrument. On the one
hand, we felt that interviews would be inappropriate since
we needed to collect statistical
data that required some time for the
respondents to compile; but the
length and detail of the
questionnaires also made it unreasonable
to
expect returns by mail,
especially since the topic of research
arrangements would not seem
very pertinent to some deans.
Hence, some sort of
personal contact seemed
necessary. We therefore
commissioned junior
faculty Lembers (and a few
graduate students) in sociology in most of
the universities to carry out
the following assignment: identify
the
appropriate respondent, explain
the purposes of the study,
answer any
questions about completion of the
questionnaire, obtain the completed
form on a return visit, check it
over for complete answers, and Jenard
it to our office.

In sum, we adopted a method
of data collection which

lies between interviewing and
mailed questionnaires.

As far as we know, no
account exists of the issues that are
raised by this method of
administering questionnaires. And since there
is increasing interest among
social scientists in the study of
large
numbers of organizations (and
especially in the study of schools) we
thought it might be worthwhile
to report our experiences
with field
representatives in some detail.

Accordingly, we have discussed this

method of field work in Appendix
E of the present report.
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A second problem which confronted us grew out of our plans to
make simultaneous observations of participants at different levels of
the organization%

Originally we were mainly concerned with studying

research units, and particularly their directors.

But in order to under-

stand tho, nature of work in these units, we decided it was necessary to

learn a good deal about their environment for two reasons: (1) to see
how the character of the larger institution affected the work of its
sub-units; and (2) to compare bureau research with non-bureau research.
(In the present report, we mainly present our latter observations.)

Thus, ws had to design questionnaires for deans and coordinators which
not only measured the value climate of the schools of education and the
policies of deans, but which afforded information of the same sort
collected for bureaus.

Since research units are relatively small-scale

organizations, we did not anticipate any problems in studying their
internal ecology.

But the collection of the same kinds of information

about the much larger environment forced us to be highly selective in
choosing items for presentation to the deans and coordinators.

And in

many instances, the respondents were unable to provide the information
requested,

As one dean replied who returned an uncompleted question-

naire, "II the purnive of the questionnaire is to determine how much of
this type of information the dean of a large school of education has at

his fingertips, then the point is well made."

In effect, in order to

make simultaneous observations of bureaus and their environments, we

ran the risk of sample mortality' (Another set of issues concerned the
appropriate occasions for relational questions, or questions which refer
to relationships among respondents.)
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2.

Field trip

One way of testing the value of our questionnaires
intended for
directors of research units was to visit them personally
after trying
to characterize their organizations and styles of work on the basis
of
their replies in the questionnaries.

Hence, we made several field trips

to units which represented a variety of types:

Research and Develop-

ment Centers, institutional research units, informal
teams with limited
resources, large, well-financed institutes which specialize
in an area
of research, and more traditional bureaus which
are engaged in both
research and service.

Among other things, we invited the reaction of

bureau directors to our typology of formal
leadership, telling them

where they fell in the typology and then asking them to comment
on
the validity of the measure.

We also presented them with a hypothetical

statement concerning the unique intellectual
opportunities afforded by
the directorship of a research unit, and then
solicited their reaction.

Another approach employed in the field
interviews was to ask questions
which were omitted from thi questionnaires,
but which seemed important
for testing certain interpretations of the
survey results, which we had
already begun to analyse.

(Other contributions of the field trips to

the analysis of the survey data will be presented
below when we discuss
the integration of the various techniques.)

In sum, the field trips

were undertaken to validate and probe the limits of our institutional

questionnaire designed for directors of research units.

.4,..0.,..,11.10.4,0143,007^
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3.

Documentary analysis

The questionnaires were also supplemented by documents of
various kinds which we solicited through the questionnaires and through
the field representatives.

Annual reports of institutes, research

reports, histories of schools of education, and vitae on coordinators
and directors of research units were the main kinds of materials
collected.

Also, some institutions made available self-surveys of

research activities and placement of graduate students, which documents

provided statistical evidence that supplemented pertinent questions in
the questionnaires.

And of course these materials helped prepare us

for our field trips.

4.

Content anal sis of school catalogue.

Another supplemental source of information was supplied by
catalogues of schools of education.

Rather than expect the deans and

coordinators to tell us how many research courses were offered in

various divisions of the school

40 OD

which was a vital piece of infor-

mation if we wished to study research training -- we studied the course
descriptions in catalogues.

This task provided us with measures of

opportunities for coursework of various kinds, which we could then compare with the benefits of apprenticeship in our study of the production
of "primary researchers" (Chapter VII).

5.

gludy of research

money and articles

Since we were primarily concerned with the organization of research, we were constrained to collect most of our information
from the
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leaders of organizations.

Having adopted this approach, we stood in

clanger of mixsing information about educational researchers at large.

Thus, we selected a 20 per cent sample of research
proposals submitted
to the U.S.O.B. from 1956-63, which was the life span of the Coopera-

tive Research Program at the time our study commenced.

By classifying

the proposals according to major organizational dimensions (bureau

versus independent research, and education versus non-education departments), we were able to extend the scope of our study to the field at
large.

In addition, we sent a postcard questionnaire to all authors of

published empirical research articles appearing in some forty journals
in 1964.

The postcard inquired whether the author had been a student

or a professional, associated with a research unit or not, in a school
of education or located elsewhere, mainly engaged
in teaching or in
research, his specialty, and whether the article was part of his
dissertation.

We then content-analysed the articles themselves accord-

ing to topic, methods, the group studied, sample size, and study-design.
(All of the questions in the postcard referred to the time when the
research was undertaken.

Appendix D presents the results of this

survey in summary, statistical form.

Some of the major findings are

referred to in the text of the report.)

6.

Previous surveys and historical data

The perusal of previous tam= and of the historical literstUre gave us a much needed time perspective.

As mentioned earlier,

educational research has a rather lengthy history.

As a matter of

fact, some of the research units in our study have existed for almost
half a century.

w.

These considerations prompted us to seek historical
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data about the founding and development of research
units, and about
trends in the activities of these units over the past forty
years.

Since many of the units which were founded in the past no longer
exist,
quite clearly we could not rely upon historical
questions in our current
surveys if we wished to disclose trends among all units
which have ever
existed in graduate schools of education.

Accordingly, we turned to

several surveys conducted periodically over the past forty
years.

When

we collected the published reports of these
surveys, we found that the
investigators had listed the units by name.

This suggested the feasibil-

ity of computing the birth and death rates of research units.

These

results also proved of some value, particularly in
demonstrating the
"marginality" of research units as reflected in their high mortality
rate
over the years.

The use of past surveys to disclose historical
trends is not
unusual in the field of public opinion research,
although much greater
use could be made of this historical technique than
has been customary. 4
Our comparison of past social bookkeeping
surveys raises the possibility

of studying organisational change as well as opinion change
in this
fashion.

If we were able to find four surveys of research units in

schools of education conducted since 1927, there
is reason to believe
that studies of more salient features of the
universities exist which
could be quite valuable in studying innovations
in higher education.

and in addition to these four statistical
studies, there were at least
two studies of research units in the past ten years based
upon field

4
Paul F. liasarsfold, "The Obligations of the 1950
Pollster to
Vol. 14, No. 40 Winter
4950-52, pp. 618-638.

the 1864 Historiarat"talai

1
observations and interviews) .

Ws are well aware, however, that much

more work needs to be dons on the design and
dissemination of social
bookkeeping studies on special institutional topics, as well
as on the
integration of social bookkeeping with analytical
work.
C.

The Integration of Techniques

The integration of research methods in social science has
been
hampered by disciplinary boundaries and, within
disciplines, by subcultural boundaries which have grown up around various
techniques.
Survey researchers consider their data
more "hard" than the observations of field workers, and the latter consider
their data more "rich."

Content analysts have persuaded themselves that they are essentially
studying the "culture" of a group, and that the social
structure of
communication or the impact which it has on the
reception of communications is of secondary importance.

Historiographers regard the tech-

niques of contemporary social science
as promoting the collection of
"trivia," while social science technicians feel that
historians ignore
the statistical assumptions which underlie
attempts to generalize about
human behavior.

Sociometrists are more psychologically oriented than

any of the methodological sub-groupings mentioned
above.

Consequently,

the opnortunity to explore the integration
of techniques and to compare
their distinctive contributions to a single investigation
are

exceedingly rare.

The topic of methodological sub-cultures is too

large to enter into here, but the issues which
are raised are as much
a part of the culture of soc1461 science
as the substantive content of
various disciplines.
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As a consequence of employing a variety of research met.nds,
we gained some insight into the difficulties and the value of
integrating techniques.

On the problematic side, for, example, we were

faced with the difficult decision of !hen to carry out field work.

If

field work were conducted prior, to scanning the questionnaires, we

might fail to ask the most pertinent coestions of the respondents.

But

if it were conducted after processing and analysis of questionnaires,
there simply might not be enough time to make trips to bureaus, and
our observations would not coincide with the period when the questionnaires were completed.

(It should be b:rne in mind that the lapse of

time between the execution of a liage-soale survey and the perusal of
analytical tabulations may range from a few months to as much as two
years.

In the present study, the design of new questionnaires for

successive waves of distribution to different respondents created a
gap of almost two years between the first returns f:mm deaas and

detailed analysis of their responses.

Our field work, however, was

conducted among directors of research units rather than among deans.
The lapse of time between our survey of directors sad examination of
results was about a year.)

We eventually decided to postpone the major

field trips until after the surveys had been completed and procesasd,
although a few trips were made for special purposes throughout the
duration of the study.

Since field work is almost never done after the completion of
a survey, it is quite important to note soma of the contributions of
this unconventional arrangement.

Briefly, the survey date contribvited

to the field work in the following ways:
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identification of the main types of research units
provided a
sampling frame or the site visits;
puzzling or provocative replies to questionnaires
suggested
questions for particular interviewees;
statistical relationships and their tentative interpretation
helped focus the interviews on certain problem areas;
basic organizational information from the
questionnaires made
it unnecessary to take up time in the interview or to jeopardize rapport by burdening the interviewee with
standard organizational questions;

questions which were omitted from the questionnaire,
but which
on later reflection or analysis of results turned
out to be
important, were suggested for the interviews.
The field work, in turn, contributed to our further treatment of
the
survey data in the following ways:

modifications of existing typologies and indices were suggested;
new iaterpretations of statistical results were provided,
especially with respect to the bearing of historical events
on
current situations;
the Importance of describing the units according to certain
major dimensions was borne home by the
variegated nature of
the units which we visited.
Our study also afforded the chance to integrate
historical and
surveil. methods.

There were three ways in which surveys added to our

historical knowledge.

First, as mentioned earlier, we used several

past surveys of research units to establish
historical trends in the
balance between research and service, and to
study founding and
mortality rates of units.

Second, our own questionnaires and inter-

views were quite useful in obtaining historical data.

For example,

our case histories of selected research units in Chapter VI were drawn
partly from the questionnaires and field
interviews and partly from
existing documents.

Information from these various sources was
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carefully interwoven for each case history.

Further, the main source

for our notion of the substantial effect of directors on the develop-

ment of their units was the questionnaire; and particularly the
question:

Would you briefly describe any highly significant turning
points in the course of the unit's history -- for example, the
appointment of a new director with different ideas about the
program, the influx of new funds, the appointment of a new
president or dean, the beginning of an important new research
Project, etc?

This usage of surveys for historical information, then, was based
on
questions which specifically focussed upon past events.

But there was

still a third way in which the questionnaires
provided historical data
- through tabulations according to the le of the research units and

of the position of research coordinator.

By classifying the units

according to age, for example, we were able to discern certain trends
in organisational types.

The interpretations of these statistical

trends were then reinforced by information collected in the field
interviews about the reasons for changes in policy, and through library
research on the development of educational research in general.

Inter-

pretations based upon all three of these historical usages of surveys
entailed a weaving together of survey results, documentary analysis,
and library research.

D.

Technical Information about the Distribution and

pillieLitt&vas.

rim

In obtaining the names of research units and of coordinators,

we sent form letters to all deans (or chairmen) of graduate schools
(or departments) of education which
awarded the doctorate in 1963-64,
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exclusive of technological schools.
that time.

There were 107 such schools at

The letter, which appears in Appendix 8, requested the

deans to examine the names of research units drawn from our earlier:
study and to indicate whether these units still existed, and to list
any additional units.

(Research units were described as bureaus,

institutes, centers, laboratories, etc., affiliated with the graduate
program in education and engaged in research.)

We also asked for the

names of "the Coordinator or Director of the entirc faculty research
program in education, if such a position exists"; and "the Chairman of
any faculty research committee in education, if such a group exists."
All of the deans or department heads responded to this initial
form letter.

Thirty-eight coordinators who were named by the deans,

which included a few committee chairmen where coordinators did not
exist, were sent the questionnaires for coordinators.

Returns were

received from five committee chairmen without coordinators in their
schools and twenty-six coordinators or directors of faculty research.

For convenience, in the report we refer to these thirty-one individuals
who are chiefly or solely responsible for faculty research as "coordinators."

The return rate of completed questionnaires for these

individuals was 82 per cent.

Two types of questionnaires were designed for deans.

If no

coordinator existed in the school, then the dean received a ion

form,

which included the items in the coordinators' questionnaire; if a
coordinator did exist, the dean received a short form which focussed
on policy matters, although some statistical information which we felt
the deans would be best able to supply was also requested.

Of the

deans without coordinators, 65 per cent returned useable questionnaires;
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of the deans with coordinators, 74 per cent returned useable questionnaires.

Thus, our returns represent 88 per cent of all deans or chair-

men of graduate schools or departments of education in 1963-64.

Since

there were eight coordinators who returned questionnaires from schools
where deans did not return questionnaires, adding these eight coordi-

nators yields a total of 81 schools of education represented in the
study, or 76 per cent of the schools which awarded the doctorate in
1963-64.

In view of the length and complexity of the questionnaire,

the fact that university administrators are quite busy, and the diligence of our field representatives, we feel that the return rate is
quite high.

It is less easy to say what proportion of the directors of
'research units" returned questionnaires, since we have no way of

knowing how many of the "units" named by the deans were actually doing
empirical research, were sore than informal teams of investigators, or
even existed in more than letterhead form, for that matter.

Unless

the unit named by the dean was definitely known to us from our earlier
study as strictly a service, a clinical, or a teaching facility, we
sent a questionnaire to the head of the unit.

naires were sailed to directors of units.

In all, 133 question-

Eighty-four (or 63 per cent)

of the units returned questionnaires or replied by letter.

Twenty

(or 24 per cent) of these returns proved either not to be research
units (but rather clinical, teaching, service, or administrative units)

or were found not to be affiliated with the school or department of
education.

This yielded a total of 64 useable questionnaires from

directors of research units in education.

An examination of the names

of the units which did not respond revealed that virtually all of them
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were designated as testing, service, study council,
laboratory, or
counselling facilities.

Hence, we feel rather confident in having

obtained useable questionnaires f

approximately nine out of ten

empirical research units affiliated with graduate
schools or departments of education.

This figure, however, must remain an educated

guess
At least two follow-up letters were sent to
each respondent
who failed to reply to our initial distribution of
questionnaires.

In

the ease of deans and coordinators, field representatives
in most of
the schools were instructed to make return
calls; and in a few cases,

representatives who had been unsuccessful were replaced by alternates.
(Our experiences with field representatives
are reported in detail in
Appendix R.)
To sum up, our questionnaire returns
represent 68 per cent of

the deans or chairmen of graduate schools
or departments in education

which granted the doctorate in 1963-64; 82
per cent of the individuals
chiefly or solely responsible for the faculty
research program (which
together with the deans represents 76 per cent of the schools);
and
approximately 90 per cent of the research
units affiliated with

graduate programs in education.

(The questionnaires designed for deans

without coordinators, for coordinators, and for unit directors
are
presented in Appendix F.)
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CHAPTER II

VALUE CLIMATES AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR RESEARCH

Complex organizations make varied demands upon their members,
especially when there is a low level of specialization according to the

tasks which need to be performed.

Organizations also allocate resources

in ways which emphasize certain goals while playing down others.

Insti-

tutional ma and resources affect both the quality and the amount of
effort devoted to various roles.

Hence, to understand the barriers to

the advancement of educational research, it is not sufficient to pay

attention to the intellectual or theoretical content of research,
as
vitally important as this topic may be.

aemag is at least as important.

The study of janisational

This point can be made more concrete

by an example.

A recurrent theme in this report is the potential and often
manifest conflict between the pursuit of different goals within schools
of education.

While schools vary in the emphasis placed on the

functions of teaching, research, and service as obligations of the

faculty, virtually all of the schools are responsible in some measure
for all three functions.

Since the same personnel are often engaged

in each of these task-areas, it is obvious that
resources and commit-

ments are sometimes strained.

When we asked the deans, rbsearch

coordinators and directors of research units to check what they con-

sidered the elor hinirances to the advancement of
educational research,
a majority of each type of respondent checked:

"Amounts of teaching,

administrative, and other non-research duties connected with jobs held
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by people in education."

As a matter of fact, the four hindrances most

Illquently mentioned by deans, coordinators, and units directors alike
were organisational hindrances: financial support, non-research duties,
kinds and amount of organization provisions for research, and the
quality of research training.

The quality of research techniques and

the problems chosen for investigation

two major intellectual short-

comings -- followed fifth and sixth in order of frequency of citation
as major hindrances.

(Appendix C, Table 1, shows the proportion of

respondents who checked each of fifteen possible hindrances.) 1

Many

of the administrative arrangements for the condu-t of research are

called into being precisely for the purpose of aiding research in its
competition for scarce resources.

Research bureaus, for example, are

often conceived as functional alternatives to teaching departments
as locales for research.

The practice of reducing teaching loads or of

granting leaves of absence for research is also aimed at protecting the
researcher from the intrusion of other duties.

Even the formal relation-

ships which professional schools establish with the liberal arts and
sciences may be viewed as mechanisms for safeguarding the integrity of
scholarship within a context which requires the pursuit of more immediate professional goals.

We would not wish to overemphasize the conflictual aspect of
the situation in this illustration of the important bearing on resettrch
of the organizational context.

Indeed, it is ctten claimed that teaching,

research, and service roles are mutually augmentive.

IP11111,1111111111/101111

This

4111NaMMINIIS

1

The hindrances presented in this question were formvtated by
David S. Wilder on the basis of extensive field work carried out in
conzection with the Carnegie study of reading experts, See "The
Reading Experts: A Case Study of the Failure to Institutionalize
an Applied Science of Education," (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia, 1966.)
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is an important question which can only be settled
by empirical inquiry.
(The alleged contribution of field service to research will be discussed

in Chapter VI where we explore the interaction o2
service and research
in some detail.

And the integration of teaching and research will be

touched upon in a later portion of the next chapter.)

But the reason

for raising these points here is to ,emind the reader that the goal of
producing significant educational research has to he examined
within an
institutional setting which contains other goals and which has limited
resources at its disposal.

The objective of this and the following chapter is to familiarize the reader with the main organizational features of schools of

education which affect the performance of research.

The present chapter

is mainly concerned with innovations which
are directlrelated to the

promotion or facilitation fresearch; while the following chapter will
focus on ma or institutional mechanisms which ma

be used in such a wax

as to benefit the research_ware, namely, recruitment and
relationships with departments outside of education.

In the course of intro-

ducing liese features, we shall refer to subsequent
parts of the report

where we deal with selected issues in more detail.

Thus, the two

chapters will also serve as a sort of Baedeker for
the remainder of
the report.

The present chapter begins with a discussion of the distribution of goals and of influence upon goals among various groups associated with the university.

Next, we describe the array of administrative

arrangements for the promotion and conduct of research.

Because we take

up the subject of research units in considerable detail
in Chapters IV
and V, we shall not presently have much to
say about this particular
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arrangement.

A good deal of attention will be paid to the new role of

faculty research coordinator, however.

The chapter is rounded out with

a brief discussion of the deans' and coordinators' plans and dreams for

further development of research.

A.

Value Climates -- The Distribution of Goals and of
Influence on Goals

The statuses responsible for the governance and performance of

professional roles in schools of education differ widely in their
emphasis on educational research as an obligation of the faculty.

often it is the dean of the
teaching or service

Most

raduate faculties who ranks research above

aLd least often it is the facult

of education.

These conclusions are based on the replies of the deans of schools of
education to the following question:
Graduate schools or departments of education vary according
to the rank order of field service, teaching, and research
as responsibilities of the faculty. There may also be disagreement within the same school about the relative emphases
that should be placed on these activities. To the best of
your knowledge, how would the groups listed below rank the
three activities in your school?
(We informed the respondents in a brief note that the term "research"

was being used here to signify "empirical research," as distinguished
from "field services and library research.")

Subsequently, we asked

the deans to identify the groups which exercised
most influence in the
institution's current balance of emphasis between the three functions:

There are many forces, both inside and outside schools of
education, which shape their goals.
In your Judgment, which
of the following groups most affected the balance of
emphasis
between teaching, field service and research in your institution, either directly or indirectly, during the past five
years? (Please check no more than five.)
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The groups which were listed in these two questions, together
with the replies of the deans, are presented in Table 2.1.

We have

ranked the groups according to the formal hierarchy of authority,
beginning with the trustees and moving down through the hierarchy to
the faculty members.

In the lower part of Table 2.1 we have added

public school systems and funding agencies outside the university.
What is quite clear in the left-hand column of Table 2.1 is
that :roe's at the to' and at the bottom of the hierarchy de-em hasize
research.

Thus, the faculty is as little likely as the trustees of the

university to give top priority to research.

The deans of the graduate

faculties most often emphasize research as the primary function of the
faculty of education (50%), while the deans of education follow second
(31%).

But education deans are a poor second to graduate deans in

placing research ahead of teaching and field service.

What needs most

to be underscored in this table, however, is that the group which is

responsible for carrying

the faculty, is

lileaseaiceltorre.chas a primary obligation.
Obviously, there is a good deal of dissensus between education
deans and their faculties.

The great majority of deans who do not give

research top priority feel that it is secondary only to testate
(Fifty-seven per cent of all deans rank research second to teaching,
with field service third.)

The favorable attitudes of education deans

towards an expansion of research can be shown in other ways.

In our

questionnaires for deans and for research coordinators, we asked the

respondents to check the topics in which they would like to see more
research done in the school of education.

(The twenty -four topics

included in this list will be presented and discussed at the close of
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TABLE 2,1

Emphasis on Research by Various Groups, and the Influence
Which They Have on the Goals of the School
(according to deans)

S Schools (reported by deans)

Groups within the university

a. Where each group
b. Where each group
sees research as the 'influences the
primary goal
balance of emphasis
on goals

Trustees

9%

1%

President

28

51

Graduate faculties dean

50

36

Education dean

31

32

Educational dept. chairmen

19

51

8

85

3

32

73

47

(74)

(74)

Education faculty

Groups outside the university
Public school systems
Funding agencies outside
the university

No. of deans:
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the following chapter.)

Comparing the average proportion of deans (in

schools with coordinators) who checked each of the topics with the
average proportion of coordinators who checked the topics, we find that
the deans exceed the coordinators in their desire for more research.

A mean proportion of 67 per cent of the deans and 16 per cent of the
coordinators checked each of the topics on which more research was
desirable.

Since the coordinators are specifically entrusted with thcl

promotion of research within the school of education, the fact that a
greater proportion of deans desire more research on the various topics
testifies to the latter°s unusually high level of commitment.

Moreover,

when we asked the deans about the number of faculty members currently

doing research and the number they would like to be doing research, we
found that the deans wish to mossomMOMm double the number of researchers
in their schools.

(The mean number of current researchers is About

eleven per school, while the mean number desired is about nineteen.)
But strong convic.,ion without influence does not make for social change.

Let us therefore turn to the equally important question of who has the
power to determine the structure of goals in schools of education.

A comparison of the distribution of influence (right-hand
column of Table 2.1) with the distribution of favorable attitudes
towards research (left-hand column) provides us with an important clue
to the question of why research in schools of education seems to be
lacking in vitality.

With the exception of the trustees, those who

least often emphasize research most often have the power to determine

the balance of emahmisjimmEmala.

The president of the university,

the education chairmen, and the education faculty least often place
research in the first rank, but most often have the power to set the
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goals of the schools.
tion deans

The dean of the graduate faculties and the educa-

- the authorities who most often emphasize research -- least

often have any influence

(again with tho exception of the trustees).

If the picture of goals and of influence drawn for us by the deans
is accurate, it appears that

i:tisthefacultmemticationwho

are mainly res onsible for the secondary or even tertiar
research in many schools of education.

'osition of

It may be that because faculty

members are closer to students and to local school systems, they tend
to be more concerned with serving the immediate needs of these clientele.
It might also be true that faculty members who are committed to research

are selectivelLsecruited into administrative positions.

Since the

graduate faculty deans most often rank research first, it is reasonable
to assume that individuals who shared this outlook would often be appointed deans of education.

The education deans, in turn, might select

chairmen who share their outlook.

This would explain the ascending

frequencies of chairmen, deans, and graduate deans who emphasize research.
In other words, what may be happening is that scholars in education are

drained off into administrative positions in much the same way that
outstanding teachers in the public schools are attracted to administrative
jobs.

And, of course, the higher the position in

he university hier-

archy, the less frequent the association with students and with professional clientele in school systems.

Thus, those scholars who become

administrators are reinforced in their emphasis on research by insulation
from the immediate needs of individual students and of practitioners.
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The extent to which public school systems are said to place

primary emphasis on research as a faculty responsibility is also shown
in Table 2.1.

Almost none of the deans claim that__.ts..21tliblic schools

rank research first (only two deans made this claim).

More than half

of the deans (56%) maintain that the public schools rank teaching first,
service second, and research third in order of importance.

Further,

about a third of the deans indicated that school systems
influence on

school.

Another

important source of the de-emphasis on research, then, resides in the

expressed needs of public school practitioners for professional training and services.

This problem area will be discussed in detail in

Chapter VI.

No doubt one of the major counterbalances to the downgrading
of research by fae,:ulty members is the funding agency outside the

university.

As shown in Table 2.1, these agencies are widely recognized

as principally concerned with the promotion of research (73 per cent
of the deans so responding); and they are also widely regarded as
exerting influence on the schools of education to move the balance of
emphasis towards research (47 per cent of .the deans so responding).
When we examine the effect of federal funds on the research orientation
of bureaus in Chapter IV, we shall see that the deans' view of the

importance of funding agencies is quite accurate.
The goals emphasized by various groups within the university
is by no means art irrelevant issue, for the value climate of schools

of education is a fairly accurate predictor of the quality of the
research which is turned out.

In order to gain some notion of the

quality of research performed in the schools, we asked the deans and
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coordinators to name schools or departments of education in the nation
which they considered to bs doing "the most worthwhile and competent
rose rah.
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Table 2.2 shows the proportion of schools designated as

doing the best research according to an emphasis on research as a

primary faculty obligation by each of six groups in the university.
(Because the respondents tended to name the larger schools, which ob-

viously have an advantage in producing at least a few pieces of outstanding research, we show the same information for large schools only,
i.e., schools with forty or more faculty members.

Only two of the

smaller schools were named as doing the "best research," and therefore
we need only observe the larger ones.

And because of the possibility

that the respondents were biased in their judgments towards the more
"reputable" universities, we also show the relationship between research

quality and research emphasis in the better universities only, according to the Keniston scale.)

Consistently we find in Table 2.2 that the quality of research

produced by the school of education is haher when each group considers
research to be the primer

2

obligation of the facult

The two exceptions

A listing of the schools named, together with the numner of
choices each received, is presented in Appendix C, Table 2. The
schools named as producing the best research have enjoyed a higher
approval rate for proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E. in 1956-63
(30 per cent of the proposals from the "best" versus 17 per cent from
the other schools of education were approved).
The schools designated
also tend to be located in the "better" universities, as measured by
the Keniston scale of university reputation.
(Hayward Keniston,
Appendix, "Standing of American Graduate Departments in the Arts and
Sciences," in Graduate Study and Research in the Arts and Sciences at
the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1959. These facts lend validity to our measure of research
quality. And since many of the deans and coordinators have taught
courses in research methods, and almost all the coordinators are presently doing research, there is reason to believe that the respondents are
fairly discriminating in their judgments.
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TABLE 2.2

Research &11.14LAccorcsihas
ou Research by Various Groups

% Schools of Education kolas Best Research

Of All
Schools
(1)

Of Large
Schools
(2)

In Best
Universities
Only
(3)

Schools Where Deans Report:
Trustees Emphasize:
Research
Other

43% (7)**
18% (57)

President Em2hasizee:
Research
Other

100% (3)
41% (22)

67%
67%

(3)
(9)

30% (20)
18% (45)

67% (9)
35% (17)

83%
57%

(6)
(7)

an of Graduate Faculties
Emphasizes:
Research
Other

27% (37)
14% (28)

56% (18)
33% (9)

100%
25%

(8)
(4)

Dean of Education Emphasizes:
Research
Other

39% (18)
18% (51)

70% (10)
35% (17)

71%
71%

(7)
(7)

Research
Other

43% (14)
11% (46)

86% (7)
24% (17)

100%
40%

(5)
(5)

Faculty in Education Emphasize:
Research
Other

50% (6)
16% (61)

100% (3)
35% (23)

100%
56%

(3)
(9)

Chairmen in Educationpatasize:

*Forty or more faculty members.
* *Numbers in parentheses represent the bases of the percentages.
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to this conclusion -- trustees and education deans in the "best

universities" -- are not sufficient to contradict the generalization
since the number of oases is quite small in these categories.

We see,

then, that the value climate is an important feature of the organizational context of research.

New let us turn to a consideration of

several administrative arrangements for facilitating research.

B.

Amusements for the Facilitation of Research

Educational research in professional schools is facilitated
in a variety of ways.

A researcher may be a staff member of a research

unit (bureau, center, office, etc.), or he may use the facilities of
some such unit without joining the staff.
with research units whatsoever.

Others may have no connection

According to our analysis of the sources

of research proposals (Appendix A) and our study of research authors
of 1964, this latter group comprises about three-fourIlis of the educa-

tional researchers in the universities.

Such persons may be facilitated

by faculty research committees, by research coordinators, or by several
administrative provisions, such as released time from teaching, leaves
3

of absence for research, and sabbaticals.

3

Eighty-three per cent of the schools reduce teaching loads so
In schools where this practice is
that research can be carried out.
followed, however, a mean proportion of only 8.6 per cent of the
faculty per school has the equivalence of full-time reduction of teachIn addition, 23 per cent of the schools exempt
ing load for research.
researchers from administrative duties, and 88 per cent provide leaves
of absence without pay for research. In a third of the schools which
provide leaves of absence, however, none of the faculty has taken
advantage cf the provision in the past five years. Obviously, the sheer
existence of these arrangements does not guarantee their utilization.
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According to information obtained from the deans and department
heads in a survey conducted in 1983 preliminary to the design of our
larger survey, 24 per cent of the schools have a research committee

or council and 37 per cent have a coordinator for faculty research.

According to our later survey of deans and coordinators (1964-65),
47 per cent have research

unite. piLlzapsitescechools

neither coordinators uommittees

nor research units.

have

Moreover, a

number of schools have more than one of these arrangements.

For example,

half of the schools with coordinators also have committees which are
concerned with the promotion of research.

Similarly; al-mt half of the

schools with research units also have either coordinators or committees.
It is in the larger schools where a good deal of research is underway,
of course, that we tend to find tore than one of these arrangements,
In short, the great majority of schools of education contain somc

arrangement for facilitating or conducting research.
Perhaps the least familiar of these arrangements is the faculty
research coordinator.

This position is relatively new in schools of

education, since almost two-thirds of the schools with coordinators

have established the position since 1960.

Because of the novelty of

the position and its possible impact on the future development of

educational research, it is important to examine it Lwow detail.

Also, since a good deal of our information about schools of education
was derived from questionnaires especially designed for coordinators,
it is advisable to introduce the respondent to the reader.
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1.

The Research Coordinator

.1=1.=......Mmenwoomul...formsuars.mmoi...

The coordinator occupies a fairly secure position, within the
university hierarchy.

More than a third (36 per cent) are associate

or assistant deans, and about the 00LJ proportion are full professors
(39 per cent).

professors.

The remaining 25 per

cent are associate or ,:gsistant

The coordinators also tend to be scholars in their own

right, since almost all are currently conducting research (87 per cent),
and more than halt have a Ph.D. rather than an Ed.D. degree (52 per cent).
In short, in addition to their duties as coordinator, they are also
frequently administrators, teachers, and researchers.
Table 2.3

shows the frequency with which the thirty-one

coordinators in our study signified that they performed each of a

variety of tasks.
four types:

For greater clarity, we have grouped these tasks into

administrative responsibilities, intellectual leadership,

communication, and stimulation of research.

(In Chapter V we compare

the directors of research units with the coordinators on this same set
1

of responsibilities.

In general, the unit directors perform more roles

than the coordinators, but they also spend half again &I much time in
carrying out the duties associated with their position.)

Most often the coordinators said they were responsible for
"assisting faculty members in writing proposals," a task which 40 have
classified under stimulation.

(The justification for classifying this

activity as "stimulation" will become clear later on.)

About the same

proportion mentioned "encouraging faculty members to undertake research
which is of general interest to scholars in education" (74 per cent),
which is obviously a stimulative role.

In sum, the two roles most
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TABLE 2.3
Activi ties of_asul.tyllesailch Coordinators

Coordinators

Stimulation

Assisting faculty members in writing proposals.
Encouraging faculty members to undertake research
which is of general interest to scholars in ed.
Encouraging faculty members to undertake research
which is of immediate help to schools.

81%
74
52

Communication
Facilitating communications among researchers.
Communicating the needs of the research program
to the administration.
Collecting and disseminating information about
financing of research.

71
68
58

Intellectual Activities
Judging the adequacy of research proposals.
Providing opportunities for students to
participate in research.
Assisting faculty members with analytical
problems which arise in their research.
Formulating the goals of a research program.

58
55

48
32

Administrative Activities
Gaining the assistance of scholars in other
departments in the university in planning
or executing research.
Seeking funds for researchers.
Providing the facilities (other than funds)
for researchers.
Securing new staff members to do research.
Allocating university funds for research.
Handling requests for released time to
conduct research.
Directing or facilitating service studies
for schools in the area.
Allocating outside funds for research.

Number of coordinators:

45
39

26
26
26

26
3

(31)
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llecoozoftenerforned,dinators are geared to the promotion of

researchactivitictathertlieuida)22giiceorsuortofon-oin
research.

As a matter of fact, less than half the coordinators assist

faculty members with "analytical problems which arise in their research"
(48 per cent), and only a third are involved in "formulating the goals

of a research prograuL"

Further, when we asked the coordinators about

the three activities which absorbed most of their time, only 13 per
cent mentioned assistance with analytical problems and only 10 per cent
mentioned formulating the goals of a research program.

Half of them,

however, said that they spent most of their time helping faculty members
write proposals.

In short, the intellectual leadership of the

very largely

the phase of getting research under-

mitt
These observations afford insight into one of the major reasons
for creating the position of research coordinator, namely, to encourage
faculty members to undertake basic research who are not particularly
experienced or who may not be especially entlusiastic about the .1rospect.

Thus, the coordinator is expected to overcome lone of tie major obstacles
to research in schools of education.

There is a second type of coordinator, however, as shown by
the frequency with which the managerial function was mentioned as a
reason for creating the position.

When we inquired of the circumstances

which led to the creation of the position, several of the coordinators
mentioned the need to manage a burgeoning research program.
acme illustrative replies:

Here are

V-'---
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Conviction on part of
administration that university's research
program had grown to size where
coordination and some research
management were desirable.
Need for coordination and
administration of an educational
research effort . .

Need for coordination and
articulation of the increased
research by faculty . . . Liaison with other
derartments and
agencies.
Increase in size of Graduate
Department and need for standardization of academic and administrative
process in the several
graduate divisions.

There is little question but that
coordinators are performing
some roles which are not performed
by deans. Table 2.4
presents the
replies of coordinators and of
deans without coordinators to the
following question:
Under which of the following
circumstances, if any, have you
ever intervened in an on-going
study?

In Table 2.4 we have grouped
the circumstances into intellectual
and
administrative interventions. And it is
clear that the deans are more
often involved in the traditional
administrative roles of handling
b.dgetary and personnel problems,
while coordinators are more often
concerned with meeting needs which are distinctive
of research, namely,
passing on information and
helping in the analysis of data.
Although
coordinators are chiefly restricted
to stimulating and planning

research rather than monitoring
existing projects, this situation
seems
preferable to that which prevails where
no coordinator exists. Incidentally, we also see in Table 2.2 that
as many as 39 per cent of the
coordinators have "practically
never" intervened, compared with 28
per
cent of the deans without
coordinators. The greater amount of intervention on the part of deans may be explained
by the smaller faculty
size in achools without coordinators,
by the greater authority of the
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TABLE 2.4

Circumstances under Which Coordinators and Deans
without
Coordinators Have Intervened in Projects

Intellectual interventions

You passed on information which
seemed valuable to a study
An investigator was having
difficulty analyzing his data

% Coordinators

% Deans without
Coordinators

57%

44%

32

26

25

51

21

42

14

23

11

9

38

28

(28)

(43)

Administrative Interventions
A project was having budgetary
problems
A project was having personnel
problems

A study was failing to meet its
deadline
A sponsor or client was worried
about the progress of a study
Practically never intervened,
regardless of circumstances
Number of respondents

deans, or by the fact that the deans
more often deal with administrative rather than intellectual matters.

Unfortunately, the coordinators do not
seem to receive much
institutional support in the
performance of their tasks.

Three-fourths

do not have any full-time
professional assistance, and only
slightly
more than half have part-time professional
assistance. On the average,
the coordinators spend only about
half of their university time on all
the activities associated with
the position. Finally, and
perhaps most
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significant, only about a third have any. funds earmarked for the job.
But these limitations do not seem to have
dampened their enthusiasm,
for when we asked them if they would be interested in "joining
an
association of university educational research coordinators"
(providing
such a group were created), three
- fourths expressed approval of the
idea.

A few others said they would be willing
to participate in some

such group if it were part of an existing
professional association.
In short, the coordinators seem eager to air their problems
with
colleagues elsewhere, which may be a token of their professional
com-

mitment to the job.

Now let us try to see what impact the coordinators

have had on their institutions.
It is not easy to say how successful the coordinators
have been

thus far, and it is probably too early to pass judgment.

At the present

time it seems that the position has neither
stimulated more faculty
research nor improved the suality. of the research produced.

Table 2.5

shows the mean proportion of faculty members per school
engaged in
research, and the proportion of schools which
were named as doing the
best research, according to whether
a coord .nator now exists and how

long the position has existed.
Far from there being a positive relationship betwoer the
existence of the position and the proportion of
faculty doing research,
there is a distinctly negative one.

This finding is probably explained

by the practice of appointing coordinators in schools where
research is
underemphasized.

But even where coordinators exist, quantity of

researchers is not related to the length of time
the position has
existed.

In short, we are unable to demonstrate
the impact of coordi-

nators on the amount of research undertaken.
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TABLE 2.5

*win PrMIElkaltJ2n2AL11211121ETIClutwide

Bureau,

and ReseardtjoyALIAELATEndly to the
Existence of a Coordinator
No. of years coordinator
position ..has existed
None
(no coor.)
Mean % of taco:Ivy doing research
outside of any bureau:

No. of schools reporting:

% schools named as doing
the "best research":
No. of schools reporting:

1 - 3

4

27%

22%

(36)

(9)

(9)

15%

28%

25%

32%

(46)

(18)

4-

(12)

When we tern to the quality of research done (also Table 2,5),

we now find that schools with coordinators were more often named as
producing the best research, but that once again the length of time
the position has existed is not related to research quality.

In eon

elusion, we are unable to find evidence that so far the coordinators

have affected either the quantity or quality of research in schools of
education,

Since coordinators are sometimes conceived as alternative arrangements to research units, it is instructive to compare these two arrangements on our measure of research quality.

In Table 2.6 we show the pro-

portion of schools which were named as doing the best research according
to whether a research unit exists; for purposes of comparison, we

repeat the preceding table showing the relationship between
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TABLE 2.6

Research Quality of Schools of Education According to
the Existence of a Coordinator and the
Existence of a Research lnit

% schools doing best research
Of all
schools

Coordinator exists

Of large
schools only*

Yes

28% (35)

47% (15)

No

15% (46)

38% (16)

S diff. :

+13%

+9%

Research unit exists

Yes

31% (35)

47% (15)

No

13% (40)

42% (12)

% diff. s

+18%

+5%

*Forty or rn tre faculty members

quality and the existence of a coordinator.

It appears that the

existence of a research unit, unlike the existence of the coordinator,
is virtually unrelated to research quality when we control for the
size of the faculty.

But here we need to make an important qualifi-

cation, for research units are not necessarily engaged only in
research -- many of the units in our study provide services for local
schools, and about a third are chiefly devoted to the provision of
services (as indicated by the proportion of the budget divided between
these two activities).

Hence, we need to sort out the units which are

mainly devoted to research.

And when we do so, we find a substantial

relationship between the existence of such a unit and the research
quality of the school.

As shown in Table 2.7, even after controlling
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for size of the faculty, schools of education with unite which are
predominantly devoted to research are much more likely to be designated
as doing the "best resea ch" Whin schools without such units.

In short,

it appears that the research unit is a mode of organizing research

which is in general preferable to the faculty research coordinator.

TABLE 2.7

Research Quality of Schools of Education According to the
Existence ohl ar, Unit Which is Mainly Devoted to
Research 1Cirrai
Schools only)

Research-oriented bureau exists:

S of large schools (40+ faculty)
doing best reskiarch

(50%+ budget for research)

Yes

59%

(17) *

No

36%

(11)

*This base number is not the same as in Table 2.6 for the following
reason: in Table 2.6 (all bureaus) we used the coordinators' replies,
and in Table 2.7 (research-oriented bureaus only) we used the replies
of unit directors. The size of the faculty was determined through
the detn's questionnaire. There were two coordinators who did not
reply in schools where both the dean and a unit director replied.
Hence, the base numbers vary by two cases.

This does not mean that in certain schools it might not be advisable

to have a coordinator to simulate the apathetic and to protect the
productive.

Probably one reason why coordinators do not more often affect
the quality of research output is that the attitudes of their colleagues
and even of their superiors do not afford the backing which they need
in the job.

In a sense, this is the coordinator's inevitable burden,

for the very existence of a position which is dedicated to promoting

research implies that there are obstacles to research in the given
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setting.

And one of the min obstacles, as suggested earlier, is the

value climate of the school.

Thus, we find that ......k=ftiliklasOIMOMI.WMNAralimb
coordinators exist

only in schools where the taculty ranks either teaching or field
service above research,

There are no coordinators in the six schools

where the faculty was said to place research first, while 40 per cent
of the remaining schools have coordinators.

As a matter of fact, in

most cases the existence of a coordinator is negatively related to an
emphasis on research by each group listed in our question concerning
goals.

(The two exceptions are the deans of the graduate faculties

and the trustees of the university.

1.CT
If the graduate faculties /pr the

trustees give research top priority, then we are more likely to find
a coordinator.)

These facts can be seen in Table 2.8, which shows the

proportion of schools with coordinators according to whether each
group emphasizes research as the main obligation of the education
faculty.

The tendency for coordinators

to

be found in schools which

do not strongly emphasize research is most clearly seen in Table 2.9.
Here we have simply summed the number of groups mentioned by the dctns
as placing research first in order to obtain an Index oZ Research
Emphasis.

Clearly, the lesser the emphasis on research, the greater

the likelihood of our finding a coordinator on the premises.

In sum,

coordinators are not operating in social climates which strongly
en4orse research.

It seems that in order to be a missionary, one must

have a mission.

Here, then, is one reason that coordinators have not had
greater impact on the quality of research output.

If this interpreta-

tion is correct, then we should find that the existence of a coordinator
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TABLE 2.8

Existence of a Coordinator, According to
'Emphasis of Various Groups on Res6aruh
w=wr
% Schools with
Coordinators

Number of
Schools

Schools where deans report:
Trustees emphasize:

Research
Other

43%
32%

(7)
(59)

24%
40%

(21)
(45)

32%
26%

(2")
(17)

25%
43%

(12)
(31)

21%
40%

(11)
(29)

0%
40%

(6)
(36)

President emphasizes:

Research
Other
Dean of graduate faculties emphasizes:

Research
Other
Dean of education emphasizes:
Research
Other
Chairmen in education emphasize:

Research
Other
rtELAY..12bItillelATILTIVI!!1!!!:

Research
Other
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Existence of a Coordinator According to
the Index of Research Emphasis
Index of Research Emphasis
(No. of groups which rank
research first)

% schools with coor.

High (4+)

26%

(23) *

Med (1-3)

39%

(41)

Low (0)

62%

(8)

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of
percentages.
is more highly related to research
quality in schools where other

participants strongly endorse research.
do find.

And this is indeed what we

As shown in Table 2.10, where there is an emphasis
on

research on the part of the trustees,
the president, the dean of
Inat

education, or education chairmen, there is
a stronger relationship
between the existence of a coordinator
and research quality than

where these groups do not emphasize
research.
In light of these findings, it is
especially unfortunate that

coordinators are seldom provided with the
wherewithal
their mIsmLon.

to carry out

Also, it seems apparent that the
position is not really

an alternative to the research unit, for each arrangement
is engaged
in a different kind of activity.

Research units facilitate and con-

duct research in settings where research
is valued, while coordinators
try to get research started in settings
where research is undervalued.

The utter arrangement, therefore,
seems more appropriate for schools
which lack a tradition of research.

Clearly, it is too early in the

game to assess the impact of faculty
research coordinators.

A similar
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TABLE 2.10

Research Quality, According to Emphasis on Research by
Various Groups and the Existence of a Coordinator

% schools doing best research

difi.

Coordinator exists
Schools where deans report:
Yes

No

Trustees emphasize:

Research
Other

67% (3)
26% (19)

25% (4)
13% (40)

+42%
+13%

60% (5)
28% (18)

19% (1.6)
11% (27)

+41%
+17%

33% (12)
23% (13)

20% (25)
6% (17)

+13%
+17%

75% (4)
26% (23)

25% (12)
13% (31)

+50%
+13%

67% (3)
21% (19)

27% (11)
3% (29)

+40%
+18%

President emphasizes

Research
Other
Dean of graduate faculties
emphasizes:

Researdb
Other
Dean of education emphasizes:

Research
Other
Chairmen in education emphasize:

Research
Other
Faculty in education emphasis J:

Research
Other

-

(0)

29% (24)

50% (6)
8% (36)

MEP

+21%
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study five years hence would be in 'a better position to evaluate the
impact of this important innovation in the universities.

2.

Research Committees

Research committees also vary in their functions.

Since we

were interested in research committees only insofar as their work
related to that of the coordinators, we asked only the coordinators

about the work of any existing committee; for this reason our information is very limited.

Still, variation of function is clear even

from our small sampling of twelve committees.

The two major types

seem to be the 2211.2y committee, which advises the administration on

needed policies related to research, and the facilitating committee,
which advises faculty members who are preparing research proposals
and performs other promotional roles.

The coordinator's descriptions

of committees show that these two types are fairly distinct:
Policy committees
The Research Council is advisory to the President on
research policies.
Committee is advisory in nature. Decide policy on
faculty research proposals submitted for local support.
The Committee serves as a communication link between
the Dean's office and the faculty members in departments
on research matters.

Facilitating committees
The committee has the major responsibility for fostering
and aiding research by faculty.
The committee encourages research efforts through symposia,
and other similar types of programs. Theoretically, the
committee has no responsibility for the faculty research
program of the college. Responsibility and accountability
for faculty research reside in the office of the assistant
dean.
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Committees are usually formed to advise with faculty
members who are preparing research proposals. They serve
like members of a doctoral seminar reviewing a dissertation.

On occasion, however, these two types of functions are combined within
a single committee.

The Committee on Educational Research, University

of Michigan, is a good example of this type of omnibus committee.

As

stated in the by-laws of the University:

The purposes of the Committee on Educational Research
shall be to encourage faculty members to do research; to
assist faculty members with their research activities; to
identify major foci of research appropriate to the interests
of the School of Education; to provide general direction to
the Office of Research Service; to develop guide lines for
efficient and effective processing, managing, and coordinating of research; to represent the interests of research in
the management of the School; and to explore and assist in
the development of cooperative research-, efforts with other
colleges, universities, and public school populations.
(From material returned with the questionnaire)

This particular school of education also has an agency called the

Office of Research Service, whose director filled out our questionnaire
intended for coordinators.

The Office serves as the executive arm of

the Committee:

The Office of Research Service shall work under the direction
of the Committee on Educational Research. Its responsibilities
shall be to provide consultation for faculty members and
graduate students on matters of research design; to assist
faculty members in the preparation and submission of research
proposals to fund-granting agencies; to help design and
coordinate the curriculum relating to the research preparation
of graduate students; to assist in providing training opportunities for graduate students in the use of research equipment; to inform the Commii;tJe on Educational Research and the
faculty on state and national research developments and
legislation affecting research in education; to represent the
Committee on Educational Research, at its request, on state
and national committees; and to act in a liaison capacity on
matters of research between the Committee on Educational
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Research and other research units of the University. The
Chief of the Office of Researoh do vice shall be appointed
by the Dean and the Executive Committer to serve on a yearto-year basis.
(From the new by-laws enclosed in the
questionnaire)
In sum, research committees may combine a number of functions which do

not preclude articulation with the work of faculty research coordinators.

C.

....121a41210raia2P1222s and Dreams

Although it is never an easy thing to prophesy about complex
organizations, our questionnaires designed for deans and for coordinators touched on future plans and prospects, and their replies afford
ome leads about future developments.

We have already seen that the

deans wish to almost double the number of persons doing research in the
school of education.

Moreover, most

believe that

in the number of researchers which they indicated as desirable would

actually take place in their institution. .When we asked, "Do you
believe that the proportion of faculty members doing research outside
of any bureau will shift to whPt you regard as desirable in the next
years?"

70 per cent responded in the affirmative.
It is, of course, possible that the deans are unrealistically

sanguine about the prospect of increasing the supply of researchers,

at least in the near future:

The fact that the number of research

proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E. by applicants located in schools
of education remained fairly stable over the years 1956-63 (Appendix A,
pp. 27-28) suggests that many of the deans may be indulging in wishfulfillment when they say that they anticipate a near doubling of

researchers in their schools.

Obviously, one of the major factors is

the continued availability of research and development funds from the
federal government.

For many years the lack of funds for educational

research was undoubtedly a serious handicap.

As a matter of fact,

when we asked the deans to check what they considered to have been
the major hindrances to the advancement of educational research from

a list of fifteen possible difficulties, they most often mentioned
the amount of financial support available for research.

Two-thirds

of the deans mentioned this problem (Appendix C, Table 1).
The importance of financial resources can be clearly shown
by comparing what the respondents plan to do with what they would
do with a large stem of money.

This comparison is made possible by

the following two questions, which were asked of deans and coordinators:
(1)

Please describe any changes in the research program
of the graduate school or department of education
which are planned for the future. (In order to
project future developments in the nation, we need
to learn about specific intentions. We would
therefore appreciate your giving careful attention
to this question.)

(2)

If your school or department of education were to
receive about $200,000 for facilitating or conducting
educational studies, or for preparing researchers,
how would you like to see these funds used?

87 comparing the replies to these two questions, Table 2.11 indicAtes
the extent to which deans and coordinators would spend new money on

certain items which otherwise would not come into being.
In the first place, almost every item was more frequently

mentioned when $200,000 was In the offing -- with one notable exception.
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TABLE 2.11
Future Plans of Deans and Coordinators, and

Ho'tmiwlfouldAllocate $200,000

Deans without
Coordinators
Would
Plans
Do with
to do
$200,000

Coordinators
Would
Plans
Do with
to do
$200,000

Staff

Hire new staff or
consultants

30%

41%

19%

36%

Support existing staff
More research
Re-allocation of duties

55%
18%

64%
13%

33%
3%

60%
20%

3%

8%

11110 WO

ONO MP

36%

15%

43%

24%

Fellowships, stipends, etc.

6%

23%

10%

60%

!few training program

3%

15%

Other

3%

18%

New administrative arrangements
Coordinator of research
Research unit

Training of students

All other

12%

11110

8%

MI OM

27%0
181%

13%
210%

33%0
143%

232*

(33)

(39)

(21)

(25)***

12%

*Host respondents in this catogory said they would seek more funds.
**Tctal percents exceed 100% due to multiple responses.
***Respondents who did not answer the questions are omitted from the bases
of percents.

,-

Many of the schools plan to support or create a research unit; but
given more money, they would do something else.

This observation

holds for both deans and coordinators: 36 per cent of the deans plan
to support a research unit, but only 15 per cent would do so if they
had a great deal of money; and 43 per cent of the coordinators report
plans to support a rosearch unit, bat only 24 per cent would do so
if they had more money.

What these results suggest is that present

plans for supporting a research unit do not entail a substantial outlay; for when money is available, this item would take lower priority.

The innovation which takes much higher priority when a
hypothetical sum is offered is research training for graduate students.

The costliness of this item is shown by the fact that very few deans
or coordinators (12 per cent and 10 per cent, respectively) planned
to improve research training at the time of our survey.
funds were hypothetically offered, a ma orit
mentioned the improvement of training.

But when

of der.iis and coordinators

It will be recalled that our

questionnaires were completed prior to inauguration of support for
research training programs by the U.S.O.8. in 1865

In light of the

widespread desire to spend money for training in research, it is not
altogether surprising that the $8 million allocated for the program
in the first fiscal year was exceeded by $2 million in applications
for funds.

No doubt the new and increased funding programa of the U.S.O.E.

have largely answered the pleas of professional leaders for greater
support for research and development in general.

As a matter of fact,

even at the time of our survey two usErLigoatisk7thirds of the schools
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were receiving research support from the Cooperative
Research Branch,
U.S.O.R.

No other single source of support was utilized
as widely.

The proportion of schools with research funds from various
sources
is shown in Table 2.12.

Both inside and outside of research units,

the Cooperative Research Branch far exceeded other
sources of funds
in frequency of utilization.

TABLE 2.12
Sources of Support for Research Inside and
Outside of Research Units

Sources of support

Location of Pro octs
Outside units
Inside unite
(S schools)
C% units)

CoopeAlative Research Program,
U.S.0.8.

67%

86%

National Defense Education Act

45

26

National Institute of Mental Health

38

28

National Science Foundation

35

21

Ford Foundation

35

21

Kellogg Foundation

18

6

Carnegie Corporation

10

6

All other sources

38

32

(60)

(54)

Nos of units or schools:
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But the federal expansion of research support has not been

an unmixed blessing in

the view of university administrators.

Com-

plaints which were once expressed about the availability of funds
are now directed towards the administration of funds.

Thus, it is

not surprising that the deans more often desire future increases in
support from local and foundation sources than from federal sources.
Table 2.13 sets forth the percentage of deans who desire proportionate
increases in research funds from each of several sources, based on
the following question:

Would you like ma percentage of funds from each
source to increase, decrease, or remain the same
in the future?
(The proportion of respondents who checked "same" or "decrease" are
omitted from Table 2.13.)

In this table we see that the federal

government is least often favored as a source of new funds.

TABLE 2.13
Proportion of Deans Who Desire Increased
Research Funds from Each of Several Sources

Sources of support

% desiring an increase
from each source

No. responding

School or department of
education research funds

93%

(58)*

Foundat ions

92%

(64)

University research funds

90%

(68)

Local school systoma

78%

(54)

Professional organisations

74%

(43)

Federal governssent

69%

(64)

Invisibmer in parentheses represent the bases of percents;

these vary
because some respondents did not check certain sources as to whether they
should increase, decrease, or remain the same.

NMINa2,

As n matter of fact, 14 per cent of the deans said that they would prefer for :"federal funds to decrease proportionately, while 17 per cent

indicated that these funds should remain the same.

Stated differently,

almost a third of the deans do not desire a prope.ctionate increase in
federal funds.

And these opinions were expressed before the passage

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 which substantially increased the amount of federal funda for research and development.

Consequently, the deans are perhaps even more desirous of a

shift toward non-federal sources today than they were two years ago.
Some of the issues concerning federal support are of long
standing, such as the possibility of federal control over institutional
programs, or the onerous contractual regulations and overhead limitations of federal support as compared with foundation support.

With

the expansion of federal support, these issues may have become even
more worrisome to the profession.

For example, expansion in the number

and sources of proposals submitted to the U.S.OA:. has prompted a major
renovation in the proposal review process.

Panels of reviewers have

been replaced by a large pool of individual reviewers whose services
are called upon at the discretion of agency staff.

In addition, an

internal review committee has been established for screening of
proposals.

These innovations have given the agency greater control

over research support, and a number of persons have viewed this
accretion of authority with alarm.
Probably another consequence of expansion of federal outlays
for research is a tendency for cost-accounting criteria to weigh more
heavily in determining qualification for support.

Actually, this ten-

dency tas been discernible in the U.S.O.E. program for several years.
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In our analysis of appr,.al rates for proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E.

in 1956-63, we found a tendency for applicants to be supported who kept
the budget down while keeping the number of staff members up.

As dis-

cussed in Appendix A (pp. 44-45), it appears that the cheaper the
personnel, the greater the ltkelihood of receiving research funds.

Specifically, within each of three budgetary brackets, approval rates
increased with increments in the number of personnel; and these increases
were sharpest if the proposals requested lees than twenty-five thousand
dollars.

Thus, more than half of the proposals for less than twenty-five

thousand dollars which offered three or more staff members were approved;
compared with less than a fifth of the proposals in the same budgetary
bracket which offered either a part-time or only one full-time investigator.

(fiber of staff members refers to full-time equivalent.)

As

we point out in the Appendix:

Quite obviously, such cost-accounting considerations may bear
very little relationship to the scientific potentialities of
the proposal. As a matter of fact, they may promote mediocrity.
Assuming that salary items are lower on cheaper projects with
larger staffs, researchers who can be had cheaply are favored,
Or, what seems even worse, part-time research is encouraged in
a profession which already has an overabundance of marginal
workers.
Cost-accounting criteria must be applied, of course, in judging the
proposals to be supported.

But evidence from our study suggests that

in certain cases cost-accounting has been a dominant consideration.

Presumably because the promises of scholarship are harder to evaluate
than the promises of thrift, the latter sometimes prevail in determining qualification for research support.

Alb

14-
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In sum, the prediction of future trends in research and develop -

dent needs to take into account the activities of the U.S.O.E., not only
with respect to magnitude of funding but with respect to programmatic
emphases and methods of administration as well.

D.

&moat":

We have suggested that an important condition for the healty
development of research in schools of education is a climate which values
empirical scholarship.

Since the faculty of education least often

emphasizes research, and since the faculty tends to set the goals of the
school, research is frequently demoted to a relatively low position in
the institutional hierarchy of goals,

One of the major counterbalances

to the influence of faculties of education has been the funding agencies
outside the university.

A lesser, but no doubt important counterbalance

is the dean of education.

By and large, the deans are quite '.avorable

to the expansion of research, as shown by several measures.

The desire of university administrators to overcome barriers
to research within their institution has led to a variety of arrangements for the facilitation and conduct of studies.

One of the most

interesting innovations is the position of research coordinator.

This

position has beau created in recent years to stimulate and manage
faculty activities.

It might well be, however, that the coordinators

are hampered in their work by the unsympathetic attitudes of faculty
and of some administrators.

This situation Is probably inevitable in-

asmuch as coordinators are usually appointed in schools which place
more emphasis on teaching and service.

The coordinators also seem to lack the requisite funds, staff,
and facilities for carrying out their difficult assignments.

Despite

these drawbacks of the position, however, coordinators are performing
intellectual tasks which are not performed by deans in schools where
the position does not exist.

One means of improving the effective-

ness of the position may be to establish a research advisory committee
composed of leading faculty members whose deliberations may be informed
and implemented by the coordinator, and who can persuade the university

administration and faculty to support the aims of the 3esearch program.
Turning from our description of new arrangements for facilitating research, we tried to gain some
and difficulties.

idea

of future developments

If the deans exert substantial effort to implement

their desires for greater research activity, we may expect a near
revolution in schools of education,

In particular, the deans and

research coordinators were highly interested in supporting research

training at the time of our survey, although the high cost of fellowships and of training programs had prevented them from formulating
definite plans to prepare researchers.

In short, there can be little

question but that schools of education were ripe for the training
funds which the U.S.O.E. made available in 1965.

There is some indication, however, that deans and coordinators
do not appreciate the importance of giving ample support to remearch
units.

This finding could be the result of their being forced to

allocate scarce resources among viveral needed innovations, the most
important of these in their judgment being research training.

The

obvious conclusion to draw is that additional funds are required to
serve the wide range of needed innovations in schools of education.

In addition to the continued availability of funds for research

and development, an important element in the shape of things to come
is the manner in which federal agencies administer fuels.

This con-

clusion is based on the preference of a sizable minority of deans for
proportionately more funds from non-federal sources, such as the
university and foundations.

Fear of federal control over higher

education or dissatisfaction with certain contractual stipulations may
explain the less favorable attitudes of these administrators towards
federal funds.

In particular, we have discussed the possibility that

the costliness of new programs will increase "cost consciousness" in
the U.S.O.E. to the detriment of scholarship.

That the unit cost of

staff members on proposed projects has occasionally been a dominant
consideration in the decision to provide support is suggested by our
analysis of proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E. in 1956-63.

In brief,

we found that approval rates increased with more staff and with less
budget, suggesting that cheaper personnel were favored.

Quite

obviously, this policy bears little relation to the intellectual promise
of the research which is proposed, and may even promote mediocrity.
It also seems extremely wasteful of the time which scholars
devote to

preparing proposals to reject their research plans on purely financial
grounds.

If too much money is requested for the number of personnel

involved, ,,Yen either additional personnel could be added or less cost-

ly ways of carrying out the research could be urged.

It is reasonable

that cost - accounting should be brought to bear in the early stage of

considering the project; but that proposals should be finally rejected
on Lich grounds without allowing the applicant to make budgetary
adjustments is insupportable.

Nevertheless, this is precisely what our figures

indicate as having occurred in the period 1956 -63.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK- NOT FILMED
CHAPTER III

RECRUITMENT POLICIES, JOINT ARRANGEMENTS WITH
OTHER DEPARTMENTS, AND SUBSTANTIVE AREAS
OF RESEARCH

In addition to those arrangements
which have been introduced
in the universities for facilitating
research, there are two more or
less traditional means of enhancing the
rca--:rch program:

through

recruitment of faculty members who have
done research, and through
establishment of relationships with
departments outside of education

whose interests are pertinent to
educational problems.

In the present

chapter, therefore, we discuss the
recruitment policies of deans with

respect to various fields within
education, and existing arrangements
with non-education departments.
Then, before turning to detailed
examination of the history and current status of
research units in the
following chapter, we depart briefly
iron our discussion of organiza-

tional dimensions to describe the
substantive areas in which research

is being undertaken in the schools.
A.

Recruitment of Research Manpower

Perhaps the most crucial task in
raising the quality of research
in an institution, at least over the
short run, is the recruitment of
competent personnel.

Efforts to improve the skills of
current faculty,

members who are poorly prepared to carry out
research are often
frustrated by the faculty's
indifference, the lack of time for training
in new skills, and the difficulty
of altering perspectives acquired
through years of professional work and study.

Thus, the hiring of new

personnel to fill research positions
/s probably widely recognised as
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the surest way to increase scholarly productivity.

We would expect,

therefore, that recruitment policies which emphasize qualifications

for research would be highly related to the quality of research ouivut.
But before undertaking to answer this question, we shall describe the
recruitment preferences of education deans for individuals with various
backgrounds to fill positions in different fields.
1

The deans were asked to indicate whether they preferred someone mainly with either teaching or research experience for each of
eleven major fields.

Another option which we provided was someone with

a great deal of public school experience.

The question read as follows:

If an opening occurred for someone to teach a graduate course
in each of the major fields listed below, which of the
following persons would you prefer to hire?
(Use this code to indicate the type of person, and write the
appropriate numbers in the spaces at the bottom.)

A professor trained in a school of education -1.

2.

Who has mostly taught in the field.
Who has mostly done research in the field.

A professor trained outside a school of education
3.
4.

Who has mostly taught in a related field.
Who has mostly done research in a related field.

5.

A school practitioner whn has a great deal of experience
in the field.

6.

HO particular preference.
(MAJOR FIELDS WERE LISTED HERE)

The proportions of deans who prefer researchers, teachers, or school
practitioners for various fields are shown in Table 3.1.
In seven out of the eleven fields listed in our question, the
deans tended to prefer someone with teaching rather than research
experience.

The exceptions were the fields of research methods,

51%

41%

34%
33%
30%
29%

27%
27%
24%
23%

Psychology of Learning

Child Development

History of Education

Educational Sociology

Natural Science and Bath

Special Education

Language Arts

Social Studies

Educational Administration

guidance and Counseling

36

29

48

50

25

45

39

43

32

27

3

13

10

8

9

16

9

14

11

14

10

7

16

30

6

8

li.I

6

.

-

1

1

-

5

3

6

3

3

5

5

4

4

6

4

*Base numbers vary because those respondents who failed to answer were omitted.

82%

Research

Methods of Research

For Presumed Opening in Field:

8

5

5

3

8

5

9

7

7

4

3

% Deans who Prefer Backgroune 'mainly in:
Both
Public
No
Teaching
EquallE
Schools
Other
Preference

Recruitment Preferences of Deans for Teachers, Researchers,
or School Practitioners in Vtriaus Fields

TABLE 3.1

101%

101%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

99%

99%

99%

99%

Total

(64)

(63)

(64)

(64)

(63)

(64)

(66)

(70)

(69)

(67)

(67)

N*
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psychology of learning, child development, and special education.

In

short, there is a tendency to prefer a teaching background for the
"professional" fields, and a research background for the "academic"
fields.

But there is one academic field where a research background is

not more often preferred:

educational sociology.

Thus, Jim of the

major reasons for the tremendous deficiency of research on the social
aspects of education might be that deans do not hire research-oriented
scholars for this field.

(The conspicuous absence of social scientists

among educational researchers is demonstrated by our investigation of
proposals submitted to the Cooperative Research Program, U.S.O.B.,
1958-83.

As may be seen in Appendix A, Table 21 (page A-38) only

2 percent of the applicants had backgrounds in the social sciences,
compared with 27 per cent in psychology.)
Preference for a research background was especially marked, of
course, in the field of research methods.

In fact, this was the only

field in which a clear majority of deans desire someone with a strong
background in research.

Even with respect to the psychology of

learning field, only half the deans want a person who has mainly done
research.

Preference for a teaching background was greatest in

language arts and in social studies.

These results are somewhat puzzling, for we have mentioned that
the education deans tend to be highly in favor of more research on a
variety of topics -- even more so than the coordinators -- and that
they wish to almost double the number of researchers.

There are two

possible explanations for this apparent disjunction between the
sentiments of deans and their recruitment practices.
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First, it may be that some deans are overruled by departmental

chairmen or faculty members. As we saw earlier, faculty mild chairmen
are less likely to emphasize research than deans; and the faculty was
most often said to be influential in setting the goals of the school.
Thus, the disjunction between the sentiments and the actions of deans
might result from their inability to exert influence.

There is some evidence from our questionnaires that the faculty
does occasionally overrule the deans' recruitment preferences.

When we

asked the coordinators if there were any problems in hiring or integrating research-oriented personnel into the teaching departments,
several indicated that researchers were not always welcome.

The

question which we asked was the following:
Have there been any difficulties recently in hiring new staff
members who are enthusiastic about doing empirical research
(as distinguished from field service and library research), or
in integrating these staff members into the existing staff?
If so, what was the problem, and in which department or
division did it occur?
Out of the twenty-two coordinators who replied to this question, a

majority of thirteen denied that there had been any recent problems
along these lines.

But the responses of the minority demonstrate that

serious difficulties do sometimes arise.

For example:

Yes -- a few people have not been hired because they were
"too researchy" for a department, particularly elementary
education. One of the TOP research men on our staff is in
a department which has not integrated him (it does not highly
rate research). He will leave if his department assignment
is not altered in the coming year.
The difficulty is in getting current faculty members to hire
a new person who has research competencies.
Yes. It occurs in all departments, Chiefly because of
differing views about the relative importance of research vs
teaching and services.
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Yes.

Some hesitation in employing such a person because
of real or imaginary threat -- not limited to any one department

Research programs not developed enough for this to occur.
Have had some "foot-dragging" on the part of department
heads who see the primary function of teaching as the only
function.
The perception of the importance of empirical research in
the activities of graduate education faculty has been changing over the past five years in the direction of more
positive acceptance of its contribution. However, the
elementary education area is still actively resisting this
trend, and as recently as this academic year has failed
to fill vacant positions whe the specifications for
these positions included an orientation toward research
production.
These responses suggest that even when deans are desirous of improving
the research program through recruitment of persons with strong

research backgrounds, staff members in the school may set certain
obstacles in the way of acquiring such persons.
A second reason that deans do not more often prefer to hire
personnel who have mainly done research no doubt is due to their
greater conoern for meeting the needs of students by providing
sufficient teachers.

We have already seen that most deans place

teaching ahead of research in the school's hierarchy of values.

Hence, it is not surprising that they prefer teaching experience
over research experience when confronted with a forced choice.

As

a matter of fact, the deans tend to feel that one of the most important
contributions cif research resides in the enrichment of teaching.

In

other words, research is not only regarded as secondary to teaching,
but much of the value of research is seen in terms of its oomultim

to tose0A911212112m.
the foliating question:

These conclusions are based on replies to

It is sometimes said that teaching commitments seriously
interfere with a professor's research efforts. On the
other hand, it is argued that a researcher should also
teach so that students will benefit from his research
work. How do you personally feel about this issue; and
how is it handled in your institution?

Virtually all of the deans believed that researchers should teach
in order to enrich the instructional program.

Concern with the

contribution of research production to the instruction of students
is evident in the following typical responses:
I believe that research enriches the teaching process.
All faculty members engaged primarily in research should
teach some each semester.

Participation in the field improves campus teaching.
The two are complementary, not incompatible.
will enrich teaching.

Research

In general I believe that we should try to combine in
all staff assignments some teaching and some research.
I do believe that the researcher can provide real
values to the educational program through teaching' .

Of course, several deans pointed out that adjustments of teaching
loads were necessary, and a few even felt that full-time research
should be periodically undertaken.

Only two deans, however, commented

that teaching duties can seriously interfere with a professor's
research effort:

For those who can do research (and want to do it)
released time from teaching should be made available.
No researcher can do both.
Since research and teaching are different activities,
obviously they require differing abilities and interest.
If a good research person is a mediocre teacher he should
be excused from teaching.
If he is talented and inclined
at all to have apprentices and classes, these should be
assigned to him, both for his sake and for student
opportunity.
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It is doubtful that most deans would agree with the "obvious"
point, in the words of our last respondent, that "research and teach-

ing require differing abilities and interests." Otherwise, the deans
would not contend that research and teaching are naturally compatible
and that all researchers should therefore be teaching.

But the real issue before us le not the elsibilitz of
intellectual interchange between research and teaching, but rather

at what point are the intellectual contributions hamperedAy_tb!

competingdemandscheachingmakeunthetimreearchers?
If the deans require researnhers to carry teaching loads which do not

allow them sufficient time to carry out research in a competent
manner, then the intellectual contribution of research to teaching
might be seriously compromised, to say nothing of the value of the
research to scholars.

That heavy

teaching loads do affect the quality of research

done by the faculty is suggested by Table 3.2 which shows the proportion of schools named as doing the best research according to the
student-faculty ratio.

Schools with lighter student loads were more

often named as doing the best research.

And the value of reducing

TABLE 3.2
Research Quality According to Student- Faculty Ratio

Student - faculty ratio

S schoolaleimbest research

Ruh (is or more studJnts per
faculty member)

15%
(27)

Low (fewer than 15 students per
faculty member)

24%
(38)
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teaching loads so that more time can be devoted to research is strongly
indicated in Table 3.3.

Here we find that schools with a larger propor-

tion of faculty members with reduced teaching loads OA order to
carry out
research)were considerably more often designated as doing
the "best research."

In short, it appears that teaching obligations can seriously

interfere with the work of researchers.

An important implicatit A is that

the researcher who is obliged to teach a goodly portion of his time
may

actually be doing an lalatila to his students by
disseminating his own
research results and experiences as an empirical scientist.

As pointed

out at the beginning of the chapter, organizational
restraints may seriously affect the quality of intellectual work.

TABLE 3.3

According
Teaching Reductions for Research
% faculty with reductions
in teaching for research
(full -time mimildient)*

with

% schools
doing best research

leimr 3X1/2.4.)

H il (6% +)

iismain

Low (0-5%)

/70 (4=Pc")

*The question from which this information was derived was:
Is teaching load reduced for faculty members in the graduate
program who wish to do research (as distinguished from field
service)?
Yes
0111111111MMO

IF YES:

Among all those who are doing research, about how many
have their teaching load reduced by the following proportions?

1-33%

34-50%

51 -90%

.100% (full time research)

(By multiplying the number of persons by the mid-point of each percentage
range, we were able to derive full-time equivalencies.)
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To return to our original point concerning the deans' lack of
follow-through in their desire to increase the amount of research in
their schools, it is possible that their emphasis on the contribution

of research to teaching as a consequence of enrollment pressures
restrains them from seeking new faculty members who have mainly done
research.

Thus, the deans may be of two minds:

they value remoarch

highly and are enthusiastic about expanding the amount of research
effort in their schools; but they also believe that teaching is the

more important obligation of the faculty, and therefore that persons
who have mainly done research are not the most desirable recruits.
The unanticipated consequences of this double standard might be that

both research and teaching are compromised

the part-time researcher

is unable to produce competent work, but goes ahead and communicates

his research (and his standards of workmanship) to students in the classroom.

A way out of this dilemma will be suggested in our final chapter,

which contains recommendations for reorganisation of schools of
education.

Throughout our discussion of recruitment policies we have
assumed that the recruitment of individuals with strong research backgrounds makes a-difference.

Evidence that this is more than an

assumption is presented in Table 3.4.

There we see that the deans of

the "best research" schools more often prefer

who have mainly done research.

faculty

In the schools named as doing the

best research, the deans prefer a researcher rather than a teacher
for sore than half of the fields listed in our questionnaire (a mean
5.9 fields out of the 11 fields listed); while in the remaining
schools, they prefer researchers for less than a third of the fields
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(a mean of 3.3 fields out of the 11 fields listed).

These results

underscore the vital importance of recruitment as a means of enriching

the research program in schools of education.

The two barriers to

recruitment of researchers which we have mentioned -- resistance of
faculty members and emphasis on teaching -- need to be considered
quite carefully, therefore, in our final recommendations.

TABLE 3.4

Mean Number of Fields for Which a Person Who Has
Mainly Done Research Is Preferred by Deans,
According to Research Quality of the Schools

Mean number of fields for
which a researcher is
preferred:

Schools doing
best research

All other
schools

5.9

3.3

Number of fields listed:

(11)

(11)

Number of deans:

(16)

(55)

One possible means of gaining support for recruitment policies

which favor individuals with strong backgrounds
in research is to
involve liberal arts and science scholars in the selection of
new
faculty members.

Thirty-nine per cemt of the deans claimed that the

"academic faculty and administration" placed research in is
first

rack as an obligation of the education facultx.

Hence, the liberal

arts and science faculties are even more likely to emphasize
research work in education than the deans of education.

Since we

asked the deans to tell us whether the academic faculty
participated in
the recruitment of new staff member z in education,
we are able to
show the strong relationship between involvement of
academic faculty

Alb
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and the research quality of the school of education.

Table 3.5 reveals

that more than half (55%) of the schools where the academic faculty
participates in recruitment were named as doing the best research,

compared with only 2 per cent of the remaining schools (Q

se .95).

TABLE 3.5
Research Quality According to Participation
of the Academic Faculty in Recruitment of
Education Faculty
Participation of professors
from academic departments in
the selection of the faculty
of education:

S Schools doing
the best research

Yes

55%

(32)

No

2%

(43)

Moreover, it appears that joint selection of the faculty of
education is related to research quality even when the liberal arts
departments are not the "beat" according to the Keniston scale of

university reputation.1 As shown in Table 3.6, 33 per cent of the
schools of education practicing joint selection and located in "other"
(poorer) universities were designated as doing the best research, com-

pared with only 3 per cent of the schools in this same category which
do not practice joint selection.

This suggests that some control ovar

recruitment by the academic departments tends to be beneficial for
educational research even when these departments are not of the highest

quality.2

'Hayward Keniston, op. cit.
2

Unfortunately, there are too few cases to determine the
relationship between research quality and joint-selection in the "best
(cont.)
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TABLE 3.6
Research Quality of Schools of Education, According to
Joint Selection and Reputation of Liberal Arts
Departments (Keniston Scale)

S Schools of Education Doing Best Research
Joint selection of
education faculty:

Best
Universities

All Other
Universities

Yes

85% (13)

33% (18)

No

**

(2)

3% (39)

**Too few cases for percentaging

The fact that joint selection is associated with research
quality raises the question of whether the liberal au.-ts professors
influence the selection of candidates with a liberal arts background,

which in turn might contribute to the quality of research.

Plausible

as this interpretation may sound, it is not supported by the evidence
from our survey.

In the "best research" schools and in the remaining

schools alike, 19 per cent of the faculty teaching courses to graduate
students in education received most of their training in the liberal
arts and sciences.

Thus, the association between Joint selection of

the faculty and research quality cannot be accounted for by any tendency for the behavioral scientists to influence the selection of candidates from their own background.
In conclusion,, these results

suggest the importance of faculty

members participating in recruitment who are themselves committed to
con

universities," but it is clear that the "best universities" more often
follow this practice. In the universities with r high reputation,
86 per cent of the schools of education engage in Joint-selection of
the faculty, while in the "other" universities only 30 per cent of the
schools do so.
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empirical scholarship.

And since the liberal arts professors seem to

play a crucial role, those schools of education which are relatively
devoid of able researchers, but which desire to augment their research

program, might be well advised to secure support from the liberal arts
faculty in selecting new personnel.

But joint selection of personnel is not the only avenue whereby
professors from the liberal arts and sciences can affect the research
program of schools ol! education.

In the following section, we shall

discuss several other arrangements with the liberal arts and sciences.

B.

Relations with Liberal Arts and SC101V408

One of the most striking features of recent developments in
educational research is the influx of personnel from fields outside of
professional education.

According to our analysis of proposals sub-

mitted to the 0.6.0.B. in the period 1956-1963, in the latest two-year
period covered by our study (1962-63) the majority of proposals
originated with individuals whose principal affiliation was outside of
a school or department of education; whereas only four years earlier,
less than a the ird of the proposals originated with non- educators.3

(See Appendix B, pp. 26-26).

More impressive evidence of the magnitude

of this trend can be seen in the fact that the number of proposals
from non-educators increased almost four-fold over the period 1956 -63.
The number submitted by educators, however, remained about the same.
In sum, it appears that the preponderance of well-financed projects

3At a conference recently held by the 11.8.0.2., a spokesman for
the agency mentioned that about 70 per cent of the proposals now
originated with non - educators.
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VIM universities ore now Located outside schools

of education.
That even the 11.8.0.13, was caught unawares by this trend is

suggested by the fact that most of the members of the nine-man Research

Advisory Committee, which judged the proposals before the panel system
was inaugurated in 1963, hailed from professional education in each
successive year.

Moreover, this "cultural lag" may have taken its toll

of proposals from non-educators, for there was a reasonably strong

relationship between shifts in the disciplinary composition of the
committee and the proportion of non-educators' proposals which were
approved for funding.

When the committee added members from profes-

sional education, the approval rate of non-educators' proposals
declined; when it subtracted educators, the approval rate of non-educators'
proposals increased.

(Appendix A, pp. 29-30).

To our mind, these results

point to basic differences in research traditions between professional
education and the behavioral sciences which influence assessments of
the value of proposed research.

Possibly these traditions relate more to methodologies than to
substantive foci.

For we found little difference between the topics

of research posed by proposal writers inside and outside schools of
education.

The absence of any notable substantive differences raises

some doubt about the assumption that behavioral scientists are Niger
to do research on topics which have tended to he negle4ted by the
profession.

When we compared the research methods employed, however,

we found that applicants located in education departments much more
often proposed tests, experiments, and observational techniques; while

non-educators much more often planned a social survey.

(Appendix A,
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pp. 34-36).

(In Chapter VI we discuss the primitive 'lotions of surveys

which are still held by professors of education and relate this intellectual lag to the traditional use of surveys for social bookkeeping.)
In large part, the preference for surveys on the part of non-educators who
submitted proposals is explained by the fact that social scientists
(i.e., non-psychologists) were much more often represented among noneducators.

(Appendix A, pp. 36-37).

As noted earlier in this chapter,

22 per cent of the non-educators who applied for research funds were social
scientists (sociology, anthropology, history, etc.) compared with only
2 per cent of the educators.

Thus, the main benefits of closer contact

with the liberal arts and science departments

reside in brine

a social perspective to the research of edv-Jators,
and of informing them
MaRM.Naa

of research methodolo les which they have tended to overlook .4
But these comparisons between educators and non-educators do not

inform us about differences in slialtz21mak or in the standards which
are applied.

This issue can be resolved only by subjecting research

output to systematic evaluation.

5

One piece of circumstantial evidence

for the lower standards of research work in education is provided by
our survey of authors of empirical research articles which were
published in 1964.

The authors were asked whether they were primarily affiliated
with a department of education or with another department in the university at the time of their research.

We then observed the types of

4

It would be surprising indeed if research done by behavioral
scientists were not more theoretically based also. Brown has found that
65 per cent of educational researchers value the practical applications
(continued on following page)
5We have been working on an evaluation instrument for this
purpose in connection with the current project, and hope to continue
this aspect of our study in the near future.
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journals in which the two groups published, and found that educators

much more often published their research in journals which were not
mainly devoted to research.

journal was classified as predominantly

devoted to research if half or more of the articles reported
cwirical
research results.)

More than a third (97 per cent) of the articles

published by educators appeared in non-research journals,
compared with
only about a tenth (11 per cent) of the articles published by non educators.

This difference strongly suggests that interest in the

science of education is not sufficiently developed to

warrant the creation of research journals in educational fields.
paucity of such journals may prevent the *mergence

have specialised applicatim to scientific work.

The

of standards which
In other words, the

throwing together of research and non-research in the same journals
indicates that the line between empirical investigation and other kinds
of intellectual work in education is somewhat blurred.

(This will

become quite apparent in a later chapter where we show the effect of
involvement in service activities on the very definition of educational
research.)

In sum, the comparative absence of specialised channels for

scientific discourse among educational researchers suggests -- but does
not prove -- that research standards in the profession have not attained
the same level of development as among non-educators.

This points to a

third contribution of interdisciplinary work to educators:

expoeure

to scientific norms which have achieved fuller acceptance among
behavioral scientists.

In light of the possible benefits to education of an interdis-

ciplinary attack on educational problems, it becomes
quit. important to
consider the avenues of interchange which exist and the amount of traffic
4

of their research, compared with 40 per cent of sociologists
and psychologists in the same universities.
(Liebe Brown,"Bduoational
Research and the Liberal Arts," dissertation in progress, Bureau
of
Applied Socii Research, Columbia University.)
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which takes place.

And the mounting interest of behavioral scientists

in education as a field for research makes the subject especially
timely.

There are two levels on which interdisciplinary relationships

within the university need to be assessed:

the level of administrative
4

provisions (which afford opportunities and pressures), and the level
i

of actual collaboration.

1.

Administrative provisions
One administrative arrangement which we have already mentioned

is the participation of academic faculty in selection of new staff
members in education.

We also asked the deans and coordinators about

the existence of several other arrangements.

The prevalence of each of

these provisions is shown in Table 307.

TABLE 3.7
tort ion of Schools with Selected Joint Arr
Between Education and lion-Education Departments

an

Pa ro essiona

.111M111.111

oo
Arrangement exists with!

Academic

Other proles-

illmssont. sional Schools
Participation of non-education professors
on examination committees for the doctorate

95%

61%

Joint teaohing appointments

73

41

Interdisciplinary committee or seminars
which are concerned with scholariy issues

69

41

Visiting professors from other universities
for teaching

53

43

Participation of non- education professors in
the selection of the faculty of education

43

29

Joint research appointments

41

25

Visiting professors from other universities
for research

28

21

(75)

(75)

MUmber of schools:
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We learn from 'Table 3.7 that arrangements are much more likely

to exist with academic departments than with other professional schools.
Of greater significance, we see that acadm__.....sticiteiemicprofessoipan

the recruitment of the education facult
schools (43 per cent).

in less than half of the

Finally, it is of some interest that the two

joint arrangements for research are the least common types of arrangemen.cs, both with academic departments and with other professional
schools.

The two most common arrangements have to do with graduate

training rather than with scholarly interaction, i.e., participation on

examination committees for the doctorate, and joint teaching appointments.

The importance of joint arrangements with the liberal arts and
sciences is strongly suggested by the relationships which are found
between each of these arrangements and the research quality of the
school.

With the exception of joint doctoral examinations, which are

found in almost all schools, Table 3.8 shows the proportion of schools
with each type of arrangement which were named as doing the best

research. And we consistently find that the existence of each joint
arrangement is associated with research quality.

Most highly related

to research quality are "interdisciplinary committees or seminars
which are concerned with scholarly issues" (Q 10 1.00) and "participation in the selection of the faculty of education" (Q g. .96).
In view of the strong association between joint selection of the
faculty and research quality, it seems unfortunate that fewer than half

of the schools of education follow this practice.

As a matter of fact,

if we compare the rank-order of joint arrangements according to
frequency of mention with the rank-order according to association with
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research quality (employing Q coefficients of ascocistion for the
latter), we find a rank order correlation which, although positive, is
not especially high (r

.57).

Thus, if we can assume that joint

arrangements affect quality, it appears that certain of these arrangements are not sufficiently widespread.

It is important to note that the relationship between research
quality and joint arrangements with the liberal arts and sciences is
not explained by the better reputation of the universities in which the
"best research" schools tend to be located.

It is true that all of the

arrangements listed in Table 3.8 are more often found in the universities

with better reputations (according to the Keniston scale); and, as
mentioned earlier, it is possible that the respondents named certain
schools of education because of the reputation of the university.

But

when we control for university reputation, each joint arrangement is
still associated with being named as doing the best research.

Appendix C, Table 3

(See

).

We cannot be sure, of course, of the causal connection between
joint arrangements and research quality.

It might be that if the

school of education is already doing outstanding research, representatives of the liberal arts and sciences would be more anxious to participate in the school's affairs.

Or, our findings could be accounted

for by the desire of scholars in the better schools of education to
establish relationships.

These alternative explanations assume that

research quality precedes the establishment of Joint relations.

But if

this were the case, then we should find that joint arrangements which
entail same MIllimunimmesullms
control over the affairs of the school of education are no

more highly associated with rosearch quality than other arrangements.
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TABLE 3,8

1

#AesealnIlZJAEEVALMI2a!E1gAll!EE2g
Joint Arrangements with the Liberal
Arts and Sciences

Interdisciplinary committees or
seminars which aro concerned with
scholarly issues
Yes
No

Participation of non-education
professors in the selection of
the faculty of education
Yes
No

S Schools Doing
Best Research

Q Coefficients
of Association

33% (42) *
0% (23)

1.00

50% (32)

.95

2% (43)

Joint teaching appointments

Yes
No

29% (56)
5% (19)

.75

Yes
No

38% (32)
12% (43)

.64

Visiting professors from other
universities for research
Yes
No

38% (21)
17% (54)

.51

Visiting professors from other
universities for teaching
Yes
No

28% (40)
17% (35)

.29

Joint research appointments

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of the percentages.
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This doss not seem to be true.

The association with participation in

the selection of the faculty of education is higher than most of the
other arrangements.

The only arrangement which exceeds joint selection

of the faculty in importance is "interdisciplinary committees or

seminars which aro concerned with scholarly issues." While this
arrangement does not imply tonal control by the liberal arts and
sciences, it does entail interaction in which standards of scholarship
come Liao play.

Hence, a certain measure of informal control, or at

least inSluence, may be operative in such committees or seminars.
Furthermore, if liberal arts faculty members were attracted to
the school of education because of its already superior standing, then

we should find that the "best research" schools have a higher proportion
of faculty members who were mainly trained in the liberal arts and
sciences.

This expectation is also contradicted by our results, for

the same proportion of the faculty members in the "best" as in the
other schools hailed from the liberal arts and sciences (19 per cent
of all the faculty in each category of schools received most of their
training in liberal arts and science departments).

These arguments for the effect of joint arrangements on research
quality are highly inferential.

It still remains to be shown by

fgrther research that joint arrangements actually influence what takes
place in professional schools.
know the exact

ear

It would be particularly helpful to

tent of interrelations and the amitoulm various

arrangements have existed.

Since joint arrangements with liberal arts

and sciences was only one facet of our study, we did not delve into
the details of these formal arrangements.
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2.

Interdisciplinary collaboration in research
SW ace ,e discuss interdisciplinary relationships in research

units in the following chapter, at present we shall confine our

attention to interdisciplinary work outside of these units.

But first,

we need to recognize that research collaboration of any kind is not
very common in schools of education.

Outside of research units,

individual projects outnumber team projects by throe to one.

When we

asked the deans and coordinators to tell us the number of investigations being conducted by individual faculty members and the number
being conducted by teams, we found that there were 10.1 individual

projects and 3.4 team projects per school.

(Research units are more

likely to contain teams of investigators, as we shall see in the next
chapter.)

Among teams, we find that 25 per cent are composed of

members from the academic departments in the university.

The proportion

of teams with varying compositions are shown in Table 3.9.

Most often there is a combination of educational specialties,
such as guidance and administration (37 per cent of the teams).

Teams

with members from different academic fields within the schools of
education are less common.

Teenty-five per cent of the teams were

composed of persons from different academic fields inside
the school
(e.g., educational sociology and educational psychology), and 18 per
cent were composed of persons representing an educational
specialty and

an academic field inside the school.

We are unable to say how much

overlap there is between teams reported in each of these
two categories;
but since teams average only about two and a half members, the amount
of overlap cannot be very great.

Caere should be no overlap between

these figures for educational specialties and academic fields
in schools
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TABLE 3,9

The Composition of Research Teams
Outside of Research Units
% teams
*Different 2222119.1121 within professional
education (e.g., guidance and administration)

37%

An .....laclegalmMmilwithin the university
and the school of education

25

*Different academic fields within the school
of education (e.g., educational sociology and
educational psychology)

25

*An educational mecialtz and an academic field
within the school of education

18

Education and another

rEoparisILI school

10

Education and another university

7

All other combinations

9

131%**
Number of teams in schools reporting:
Number of schools reporting:

(114)
(31)

* Refers only to teams composed entirely of faculty members in
education.
** Total percent exceeds 100% because some teams were cited more
than once (i.e., categories of team composition are not mutually
exclusive).
of education, on the one hand, and teams composed of personnel from
outside the school of education, on the other, since the question about

specialties and academic fields in education referred only to teams
composed entirely of faculty members in education.)

The fact that teams composed of specialties and academic fields
within education are less common than teams composed of education and
non-education faculty (18 per cent versus 25 per cent) suggests that
the barriers between

rofessional specialties and academic fields

within education are at least as

rest as those between educators and

non-educators.

This problem was alluded to in sev roil field interviews.

As the head of an academic division in one of the leading schools of
education pointed out, "Academic people quickly' pick up education.

The

war has been less with new academic people than among older types." A
prominent sociologist in another school of education observed, "The

whole department of Social Foundations is out in left field -- isolated
from the rest of the school."

If the barriers within schools of educa-

tion between academic and professional fields is as great as our results
suggest, then the practice of hiring persons trained in the liberal arts
and sciences may have less effect on the professional training program
than is commonly anticipated by proponents of this practice.6
In general, then, interdisciplinary research sctivities in

schools of education are relatively rare, at brat outside of research
units.

(We shall return to this issue when we discuss the organization

of research units in Chapter IV.)

Since individual projects outside of

units outnumber teams by three to one, and since 25 per cent of the
teams reported to us combine personnel from the school of education and
from behavioral science departments, only about 8 per cent of all
research investigations outside of research units include behavioral
scientists from other departments.

This figure is quite close to the

proportion of research proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E. in 1856-63
which entailed co-principal investigators from education and from other
departments.

According to our utudy of the background of the applicants,

only 2 per cent of the proposals were submitted by education and noneducation personnel jointly,

(In the latest two year period covered

by our study of proposals (1962-63), however, the figure was slightly
higher, i.e., 4 per cent.)
6

It seems evident, then, that less than a

Further evidence of the split between educators and behavioral
scientists within schools of education is cited by Brown, ibid. Barriers
to the greater utilization of joint arrangements are also discussed in
Brown's preliminary work.
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tenth of the research projects associated with graduate schools of
7

education include non-educators.

Thus, the lack of interdisciplinary

research in education needs to be treated as another conspicuous
feature of the organizational context of research in schools of
education.

Now let us briefly depart from our organisational analyais to
consider the substance of research being carried out.

C.

Research Topics

We furnished the respondents with a list of 24 possible areas of
research in education and asked them to check those in which research
currently was being undertaken by the faculty, and those areas 11A which
they desired more research.

By comparing the present distribution of

research effort with the deans' preferences for more research, we can
discern some sizable discrepancies between the current and the preferred
situation.

In fact, it is plain that the deans are anxious to expand

research in almost every field.

Table 3.10 sets forth (1) the percentage

of schools engaged in various kinds of research, and (2) the percentage
of deans who said that they wished to see more research in the various
fields.

More than half of the schools are conducting research on the

following topics:

guidance and counseling (64%), methods of instruction

(59%), tests and measurements (55%), educational administration or

organization (54%), and reading (51%).

The most striking difference between the distribution of current
effort and the distribution of preferences shows up with regard to
adolescent development.

While only 21 per cent of the schools are now

doing research on adolescent development, 57 per cent of the deans would
7

This estimate of the low level of interdisciplinary work has
recently been confirmed by a third source of data on collaborative relationships. Brown reports that only 22 per cent of the educational
researchers in her study have ever published jointly with scholars
(continued page 88)
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TABLE 3.10
Current Topics of Research Outside of Bureaus
and Topics Preferred by Deans

% Schools
Doing
Research

% Deans Who
Want More
Research

Guidance and Counseling

64%

61%

-

Methods of Instruction

59

70

+ 11

Tests and Measurements

55

57

+

Educational Administration
or Organisation

54

70

+ 18

Reading

51

65

+ 14

Psychology of Learning

49

65

+ 16

Spools). Education

42

48

+ 6

Social Studies Curriculum

37

70

+ 33

School Finance

37

45

+ 8

Talent, Creativity of Students

36

57

+ 21

Mathematics Curriculum

33

61

+ 28

History of Education

33

38

+ 5

Cbeparattve Education

32

49

+ 17

Natural Sciences Curriculum

29

39

+ 30

Child Development

29

51

+ 22

Teacher Personality

28

46

+ 18

Research Methodology (other
than tests and measurements)

26

36

+ 10

School-community Relations

25

35

+ 10

Teaching as a Profession

22

41

+ 19

Adolescent Development

21

57

+ 36

Other Languariet Arts

17

43

+ IN

Physical Education

16

28

+ 12

Foreign Languages Curriculum

14

49

+ 35

Business & Distribution Education

12

23

+ 11

Other

17

14

- 3

Total schools angiLdeansp

(76)

S
Difference

3%

2

(69) *

*Five deans who did not answer the question are omitted from the base
of percentages.
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like to see more done.

Most of the other major discrepancies between

the actual and tbo preferred state of affairs relate to curriculum
research, particularly in language arts, natural sciences, social
studies, and mathematics.

In short, the deans are especially

desirous of more work on the design and evaluation of new curricular
materials.

On the whole, the responses to this question confirm the

favorable attitudes of deans towards research which we have already
observed with respect to an increase in the number of reseerch personnel.
So as to summarise our results according to both the extent
to which research is being carried out on each topic aid the desire

for more research, we have grouped the topics in Table 3.11 according
to (1) the proportion. of schools doing research on each topic, and

(2) the percentage difference between the proportion of schools doing

research and the proportion of deans who wish more research to be done
on the topic.

for the sake of convenience in referring to this table,

we shall characterise these dimensions as the "supply" of research and
the "excess demand" for research, respectively.
Looking at cell #1 in Table 3.11, we find topics for researth

in which both supply and excess demand are lila: educational administration and organisation, and psychology of learning.

The high level of

demand for research on these topics despite the great amount of work
already going on in these areas suggests that much of the past research
has been either defective or inapplicable to educational problems.

Cell #3 is most informative about areas which require Mg
priority, for these topics are tow in supply but high in excess demand:
adolescent development, foreign language and other language arts
curricula, and teaching as a profession.
(cont.) 'outside of education. The percentage collaborating at any
one' time is much smaller than this figure, of course. Brown, ibid.
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TABLE 3.11
"Supply" of Research on Various Topics and
-"-----excess Demand for Research

EXCESS DEMAND
(S difference between current distribution among
schools and the proportion of deans who desire
more research)

Nigh
(% diff.
15% or mare

El

SUPPLY

High
(40% - 64%
of schools)

Low
(% diff. . less than 15%
4

Psychology of learning

Guidance and counseling

Educational administration
and organisation

Methods of instruction
Reeding

Tests and measurements
cial education

Si

Medium
(36% - 39%

Social studies curriculum

School finance

Natural science curriculum

History of education

Mathematics curriculum

Research methodology

of schools)

Child development

Cooperative education
Teacher personality
Talent, creativity of
students)
3 I

Adolescent development

School-community rmlatioas

Foreign language curriculum

Physical education

IAN

(1c:725%
of schools)

Other language arts (not
reading or for. lang.)

Teaching as a profession

Business and Distributive
Education
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Cell #4 oontains topics which might be characterized as law priority
areas, Dino* a great deal of research is already devoted to these topics
and the level of demand for more research barely exceeds the present
supply: guidance and oounseling, methods of instruction, reading, tests
and measurements, and special education.

A final cell which is especially interestimg is 06, where we
find topics which are characterised by both low supply and low excess
In other words, these are the neglected fields which might

demand.

continue to be neglected.

Perhaps the only serious problem from the

standpoint of serving education is the topic of school-mommultity relations,

which ranks eighteenth with respect to supply and twenty-first with
respect to demand (that is
topics were mentioned).

in terms of the frequencies with which the

That the topic is classified with physical

education and distributive education with respect to both supply and
demand demonstrates the low esteem in which research on the social
context of education is held.

D.

Summary

One of the most important moans of enhancing the research
program of the school, at least in the short run, is through recruitsent of personnel who have devoted a major portion of their time to
research.

But despite their highly favorable attitudes towards research,

deans do not generally prefer such persons.

This apparent contradiction

between desires and action is probably explained by the deans' concern
that research activities should benefit classroom teaching, which
conviction assumes major importance due to enrollment pressures.
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Another reason may be that faculty and chairmen sometimes overrule the
deans in their desire to recruit researchers.

But whatever the cause,

one consequence of exacting more research from teachers might be that
both research and teaching are compromised, since teaching loads may
interfere with the londuct of research which is supposed to be
communicated to students.

The importanoe of recruiting individuals

who have a strong background in research is suggested by the fact
that the "better" research schools more often follow this practice.
If the faculty of arts and sciences participate in recruit-

ment of education professors, the school is more likely to be named
as producing outstanding research in education.

This result suggests

that deans who have difficulty in overcoming the resistance of
faculty members in education might enlist the participation of the

liberal arts and sciences in recruitment.

In fact, there are several

other arrangements with the arts and sciences which are associated with
the research quality of schools of education.

Establishing relation-

ships with other departments is especially important in view of the

neglect of non-psychological approaches in education.

The paucity of

social research in these schools stems from a long tradition which
can be broken only by persistent effort to involve scholars from other
departments in the affairs of the school.

At the present time, however,

team research of any kind is infrequent in schools of education, and
interdisciplinary teams are in the minority.

Seemingly, barriers hose

even arisen between academic and professional departments within
schools of education which reduce interdisciplinary effort.

(These

observations are confined to the situation outside of research units.
In the following chapter, we explore interdisciplinary contacts which
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characterize units.)

Turning from strictly organisational features of the schools,

we looked at the distribution of research effort among an array of
topics, and also at the stress in which more research was desired by
deans.

With reference to almost every are*, the proportion of deans

desiring sore research exaeoded the proportion of schools currently
engaged in research.

Classifying the topics according to the pro-

portion of schools presently doing research on each of them, and the
excess proportion of deans desiring more research, we were able to
map out areas of high and low priority.

The greatest discrepancies

between the current distribution of research effort and the desires
of deans related to adolescent development and to curriculum research
in various fields.

The only low priority topic (low in "supply" as

well as in "excess demand") which gives us great
cause for concern is
the study of educational contexts.

This state of affairs is no doubt

related to the absence of empirically oriented social scientists in
schools of education.

CHAraBR IV
RESEARCH UNITS IN SCHOOLS .)F EDUCATION
THEIR GROWTH,
ACTIVITIES, STRUCTURE AND RELATIONS WITH
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

There is no single characterization which
is adequate to cover
the array of research organizations associated
with schools of education.

Research "units" (which is the simplest and most general term

which comes to mind) rampr from highly autonomous
enterprises contain-

ing a sizable staff and large budgets
devoted almost entirely to
empirical research, through a variety of smaller operations
principal-

ly concerned with developmental and service
activities or with
facilitating the small-scale research of independent
faculty members,
to arrangements which are almost indistinguishable
from the teaching

departments which comprise them.

Under the rubric of "units" one

can count training facilities with project
money, informal teams of
faculty members who share some facilities and resources, offices
for in-house research on the operations of the institution,
lab

schools which make serious efforts to evaluate
new educational practices, centers which reach into several
departments and schools of
the university for personnel and resources, bureaus which
are equally

concerned with the provision of services to
local schools and with
research, and some school study councils which engage in systematic
research.

All such units conducting empirical research
have been

included in our study of research
organizations in schools of
educe t on01.

1For a description of the manner in which the units
were
identified, see Chapter I.
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Only a minority of researchers in schools of education are
associated with these research units.

According to our survey of

authors of empirical research articles published in scholarly journals
in 1964, al_per cent of the authors who were primarily affiliated with
graduate schools of education did their research in association with a
research unit.

By contrast, 31 per cent of the authors who were

primarily affiliated with non-education departments did their research
in association with a unit.

Thus, it appears that educational research

units are somewhat under-utilized in the universities when compared
with other departments. (For details, see Appendix D, Table 3, p. D-7).
Table 4.1 shows the mean number of personnel of different
kinds associated with units in schools of education.

There is a total

of about 21 persons associated with each unit on the average.

The

TABLE 4.1
Mean Numbers of Professional Personnel Associated

with Research Units annilrelarlEariFmarWirair
Students Working on ProNalli
Mean Number of
Persons per Unit
Professional personnel

No. Units
.121rrting

Staff

Full-time

2.2

(58)

Part-time

3.1

(58)

8.2

(55)

Facilitated faculty
Total professional persons:

Doctoral students working
on protects in unit
Total professional and
doctoral student personnel:

13.5 per unit

7.6

21.1 per unit

(58)
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majority (13.5) are professional persons, and the remainder are graduate
research assistants.

(There is also an average of nine graduate stu-

dents per unit using data for doctoral dissertations, although this
figure includes some research assistants.)

Most of the professional

persons associated with research units are non-staff Iseult

members

whose work is facilitated by the unit (8.2 out of 13.5 professional
persons per 'unit).

In short, there is a large body of researchers in

schools of education who seek the services of research organizations,
although they constitute a minority of educational researchers.
Many of these units have been created within the recent past.
Table 4.2 shows that air arter of the existing units were founded within
the five years preceding our surve

(1960-65)

were founded within the past fifteen years.

while almost two-thirds
In the same fifteen year

period we have grown accustomed to professional committees, symposia,
and publications on the problems of organizing research in the field of
education.

And in the near future we shall see the founding of massive

regional laboratories with support chiefly from the U.S. Office of
Education.

TABLE 4.2

Aitof Research Units in Education
units
1 - 5 years (1a60-65)

6 - 15 years (1950-50)

39

16 years or older (1920-49)

35
100f
(62)
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In the midst of these new developments, it is easy to gain the
impression that the burgeoning of educational research organizations is
strictly a contemporary phenomenon.

Table 4.2, however, does not reveal

the large number of research units irhich were founded in earlier years

but which have since disappeared. Although nothing like the present
level of financial commitment was achieved in the past, many of the
developments today were anticipated on a smaller scale for a number of
decades.

As a matter of fact, some of the main ideas pertaining to

research organization which we now hear vigorously espoused were
enunciated by J. 14. Rice as early as 1902.

Since Rice may appropriately be regarded as the "father of
educational research bureaus," a brief look at some of his ideas and
the fate with which they mat will serve to introduce the reader to some
of the issues to which we have addressed ourselves in this chapter.
Following a discussion of Rice's ideas, we shall present data on the
"life expectations" of research units in schools of education.

Then,

turning from the historical materials to the current status of research
units, we shall describe the units according to several major organizational dimensions, look into their substantive work, consider problems

of recruitment and work organization, and finally examine their
relations with departments outside of education.

A.

Observations on the History of Research Organizations

in Education

Rice's early exhortation to the profession to lend support to
a national bureau of educational research sounds a good deal like recent
proposals.

For example, in 1902 Rice wrote:
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It may be said, without any exaggeration, that up to the
present time the science of pedagogy has been in its entirety
a structure based on no stronger foundation than one of
opinions.
. Now that it has been demonstrated that we have
a ready means of learning with what success each
teacher is
meeting, and therefore a basis for studying why
certain schools
are successful and others not, there ought to be no delay in
taking advantage of it. But who is to do the work, and who is
to pay for it?
In an article that appeared the following
year (1903), Rice

shows that the researa program which he had envisaged
required the
establishment of a research bureau with a sizable
staff and large
financial resources:

no time should be lost in setting the wheels in motion.
However, it so happens that a most important problem
remains
to be solved. The inductive method
applied to pedagogy
necessitates the examination of pupils in many different
schools and localities, the marking of thousands
upon thousands
of papers from many different points of view,
the construction
of elrborate statistical tables, etc., etc.; and a source of
revenue must be provided to pay for the travel and the olerical
hire.3

Rice therefore established a department of educational
research under
the auspices of The Forum magazine to implement
his research plans;
but lack of funds and also great hostility of
educators forced him to
discontinue this enterprise.

Thus, the father of educational research

organizations seems also to have experienced the first stillbirth.
(When, we turn to a discussion of the birth
and death of research

bureaus, we shall see that Rice's failure
to organize research has been
shared by others on numerous occasions.)

2

J. M. Rice, "Educational Research," The Forum, 35 (July,
1902), p. 124.
3

J. M. Rice, "The Society of Educational Research," The Ferule,
35 (July, 1903), p. 119.
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After the demise of The Forum's department,

ice founded The

Society of Educational Research with the primary purpose of maintaining
a "Bureau of Research,"
to act al a centre of information for those who are
desirous of knowing with what degree of success the various
educational methods and processes in use in our country have
been rewarded04

Essentially, Rice was advocating a national research agency which would
*remain indepndent of the universities (which he regarded as hostile to
his plans), FS -.td which would derive financial support from loccl school

systems.

Rice's second organization was also short-lived, but the

publicity which he received for his plans may have contributed to the
founding of the numerous social bookkeeping and testing bureaus which
were founded in the following decades.
It should be clearly understood, however, that these bureaus

did not realize Rice's plan for a national assessment of educational

achievemeu

so that the conditions affecting education could be studied

on the broadest scale.

In fact, only in the past year has this idea

been implemented by the Exploratory Committee on Assessing the Progress
of Education, which is currently supported by the Carnegie Corporation.
If we compare a recent statement issued by this new agency
with Rice's proposal of 1902, we are struck by the enormous lag
between the inception of the idea and its ultimate execution -- a lag
of some sixty years:

411011., p. 120.
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Rice (1902):

Instead of stating what results shall be accomplished, let
us ask lihat results can we get?"
.
.
It opens the way
to investigations which will enable us to learn what
results the schools of our country have been getting -- the
good, the moderate, and the poor -- and therefore what
results may be reasonably expected. . .
(But) it is not
enough to know that some schools are very much more successful than others; we must also try to learn the reasons why
some have succeeded and others have failed, and in this way
endeavor to discover certain fundamental laws of teaching
which may be applied by all.5
Exploratory Committee on Assessin
Progress of Education 1965):

the

Representatives of private and public institutions concerned with education have recently been discussing the
possibility of assessing the achievements of American
education. . . . First, it would give the nation as a
whole data on the strengths and weaknesses of the American
Educational system.
.
Second, (it) would provide data
necessary for research on education problems and processes
which cannot be undertaken now. Third , . . international
comparisons might be possible. And finally, it is hoped
that a national assessment of education would make all
groups more vitally interested in the educational system
not just in where it stands, but also in what its goals
should be and how it might be improved,5

IN. NO

Also like Rice, the Exploratory Comittee intends to administer standardized tests to a national sample of children over time.
To be afire, there are differences between these two conceptions
of a national, assessment of education.

For one, Rice did not mention

measurements of the students' motivations, values, and health, which

measurements are planned for the current assessment.

For another, Rice

was much more concerned with provoking the schools to improve their
practices through invidious, statistical comparison.
waraNNImras

And there are

..11,wrommom..

5J. M. Rice, 2214.cit., 1902.

National Asaessrent of Educational Progress," Announcement
from the Exploratory Committee on Assessing the Progress of Sovcation,
dated Ap. 11 23, 1965.
5 "A
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other differences with regard to sampling, tests, and so forth.

But

the points of similority between the two conceptions are sufficiently
striking to pose an interesting question:

Why did it take sixty years

to launch a syetematic, nationwide assessment of our educational
system
through a central agency?

As Crean has noted, Rice eventually sank

into oblivion:

when he died, in 1934, he was virtually unknown,
remembered only -- when at all -- as one of the founders
of the American testing movement,7

As Rice encountered great difficulty in gaining support for his
ideas, he himself offered an explanation for the failure to implement
his plan:

the educators as a body will have nothing to do with
my plans, simply because they have not yet forgiven me for
some of the things I said of the schools of our country in
my series of articles on the Public School System of the
United States, published in The Forum some nine years
ago.

.8

While this reaction to Rice's educational muckraking, prompted by his
own measurements of achievement in spelling and arithmetic, cannot
account for the lapse of 60 years, it does suggest the importance
within the profession of a favorable climate for reform baled on
empirical investigation.

Although Rice failed to realize his plans for a national
research organisation, his advocacy of school surveys fel' assessing
student achievement probably stimulated the development of city and
university bureaus.

Since these early beginnings, educational reformers

7

Lawrence Cremin, The Transformation of the School, New York:
Nnopf, 1961, p. 8.
8J. M. Rico, 22. cit., 1902, p. 127.
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and scientists have repeatedly sought to make use of university-based
bureaus for testing programs and fact-gathering and,
in roar reoent
decades, for investigations of the conditions
affecting education.

But

unlike Rice's progrma, these efforts have
been highly localized and,

eyjain...resumablalconuenceoftheneedtosek

hihltnstable. As

on local resource-2f

a matter of fact, the turnover rate of research

units in schools of education has been exceedingly
high since the early
decades of the century.

In order to ascertain the life-chances of
research units which

have existed in the past, we computed rates of founding and
mortality
by comparing surveys conducted periodically
since 1923.9

Since each

of these surveys provided the names of research
units, we ara able to
chart the birth and death of the units over a period of forty
years.
Table 4.3 shows (1) the annual founding rate of new bureaus for

each period, (2) the annual rate of mortality
for each period, (3) the

annual growth rate in the number of bureaus over each period, and (4)
the absolute number of bureaus existing at the end of each period,
or
cumulative frequency.

Looking first at the annual founding rates (Col.
1), we find
that the earliest and latest periods have been
the most productive of

=111

ANN..

9

Educational Directories, ,1923 and 1932, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington: Government Printing Office.
William Rosengarten, "Organization and Administration of
Educational Research in
Departments, Schools and Colleges of Education in Universities"
RhormlorahsinEducation, No. 1, September, 1936. Ruth B. Eckert,
Aeport on the Organization and Services of
Bureaus of Educational
Research in Leading American Universities,"
(mimeo), Office of
Educational Research, University of Minnesota, 1949.
Data for 1964
was provided by our current study.
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TABLE 4.3

Annual Rates of Foundix, Mortality and Growth of
Educational Research Units for Selected
Periods Since 1923*
(1)

Periods

Founding Rate
(per year)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Mortality Rate

Growth Rate

(Perim).

(per year)

Cumulative
Frequency**

1923-1932

19%

4%

+ 15%

37

1932-1936

3%

15%

- 14%

17

1936-1949

4%

3%

+ 00.5%

18

1949 -1964

21%

2%

+ 19%

70 (est.)

*Rates per year represent the InaaLL-acl percentage increase .4r decrease

for each year in the designated period. This average rate was computed
by dividing the percentage increase or decrease in each period by the
number of yew, in the period.

**The cumulative frequency refers to the total number of bureaus existing in the lesz)ar of each period. In the earliest year (1923) there
were 16 bureaus of educational research.

new units.

Clearly, the organiLationlia developments of the past fifteen

years are not altogether unique in the history of educational research.

In fact, speaking strictly in terms of organizational founding, it seems
that the past is now repeating itself; althoug4, as we shall see in a
later chapter, the bureaus which have been recently created are more
likely to devote their energies to research rather than to a variety of
services for school systems.

Nevertheless, the hint of an historical

repetition makes it all the more important to examine the factors that
led to the sapping of the organizational resources that were available
in the early decades of the century.

When we turn to the annual portal4z rates shown in Table 4.3
(Col. 2) for each period, we are provided with a clue to one of the
major sources of organizational decline), namely, a lack of supportive
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funds.

For it is obvious that the greatest attrition
of research units

occurred in the depression years, as shown by the
average annual mortality rate of 15 per cent between 2932 and 1936.
this is the only period in whic

As a matter of fact,

the death rate exceeded the birth rate

of bureaus.

But budget cuts in the university cannot entirely explain the
demise of research units for

ensiLinon-claisthedeath

rate has been about 3 per cent annually.

Over the entire span of forty

years covered by our calculations, this annual rate of
attrition would

amount to a complete turnover of bureaus.

This conclusion is a statis-

tical fiction, of course, since a number of bureaus
survived through

several decades; but it does highlight the
eztreum instability of
research bureaus in schools of education.
Column 3 in Table 4.3 summarizes what we have
observed thus far

with respect to founding and mortality rates.

The greatest degree of

Irma in sheer number of bureaus occurred in the earliest and latest
periods; the early depression period witnessed
a sharp decline in the
number of research bureaus; while the period
including World War II was
characterized by stability.

(Since this latter period covers several

distinct phases in the economic and social history of the nation,
it is
unfortunate that our survey dates do not permit
more refined study.

It

is quite probable that the founding of new bureaus was largely confined
to the postwar period, while the attrition that
occurred was mostly in
the late 'thirties.)

Throughout the period covered by the available surveys, new
doctoral programs in education were also
being founded.

In order to

determine whether trends in the founding and mortality of units simply
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reflect the growth of education programs in t!'s universities, it is

necessary to compare our figures for units with trends in the founding
of doctoral programs in schools or departments of education.

Also, by

examining changes in the relationship between the life cycle of bureaus
and of education programs over the past 40 years, we may be able to draw
inferences about the status of these bureaus within the structure of the
university.

For vsample, if the depression years affected the bureaus

more than they affected programs of education, we would have reason to

believe that bureaus are margintLaTanizations, that is, operations
which are readily abandoned when resources become scarce.

In effect,

we are attempting to measure what might be called "organizational lag,"
and to relate this lag to conditions existing at the time.
In Table 4.4 we present the number of bureaus and of doctoral

programs in education at the time of each survey.

Also, we present the

rates of growth for units and for doctoral programs.

Finally, in

Table 4.4, we have computed the ratio of units to doctoraA programs for
each year.

TABLE 4,4

Ratios of Units to Doctoral Pro rams in Education
in Selected Years Since 1923

Year
1923

No. of
Bureaus

%

atei!

16

No. of Educ.
Doctoral
112111,11.....

37

1936

1.7

1949

18

1964

70 (asts)

....!chall

16

131%
1932

%

Ratio of Bureaus
per

Doct021121121Ei!.
.61

130%
46

-54%

.80

20%
54

6%

.31

22%
66

289%

.27

68%
107

.65
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Between 1933 and 1932, the rate of increase in the number of

units was exactly the same as the rate of increase in
the number of
doctoral programs.

(The increase in the number of bureaus was 131% in

this period, while the increase in the number of doctoral programs
was
130%.)

This suggests that the development of research ortEELEILIETHLIE

the universities

was an inhejeoftheerlfessionalizaro-

tion of education.

In the early period of the depression, however,

there was a 20 per cent increase in doctoral programs, but a 54 per
cent decrease in bureaus.

This disparity indicates that many of the

units created in the 'twenties were not fully incorporated in the
universities, but instead were rather marginal operations.

In the

following period, covering the late depression years, World War II, and
the postwar period, doctoral programs continued to be founded
at a
faster rate than bureaus, 1..0., a 23 per cent and a 6 per cent increase,
respectively.

Thus, the organizational lag which had been caused by the

depression continued up until the 'fifties.

In the past fifteen years,

however, the almost threefold increase in the number of
bureaus far
outdistanced the 68 per cent increase in the number of doctoral
programs.
In effect, the organizational lag which developed in the 'thirties

and 'forties was eliminated in the past ten or so years.

This can be

seen quite clearly when we examine the ratio of units per ,Doctoral
programs in Table 4.4.

In 1923, the ratio was .61, and in the following

decade it rose to .80.

In the next two decades it dropped to .31 and

.27, respectively.

Then, in the most recent period, the ratio of units

to doctoral programs climbed to .65, which is almost exactly the same
level as. in 1923.

After more than thirty years, however, organizational

development still has not regained the level of 1932.
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It should be cautioned that we are here dealing sheerly with
numbers of educational research units.

Trends in the magnitude and

effectiveness of these operations over the span of forty years have not
been discussed.

Nonetheless, our analysis suggests that research

organizations in education have been troubled by institutional marginality, and that this state of affairs has rendered these organizations
quite vulnerable to the economic strains which have occurred in the
universities and in school systems.

Specifically, the consequences

have been. (1) a high mortality rate, and (2) a severe organizational

121, at leant up until the recent past.

Lacking a tradition of organi-

zational effectiveness in schools of education, it is likely that the
new organizations which heve been founded in recent years will have to
cope with problems which have only rarely been overcome ir the past.
In short, thei......_221ecedentsisearefelor the successful 'Duration of

research units in education.

Now we shall turn to the present-day constitution of research
units as indicated by our survey of directors and try to identify the
organizational problems which they confront.

B.

Some malEitmEatEEtlep Dimensions

Although it is impossible to subsume all existing research units
under a single definition, there are several major dimensions which can
be used to define types of units.

In Table 4.5 we have classified

research units according to each of four dimensions:

(1) research

orientation, (2) substantive focus, (3) departmental affiliation, and
(4) facilitation of non-staff researchers in the teaching departments.

Almost two-thirds of the units are mainl

devoted to research

rather than to field services, as indicated by the proportion of the
budget for research.

10

Only about a third of the units, however, are

likely research oriented; which raises the question of the degree and
manner in wt.lch service and research are separated and the concomitant

issue of the possibility of conflict between the two activities.

These

issues are taken up in Chapter VI where we explore the relation between
research and service in some detail.

Almost two-thirds of the units carry out research on a varied
of to ics rather than specializing in one area.

Five units specialize

in educational administration or organization (including school finance),
and four specialize in curriculum research.
little repetition of specialties.

Otherwise, there is very

Two specialize

talent or creativity

of students, and two in special education, while the remaining specialties
are represented by only a single unit:

school-community relations,

teaching as a profession, comparative education, educational technologies,
and teacher training research.

The full array of topics receiving

attention by all the units, including tr:lo diversified ones, are presented
below.

Mbst, of the units (61 percent) are not affiliated witham
articular department in the school of education.

This result suggests

that research units tend to be "autonomous" with respect to the teaching
departments.

10

The implications of departmental affiliation for relations

The proportion of tha budget devoted to research was found to
be related to the performance of a variety of services.
(See Table d
Avendix C). Hence we use tha budget as the most convenient measure
of "research orientation."
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TABLE 4.5

Research Orientation Substantive Focus De artmental
Affiliation, and Facilitation of Facully,
Researchers (Considered Separately)

Research Orientation
(% budget for research)

% units

Low (0 - 49%)

35%

Medium (50 - 89%)

33

High (90 - 100%)

32

ilug
No. of units:

Substantive Focus

(54)*

% units

Diversified

64%

Specialized

36

100%
No. of units:

Affiliated with a
particular department
in school of education

(63)*

% units

Yes

39%

No

61

100%
No. of units:

% of researchers associated
with unit who are facilitated

(64)*

21..:snits

0%

42%

1 - 50%

24

511+

34

100%
No. of units:

*Base numbers vary due to yJn-rempunme.

(55)*
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with academic departments and for the training of graduate students
will be discussed later.

Finally, we observe in Table 4.5 that 221INETARsui2EAslal
(58 per cent) facilitate the research of non-staff facult
a third of the units are !painly, facilitating.

members, and

Thus, while most units

are independent of particular departments, the fact that most are
facilitative shows that they are by no means disassociated from the
teaching fsculty.

This latter dimension also has an important bearing

on interdisciplinary relations and on the training of graduate students
in research, also to be discussed later.

To sum up, the research units in our study tend to be devoted
to research rather than to field services, diversified rather than
specialized, unaffiliated with particular departments, and facilitating
rather than programmatic.
If we look at each of these dimensions according to the age of

the research units included in our study, we are able to note soma
important historical trends.

be more research-oriented
more often facilitative.

Table 4.6 shows that newer units tend to

more often affiliated with

a departmenEed

The extent of vecialization has remained

fairly constant.

The trend toward heavier involvement in research has probably
resulted in the main from increased federal spending in the past decade.

Table 4.7 shows that the proportion of federal money in the budget of

the units isulzlhilelated to research orientation.

Only 16 per cent

of the units receiving less than half of their funds from the federal
government for "studies" are highly research-oriented compared
with

48 per cent of those receiving most of their funds from the government.
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TABU 4.6

Research Orientation Substantive Focus Departmental
Affiliation and Facilitation of Faculty Research,,
According to Age of Research Uhits

Age of Unit

2:LYL1.8

6-15 yrs

16+ yrs

80%

72%

47%

Research Orientation
50%+ budget for research:

Less than 50% of personnel
providing services to school
systems:

(15)

(18)

55%

41%

38%

(11)

(17)

(13)

38%

35%

32%

(16)

(23)

(19)*

Substantive Focus
Specialized

(22)

Departmental Affiliation

50%

Yes

23%

46%

(16)

(24)

(22)

43%

44%

18%

(14)

(23)

Facilitation of faculty research
More than half of professionals
are facilitated:

(17)

*Base numbers vary because of variation in response to different questions.
The trend towards closer relations with teaching departments,

indicated by the greater frequency of facilitation and of departmental
affiliation among units founded within the past fifteen years, suggests
that bureaus have become less autonomous and less program

tic.

If we

can interpret this trend as a sign of the decreasing marginalit" of
research units in schools of education, those units which have been
founded in the past decade might well stand a better chance of survival
than their predecessors.
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TABLE 1.7

Research Orientation of the Units According to
Proportion of Funds from Federal Government
for "'Studies in the Units
Proportion of Funds From
Federal Government

Less than 50%

50% or more

Low (0 - 49 %)

40%

26%

Medium (50 - 89 %)

44

26

High (90% +)

16

48

100%

100%

(25)

(19)

Research Orientation
(% budget for research)

No. of units:

The trend towards integration with the teaching faculty might
be explained by the decreased dependency of research units on financial
support from school systems for services.

As a consequence of increased

outlays for educational research, it is possible that these organizations
have been able to find greater security within the university structure
than was true in the past.

Undoubtedly they are more often called upon

to facilitate faculty members as more research is undertaken in the
school.

And the prospect that a bureau might increase the chance of

gaining research support renders these units highly attractive to
departments which are eager to take advantage of growing opportunities.
In short, newer bureaus may have grown out of the needs of the university
rather than out of the needs of school systems.
If this is the case, then we would expect to find that bureaus

which are predominantly devoted to research rather than to service are
more often facilitative and more often affiliated with departments.
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Table 4.8 shows that this is trues

It therefore appears that increimpli

integration into the teaching departm rats reflects the xiein

ability

demand

thereby partially sever-

ing the traditionally strong ties between school systems and bureaus of
research.

TABLE 4.8

Facilitation and De artmental Affiliation Accordin
Research Orientation of the Units
Research Orientation
(% budget for research)

Low

1.

2.

Facilitates faculty
No. of units:

Hat

(0-49%)

(50-100%)

47%

63%

(15)

Affiliated with a department 37%
No. of units:
(19)

(33)*

43%
(35)

*Base numbers of percentages vary due to non-response
variation

But we need to make an important qualification to the notion
that newer units are created with less autonomy than their predecessors.

For it is obvious that the Research and Development Centers supported
by the U.8.001. tend to be highly centralizedi programmatic arrangements.

What seems to be happening is that the small, traditional

bureaus which have relied upon local resources are being converted into

facilitating agencies for the faculty; while the better financed,
larger organizations are tending toward programmatic autonomy

These

two trends may not be unrelated, since the small-scale bureau might

well find it difficult to compete with the federally sponsored R 4 D
Centers and Regtonal Laboratories for professional talent, research
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assistants, and, especially in those universities where R & D Centers
exist alongside bureaus, for additional project funds from the government.

In effect, the traditional bureau finds itself in the shade of

the R & D Centers, and it would not be ourprising if these smaller
units wilted in the shadow of these giants.

Interviews with research administrators in nevem,' universities
tend to support our conclusion that the shift towards integration is a
response to national develcpments.

According to our field interviews,

one of the oldest and most autonomous bureaus of research in the nation
is currently being disbanded in order to facilitate the research of
non-staff facult7y and another unit of the same age is beinoi transforaed
into a coordinative arrangement.

In 1963 the Dean of the College of Education, Ohio State Universitz, prompted a series of meetings on the organization of
the School. These discussions culminated in the decision to
disband the Bureau of Educational Research and to transfer the
research staff to a new Division of Research and Development,
which has teaching as well as research responsibilities. The
main consideration in the decision to dismantle the Bureat: -which had been a separately budgeted department in the College
of Education for more than forty years -- was the feeling that
faculty members who were not attached to the unit felt absolved
from engaging in research. By making research an obligation
of the entire school, rather than of one special unit, it was
hoped that more faculty members would become actively engaged
in research.
It is pertinent to the role played by increased federal funds
for research in promoting a trend toward facilitation that the
Bureau at Ohio State set up an Ad Hoc Division for faculty
research in the late fifties. Concomitantly, services dropped
from 90 per cent of the budget in 1958 to 10 per cent of the
budget in 1964. In the latter year, 93 per cent of the
Bureau's research budget was supplied by federal funds.

A somewhat parallel development has taken p18cc at the Bureau
of Educational Research, University of Minnesota, also founded more
than forty years ago.
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The Bureau of Educational Research, University of Minnesota,
was originally established to carry on a modest program of
pioneering research in some areas of investigation important
to educations to stimulate research among the faculty of
the College of Education, and to provide internship
.11
experiences for the training of research workers in education."
In tho years preceding a change of directors in 1957, the
Bureau was chiefly devoted to a diversified program based
upon the projects of numerous faculty members. When the
directorship changed hands, a faculty committee recommended
that the Bureau specialize in a particular area of research,
namely, creativity of students. As the late Dean Cook explained the new goal of the Bureau, "It is believed that the
conduct of such a variety of studies, concentrated in one
problem area, over an extended period of time is necessary
to accum'ilate truly meaningful and dependable information
and to continue to push knowledge forward." 12

While a number of significant monographs were produced in
the ensuing years, it gradually became apparent that the
programmat.Lc focus of the Bureau's research did not provide
a broad enough framework for the faculty to carry out its
research interests, Further, according to one of our informants, the Bureau's prc,1,Am "implied that the major
responsibility of all :Acuity to do research was relegated
to a special group." As a matter of fact, in its later years
the Bureau's research program was being carried out exclusively by the Director anA, several graduate students.
The Director, therefore, became overloaded with responsibility
for the completion of projects. As the former Director
pointed out in an interview, "It got to the point where the
worse thing that could have happened was to get a research
grant." In sum, the Bureau had shifted from one end of the
organizational spectrum to another; but after a period of
marked success as a programmatic agency, it was regarded
as inadequate to staisfy the new needs of the faculty research
community. Organized tn a period of "tough research money,"
it has since become the opinion of the faculty research
committee that the Bureau cannot function optimally in a new
period of affluence and of mounting demand for echmational
research.
In light of these circumstances, the Bureau's operations have
been temporarily suspended until what was considered a better
means of stimulating and coordinating faculty research in
the school of education could be found.

11

Walter L. Cook, "Organization for Research of the College of
Education at the University of Minnesota," (mimeo).
12lbid.

The trends towards facilitation and departmental affiliation
or.1 the part of traditional bureaus have several important implicaticns

for the future of educational research.

Consideration of these implica-

tions, together with recommendations for coping with resulting pratlemb,

will be deferred to a final chapter of this report.
Before continuing our examination of the organizational features
of research units, it is important to look at the substance of the

research done in educational research units.

We shall see, however,

that substance is not unrelated to organizational setting.

Fv1lowing

that disriussion, we shall continue our exploration of
organizational

features through an examination of problems of recruitment, the
org-nization of work on projects, and relationships with non-education
departments.

C.

Research Topics

As noted earlier, almost two-thirds of the research units have
a diversified program of research

Table 4.9 reveals the wide range

of topics which are currently being investigated by specialized and
diversified units combined.

For purposes of comparison with research

being conducted independently of research units in schools of

education, we also show in Table 4.9 the range of research topics
currently being investigated outside of these units.

(This latter

information was collected in our parallel purvey of deans and research
coordinators in schools of education.)

-,_________
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TABLE 4,9

Topics of Research matte and Outside of Research
Units in Schools of Education

% research
units

% schools doing research
outside of units

Tests and measurements

58%

55%

Methods of instruction

52

59

Educational administration
and organization

52

54

Reading

31

51

Nychology of learning

31

49

Teacher personality

33

28

Research methodology (other than
tests and measurements)

28

26

School-community relations

28

25

Talent, creativity of students

27

36

Social studies curriculum

25

37

School finance

25

37

Special education

22

42

Guidance and counseling

22

64

Mathematics curriculum

2L

33

Language arts (other than reading
and foreign language)

20

18

Natural sciences curricula

16

29

Child development

16

29

Teaching as a profession

16

22

Adolescent development

14

21

Comparative education

6

32

Foreign languages curriculum

6

14

History of education

5

39

Physical education

2

16

Business and distributive
education
No. of units or schools:

Moan no. ottsplos per setting:

12
(64)

(76)

5.5

8.3

(64)

(76)
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The much smaller number of researchers within research units
than outside of the units accounts for the nurrower range of topics
found in the bureau setting.

As shown at the bottom of Table 4.9, a

mean of 5.5 topics per unit are being researched, compared with a mean
of 8.3 topics per school outside of these units.
A majority of the research units are engaged in work on tents
and measurements, methods of instruction, and educational administration
and organization.

All other areas are researched by a minority of units.

The nine areas most often neglected by the units include three social
science areas (teaching as a profession, comparative education, and
history of education).

Two of these areas, however, are predominantly

based on libraryresearch.

In addition to these areas, chllgdevelop-

ment and adolescent development are also relatively neglected topics
of research.

The rank order of topics inside and outside bureaus according
to frequency of mention is quite similar (r = .73).

There is one

large discrepancy which compels our attention, however.

Guidance and

counseling receives first priority among researchers outside of research
units (that is, in terms of the frequency with which the respondents
cited at least one such study in their schools), while it ranks
thirte,mth among research units.

Sixty-four per cent of the non-bureau

settings are engaged in rerearch on guidance and counseling, compared
with only 22 per cent of the bureaus.

lb are presently unable to ex-

plain this particularly large discrepancy between the work being
carried out in bureau and non-bureau settings*

A more instructive way of comparing the emphases of research
inside and outside of research units is to

EEIeerceirankorderitaire

differences between work on topics in the two settings.
presents the topics according to this rank order.

Table 4.10

Also, we have

divided the topics into three categories according to the degree of
discrepancy (size of percentage difference) between the two settings.

Among the topics which are highly characteristic of non-bureau settings

(categor I) are the two areas previously mentioned as based mainly
on library research: history of education and comparative education.
Three other areas in this category

tend to be sciwoluiatited:

guidance and counseling, special education, and psychology of learning.

The one remaining topic in this first category is perhaps the most
researched field in education, i.e., reading.
In the bottom section of Table 4.10 (category III) we find six

topics which are studied in bureau settings as often as in non-bureau
settings.

None of the areas in this category are based on library

research, and only one of the topics is psychologically oriented, i.e.,
teacher personality.

(And it is significant that this particular

psychological area of investigation differs from the psychological
topics characterizing non-bureau settings by focussing on faculty
rather than on students.)

Finally, two of the topics have an empirical

social science orientation (educational administration and school-

community relations) and two are methodological subjects (tests and
measurements, and other methodology).

These findings lead to the conclusion that investigations in
research units are nu..-e likely to be related to the empirical social
sciences and to be methodologically innovative.

It would not seem
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1ABLE 4.10

RanklmqResearchIcasEllag12 the Extent to
Which The Are More Characteristic of Research
OUTSIDE of Research Units

I

%differences between extent of
research outside azi inside
research units*

11

Guidance-and counseling

+ 42

History of education

+ 28

Comparative education

+ 26

Reading

+ 20

Special education

+ 20

Psychology of learning

+ 18

II

Physical education

+ 14

Mathematics curriculum

+ 13

Natural sciences curricula

+ 13

aild development

+ 13

Social studies curriculum

+ 12

School finance

+ 12

Business and distributive education

+ 12

Talent, creativity of students

+

9

Foreign languages curriculum

+

8

Methods of instruction

+

7

Adolescent development

+

7

+

2

.111.
Educational administration and organization
Teacher personality

0

Research methodology (other than tests and
measurements)

2

Language arts (other than reading and
foreign languages)

2

Tests and measurements

3

Schoolcommunity relations

3

* ( +) denotes excess of non-unit research, while (-) denotes excess
of unit research.
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inappropriate to characterize these concerns as lying on the frontier
of educational research.

&miler results pertaining to social science research were
found when we examined proposals submitted to the Cooperative Research

Branch, U.S.O.R., in 1956-62, according to the setting of the proponents.
(See Appendix A, Table 6.)

Seventeen per cent of the proposals submitted

by applicants in research units were devoted to an investigation of the
community context of schools, compared with only 5 per cent of the
proposals submitted by individuals who were in no way affiliated with
such units.

Further, when we compared the disciplines of the principal

investigators, we found that 19 per cent of the bureau applicants had

social science backgrounds compared with 8 per cent of the nnn-bureau
applicants.

(Appendix A, Table 8.)

In sum, bureau settings have been

more congenial to investigations of the
,

4(.0inl aspectr of education,

which result is probably explained by the superior facilities for largescale research afforded by these units.

Since this is an area of

empirical study which has been seriously neglected in educational
research, it follows that research units are in a unique position to

undertake pioneering work within schools of education.
Not only are the units more often concerned with the relatively

neglected area of sociological aspects, but topics relating to professional activities seem also to reflect a more contemporary outlook.
This observation.is based upon our analysis of proposals submitted to
the Cooperative Research Program in the years1956-63.

Bureau proposals

were more often concerned with the newer areas of administrative
behavior, remedial students, and talented students, while non-bureau

projects more often focussed on the traetitional topics of curriculum,
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instruction, and student achievement (Appendix A - 12).
These consistent differences between the foci of research units
and of individual scholars are in marked contrast to the notion that
pioneering efforts are most likely to be exerted by the researcher who
works independently of a research agency.

One of the schools of

education in our study has deliberately avoided the establishment of
research organizations as a result of this belief.
in a report on the school's research activities:

As the dean states
"Individual research,

whether or not it enjoys the benefits of special financial support,

represents the growing edge of knowledge in all fields."

As well as

we can judge from our data, this notion is not Supportable with reference to the field of education.

The emphasis on lone schtlmele within schools of education
has posed e major problem for research units.

In the following sections

we shall show how the problem is reflected in the directors' efforts
to recruit staff members and to promote teamwork.

D.

Recruitment incij122.....bluailauls_ Research
Our data indicate that recruitment of researchers is one of the

most vital and most difficult roles performed by the directors of
research units.

When we asked the directors to check their responsi-

bilities from an extensive list of roles, 64 per cent checked "securing
new staff members to do research," and 70 per cent checked "gaining
the assistance of scholars in other departments in the university in
planning or executing research."

WO also inquired of the directors

whether they experienced "any difficuty in iducing faculty members

. ..
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in education in your university to undertake studies through your
unit."

In the response categories we included the option: "No effort

is made to induce faculty members."
took this option.

Only 29_per cent of the directors

Thus, from the responses to these items, it is

quite cicsr that most directors are engaged in recruitment activities.
Further, the majority of these directors, i.e., those who

make some effort to "induce" faculty members to work in the unit,
indicated that they did experience difficulty, and a fifth of them
indicated a great deal of difficulty.

These results are summarized

in Table 4.11.

Another question that we asked confirms the serious problems
that confront unit directors in their efforts to attract personnel:
On the whole, which problem would you say has been
more serious in recent years? (Check one)
Obtaining sufficient personnel to carry on the
research program.
Providing sufficient opportunities for persons
who wish to do research.
Neither of these has been a probl3m.

Three times as man directors said "obtainin: sufficient personnel"
was a problem as said "providing sufficient opportunities,"

The

respective percentages were 53 per cent and 18 per cent; the remainder

claimed that neither was a problem.

In sum, not only do most directors

perform recruitment roles, but many experience some degree of
difficulty.

Especially disturbing is the fact that recruitment is more
often a problem for research than for service-oriented agencies.

Difficulty of Recruiting Faculty from Education
to do Research in the Unit

"Do you ever experience any difficulty in
inducing faculty members in education in
your university to undertake studie3
through your unit?"
Some effort is made
Yes, a great deal of difficulty

22%

Yes, some difficulty

29

No, it does not pose a problem

49

100%
No

of directors who make an effort:

(41)

No effort is male

29%

No. of directors responding:

(58)

In Table 4.12 we have classified the units accoreing to whether they
are predominantly research -or predominantly service-oriented.

Clearly,

service-oriented units Lind it easier than research-oriented units

to attract professional ambers from the facult

of education.

None

of the directors of service-oriented units reported a "great deal" of
difficulty, while 27 per cent of the directors of research-oriented
units responded in this way.

This finding lends weight to the notion

that service work competes seriously with research work for personnel.

We shall return to this issue in a later chapter when we explore the
conflict between service and research in some detail.

At present we

are mainly interested in emphasizing that research units in education
experience a major problem in recruiting individuals to carry on the
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unit's program.

13

Our data also provide insight into the sources of recruitment
problems which are confronted by research units.

Three major sources

are clearly identifiable on the basis of the directors' reports: lack
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to do research, lack of interest in research, and among those

faculty members who are already undertaking research outside of units,

fear of loss of autonsu.
The barrio -s of insufficient time and lack of motivation to

do research are evident in the replies of directors who said they had
experienced difficulties in inducing faculty members in education
to undertake studies through the unit.

Immediately following this

latter question, we asked, "What kinds of problems have arisen?"

The responses were evenly divided between "lack of time" and "lack
of interest in research."

Some examples follow:

Lack of time
They are too busy
Small school of education -- staff members have too
many roles.

.. Probably our major problem is to free enough time
that faculty can get started on a project. Once
projects are under way, one question leads to another
and the research tends to be self-perpetuating.
Coordinating their commitments with our schedule demands.
Release time problem.

Lack of time for planning studies.

13
This situation quite naturally affects the amount of time
Which directors of research-oriented units spend on recruitment.
Seventy-one per cent of the directors of highly research-oriented units
perform both of the recruitment roles mentioned earlier, compared with
only 42 per cent of the directors of predominantly service units.
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TABLE 4.12

1/22apon of Directors Who Have Difficult Recruiting
Faculty from EducationLAcsallIELEn
Research Orientation of the Units
"Do you ever experience any difficulty
in inducing faculty
?"

Research Orientatim
(% budget for research)

Service
Oriented
(0-49%)

Some effort is made
Yes, a great deal of difficulty

0%

Yes, some difficulty
No

No effort is made
Total no. of directors responding:

(50-100Q

27%

45

27

55

100%

46
100%

(11)

(26)

35%

24%

it does not pose a problem
No. of directors who make an effort:

Research
Oriented

(17)

(34)

11111011

IMOIM=10.11114....

Lack of interest in research
They are not interested in research in their own field,
(and) they seem to lack ideas for research studies.
Fear loss of security in "teaching."

Insecure in research.

This institution has not, historically, done much educational research. Since we are a new Bureau we find it
difficult to break the tradition.
Simply will not undertake the research.
Indifference.

The third source of recruitment problems was identified when we
asked the directors specifically about faculty
members outside the unit
who were already engaged in research related to the unit's program:
"To the best of your knowledge, why have faculty
members who
are conducting research on topics which are studied by your
unit remained unattached to the unit? (Here we are particularly
interested in the comparative advantages of outside versus
bureau research as seen by the faculty.)

1.101"P.
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This question, incidentally, was applicable to the great majority of

directors, for Luer cent indicated 11TLIEmmiamminit that research
related to the work of the unit was

conducted in

school of

education outside of the unit.

Desire for autonomy was by far the moat frequently mentioned'
factor in the failure of researchers to affiliate themselves with the
unit.

Here are some illustrative responses:

Unwilling to commit their available time to control by unit
work schedule. This institution has a high order of individual
autonomy in faculty, and a reluctance to forfeit it as a
requirement for unit affiliation.
They would have to complete agreements and meet deadlines,
(and) they would sacrifice individual place in the "star
system."
.

.

.

One has (done research in areas related to the unit's work).
He prefers to work independently of the strong interpersonal
relationships of the (unit).

This is primarily due to different conceptions of type of
research, value of individual versus cooperative research, and
control over certain units.
Perhaps they felt that they were more autonomous.
to be lone wolves. . .

May prefer

Basic philosophy of departmental function--decentralixed
philosophy of approach.
Individualism.

The issue of "individualism" versus "control" by research units
was also explored on our field trips to various research units, in the
nation.

Interviews with researchers who either desired to remain out-

side of any established bureau or who rejected the idea of forming their
own units tended to bear out the replies of directors to our questionnaire.

One respondent who had been collaborating with two other pro-

fessional persons on a program of research referred to the team's
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"fifteen years of autonomy" when explaining his opposition to becoming

affiliated with a unit which had recently extended the team an invitation
to join the staff.

In essence, it was feared that the team would fall

under the authority of the unit's director and thereby

loge morale and

identity.

It may be that many researchers who are engaged in informal

collaborative efforts reject the notion of establishing a more or less
permarent research organization for some of the same reasons that
individuals resist association with bureaus as staff members.

One such

Lavestigator wham we interviewed emphasized the greater career mobility
and intellectual freedom

which he enjoyed as an independent operator.

As he described his present arrangement, which prolided employment for
fifteen graduate research assistants on three projects:

"U I want to

crumple it up and put it in my pocket and walk off, I can."

He also

emphasized that he was working on a frontier area of educational
research that required a great deal of exploratory work and, hence,
called for a highly flexible research arrangement.

It was his conviction

that an administrative structure would impel his to devote attention to
its sheer survival, thereby interfering with his own research.

As he

expressed it,

What happens (as a bureau director) is that you do something,
complete the cycle, and then have to go looking for money with
hat in hand. If I want to shift or get a related interest, a
structure can get in my way.

If the commitment to individual research hampers the recruitment efforts
of unit directors, than the same commitment should be evidenced when
attempts are made to promote teamwork.

Let us turn, then, to the

organization of work within research units.
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E.

Collaborative Research

Our surveys of deans and research coordinatore demonstrate the
prevalence of individual studies outside of research units in schools
of education.

According to data collected in our surveys, there are

more than three times as many individual investigations outside of
units ke there are collaborative investigations; within research units
however

there is about an equal balance.

These facts can be readily

seen in Table 4.13.

TABLE 4.13
The Extent of Teamwork Within Research
Units and Outside of Research Units

Mean number of projects in each
setting which are:

Within Research
Units

Single investigators

3.8

(50)

Teams

3,2

(50)

Rialto of teams to single investigators:

Outside Research
Units
(Only schools with
research units)
10.1
(26)

.68

3.4

(16)

.34

(While only a quarter of the schools did not have a single individual

study under way outside of research units, almost half did not have
any teams outside of units.)
Since teamwork is much more likely to occur in research units,

researchers in schools of education who wish to work independently are
confirmed by our data in their conviction that affiliation with
research units more often entails collaborative effort.

Since there

are roughly two and a half professional persons per team,, it is clear

that to

members outnumber individual inveltiWors in rosearcU units

by about two to one

(We do not assume, of course, that all of the

teams which were mentioned by the respondents involve a high degree of
interdependency with exclusive attention to a single project.

Probably

a number of individuals who frequently consult one another on more or
less independent projects were included in their replies.

But this

bias towards inclusion of all projects which could conceivably be
counted as a "team" probably operated to an equal extent among deans
and research coordinators.)

The replies of the directors to another question

.bout the

extent of collaborative effort in the units confirms the distribution
of team and individual studies shown above.

As seen in Table 4.14,

half of the directors said that "highly individualized effort" was the
most prevalent mode of research within the unit, while the remaining
directors mentioned "diversified team effort" and "consolidated team
effort" to about an equal extent.
Of greater interest in Table 4,14 is the fact that very few

directorsdividualized effort."

Among those who stated

a preference, teamwork was mentioned by the great majority.

Finally,

we observe in Table 4.14 that only a fourth of the directors do not
care whether the prevalent pattern is collaborative or individualistic.
Since teams occur more often within research units, and since
directors tend to prefer collaboration, it is possible that directors
may exert a certain amount of pressure on the personnel ansuciiga4d vith

research units to undertake joint investigations.

There is a way of

answering this question.
If we classify directors according to their preferences, and

then observe the prevalent mode of research within the units according
to the preferences of the directors, we find a close fit between the
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TABLE 4.14

Prevalence of Teamwork and Preference of
Directors of Research Units*

Which of the
Research projects are organized in several ways.
following types of research effort would you personally prefer
that persons associated with your unit engage in, and which
type would you say is most prevalent in your unit at the
present time?
Most
Prevalent

Prefer

Highly individualized effort -- each
researcher pursuing his own line of
inquiry independently.

48%

13%

Diversified team effort -- two or more
members cooperating in inquiry related
to but concerned with different
dimensions or facets of the same
problem.

24

28

Consolidated team effort -- two or
more members cooperating in inquiry
on the name facet of the same problem

28

33

M11410

26

No particular preference

No. of units or directors:

41111=1111111MINNO

100%

100%

(54)

(54)

*The categories in this table were gratefully borrowed from
Raymond J. Young,
Directory of
and Studies, Bloomington: Phi Delta Kappa, 1959.

desires of directors for teamwork and the prevalence of teamwork.

This

finding is disc eased in Table 4.15.

Because of the relationship between the directors' preferences
and the prevalent mode of organizing work within the unit, it is
possible that the directors do exert some influence.

Still, there is

clear irlication in Table 4.15 that a large proportion of the directors
do not have the amount of teamwork that they would prefer to have in
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TABLE 4.15

The Prevalence of Individualized and Collaborative
Effort Within Units According to

the 1Wriabiliefercfice
Preferred:

Most prevalent:

Highly
Individualized

Diversified
Teamwork

Consolidated
Teamwork

Highly individualized

72%

53%

28%

Diversified teamwork

14

40

17

Consolidated teamwork

14

7

100%

100%

100%

(7)

(15)

(18)

No. of directors:

their units.

Specifically, half of the directors would like to see

more or cleeer collaboration than exists,

Thus, if they do try to

exert influence on personnel to engage in joint enterprises, it seems
that about half the time they are ineffectual in bringing it about,
The emphasis on independent work, therefore, seems also to characterize

many research units despite the preference of their administrators for
closer collaboration.

Tb be sure, there are barriers to collaboration besides the
sentiments of investigators.
genial or able colleagues.

It is sometimes difficult to find con-

And, too, there is the problem of finishing

up individual projects at a time which is mutually convenient for
colleagues to begin working together.

And team projects are more

costly and require more advanced planning.

We cannot assume, therefore,

that the norm of independent scientific endeavor is the sole barrier
standing in the way of increKsed collaboration.

As a matter of fact,

when Barton and Wilder asked a large population of reading exports
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whether they preferred to work in teams or to work independently,
roughly equal proportions preferred each pattern.

Further, the

majority of reading experts who had done a fair amount of research
since the dissertation preferred to collaborate. 14

When we contrast

this picture of preferences with the prevalence if individual research
in schools of education outside of research units, we are led to the

conclusion that the desire of many researchers for collaboration is
going unmet.

There are grounds for believing that an individualistic
approach to research is somewhat peculiar to education.

Our survey of

authors of empirical research articles on education published in the
journal.. in 1964 reveals that ILLper cent of the authors who did their

research in
with 49

raduate schools of educationublished alone, compared

er cent of the authors fror the liberal arts and sciences.

In sum, there is very good reason to believe that schools of education

support a unique climate of highly individualized research effort.
From evidence presented earlier, it also seems that research organizations play a vital role in the promotion of collaborative work in
this individualistic climate; and it may be true also that directors

are the key figures in stimulating joint research.
When we explored this issue with bureau directors in the course
of our field trips, we were Informed that one of the main sources of

"individualism" on the part of educational researchers was pressure to

achieve recognition as a means of institutional advancement.

Several

14
David R. Wilder, "The Reading Experts: A Case Study of the
Failure to Institutionalize an Applied Science of Education," Ph.D.
dissertation, Columbia Univ., 1966.
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informants pointed out that greater notoriety accrued to scholars who
published their work exclusively under their own name.
expressed it:

As one director

"People don't want to join in team efforts because

promotion is based on individual research."

Another summarized his

remarks about the reward system of his own university by noting that
"the pressure is for individual productivity."

In one of the univers-

ities that we visited we learned that a junior faculty member who had

sought permission to supervise doctoral dissertations in education was
turned down by the administration expressly because all of his publications had been published jointly.

In still another university we

talked to a dean of education who was faced with the serious problem
of promoting one of four associate professors who had always published
their research jointly.

The dean was unable to decide which of the

four should receive the promotion because he could not discover who
had been the most productive individual.

One solution which seemed

feasible to him was to leave the decision up to the team members themselves.

In effect, the traditional criteria of promotion had become

inapplicable, and so the formal authority structure broke down:
individual publication could no longer be relied upon to determine

promotion, so the team may have to do its own promoting.
No doubt this situation also prevails in the liberal arts and
sciences; but it is possible that it is more characteristic of schools
of education.

Research is not only marginal to the main concerns of

professional education, but it is highly segmentalized because of the
many fields, disciplines, and specialties represented, each of which
is preoccupied with research in its own area.

Marginality has probably

interfered with the emergence of a strong "reference group" of research
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scholars which bridges many achools.

In the absence of an inter-

institutional intellectual climate, educational researchers would

understandably remain oriented to the local institution.

Thus, they

might see their fate more often in terms of advancement within the
teaching hierarchy than in terms of enhancement of their reputation
among a national community of scholars.

Under these circumstances, the

visibilja of individual productivity would count for more than the
possibly superior quality of collaborative efforts.

This idea is highly

inferential, however, and information would have to be collected from
researchers themselves in order to verify it.
There is another way in which marginality might reduce the

amount of collaboration in schools of education.

A "marginal" activity

within an organization is one which has to compete with a number of
other activities which make prior claims on the mebwes time.

In

schools of education, the research role is but one of a variety of more
important roles which professors are required to perform.

It is possi-

ble that the development of collaboration requires fuller commitment
to research than is typical of the education professor.

The intention

to spend a substantial amount of time on a study might well be a

qualification for joining a team, since the fate of each team member
depends upon the willingness of the others to devote a good share of
their time to the project.

In view of the many competing demands upon

the time of professors of education -- e.g., pre-service and in-service
teaching, advice to school systems, administration, conferences, work-

shops -- it may be difficult to find individuals who are able to meet
the requirements of a joint research effort.
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Fiaally, departmentalism tithin schools of education might
reduce the amount of collaboration by putting the hurdle of depart-

mental or divisional boundaries in the way.

In effect,

collaborative

effort is often required to be an inter-department l effort.

This is a

problem which does not confront liberal arts departments
which provide
enough research personnel within the department to permit the
emergence
15
of teams.

To sum up, it might be that marginality of research and
departmentalism in schools of education reduce collaborative
effort
below the level of the behavioral sciences, as well as creating
a
barrier to the recruitment of personnel by research units.

In our

final chapter, we shall include some
recommendations for overcoming
these barriers.

Thus far, we have looked at research units only
in relation to
the school of education.

In the following section, we shall examine

the relationships of these units with departments outside of
education.
F.

Relationships with Non-Education Departments

It is not the case that research units in education
are manned

exclusively by "educationists."

Although staff members are mainly

drawn from education, approximately a quarter
of the new staff members

in recent years have come from behavioral science
departments.

This

finding is based on the following question
addressed to the directors:

15

We sre indebted to Dean Rupert Evans, University of Illinois,
for this particular explanation.
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Approximately what proportion of the professional staff of
your unit in the past three years were recruited from the
following sources?
Behavioral science departments outside of your university.

Behavioral science departments within your university.
dchools or departments of education outside_ your own
university.

The school or department of education within your own
university.
School systems.

Table 4.16 shows that about a third of the recruits on the average were
drawn from the local school of education.

And it is highly suggestive

of the barriers between education and the liberal arts and icience
departments that a larger proportion of the recruits came from other
schools of education than from behavioral science departments within
the home university.

An average proportion of 19.22 per cent of the

recruits came from education departments in other universities, while
an average proportion of 14.83 per cent came from behavioral science
departments in the same institution.

This suggests that there are

strop er ties between different schools of education in the nation than
there are between schools of education and other deg rtments within the
same university.

The fact that spatial barriers place less restriction

on mobility of personnel than do

disciplinary barriers testifies

to the serious problems which exist for interdisciplinary work on
education.

Recruitment of personnel from the liberal arts and sciences

may be the most important means whereby research units in education are
infused with concepts and approaches from local non-education depart-

ments, for involvement through other means seems to be quite minimal.
Although 79 per cent of the directors were aware of projects in
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TABU 4.16
Sources of Recruitment of Professional Staff in
Research Units in Past Three Years

Source of Recruitment:

Mean % of ew Staff Members
Recruited in Past Three Yams

School or dept. of education
Inside the university

34.65%

(46) *

Outside the university

19.22%

(46)

Inside the university

14.83%

(46)

Oe :aide the university

11.35%

(46)

11.58%

(46)

Behavioral science depts.

School systems

*The number in parentheses represents the base number of units used
for computing mean percentages.

non-education departments in their university which were related to
the unit's program of research, most commonly their contacts with

these projects were through informal conversations.

(Two-thirds of

the directors who knew of such projects mentioned this line of communication.)

Almost as many, however, indicated consultative relation-

ships, which shows that more formal types of communication do occur.
But since less than half said thst_they exchanged results with these
non-education projects, it sounds as though consultations may be somewhat superficial, or at least discontinuous.

fifth of the directors said that there was any

Finally, less than a
of

between cognate projects in the unit and in non-education departments.
(Since these distributions of responses are based on replies to a
free-answer question, we do not show them in tabular form.

They are
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merely offered here as suggestive of the extent of informal versus
formal interchange with the liberal arts and sciences.)154

When we asked specifically about various types of formal
arrangements with academic departments and pith other professional
schools, we found that consultation was the most frequently cited
interchange, as seen in Table 4.17.

Slightly more than half of the

units (56 per cent) maintain contacts with academic departments through
this avenue, and less than half (40 per cent) maintain contacts with
other professional schools in this way.

The remaining arrangements

were mentioned much less frequently and to about an equal extent, with
the exception of "visiting professors from other universities for
research."

Only 19 per cent of the units have such persons from

academic departments, and only 14 per cent have them from professonal
schools.

On the average, there are only 4.04 joint arrangements per

unit with academic departments (out of the six arrangements listed),
and only 1.21 with other professional schools.

In short, formal joint

arrangements of the kind mentioned in this question are relatively
rare among research units in schools of education.

Since a sizable

majority of the directors mentioned "informal conversations" with
directors of cognate projects outside the school of education, it seems
evident that informal contacts are far more frequent.

We conclude from

these data that subt.pizsusttulities for interdisciplinary contacts
are not beinctsIen advantage of by the research units.
It ,12 true, however, that the extent to which joint arrange metrics are worked out with academic departments depends upon the research

orientation of the units.

Wits which are most hmtviliiLpin

research are considerably more likely than other units to maintain
15a

The greater frequency of informal contacts is borne out by
Brown's study, op. cit.
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11t9L24.17

LitiiildALAMangssonts ofd oaaroh wits with
...!.....titakents

Maio*

t!ae School of

Academic

Iducatiott.

sad with Other Prafessional Schools

Ixists with

2A144242ftIEL

Joint Arranaisents

nista with
Professinti
Schools ...

Consult c.tion on specific studies

56%

40%

laterdisciplinary committees or
seminars which are concerned
with scholarly issues

35

19

Joint research appointments

32

16

Joint research publications

28

16

Interdisciplinary conferences

25

18

Visiting professors from other
universities .'Jr research

19

14

(57)

(57)

No. of units:

relations with the liberal arts ane science disci

to maintain relations with other

rofessional schools.

but ligelatli
Table 4.18

contains several measures of involvement in interdisciplinary
contacts,
including two of the questions discussed above, according to the
research orientation of the units.
Looking at Table 4.18, we Lind that in research- oriented

bureaus the mean number of joint arrangements with academic departments

is make (line 1), but the mean number of joint arrangements with

mtglional schools is lower (line 2).

with other ememional schools tend

This suggests that interchanges

tol.2.......mtto.....1_peoledevelomental

concerns rather than to empirical research.
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TABU 4.18
Interdisciplinary Relationships According to
Research Orientation of Units
Research Orientation
(% budget for research)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Low

Medium

Ale__

(0-491)

(50-89%)

(90110

Mean no. of relationships with
academic departments (out of
6 possibilities):

1.4

2.0

(14)

(15)

2.8
(16)*

Mean no. of relationships with
givfessional schools (out of
6 possibilities):

1.5

1.4

1.1

(14)

(15)

(16)

15%

38%

% senior research personnel
associated with unit who are
teaching in academic departmoats is more than 25%;

(16)

% students associated with unit
who are from non-education

36%

depmrtments is more than 2:

(11)

6%

(13)

(16)

56%

64%

(16)

(11)

Mew % of professional staff
recruited from various sources
in past three years:

School or dept. of education
Inside the university

32.19%

36406%

35.86%

Outside the university

40.19%

6.13%

10.21%

Inside the university

4.69%

12 56%

29.00%

Outside the university

5.94%

14.19%

14.29%

(16)

(14)

Behavioral science duets.

(16)

*Ambers in parentheses represent the base of means or percentages,
and vary because of non-response on different questions.

".^

sm.,

We also learn from Table 4.18 (line 3) that research-oriented
units are such more likely to have a high proportion of staff members
who are teaching in academic departments.

It is not surprising, then,

that these units also contain a larger proportion of students from noneducation departments (line 4).

Finally, we see that research-oriented

units more often recruit staff members from behavior science
depart-

ments both inside and outside the university (line 5).
What is particularly interesting in Table 4.18 is the fact
that highly research-oriented units recruit more personnel from
behavioral science departments outside as well as inside the university
than from education departments outside of the university.

In other

words,sthese units have not only managed to overcome the interdisciplinary barriers within the university, but they have shifted the
frame of reference from the national structure of professional education
to the liberal arts and sciences.

Only those units which are chiefly

engaged in service activities maintain strong ties with professional
education.

Since we saw earlier that research- oriented units have been
founded more recently, it is possible that there has been a parallel
trend toward greater association with the basic disciplines.

As a

matter of fact, this trend is quite evident in Table 4.19, where we
show the mean number of arrangements with academic departments, and
also the proportion of researchers associated with the unit who are
teaching in academic departments, according to the age of the units.
There is little question but that the newer educational
research units have more extensive Interchange with the liberal arts
and sciences.

This suggests to us that educational research units are
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TABLE 4.19

Mean NUmber of Relationshi s with Academic De artments
Outside the School of Education
According to Age of the Unit

A e of Unit
1-5 trs

Mean no. of relationships with
academic departments (out of 6
possibilities):
No. of units:

6-15 yrs

16 yrs+

2.25

2.24

1.57

(14)

(24)

(26)

% researchers associated with unit
who are teaching in litcademic

departments is more than 25%:

45%

NO, of units:

more and more

(11)

14%
(21)

(18)

*ovitanavenue of exchalge between education and

the basic disciplines.

There are two organizational dimensions of research units
which seem to facilitate contacts with the liberal arts and sciences.
Table 4.20 shows that facilitating units and those not affiliated with

articular deartments are more likely to have joint arrsEgements

bUt

that substantive focus is unrelated to number of joint arrangements.
Thus, units which might be called "free floating" within the school of
education are more likely to serve as meeting grounds for scholars
from various fields and disciplines.

16

Since we have already observed that facilitating units and
non-affiliated units are more likely to be research-oriented, we cannot
yet conclude that these organizational dimensions are important

1 6Nore

detailed analysis, not shown here, demonstrates that
ef...ch of these dimensions is related to number of joint arrangements
independently of the other.
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TAMS 4.20
Mean Number of Molationshi s with Academic and with Professional
partaents Outside of EducationLAsemding.....te
Facilitation, Departmental Affiliations
and Substantive Focus

Mean no. of Melationshieles Unit with:
Academic
PePts.

Professional
Schools

Facilitation
(
facilitated)

at (51%0

2.76

(17)

1.65

(17)*

Medium (1-50%)

2.23

(13)

1.70

(13)

Low (0%)

1.40

(20)

0.90

(20)

Yes

1.52

(23)

1.09

(23)

No

2.32

(34)

1.29

(34)

Specialized

2.06

(18)

1.22

(18)

Diversified

2.09

(33)

1.24

(33)

De artmenC.1 Affiliation

Substantive Focus

*Numbers in parentheses are the base numbers of bureaus used for.
computing means.

determinants of the amount of interdisciplinary cwtact independently
of substantive emphasis.

In order to settle this issue, we need to

look at the relationships between organizational features and interdisciplinary arrangements within levels of research orientation.
Table 4.21 provides the pertinent information for relations with
academic departments.

And here we see that each of the organizational

dimensions is associated with the number of joint arrangements with

academia de rtments re ardless of research orientation.
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TABLE 4.21

Mean Number of Reaationshipswith

According.

to D....eretelltal Affiliation and Facilitation

within

Levels of Research Orientation

De artmental AffAliation:

Research Orientation
(S budget for research)
Low
Medium
High
(0-49%)
(50-89%)
(90% +)

Yes

1.00

(7)

0.80

(5)

:i.33

(9) *

No

1.71

(7)

2.50

(10)

3.28

(7)

ash! (51%+)

3.25

(4)

3.00

(7)

3.00

(9)

-

(0)

1.50

(6)

3.00

(4)

0.43

(7)

0.00

(2)

2.56

(9)

Facilitation
(S facilitated):

Medium (1-50%)
Low (0%)

*Numbers in parentheses are the base numbers of units used for
computing means.

In sum, while units which are devoted to research rather than
to services are more attractive to behavioral science
scholars (for
reasons which seem obvious), structural relationships with the school

of education are equally important in furthering
interdisciplinary
contacts.

Units which are neither integrated with education departments

nor pursuing their own programmatic interests are most likely to
engender these contacts.

(Highly facilitating units which are not

affiliated with a department have an average of 3.44
joint arrangements
out of the six listed in our questionnaire.)

Presumably, the greater

programmatic flexibility of these units, and the absence of identification with a traditional teaching department in the school of education,

combine to render these organisations most suitable to
the needs and
interests of scholars in the behavioral sciences.
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G.

§Iiimilitmand Conclusions

It is quite clear that the organizational upswing of the punt

decade is not unique in the history of educational research.

In the

'twenties there was a sharp rise in the founding rate of bureaus, and

even as early as the turn of the century, J. M. Rice was advocating
the establishment of a national bureau of educational efficiency.

As a

matter of fact, the ratio of bureaus to graduate programs of education
reached' its highest point more than thirty years ago, before dropping

precipitously with the onset of the depression.

Even recent organiza-

tional developments have not been as widespread among schools of
education as in the late 'twenties, as measured by the ratio of bureaus

to graduate programs in education in 1932 and 1964.

While the

extremely high mortality rate associated with the depression reminds us
of the importance of external social conditions, the high mortality
rate which has characterized even non-depression years points to insti-

tutional mareality, or to weaknesses internal to the school of education and to the units themselves.
success,

Thus, in terms of organizational

there are probably few precedents which can be relied upon

for the direction of future policy.

There is evidence, however, that research units are gradually
becoming more integrated with the university.

Not only have they

become more committed to doing research rather than to providing services for local schools -- which might be considered a form of intel,lectual integration into the university -- but they have also become

more organizationally integrated.

Thus, newer units are more often

affiliated with particular departments and more often facilitative for
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non-staff faculty.

0111 of the main forces behind the trend towards

closer integration with the university has been the availability of
federal funds.

In other words, research bureaus have become less

dependent upon funds from local school systems for their continuance.
Alsor faculty members are more often able to obtain
research support,
and many may turn to the research units for
facilitation of their
studies.

On the other hand, we are aware that large Research
and Develop-

ment Centers are being founded with considerable
autonomy within the
universities.

Perhaps w., are witnessing the incipient stages of a

r.......________.............._larisationofosanzationalforms,

The traditional programmatic

bureaus could eventually wither away under the onslaught of competition
with the R & D Centers, and under pressures from non-staff faculty

members for routine help in carrying out studies.

(It should be borne

in mind, however, that at the time of our survey most research units
still pursued their own program of research rather
than facilitating
"anon -staff faculty, and most were still independent
of particular

departments.)

The possible decline of small, autonomous bureaur needs

to be evaluated in the light of the relatively
unique contributions of
these organisations to the advancement of educational scholarship.

The

evidence which we have prevented thus far suggests
that these contributions have been substantial.
With respect to substantive areas of research, research
units
are more inclined to attack problems on the frontier of
education.
When we compared the topics being studied
inside and outside of units,
we found that the units were more oriented too the social
sciences
rather than to the traditional educational discipline of psychology.

1
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In particular, they are more likely to investigate the social contexts
of education and the organization of educational systems.

And even

when it becomes a matter of educational processes, the units tend to
concentrate on more "contemporary" subjects.

Another major contribution of research units is the furtherance
of collaborative research in a profession which has tended to stress
individual studies.

There are several reasons why teamwork is more

prevalent within organizations.

First, research units are able to

overcome the twin barriers of substantive segmentation and institutional

dvartmentaIism which characterize the teaching departments.

In effect,

they provide a setting in which a more closely knit community of
scholars can emerge.

Second, research units effectively combat the

marginal position of research in schools of education by affording a
value climate in which research is often the primary objective.

And

fuller commitment is probably an important condition for the emergence
of collaborative endeavors.

A third reason that teams are more often

found in bureaus is that bureau studies are of greater magnitude,
requiring a combination of skills and specialties.

(The greater

magnitude of bureau projects is suggested by our analysis of the
proposals submitted to the U.S.O.E. as well as by other considerations.
As seen in Appendix A, Table 3 (p. A-9), the planned duration of
bureau projects is somewhat longer than that of non-bureau projects.
Further, the fact that bureaus more often study the organisation and
the social context of education indicates that their projects are
administratively more complex.)

A final reason for the development of

teams within research units may be that the directors themselves exert
influence in behalf of teamwork.

This result is suggested by the
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strong relationship between the directors' preference for collaboration
and the prevalence of joint research in the units.

Another major contribution of research units might lie in their
promotion of interdisciplinary research.

As we have shown, the newer

the unit, the greater the number of joint arrangements with the liberal
arts and sciences.

Quite possibly it is the dissociation from the

teaching departments which makes the units more attractive to scholars
outside the school of education.

(Bureaus which are related to a

particular department have fewer relations with the arts and sciences,
which shows that some degree of autonomy from the educational divisions
is necessary; but facilitating bureaus have more relations, which

suggests that bureaus should not be entirely imular either.)
These are only a few of the advantages of research organizations
revealed by our data.

Other advantages, such as the training of

researchers, will be pointed out in later chapters.

In sum, it would be

unfortunate if many small-scale research units were replaced by a
relatively few large-scale ones like the R & D Centers.
Incidentally, these remarks on the contributions of research

organizations to the advancement of educational scholarship serve to
remind us that these agencies may have important consequences for their
environment which cannot be gauged simply by looking at their "units
of research output."

If the significance of these organizations were

assessed solely in terms of the quality and applicability of their
research, some of their most salutary functions would be overlooked.

In the language of sociological theory, we need to assess their
"latent" as well as their "manifest" functions -- or, their unplanned,

long-run consequences for educational scholarship as well as their
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rationally intended, short-run consequences represented by the completion of particular research projects.

These points underscore the importance of identifying the

barriers to rester effectiveness of research units in education and

also the laTamfor improvement which they have at their command.
In the following chapter we take up the role of the unit director as
a critical innovation in the organization of higher education, and
particularly as a major instrument for effective change in the operations of research organizations.

Following that discussion, we explore

one of the major barriers to the advancement of a science of education -the problem of educational services -- where special attention will be
paid to the impact of service pressures on research units.

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK- NOT FILMED
CHAPTER V

THE MANAGERIAL SCHCCAR

The position of a director of a research organization is a
highly interesting innovation in the history of higher education, for
it represents a coalescence of roles which have tended to drift apart
as a consequence of the growing size and complexity of universities.
Essentially, it brings together administrative expertise and intellectual enterprise in a period when faculty members are reluctant to
become involved in administrative tasks, on the one hand, and when
administrators are anxious to recognize the intellectual autonomy of
the faculty, on the other.

What seems to be happening is that academic

freedom is more and more interpreted in such a way.as to keep the
administration out of any truly academic affairs; while the faculty has
come to consider administration beneath its dignity.

Hut educational

innovations are, by definition, intellectual as well as administrative
tasks.

And so, they have fallen into a no-man's land:

the President

and his staff wait for the faculty to take the initiative; the
professors on their side consider that such matters would take time
away from their truly scholarly pursuits.

As a result, many of our

universities have a dangerously low level of institutional development.
The problem of developing the managerial scholar is part of the
larger issue of the university's failure to encourage leadership in
general.

As John Gardner has recently observed:
students learn to identify themselves strongly with their
calling and its ideals. They acquire a conception of what a
good scholar, scientist, or professional man is like.
.
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As things stand now, however, that conception leaves
little room for leadership in the normal sense; the only kind
of leadership encouraged is that which follows from the performing of purely professional tasks in a superior manner.
Entry into what most of us would regard as the leadership roles
in the society at large is discouraged.
the academic world appears to be approaching a point
at which everyone will want to educate the technical expert
who advises the leader, or the intellectual who stands off and
criticizes the leader, but no one will want to educate the
leader himself.1

Since the manamrial scholar performs a leadership function
which is sorely needed in the universities, as well as in other

important segments of our society, the purpose of the present chapter
is to describe and assess this unique role in some deta1l.
pay attention to several issues:

We shall

(1) the critical position of the

directors in the operation of research units; (2) their unique opportunities for intellectual leadership; (3) the leadership styles of

directors; (4) the formal authority of directors and the stereotype of
the "empire builder"; and (5) the comparative value of unit directors
and faculty research coordinators.

A.

The Critical Sole of Directors in the Development
and Maintenance of Research Units

An investigation of the histories of Research Units highlights
the important contribution of directors to the survival and success of
their organizations.

In particular, the development of bureaus at

Ohio State University, University of Minnesota, Columbia University,
and University of Illinois demonstrate the impact of a change of

of the

1John W. Gardner, "The Antileadership Vaccine," Annual Report
Corporation
1965, p. 10.
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directors on the units' goals and activities.

Since we describe the

histories of these organizations in some detail in the following
chapter on the conflict between service and research, we shall not
duplicate these case histories here.

questionnaires received

Instead, we shall draw upon the

om the sixty-four directors in our study.

First, let us examine the responses of the directors to the
following question:

Would you briefly describe any highly significant turning
Elats in the course of the units' history -- for example, the
appointment of a new director with different ideas about the
program, the influx of new funds, the appointment of a new
president or dean, the beginning of an important new research
project, etc.?
While changes in the administration of the school were mentioned by
several respondents, the

ointment of a

turnincipintEostfrtntlmentionedwsts
director.

The following responses are typical:

The most significant turning point was the appointment of
who in 1948-54 stabi/ized the publication
program of the School of Education. He also formally organized
the procedures for conducting school surveys, assumed responsibilities for research, and created a more independent unit.
Through his professional competence and excellent background
he brought professional status to the position of director.
The present director is more interested in classroom rather
than laboratory research, i.e., testing of theory in classrooms. Basic objectives of present director assume a commitment to public education and attempts to improve it through
research, not just service.
The Institute was primarily the idea of one woman who obtained
a grant to establish it. The faculty were against the idea
and the appointment of the first director was a disaster.
.
The Institute director resigned and a new one with a name in
sociology was appointed. He exerted less pressure on faculty
either to do research, participate in research, or to bring
their research under the aegis of the Institute. He was
primarily involved in his own research and made no effort to
develop a real institute or bureau of research. However, his
tenure had one beneficial effect; namely, to reduce faculty
hostility toward the Institute.
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in 1957,
was appointed Principal of the
school and his ideas about how a lab school should be run have
greatly influenced the total program.
.

.

In these selected responses we can discern at least four ways in which

bureau directors may substantially affect the development of their
units:

by reorienting the program of the unit, by enhancing the

Ewa! of the unit, by creating a more autonomous organization, and
by improving public relations with the faculty.
also permit; the bureau to wane.

Conversely, they may

In addition, these excerpts alert us

to variations in the leadership styles of directors, to be discussed
in detail later on.

After asking the respondents about the most important turning
points in'the unit's history, we inquired about the individuals, groups,

or agencies which had been "most influential in setting the current

goals of the unit." Mbre than half oftaLsmpondents
mentioned either themselves or one of the fo.....ErmodAntEtanueltim
most influential.

By contrast, a university administrator was

mentioned by only 25 per cent.

Of particular interest is the fact

that the direccors of research-oriented units are es eciall
1...........11in.settingtheiro.....ganisations.

influential

Table 5.1 shows that

69 per cent of the directors of highly research-oriented units cited
themselves as being influential in setting current goals, compared
with only 11 per cent of the directors of service-oriented units.
These results testify to the vital function being performed by
managerial scholars in promoting educational research as distinguished
from educational services.
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TABLE 5.1

9219AtEtiaLSEAMLINIVIMIleataLt°
Research Orientation

Research Orientation
:Of all those involved in the founding
and operating of the unit, what person,
group, or agency has been most influ-

ential in setting the current eat

(% budget r research)
Low

Medium

Ale.

(0-49%)

(50-89%)

(90% +)

of the unit:

The present director:

No. of units

12%

44%

79%

(17)

(18)1

(15)

There is still another question in our survey which bears on
the director's contribution to the development of his unit.

The

question was as follows:

Since becoming the director, have you introduced any innovations in terms or organization or activities? If so, please
describe them briefly.
Although we might expect the respondents to exaggerate their contributions to the unit's work in response to this question, if we consider
the magnitude of the innovations cited it becomes clear that many
directors have substantially affected their organizations.
vations which they mentioned include:

The inno-

interdisciplinary research;

the training of students; the separation of field services amd
research; the provision of consultation services to the faculty; the
setting up of workshops, seminars, and colloquiums; the formulation
of a constitution and by-laws; the reduction of teaching loads of
staff members; the founding of special research divisions withgn the
bureau; and expansion of the staff.

mentioned innovations of the

The majorityof directors

itude of those cited.

...

It is conceivable that research organizations in general are

more dependent on the policies of their directors than other types of
organizations.

Staff members are probably reluctant to become involved

in administrative matters, and are therefore willing to confer a good

deal of policy-making authority on the unit's administrator.

In

exchange tot this bestowal of power, the director is probably constrained to observe the intellectual independence of staff members.
In other words, there may be a fairly equal exchange of authority.
Now let us turn to a more detailed consideration of the specific roles
performed by directors.

B.

crW.t

ities for Intellectual Leadership

The reluctance of scholars to assume administrative roles is

often premised on the belief that a formal position. of leadership in
the university seriously interferes, with one's intellectual life,

It

could be argued, however, that directing a research organization is no

more in conflict with scholarly work than is teaching.

The director

is faced with a variety of research problems which permit him to try

out his intellectual taste and skills, while the individual scholar
might find himself committed to a study prematurely chosen.

The

multitude of data passing through the director's hands can considerably
broaden his experience; staff conferences can provide a unique sounding
board for new ideas; even negotiations for grants can open vistas into

other worlds which a researcher can turn to great use in 'As own work.
It is true that research directors need to perform important

administrative duties in order to keep the unit alive, but it is equally
true that they must give considerable attention to developing and
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sustaining the intellectual life of the organization.

It is the com-

bination of these two roles which distinguishes the "managerial scholar."
And while there is room for conflict between administration and intellectual leadership, there is also much room for accommodation.

Thus,

it is certainly not the case that administrative responsibilities usurp
most of the time of research directors.

When we asked the respondents

to indicate the three activities to which they devoted most of their
time, we found that intellectual activities are
than administrative activities.

Ite.A.n,vmed more otten

This conclusion is drawn from Table 6.2,

which shows the distribution of directors on the check -list of twenty-

four possible activities included in the questionnaire,

Fifty-seven per cent of the directors said that they spent most
time on at least one intellectual activlty, while 37 per cent said that
they spent most time on at least one administrative activity.

The two

intellectual activities which were most frequently mentioned were
"assisting staff members with analytical problems which arise in their
research" (29%), and "assisting staff members in writing proposals"
(21%),

The administrative activity most often mentioned was "seeking

funds for researchers" (16%),

These results do not bear out the

common assumption that bureau directors are chiefly administrative

agents whose intellectual life is severely restricted by their
directorial duties.

Tb repeat, the nature of a research organization

requires the director to maintain an intellectual climate, and in doing
so he has many opportunities to enrich himself as a scholar.
When it becomes a matter of carrying out his own research,
however, the duties associated with the directorship do sometimes
interfere.

As a matter of fact, more directors say that their duties
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TABLE 5.2

The Roles Most Often Performed b
Directors of Research Unite
Orrgganisational Roles

% Saying Role is
Among Those Moat
Often Performed*

Intellectual Activities

Assisting staff members with analytical problems
which arise in their research
Assisting staff members in writing proposals
Facilitating communications among researchers
JUdging the adequacy of research proposals
written by individuals associated with unit
Formulating the goals of a research program
Encouraging staff members to undertake research
which is of general interest to scholars in
education

29%
21%
14%
10%
10%

37%
at least
one
activity

Administrative Activities

Seeking funds for rcearchers
Providing facilities for researchers
Communicating the needs of the research program
to the administration
Negotiating with or reporting to funding agencies
Collecting and disseminating information about
financing of research
Budgeting for the unit as a whole

16%
11%

11%
10%

37%
at least
one
activity

8%
6%

Other (not classifiable above)

Encouraging individuals associated with your
unit to undertake research whims is of
immediate help to schools
Gaining the assistance of scholars in other
departments in the university in planning or
executing research
Handling problems of interpersonal relations
among staff members
Encouraging researchers in the university who
are not associated with your unit to become
associated in some way

10%

5%
3%

2%

Own Studies
Conducting your own research
Directing or facilitating service studies for
schools in the area

41%

234%
NO, of directors:

(63)

*The resrondents were instructed to list no more than three roles to
which they devoted most of their time. Hence, the total per cent
exceeds 100 per cent.
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had interfered with their

holed them.

own resechsithanhatthesitionhad

This conclusion is derived from the following question:

On the whole, would you say that the duties associated with
the directorship have hindered or helped your own research?
Hindered
Helped
----There has been no appreciable effect one way or the other

About half of the directors (48 per cent) claimed that their duties
had "hindered" their research, while a fifth said there was "no

appreciable effect," and a third said they had been "helped."
Despite the larger percentage who said the position had
hindered their research, it is quite important to recognize that the
hindrances are not inherent features of the position.

For several

conditions determine whether the position becomes a hindrance or an
asset to the director's own work.

First, directors of units which

specialize in a particular research area are more often helms in
carrying out their own research, as shown in Table 5.3,

It is mainly

in the diversified units that difficulties arise; and as mentioned

earlier, most units are diversified in substantive focus.

What this

result indicates .s that directors who do not share a universe of
discourse with their staff are lesalitely to receive stimulation for
their own work.

The importance of interaction with staff members in contributing to the director's own research was clearly revealed
in responses
to the following question:

In what ways have your duties hindered or helped your own
research?

Directors who claim to have been helped in their research frequently
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TAUS 5.3
Contribution of Directorship to Own Research,
According to Substantive Focus of Unit
Substantive Focus of Unit
Specialised

Diversified

Helped

44%

24%

Hindered

35

58

32
101%

18

100%

(23)

(38)

Have duties associated with
directorship hindered or
helped own research?

NO effect

No. of directors:

mentioned the intellectual stimulation from colleagues as a contributive factor.

Here are some illustrative replies:

The opportunity to au.hange ideas with those having similar
In fact, merely having them
interests has been invaluable.
around working on their problems helps create a research
atmosphere that makes my own work easier.
As my major interest is methodology and test development, the
problems raised by others have provided opportunity to sharpen
my Own ideas and to contribute to those studies.
Fruitful interaction with others.
Helped by enlarging range of communication with scholars.

But not every kind of interaction with the staff guarantees
intellectual rewards.

If staff members are poorly prepared to execute

research, then the director may have to assume the role of an intellectual nursemaid.

Thus, one director who said that the job had

hindered his research explained as follows:

I spend so much time assisting others who are ill prepared in
experimental design and statistical analyses that I don't have
time for my own work.
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And another replied:
Time is taken up designing studies and writing proposals for
others.
In short, poor qualifications of the staff may be largely responsible

for the feeling of some directors that their interactions tend to be
exploitative rather than rewarding.

In addition to sharing an area of

interest with the staff, then, a second factor influencing the opportunity to reap the intellectual fruits of their job is the 21111141.21
the staff.

A third factor is the size of the research organization.

As

shown in Table 5.4, directors of small units are as likely to feel
helped as hindered
feel hindered.

while directors of larger units are more likely to

The relationship is not a linear one, however, for

seems to be the medium size unit which presents the greatest difficulty
to the director.

The explanation might well be that the largest units

have administrative assistants who absorb routine managerial duties so
that the director has more time to continue his research.

TABLE 5.4

Contribution of DirectorialpIEOwn Research
According to Size of the Obit
Have duties associated with
directorship hindered or helped
own research?

Staff Size of Unit*
1 - 5

6 - 10

Helped

35%

21%

29%

Hindered

35

72

52

No effect

29

7

100%

19
100%

(14)

(21)

99%
No. of directors:

(17)

11 or more

*Includes both staff members and facilitated faculty members.

1
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The importance of some type of administrative assistance can
be seen in Table 5.5.

associate directors

atesosition

Directors who have executive secretaries
or administrative officers more often sly.kat

hashelrthnredtheirz...esearch.

One

director mentioned that he was looking forward to the time when an
administrative assistant would saks it possible for him to recommence
his own studies:

Administrative duties have hindered conduct of my research;
however, we are seCAng a full-time Administrative Officer of
the Center. If we can secure an Administrative Officer,
my
continuing as Co-Director will not hinder and may even help
the conduct of my own research.
The relationship between the presence of an administrative
assistant and feeling helped in research is not as large as one would
expect, however.

Even directors with administrative assistants tend

to say that the position has hindered rather than hel

d thee carry

out their research (44 per cent and 41 per cent, respectivel).

TABLE 5.5
Contribution of Direotorshi to Own Research
According to Presence of an
Administrative Assistant

Lave duties associated with
directorship hindered or
helped own research?

Unit has an
Administrative Assistant
Yes

No

Helped

41%

30%

Hindered

44

50

No effect

15

20

lop%

100%

(2?)

(20)

No. of directors:
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One difficulty may lie in a tendency for administrative
officers to get into research work themselves and to neglect administrative duties.

Since the value climate of a research organisation

confers prestige on the members for their scholarly activity, associate
directors for administration may be apprehensive about becoming second
class citizens unless they are able to participate in the intellectual
life of the unit.

For example, all four of the associate directors

for administration whom we interviewed in as many Research and Development Centers pointedly assured us of their intentions to carry out
their own research activities.

When we specifically inquired of one

of these administrative officers whether he ever felt like a "second
class citizen in a community of scholars," he replied that his own
research project had protected him from this stereotype.
of course, had occurred to him.

The prospect,

Thus, social pressures in the unit

may sometimes defeat the purpose for which an administrative officer
is appointed, namely, to relieve the intellectual leader of the unit
from routine administrative affairs.

On the whole, however, admini-

strative assistants do seem to make a difference in affording the
director an opportunity to continue his research.
Our discussion of factors which affect the director's opportunity to benefit from the position clearly demonstrates that directing
a research organization is not inherently antithetical to one's
scholarly pursuits.

Nor does the degree of "hindrance" seem very

serious, for 112.eme .,eatimoiLitzofthose who

that the duties

of the directorship hindered their research were nev,ertheless doing.
research.

Seventy-nine per cent of the directors who made this complaint

were engaged in research at the time of our survey.

(All of the
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directors who said the position had helped their research were conducting studies, however.)

Further, as mentioned at the outset, our data

suggest that the opportunities for intellectual intercourse with

colleagues in the unit exceed the requirements of administrative
functions.

This fact, together with the potential help to one's own

research, make it possible for the managerial scholar to enjoy unusual

intellectual benefits as a consequence of his unique position.

C.

2161EJIEleittEnall
Th3 most cursory observation of directors of research organi-

sations indicates that considerable variation occurs in the way in
which the j b is performed.

Some directors are actively involved in

the work of their staff -- conducting seminars, assisting in the
analysis of materials, consulting on the design of studies, and so
forth; while others tend to remain outside the intellectual arena,
confining their attention to facilitating the sten in whatever
directions they choose.

Other directors are recognisable by their

taste for dealing with the world outside of the unit, including funding
agencies, the university administration, clients, and so on.

Still

another dimension which seems to differentiate directors is their
time- perspective.

Some look ahead to the future and try to draw up

lonf-range plans for the organisation, while others seem to concentrate

on more short-run developments, such as the completion of particular
projects.

No doubt there are other ways to distinguish the leadership

patterns of managerial scholars, but these examples are sufficient to

suggest that a

of types needs to be developed.
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It is the purpose of the present section to explore the feasi-

bility of classifying directors of research organizations according to
definite leadership styles.

Since our efforts here are mainly

exploratory, the typology of leadership introduced in this section is
based on the responses of the directors to only a single question:
Under which of the following circumstances, if any, have you
ever intervened in an on-going study?

The percentage of directors who checked each of seven categories listed
in the question are shown in Table 5.6.

We have grouped the circum-

stances according to "administrative" and "intellectual" types of
intervention.

TABLE 5.6
Circumstances Under Which Unit Directors
Have Intervened
Under which of the following circumstances, if any,
have you ever intervened in an ongoing study?

% Unit
Directors

Administrative interventions
A project was having personnel problems

61%

A study was failing to meet its deadline

28

A sponsor or client was worried about the progress
of a study

23

A project was having budgetary problems

23

Intellectual interventions

You passed on information which seemed valuable to
a study

61

An investigator was having difficulty analysing
his data

28

Practice 11

never re ardless of circumstances
y.1

Total number responding:

26

(61)
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On the whole, it appears that the directors are Just about as
likely to intervene intellectually as administratively, which once
again reflects the two-fold obligation of directors to maintain both
the operational and the intellectual aspects of the unit.

The large

proportion who have intervened in arisonlirt121....ems probably reflects

the importance of the director's recruitment role, referred to earlier.
The fact that many more directors have passed on information than have
intervened in the analysis of data is indicative of compliance with
the norm of scientific indepen4ence, for the passing of information is
obviously the more passive role.

Of particular interest is the sizable

minority (26 per cent) who stated that they had "practically never
intervened, regardless of circumstances."

Thus, a number of research

directors stand entirely apart from the work of their staff.
The question concerning the circumstances of intervention
permitted the respondents to check as many of the circumstances as
they wished.

Thus, we are able to score the directors according to

thq number of circumstances in which they have intervened "administratively" and the number in which they have intervened "intellectually."
A respondent, for example, who had intervened in all four of the
administrative circumstances (personnel, deadline, client, and budget
problems) would receive a score of four on the scale of administrative

InUrvention.

Likewise, one who had intervened in both of the

"intellectual" circumstances (passing information and analyzing data)
would receive a score of two on the scale of intellectual intervention.

By classifying the respondents on both scales simultaneously, we can

derive a tentative typology of leadership stall.

The number of

individuals who fall into each category created by the intersection of
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TABLE 5.7

AMEic.o of

St Styles*
*

NUmber of Circumstances:
Intellectual Intervention
1

2

EXTERNAL
0

LEADER (25%)

INTELLECTUAL(33%)

(15)

/41:

(6)

1

Number of

(4)

Circumstances:

Administrative

2

Intervention
(3)

3

INTENSIVE

EXECUTIIVE(25%)

LEADER
(1);.

/41

(18%)
(7)

4

(0)1

*The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of directors falling int:
each of the fifteen logical categories; while the percentage figure
is the per cent falling into each of the labelled combination of
categories (leadership styles).
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the two scales is shown in Table 5.7.

By combining certain categories,

we have derived four styles of leadershi
tablto as follows:

which are labelled in the

the External Leader, the Executive, the Intellectual,

and the Intensive Leader.

The percentages in parentheses following

each of these labels in Table 5.7 indicates the per cent of directors
of each type.)

The ways in which administrative and intellectual

involvement are combined to produce the four leadership styles should
be self-evident from our labels:

the "intensive leader" is both

administratively and intellectually committed; the "intellectual" is
mainly concerned with scholarly matters; and the "executive" is mainly
an administrator.

The "external leader" is so labelled because his

aloofness from the affairs of staff members is associated with an
outer..direction of energies.

011110111

The external orientation of directors

who have "practically never intervened" in the work of project
directors, either administratively or intellectually, is shown clearly
in Table 5.8.

In this table we have set forth the activities which were
found to be most characteristio of each of the four types of directors.
These activities were identified by examining the proportion of
managerial scholars of each type who said that they spent most of their
time on the activity.

If a particular activity was most frequently

mentioned by one type of director, the activity was classified as
"most characteristic" of that type.

For example, the percentage of

directors who said that they spent most of their time on "assisting
staff members with analytical problems which arise in their research"
were as follows:

Executives, 21 per cent; External Leaders, 29 per

cent; Intellectuals, 30 per cent; Intensive Leaders, 45 per cent.
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TABLE 5.8
The Roles Most Characteristic of
Four Styles of Leadershie*

The External Leader
Negotiating with or reporting to funding agencies.

Encouraging individuals associated with your unit to undertake
research which is of immediate help to schools.
Directing or facilitating service studies for schools in the area.
Communicating the needs of the unit's research program to the
administration.
The Executive
Budgeting for the unit as a whole.

Collecting and disseminating information about financing of research.
Formulating the goals of the unit's research program.
Gaining the assistance of scholars in other departments in the university in planning or executing research,

Encouraging individuals associated with your unit to undertake
research which is of general interest to scholare in education.
Communicating the needs of the unit's research program to the
administration.
The Intellectual

Assisting 'tuff members in writing proposals.
Judging the adequacy of research proposals written by individuals
associated with your group.
Providing facilities (other than funds) for researchers.

The Intensive Leader

Assisting staff members with analytic41 problem which arise in
their research.
Facilitating communications among researchers associated with your
unit.

Judging the adequacy of research proposals written by individuals
associated with your unit.
Collecting and disseminating information about_financing of research.
*The responses in this table are based on the following question:

Among those activities which you have checked above,
which do you devote most time to? (Please list no
more than three activities by writing the appropriate
letters below.)
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Hencei the activity was regarded as "most characteristic" of Intensive
Leaders.

.In the case of a tie within 5 percentage points between two

types of directors, the activity was classified under both types.
The percentage of directors of each type who checked each of the activities as among their most time consuming activities is shown in
Appendix C, Table 6.)
The non-intervener (External Leader in Table 5.6) is the type

of managerial scholar who spends most of his time negotiating or
reporting to funding agencies, helping school systems, and communicating
with the administration of the university.
definitely external to the unit.

In short, his focus is

For example, 21 per cent of the

External Leaders said that their dealings with funding agencies
absorbed most of their time, compared with 7 per cent of the Executives,
5 per cent of the Intellectuals, and none cf the Intensive Leaders.
Apparently tho activities of External Leaders have paid off handsomely,
for they have enjoyed a much higher approval rate for proposals sub-

mitted by their units, and the research budget of their units has
increased very markedly in the recent past.

Table 5, 8a shows the

proportion of proposals submitted under each type of director in the

past fiscal year which were approvd, and the proportion of units whose
research budget increased by at least 40 per cent in the past three
years.

It is quits obvious that the External Leaders have been far

more successful in gaining support for proposals and thereby raising
the budget.

This observation tends to validate our characterisation

of the non - intervener as an External Leader wno linos up resources

for the unit by de Cling with the outside world.
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The activities listed as being most characteristic of the
other leadership styles also validatw our typological derivations.
The Executive is mainly concerned with such managerial problems as
budgeting, formulating goals, staffing, and dealing with the administration.

He is also concerned, however, with urging staff members to

undertake scholarly studies.

This is probably due to the fact that

the Executives tend to be trained outside of education and to be
located in the "better research" schools, a point that we shall return
to later.

TABLE 5.8a

royal Rates of Pro GAls and Budget Increases

Associated with FouLeItEllEALAstmeAtE

Leadership Styles
External
Leader

% of proposals
approved:*
Total submitted:

88%

Executive

64%

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

63%

57%

(96)

(45)

(63)

(74)

67%

38%

38%

28%

(9)

(8)

% units whose budget
increased by 40%
or more in past
3 rvars t**

No. of units
represented:

(13)

(7)

*The question was: "About how many research proposals were
originated by professional persons associated with your unit during
the past fiscal year; and how many of these proposals were successful
in obtaining financial support?"
**The question was: "What do you expect to be your total budget
(or gross revenues) this year, and what was it ItztEmErlusie Units
which were founded within the pant three years were eliminated from
the base numbers.
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The Intellectuals spend most of thole time on only two
tntellectual functions, i.e., assisting staff members in writing proposals and jutiOng the efloquacy of proposals.

Thus, a most interesting

fact emerges -- the Intellectuals confine their scholarl

involvement

I22.112.215Alts of research:- They do not distinguish themselves as
being deepAy involved in research which is on-going, such as in assisting project directors with analytical problems or in facilitating
scientific communications among the staff.

Before offering an explana-

tion for the tendency of Intellectuals to confine themselves to the
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research stage, we need to contrast the Intellectual with the Intensive
Leader.

The Intensive Leader makes his main intellectual contribution
when research is already underway, although he also frequently judges
the adequacy of research proposals.

But unlike the Intellectual, he

assists the staff in the analysis of research materials, and participates in the network of communication among staff members.

These results

show that the Intensive Leader is much more actively involved in the
intellectual life of the unit than the Intellectual himself.

This result by no means invalidates the typology, but rather
confirms the main points of our analysis.

When we look at the research

productivity of the four types of directors, we find that the Ineellec-

tuals are currently doing more of their own research and have been much
more productive as scholar*.
"intellectuals."

In a very real sense, then, they are

It thereby becomes clear that they are either too

bum with their own research or too sensitive to the conventional

scientific nom of independent work to inject themselves into the
research of their staff.

The Intensive Leader, on the other hand,
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haa a strong interest in scholarly matters, and, in addition, is highly
qualified for managerial roles.

The statistical evidence for these

sharp distinctions between the Intensive Leader and the Intellectual
is shown in Table 5.9

TABLE 5.9

Research Activities and Backgrounds
Associated with Four Leadership Styles
Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Executive

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

Research Productive
(research articles and
monographs per year of
life)

.30
(13)

.30
(11)

.59
(18)

46%

53%

58%

38%

(15)

(19)

(11)

82%

.24
(11) *

Longest period
r-foarch as trip...prima

.tivitz

Two years or more

(13)

Currently

rch

86%

86%

100%

(14)

(14)

(20)

(11)

31%

31%

31%

50%

89
15

65
25

50

(13)

(20)

(10

Ast_position held
Administration
Teaching
Research

69
8
(13)

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of percentages, i.e., the
number of directors of trick type. Bases vary due to variations in
response to different item.
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First, we sQ0 that the Intellectual is more than twice as pro ductive as the Intensive Leader, who is the least productive of the
four types.

Further, the Intensive Leader has spent the least amount

of time doing research as a primary antivity, while the Intellectual
has spout the most amount of time.

Also, we see that all of the

Intellectuals are carrying out their own research, compared with 83 per
cent of the intensive Leaders.

Finally, it is quite evident that the

Intensive Leaders more often come from administrative backgrounds.

In sum, the greater amount of administrative experience which characterises

the Intensive Leader equips him for a more active role in the

intellectual life of the unit than the director who is chiefly a research worker.

But it is not only a matter of the Intensive Leader being bettor

qualified for the manifbld roles of a director oa research; it may also
be a matter of the Intellectual being peculiarly disqualified.

In the

first place, the Intellectual seems to have adopted the norm of scienti

fie independence to a greater degree as a consequence of his own deep
Involvement in the ocientific culture.

=A often

Fbr instance, the Intellectuals

refer to work alone rather than in a research team, as re-

vealed by their replies to the following question:
Do you personally prefer to work with other researchers,
or do you prefer to work on your own?

As shown in Table 5.10, 30 per cent of the Intellectuals prefer to do
individual research, compared with 21 per cent of the External Leaders,
21 per cent of the Executives, and selzA.per cent of the Intensive
Leaders.

(The latter far exceed the other groups in their prefirence
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for team research.)

Thus, precisely because Intellectuals are _Active

researchers, they perhaps respect the intellectual autonomy of staff

members more than the Intensive Leaders wilt., have been less exposed to
the individualistic tradition of scientific research.

This considera-

tion may partly explain why the Intellectuals tend to confine their
leadership to the planning of research rather than also helping in its
execution.

In addition, they are carrying out their own research, which

takes time away from the leadership of the unit.

Thus the Intellectual

may be somewhat disqualified for playing the range of intellectual
leadership roles available to the director of a research organization.
When we turn to administrative matters, we see further evidence of
the Intellectual's lesser qualifications.

TABLE 5.10
Preference for Individual or Team Research
Associated with Four Leadership Styles

Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Executive

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

Prefer to work with
others, or alone?
With others

50%

43%

45%

Alone

21

21

30

9

29
100%

36

100%

25
100%

100%

(14)

(14)

(20)

(11)

Don't care

No. of directors:

73%
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According to the replies to two questions concerning administrative prowess, the Intellectuals seem to be least successful while the
and Executives
Intensive Leaders/seem to be most successful. The two questions were
the following:
(1)

How much freedom do you have personally to determine
the research program of your unit?
4110.111111110

(2)

A great deal of freedom
A moderate amount of freedom
Only a little freedom
Almost no freedom

Research units in some universities receive unqualified
support from the administration, while in others certain
problems arise. Have you experienced any difficulties
in gaining support for your plans from the administration of
the graduate school or department of education in the
past three years? If so, please briefly describe the
problems.
(Your remarks will be treated confidentially.)

The replies of each type of leader to these questions are presented in
Table 5.11.

TABLE 5.11
The Amount of Freedom to Determine the Research

&warn and Support from the Administration
Associated with Four Imadership,Styles
Leadership Styles
Elternal
Leader

Executive

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

Amount of freedom to
determine prop
A. great deal

77%

87%

70%

(13)

(15)

(20)

67%

80%

44%

(12)

(15)

(16)

1111.19222Ft fro

pup administration
(1.00, did not mention any difficulty)

82%
(11)

*The numbers in parentheses are the bades of percentages, 1.e. the
number of directors of each type...
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In reply to both of these questions, which may be taken as rough
measures of administrative success, the Intensive Leader shares with
the Executive a higher order of achievement than either the External
Leader or the Intellectual.

In particular, the Intellectual has had

the least success of the four groups in these administrative realms.
These results strongly suggest that sheer scholarship is not sufficient
for the successful operation of research units.

They also indicate that

the Intensive Leader is at least as successful in securing the support
of the school administration and in governiug the research program as
the pure managerial type, or as we have called him here, the Executive.
We are also able to compare the different types of directors
on a more global measure of the unit's success, although due caution
must be taken in interpreting their replies to this highly subjective
question4

The question was as follows:

Although it is difficult to measure objectively the
success of an organization whose products are
intellectual, usually the participants have a pretty
good idea of how well the organization is doing.
How successful do you personally feel your unit
ham been (1) in terms of the goals to which the
unit aspires, and (2) in comparison with other
research units in schools of education around the
country which you know about?
In terms of
unit's goals

Highly successful
Somewhat-successful
Somewhat unsuccess-

In comparison
with others

00111,111110110

.1111111111111111=0

101101111111111111

Iimmort

ful
0111111

0111111111111111111111111111,

Very unsuccessful
.1~11ONMINNIO

01111111141111111.

In Table 5.12 we show the proportion of directors of each type who
claimed that their unit had been "highly successful" in both absolute
and comparative terms.

In comparison with other units, once again the

Intensive Leaders and the Executives are similar in most frequently
stating that the unit has been "highly successful."

One might explain the poor showing of Intellectuals on this
question in terms of the higher level of aspiration of directors who
have done a good deal of research themselves -- but for the fact that
it is the Intensive Leader who seems to have the higher level of
aspiration.

Thus, when the directors reported success in achieving

the unitts goals (i.e., in absolute terms rather than in comparative

toms), the Intensive Leaders are least often pleased.

Twenty -seven

per cent of tha latter said that the unit had been "W_4hly suftessful"
in achieving its goals, compared with 36 per cent of the External
Leaders

37 per cent of the Intellectuals, and 47 per cent of the

Executives.

In short, the Intensive Leader has apparently set himself

higher goals, but nevertheless Undo to feel that his goals have been
fairly we:1 achieved.

This is a pattern of response which is not

shared by any of the other types of managerial scholars.
The accumulated weight of the results presented thus far suggests
that the Intonsive Leader has had considerable success as a managerial
scholar, despite his relatively poor showing as a researcher, and
perhaps ever because of it.

A aore positive explanation for the

Intensive Leader's apparent success lies in his greater commitment to
the organization.

For example, when we compute the mean number of

TABLE 5.12

Absolute and Comarative Success of the Unit
Associated with Four Leadership St les
(According to the Directors)
Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Executive

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

% soqing the unit has
beoz1:111

In comparison with
other units

In terms of the
unit's goals

27%

43%

(11)

(14)

36%

47%

(14)

(15)

32%
(19)

37%
(19)

45%
(1i)*

27%
(11)

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of percentages, i.e., the
number of directors of each type. Bases vary in some categories
because of non-response variation.

activities which were checked by directors in each of the four groups,
we find that the Intensive Leaders perform 16.3 activities.

This

compares with 14.5 activities for the Executives, 13.6 for the
Intellectuals and 13.6 for the External Leaders.

Furthermore, Intensive

Leaders seem to be deriving greater benefits from their position than
the other directors.

Table 5.13 shows the proportion of directors of

each type who stated that their duties hindered, helped, or had no
effect on their own research.

Quite obviously, ale Intensive loaders

feel that theypare gaining more from their position of leadership than
the other types of directors.

Almost two-thirds said that the duties

associated with the directorship had helped their own research. No
doubt this is related to the fact that they have not done much research
4n the past.

It any event, it appears that these leaders are exerting
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greater effort in their capacity as research director, both for the
advantage of the organization and for their own scholarly development.

That the type of director who exerts both managerial and
intellectual leadership is more committed to the organization can be
shown in still another way.

As mentioned earlier, organizational

leaders can also be identified according to their time perspectives.

The research director who charts the long-term development of his organization is clearly different from the director who worries mainly
about day to day operations.

While we have not dealt with this dimen-

sion as a separate leadership style, it is instructive to relate the
presence of a developmental perspective to the styles which we have
already delineated.

Two questions were asked of the respondents which permit us to
draw some conclusions about their developmental perspectives.

These

questions, which have already been referred to in a previous chapter,
were the following:
(1)

Please describe any changes in the research program
of your unit which are planned
future.

(2)

If your unit were to receive about $200,000 for
facilitating or conducting educational studies, or
for preparing researchers, how would you like to
see these funds used?

By simply counting the number of plans which were mentioned in response
to each of these questions, we can see if one type of leader is more
developmentally oriented than another.

The mean number of plans men-

tioned by each of the four groups is set forth in Table 5.14.

With

reference to both questions, the Intensive Leaders have more plans for
the future than other types of managerial scholars.

Thus, it seems that
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TABLE 5.13
Contribution of Directorship to Own Research,
According to Four Styles of Leadership
Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Executive

Intensive
Leader

Intellectual

Have duties associated
with directorship hindered or helped own research?
helped

23%

36%

25%

64%

Hindered

54

50

55

36

No effect

23
100%

14

--

100%

20
100%

100%

(14)

(20)

(11)

No. of directors: (13)

TABLE 5.14

Mean Number of Plans for Future With and Without Mone
Associated with Four Styles of Leadership
Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Mean no.of plans
(without more funds)
No. of directors:

Mean no. of plans
(with $200,000)
No. of directors:

Executive

Intellectual

Intensive
Leader

1.12

1.12

1.15

1.75

(8)

(8)

(13)

(8)*

1.63

1.43

1.64

1.63

(10)

(7)

(14)

(10) *

*The base numbers of the memos exclude
respondents who did not answer
the question.
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a developmental perspective is also associated with a style of leadership which combines both managerial and intellectual concerns.

The most striking feature concerning the content of plans
expressed by the different types of directors is that tmtellectuals

tend to think.inUisofsecific

substantivea,

teraas of

while other

This

point can be test demonstrated by comparing a few examples of the
responses of Intellectuals with those of other types.

The following

selected plans were expressed in response to the question concerning
kitt..

(irrespective of additional funds):
intellectuals

Greater
aspects
current
zation,

emphasis on the economic and sociological
of education, with particular attention to some
problems such as cultural deprivation, urbaniand economic dislocations°

Research on pre-schools for the disadvantaged.
Need research in college teaching, So far
most research has been on elementary and secondary
students.
.

The methods of psychological and sociological
research are necessary but not sufficient for developing
an efficient educational research enterprise in this country,
Until the hardware of computers, the software of
symbolic logic, operations research, simulation, and
operational gaming become available there could not be
substantial inquiry in education°
.
increase iii validation of occupational and academic
criteria of differential abilities a la Guilford.

External Leaders
We are attaching to the Bureau a trained research man who
will be advisor to entire College of Education staff on
research problems -- will teach courses in research
methods also -- will assist faculty. in planning projects, etc.
Expansion of personnel.
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Graduate assistants; statistical lab; more personnel
in unit (add 1),
Since we are field service oriented, research directions
will come only on the initiative of the individual
staff members if they are so inclined.

Executives
Slow growth of pre:ent stance.

We are seeking a new Director of our Research ,Section, and
except for necessary institutional research, we are
marking time.
We hope to expand our interchanges with academic departments and public schools in order to develop a coordinated
research effort in the laboratory at
Intensive Leaders

Broaden base to include more applications for grants
from outside sources.
Will probably merge with the Department of Educational
Sociology and Research
subsumed under a school
director who will bypass all department chairmen.
Increase commitment of faculty and funds to research
activity. Assigned time to faculty research as part
of load.

We intend to merge with a much larger (multi-mullion)
Research and Development Center.
Broadening the scope of inquiry in the field of reading
and possibly into other areas.
Contrasting the responses of intellectuals with those of other managerial
scholars, it is plain that the intellectuals are much more oriented
to substantive and methodological.issues, while the other types .pay
greater attention to organizational plans. 2

2

In a further attempt to validate our measure of "intellectuality"
we took into consideration the alleged tendency of intellectuals to deal
with symbols rather than with things. Thus, we counted the number of
words which the directors used to describe what they would do with
$200,000. The average number of words per plan for each type of leader
was as follows: External Leaders, 5.8;
Executives, 8.2; intellectuals,141;
and Intensive Leaders, 15.9. In short, the two types who
intervene
in intellectual matters (the Intellectuals and the Intensive Leaders)
are more verbose than the other directors.
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A.

Sources of Leader:Maj.:Wm
Thus far we have not systematically considered the organizational

and personal factors which contribute to the emergence of one or another
style of leadership.

Much more work needs to be done on this aspect

of leadership, and we plan later on 'to extend the present discussion
by examining historical materials contained in the questionnaires.
Meanehile, our observations are confined to a few statistical tendencies
associated with the four !Lyles of leadership.

As we shall see, however,

these statistics contain important clues About the sources of leadership
styles.

First, the Intensive Leaders are most often located in research
units which already existed, that is, they have inherited rather than
founded their uniti.

The percentage of leaders of each type who

inherited their units are as follows:

Intensive Leaders, 91 per cent;

Executives, 79 per cent;,EXternal Leaders, 75 per cent; and
Intellectuals, 68 per cent.

In short, a director may be able to assume

the style of an Intensive Leader because the unit has a better established tradition and greater security as an organization.
for example, that Intensive Leaders have good
the administration.)

(We saw earlier,

relationships with

Other reasons why the style of the Intensive

Leader emerges have already been referred to, namely, a weaker commitment tothe norm of independent scientific work by virtue of limited
participation in the scientific culture, and greater administrative
experience'

Since we have already discussed theAvackground of the
Intellectual leader, here we need only to sum up our earlier comments.

We have seen that Intellectual directors are more scholarly in their
orientation -- they have done, and are presently doing more research.

Their involvement in the traditional research culture in education haw

probably given them a high respect for independent scholarship, which
prevents them from participating more actively in the research of their
staff.

And their own research work may simply leave them with less

time for leadership.

The Intellectuals probably reached a point in

their scholarly careers where they realized that their
own research

interests could beat be served by establishing or joining a research

Oat c

t 1.1

(As shown above, the Intellectuals rank highest in frequency

of having founded their own unit.

Thirty-two per cent of the

Intellectuals founded their units compared with only 9.per cent of the
Intensive Leaders.)

Hence, they are eager to become directors of units,

but exercise relatively little intellectual control over the work of
their staff.

No

can it be argued that their staff is of higher

quality and therefore less needful of intellectual guidance.

In the

first place, the Intellectuals spend a great deal of time
helping the
staff prepare proposals; and in the second place

the research quality

of the schools in which they are located, and the research orientation
of the unit itself, do not suggest that the staff is outstanding.

This

is a point which needs to be taken up in our discussion of the conditions
which give rise to the Executive style of leadership.

1.x7 bw,061:66.
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It is the Executive whose staff very likely has greatest competency for research.

As shown in Table 5.15, the Executive's unit

tends to be located in the "best research" schools and to be most
highly research-oriented.

Since the Executive leader himself is not

an outstanding research producer, it may well, be that the competence of

his staff makes it possible for him to focus on the managerial aspects
of his position without having to worry about the staffIs intellectual
achievements.

Whether the Executive is hired to fulfill this role or

whether 'the organization constrains him to assume the
role cannot be

answered at present.

TABLE 5.15
Saalit y of School's Research and Orientation of the Unit
Associated with Four Styles of Leadership

Leadership styles
% of units in schools
named as doing the

External
Leader

43%

Orientation of-unit
is research (more than
half of the budget
devoted to research):

Executive

60%

Intellectual

40%

Intensive
Leader

45%

(14)

(15)

(2C)

(11)

56%

79%

65%

60%

(14)

(17)

( 9)

(10)
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The External Leader is the most difficult of the four types
to account for.

On most, of the dimensions which we have examined, he

falls in the middle rather than at the extremes.

Per example, he is

neither the most nor the least productive as a researcher; and neither
the most nor least successful as an administrator.

His preference for

team work and his involvement in founding the unit are also in the middle
range.

Further, his career profile is very similar to that of other

types, at least with respect to his last position before becoming a
director and his having worked in school systems.

Although one might think that the External Leader arises in a
situation where the organization is insecure in its relations with
the environment, we are unable to find evidence of this condition.

As a matter of fact, the External Leaders report least difficulty in
recruiting individuals for the unit; and as mentioned earlier, twothirds deny having any difficulty in gaining support from the administra-'
tion.

Further, they do not direct the youngest organizations.

Executive's and the Intellectual

Both the

units are younger.

There is one background characteriitic, however, which sharply

distinguishes the External Leader from other types of directors -- the
External Leader is more often a professional educator.

Rarely has he

received graduate training outside of education, and rarely does he
wish to be known slid, respected outside of educational circles.

facts can be seen in Table 5.16,

These

Only 14 per cent of the External

Leaders received most of their graduate training outside of a department
or school of education, and only 8 per cent wish to be known and respected outside of education.

Interestingly enough, their professional
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TABLE 5.16
...,aduate TraitAEL.and Reference Orme.

Associated with Four St .....i.esaL...itiamtui

Leadership Styles
Where received oast of
their graduate training
% outside of a school
or dept. of education

External
Leader

Executive
ammorm.mrwo

14%

40%

(14)

(15)

Intellectual

30%
(20)

Intensive
Leader

27%
(11)

Refeszens groups*
(where wants to be known
and respected)
In the universities
Outside education
In education
In school systems

8%
75
17
(12)

43%

28%

26%

36

39

38

21

43

38

(14)

(18)

(8)

*The typology of reference groups is based on responses to the following
questions:
(1)

There are several groups whose opinions are important to
In the long run, would you rather
educational researchers.
be known and respected:
Throughout the institution where you work.
',Among scholars in your field in different institutions.
,Among teachers or administrators in school systems.

(2)

Some scholars in education seek mainly to achieve recognition from behavioral scientists outside the profession,
while others are primarily concerned with being recognized
by other scholars in the profession. Please check the group
whose judgment is more 'mutant to you personally.
Scholars outside of education.
Scholars in education.

(The typology of Reference Groups was derived from combinations of the
responses to these two questions. Orientation to the local institution
or to different institutions was disregarded. Further, those directors
who expressed ItAlesdre to be known and respected "among teachers or
separate
administrators in school systems" were set aside as
category, i.e., were not classified according to whether they sought
recognition from "scholars outside of education" or "scholars in
education.")

Cl.:7Mr-'1.771711.77
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orientation does not extend to school practitioners nearly as much as
to the university setting.. As a matter of fact, they are least likely
to regard school practitioners as comprising a normative reference
group.

(The fact that the Executive most often hails from non-

educational fields and is most highly oriented to these fields is
probably a correlate of his being located in the "best research" schools,
which institutions have more interdisciplinary ties.)
Perhaps the External Leader is simply more AntegratE# into
the profession of education than the other leaders, and consequently
feels more at home outside of the unit than

'live other leaders do.

He more often received his training in a school of education; and in
view of his desire to be recognized among professional colleagues, it
is probably safe to say that he has built up a wider network of social
relationships in schools of education than the other leaders,

In

short, his extensive involvement in professional education in the
'university may distract him from exercising greater leadership over

the internal affairs of the research organization.

But he does bring

home the bacon, as shown by his success in obtaining research support.
He may well be a professional leader who uses the research unit as a
"home base" for his operations.
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Our discussion of the leadership styles of managerial scholars

should not be considered the last'word on the subject.

In the first

place, the typology which we have employed was based on the responses
to only a single question. Undoubtedly our leadership types could be
considerably ref:I:led-by a more elaborate framework, perhaps using some

form of cluster analysis.

In the second 'glace, the small number of

cases representing each style of leadership renders multi-variate
analysis impossible as a means of checking our interpretations.
Essentially, our discussion has attempted to demonstrate the ram
of styles which are available to managerial scholars, and to explore
the feasibility of developing clear-cut categories of research leaders
through the use of questionnaires.

The evidence which we have been able to marshal strongly suggests
that there are indeed a variety of distinct leadership patterns.

In part,

these patterns are a response to the nature of the organization.

For

exnmple, the Executive enjOys a more qualified research staff than

other directors and can therefore afford to stay out of intellectual
affairs -- as a matter of fact, the staff may oppose his intervention in
intellectual matters. 'In other cases, a leadership style may emerge
from the director's background.

Thus, the External Leader is more deeply

imbedded in the profession of education as a consequence of his training,
and the Intellectual is prone to respect the autonomy of his staff
as a consequence of his own scholarly career and to serve primarily
as a "design consultant."
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In still other cases, no doubt it is a combination of personal

background and organizational circumstances which produce
a particular
leadership style.

Thus, the Intensive Leader comes out of an admini-

strative rather than a research background, which prompts
him (1) to
assume managerial roles without being overly concerned about the
intellectual autonomy of the staff, and (2) to seek help 'from the
unit
in undertaking his own research.

(Quite possibly his past administra-

tive position caused him to postpone his own research until he became
director of the unit.)

In addition, the quality of his staff is

probably not outstanding, which supplies a motive for injecting himself

into their research work.

Also, since he has more often inaerited the

organization, he is relieved from the necessity of trying to achieve
a
secure footing within the university, thereby affording
greater free-

dom to assume leadership within the organization.
It goes without saying that in light of
the limitations of our
data, .these notions 'are pretty inferential.;
but they demonstrate how

organizational and personal characteristics might interact
to produce

varying styles of leadership.
Now that we have gained some idea oil
theposabbe styles of
managerial scholars, we need to examine two
controversial issues which

have arisen in recent years.

One issue concerns the relative advan-

tages of facety research coordinators and bureau directors
as alternative modes of administering research.

The second issue concerns the

stereotype of the bureau director as an "empire builder."

In con-

nection with the latter issue, we shall describe the kinds
of formal
szair2L.isit which the directors possess.
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Faculty Research Coordinators versus Bureau Directors

In the preceding chaptler we noted that recent pressures for

increased research by faculty members in education and easier access
to federal funds have raised some doubt about the
advisability of
supporting research through organizations. An alternative arrangement
which is sometimes proposed is the appointment of
a research coordinator
for the entire faculty.
research coordinators.

In Chapter 11 we mported the activities of
We also compared schools with coordinators and

schools with bureaus on our reputational measure of "research quality";
and suggested that coordinators are best suited for stiiu1ating
research rather than for monitors at research, and providing the
necessary
resources and intellectual climate.

Una) coordinators are sometimes set against unit directors as
a better means of facilitating investigations, we shall
now resume our
discussion of the comparative advantages of coordinators and research

units with particular reference to Ibeilmassulde.2rm#state
two

jitesofa...laialssholarsw

Table 5.17 presents the proportion of

coordinate:Ms and of unit directors who checked each of a variety of

roles in response to the question:
Fro* the following list of activities, please check those for
which ygu are solely or chiefly rs09040ible, adding any other
activities which are relevant.
We have grouped the activities according .'to four types:

intellectual

activities, administrative activities, communication, and stimulation
or planning of research.

Since both the directors and the coordinators

are administrators of research, by comparing the frequency with which

they perform the same roles we are able co isolate
the role requirements
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and opportunities involved in managing an organization as contrasted
with managing a loose aggregation of individual. researchers.

Within

each of the four categories, therefore, we have rank-ordered
the roles

according to the percentage
...ercelences

between the proportion of unit

directors and of coordinators who perform each of them.
It is obvious that unit directors are much more active than
research coordinators.

The mean proportion of unit directors perform-

ing each of the fifteen activities is 70 per cent,
compared with 50 per
cent of the coordinators.

This difference is largely a reflection of

the amount of time which the two types of manageilal
scholars devote to
the Job.

When we asked, "Approximately what proportion of your total

university work is spent on all these activities. taken together?", we
found that the unit directors spend an average of *per cent of their
448°
time on the Job While the coordinators spend
an average of S per cent

of their time.

Thus, if span of activities and investment of time are

symptomatic of job commitment, it appears that the unit
directors are
considerably more committed.
It could be argued that concern for the sheer survival of the
research organization accounts for the differential
commitment of the

two types of research administrators.

The implication of such an

argument is that "administrative" duties usurp the time of unit
directors.

We have already seen, however, that the unit directors

more often engage in "intellectual" interchanges than in "administrative"
duties.

Moreover, when we compare the specific activities of

coordinators and of unit directors (Table 5.17), we find that the unit

directors exceed the coordinators in the performance of "Intellectual"

roles almost as muchas in the performance of "administrative"
roles.

"773.7.47r7,,,
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TARLE 5.17

Activities of Directors of Research Units and of
Faculty Research Coordinators
Unit
Directors

Coordi- %
nators

Intellectual Activities
Formulating the goals of a research prograwc.

Providing opportunities foritudents to
participate in research.
Assisting members with analytical problems
which arise in their research.
Judging the.adequacy of research proposals
written by individuals associated with
your unit (Coor: written by faculty).

84%

3211

+52

83

55

+28

74

48

+26

78

58

+20

81

39

+42

64

28

+38

70

+31

31

39
3

+28

70

45

+25

84

68

+16

69

71

- 2

53

58

- 5

69

52

+17

72

81

- 9

61

74

-13

(64)

(31)

Administrative Activities
Seeking funds for researchers.
Encouraging researchers in the university
who are not associated with your unit to
become associated in some way.
(Coor: Securing new staff members to do
research.)
;
Providing facilities (other than funds)
for tbsearchers.
Allocating outside funds for research.
Gaining the assistance of scholars in
other departments in the university in
planning or executing research.

Communication
COmmunicating the needs of the research
program to the administration.
Facilitating communications among
researchewli.

Collecting and disseminating information
about financing of research.

Stimulation
Encouraging members to undertake research
which is of immediate help to schools.
Assisting faculty members in writing
proposals.
Encouraging members to undertake research
which is of general interest to seilolars
in education.

fiber of respondent.:
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As a matter of fact, the activity in which
unit directors most often
exceed the coordinators is the vital function
of "torwulating the goals
of a research program."

Nighty-four per cent of the unit directors

mentioned this activity compared with only 32 per cent of the coordinators.

(This finding also underscores the opportunity to develop
an

intellectual tradition of studies in bureaus.)
It is not surprising that the second lirgest
difference between

coordinators and unit directors pertains to
the provision of continued

financial support for staff members (81 per cent of the unit directors
compared with 39 per cent of the coordinators).

This marked difference

is explained by the fact that directors of
research units are committed

to maintaining a staff.

In the absence of support for long-term

programs of research rather than for discrete
projects, this responsibility can make excessive demands on the time of unit directors..
Recruitment, provision of facilities, and allocation of funds

are other "administrative" roles which
are much more often 'performed
by unit directors.

Training of students, assistance of researchers

with analytical problems, and judging
proposals are other "intellectual"

roles performed considerably more often by directors.

In short, it is

certainly not true that concern for the
sheer survival of the research

organization renders unit directors less able than
coordinators to
beCome involved in scholarly questions.

Direction of a research

organization requires the maintenance of an intellectual climate
as
well as the provision of administrative
assistance.
,There are two kinds of responsibilities
which are shared about

equally by unit directors and coordinators:
researchers, and stimulating research.

giving information to

As a matter of fact, coordinators
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are more often engaged in initiating scholarly research and
informing
faculty members about sources of support.

(The unit director, by con-

trast, more often seeks funds for researchers.). In sum, coordinators
tend to be instigators, while unit directors more often play supportive

and supervisory roles3
These observations touch upon another controversial issue.
If the unit directors are more involved in the work of
their staffs

does this mean that staff members in research o anizations lose
some

measure of intellelctuLetemit?

As we saw in Chapter III, fear of

loss of autonomy is frequently cited as a reason that researchers
remain outside of any existing research organization.

of testing the accuracy of this notion.

We have a way

If it is true that staff mem-

bers in bureaus are somehow restricted in their
work as a consequence
of the director's supervision, then
we should find that unit directors
more often intervene in intellectual affairs than
coordinators do.
Table 5.18 shows the responses of the directors and coordinators
to a
question which we have already mentioned:
Under which of the following circumstances, if any, have you
over intervened in an on-going study?
It will also be recalled that we provided the option:
never intervened, regardless of circumstances."

"Practically

It is true that the

unit directors have more often intervened than the
coordinators:

74

per cent of the unit directors have intervened at
one time or another,
compared with 61 per cant of the coordinators.

of unit directors is wholl

But the greater in

confined to administrative matters.

3

Tha directors more often encourage research which is of
"immediate help to the schools" reflects.the service orientation
of

many bureaus of educational research.

;r'
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This can be seen in Table 5.18.

(In particular, the directors have

been far more active in handling personnel problems, which reminds us
of the serious problems which unit directors face in rectruitlag or
holding staff members.)

The results, then, do not bear out the common

fear that entry into a research organization entails restrictions on
intellectual freedom as a result of the director's supervisory role.

Apparently, unit directors are restrained from exercising greater
authority over the work of their staff by the pervasive no

of

scientific independence.

TABLE 5.18
Circumstances Under which Unit Directors and Coordinators of
Facult Research Have Intervened in Projects,
Under which of. the following circumstances, if any, have you ever intervened in an on -going study?

% Coordi- %
Directors nators
Diii
% Unit

Administrative Interventions
A project was having personnel problems.

81%

21%

+40

A study was failing to meet its deadline.

28

14

+14

A sponsor or client was worried about
the progress of a study.

23

11

+13

A project was having budgetary problems.

23

25

- 2

You passed on information which seemed
valuable to a study.

81

5?

+ 4

An investigator was having difficulty
analysing his data.

29

32

- 4

26

30

(61)

(28)

Intellectual Interventions

It21132.....nracaleverAntervenega.mardlesit

of circumstances
Total responding:

-140.

.?141i1

VECATP,In
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We saw earlier, however, that directors more often "assist" project
directors with their analytical problems.

The discrepancy between the two

sets of results shows that the intellectual role of the directors is

gur

matim rather than Lowinatins.

TaWie 5.18a makes the point quite clearly
by comparing the two seta of results. Here wo note that 74 per cent of the

directors tete staff members with analytical problems which arise in their
research, compared with 48 per cent of the coordinators. But when it becomes
a matter of Atervening, the directors have slightly lam often intervened
on analytical problems.

In short, the unit directors make themselves wore

available for consultation than do the coordinators, but are less prone to
intervene in projects when it is not a matter of administrative necessity.

TABU 5.18a

The Pro rtio:.....mLoftec

do and of Coordinators Who

ILLotweith, Analyas.al Problems, and Who

Intervene in Analytical Problems

Current activity (Assisting staff members with
analytical problems which arise.)

Circumstance under which has intervened
(An investigator was having difficulty
analysing his data).

% Unit
Directors

dinators

74%

48%

% Coos.-

(64)

(31)

28%

32%

(61)

(28)

To summarize, the more active participation of unit directors in
almost all spheres of leadership while also recognizing the intellectual
independence of the staff commends this type of managerial scholar as
generally superior to the research coordinator, at least as a means of

LamIsuLut research.
F.

Formal Authority and the Stereotype of theniiw...ea.cersBu:
The leadership of complex organizations requires that more than

personal influence be exercised over the activities of subordinates.
concept off 10.1....LLauhorit denotes two things:

The

a set of rules and regu-

lations governing the occasions when the exercise of influence is legitimate,
and some means of sanctioning subordinates for compliance with or violation
of expectations, In organisations which perform routine operations,
the exercise of formal authority by
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administrators is natural and acceptable.

But in organizations which

are devoted to intelleotua/ innovations, formal authority becomes
highly problematic.

In research organizations, for example, staff

members are scientists who expect to have a large measure of freedom
in determining their ova activities.

And when research units are a

part of a larger institution which highly prizes intellectual autonomy
(i.e., academic freedom in the universities), the individual who gains

control over his peers through a position of formal leadership is often
viewed with considerable suspicion.

Thus, suspicions about the motives

of managerial scholars in the university setting are summed up by the
pejorative stereotype of the "empire builder."

In facto the prevalence

of this stereotype may be one reason that scholars are not anxious to
fill positions of formal leadership in the universities.
The hypothesis of the "empire builder" is essentially a
psychological proposition, for it refers to a motivation to seek power
for its own ends.

If we find, therefore, that the ammiat of formal

authority which unit directors possess varies according to strictly

mmtjellEmal characteristics, then we shall have refuted the hypothesis.

Another means of testing the theory is to see if individuals

who created

their own organizations have more power than individuals

who inherited their organizatione.

Presumably, if a "power motive" is

operating, it should be most clearly manifested among those individuals
who have exerted the greatest effort to all power.

Before testing

these notions with our data, we need to describe our measure of formal

authority. Also, the kinds of formal authority possessed by directors
of research units is of some interest in its own right.

1111,--
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Several questions asked of the directors were intended to
measure their formal authority.

In addition, we asked the directors

to say how Much "freedom" they personally have to determine the
research program of their halts.

By relating their subjective assess-

ments of "freedom" to various measures of formal authority, we are able
to gain some idea of the kinds of authority which promote the directors'
freedom of action.

Table 5.19 shows the distribution of directors

according to various kinds of formal authority.

On the right hand

side of the table, we present the proportion who reported a "great

deal of freedom" according is degrees of formal authority.
The authority of directors is most often exercised in arriving
at the decision to undertake a study and in seeing to the successful
completion of projects.

It is least often exercised in the determi-

nation of promotions and salaries of the researchers associated with
the unit.

Although we reasoned that being accountable to the university
president rather than to the dean indicated that the director had
greater power in the institution, this is the egl: measure of authority

Which is not positively associated with the directoib subjective
assessment of his freedom.

As shown in the right-hand column of

Table 5.19, the greater the formal authority of other kinds allotted
to the director, the greater the likelihood of his claiming that he
has a "great deal of freedom" in determining the program of the unit.

Thus, it may be wrong to regard a director who reports directly to the
president as being more influential in his own sphere.
Most highly related to freedom of action are (1) the director's
exclusion from membership on a directOrial or advisory board, and
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TABLE 5.18

I) The Formal Authorit of Directors of Research Units
(II

% Directors
1.

% Who Claim "Great
Deal of Freedom"
in Determining
Program

As director of a research unit,
to what administrative officer
are you directly responsible?
222E1unvent.......dministrator
(President, Chancellor, etc.)

School of education administrator
2.

an

Their Freedom to Determine the Researcalmuss
According to Degrees of Authoria

16%

67%

(9) *

84
(62)*

88% (50)

Does not have a board

50%

83% (30)

Has a boamul and director
is a member

33

85% (20)

Has a board, but director
is not a member

17

55% (11)

Does your unit have a directing or
advisory board
? (Who are
the members?)

(64)
3.

In most cases, which of the
following participate in the
decision about whether or not to
undertake a study?

Director particles!!!

86%

81% (52)

Director does not particle!!

14

67%

(9)

100%

(3)

(63)

4.

What individual(s) or group(s)
.determines research promotions and
salaries of the researchers
associated with your unit?

7%

Rittakzumft

5.

Director and other

33

90% (20)

Not director

60

71% (35)

Who is considered by the administratlJn to be responsible for the
successful completion of most
research projects carried out in
your unit?
Director with stud
Not Unit Di

directors

(60)

67%

for
(II)

85% (41).
70% (30)

*Numbers in parentheses are the number of respondents on which the
percentages are based.

(2) his authority to determine promotions and salaries.

The relation-

ship between the latter type of authority and feeling free to determine
the program is particularly interesting in view of the fact that m_ ost
directors do not have this authority.

Further, when we consider that

most are held partially responsible for the successful completion of
studies, it becomes evident that many directors of research units are
held responsible for the work of individuals over whom they have
little formal sanctioning power.

As a matter of fact, four out of ten

directors are held res onsible for the successful completion of ro

eats but do not have the authorit either to increase salaries or to
promote their Itaff.

Now let us see if the degree of formal authority which managerial scholars have is related to the kind of organization which they
direct.

If so, then we shall have cast serious doubt upon the notion

of the director as an "empire builder" who seeks power for personal
ends.

In order to reduce formal authority to a single dimension, we
have constructed an Index of Formal Authority with scores ranging from
0 to 8.

The Index measures the amount of authority indicated by the

director's participation on an advisory board of the unit, in determining salaries and promotions, in deciding whether to undertake a
study, and in being held partially responsible for the successful

completion of research projects in the unit.
these items were scored, see Appendix 0.)

(For details of how
Using the Index of

Formal Authority, we find that the power of managerial scholars is

related to three important organizational features; the type of
activity prevailing in the unit; the size of the unit; and the number
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of persons who have preceded the director.

Table 5.20 presents the

mean "authority scores" of directors according to each of these argentzational properties.

The first thing that Table 5.20 tells us is that directors of
service-oriented units have more formal authorit
research-oriented units.

than directors of

The relationship between authority and

service orientation may be explained by the fact
that service work is
more routinized than research.

Thus, the staff members of a service

unit require less freedom to risk different approaches to their work,
and the director can legitimate his authority by
reference to a standard body of knowledge and techniques.
affair.

Research is a more uncertain

Whereas service work is routinized, research is essentially

innovative.

Hence, scientists are Jealous of their freedom to explore

alternative strategies and to take considerable risks on occasion.
Periodic failure or set-backs are bound to result
from this type of
innovative work; and it is probably for this reason that scientists
often insist upon being left alone to pursue their uncertain
course.
In short, a research climate might hamper the
accumulation of authority

in the hands of an administrator.
When we turn to the size of the organization, we find a very
curious result: tallaieiiLthe2rganization, the less
the formal author-

ity of the director (also shown in Table 5.20).

This finding contra-

dicta a common assumption among stud nts of formal
organizations that
larger organizations require more coordinative
management, and hence,

greater centralization of authority.

The reason for the negative rela-

tionship between size and formal authority might be that research
units,
are part of a larger organization, 1.e., the school of
education or the
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TABLE 5.20

MteereseilllaltatiaA221.....MIENIUMEILB00 the
Activit

Size

A 0

.../Lind

Mean Authority
Scores
(Research Orientation, as measured
by % budget for research)
1110 (80-1001)

4600 (17)

Med. (50 -83%)

i.00 (16)

Low

5.50 (18)

(0 -49 %)

Size of the unit
(total professionals
associated, i.e.., staff
and facilitated faculty)

Um! (110
Me d.

(64-10)

4.33 (21)
4.46 (13)

Small (1-5)

5.00 (20)

None

4.42 (24)

One

4.50 (16)

Two to four

4.67 (15)

rive or more

6.25 (4)

Number of
predecessors

university.

This swans that larger units entail greater investment on

the part of the parent organization.

As a consequence, the leaders of

these larger units may be more circumscribed by the university in their
freedom to manage the unit.

The third observation to be made in Table 5.20 is that directors
Who have had more predecessors occupying their position tend to have
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greater formal authority.

This result is in conformity with past

studies of formal organizations which have suggested that succession
promotes bureaucratization.

One theory holds that the successor finds

himself outside of the informal structure of communication by virtUe of
his strangeness to the organization.

Thus, it is necessary for the new

leader to introduce formal means of communication and supervision in
order to establish control.

4

Another theory suggests that's successor

is under the scrutiny of his own superior for a certain period of time
until he proves his capabilities in running the organization.

The

pressure of the "trial period" may constrain the new leader to introduce certain organizational innovations in order to prove himself to
his superior.

In the process of Annovating, the new leader may en-

large the sphere of authority which he inherited.

Still another theory

maintains that the very fact of succession means that the predecessor
was not fulfilling his job as well as he might.

If the organization

has suffered under the predecessor, it is incumbent upon the successor
to enhance the organization's effectiveness.

It is also understandable

how this type of situation would promote the enlargement of the successor's sphere of authority.

Finally, at least one study has shown that

administrators who are brought from outside the organization are more
innovative than those who are promoted from within the organization.5

4
Alvin W. Gouldnero Patterns of Democracx, Glencoe: Free Press,
1954.

5

Change.

Richard O. Carlson, Executive Succession and Organizational
Chicago: Midwest Administration Center, 1962.
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The "insider" has been submerged for some time in both the formal and
informal network of the organization.

Greater commitment to the pre-

vailing operations and social structure of the organization is a natural
consequence of long tenure; and we might even say that the insider is
more committed to the traditions of the..organization than other staff
members, since commitment of this kind is often a prerequisite for
promotion.

Because the directors of the research units in our study

were almost invariably brought from outside the organization, the
number of previous directors may be related to the amount of
innovative
leadership which the unit has experienced.

And in the process of

innovating, the new leader may enquire more formal
authority than his
predecessor.

But whatever the explanation, it is apparent from these various

findings that the amount of formal authority possessed by directors is
a function of' the kind atompisizaE...VA which they direct,
rather than

the consequence of some pervasive "power motive."
As mentioned earlier, there is a second means of testing the
"empire builder" theory.

If the theory were valid, we would expect

that directors who were instrumental in setting up their own research
units would tend to have greater formal authority over the operations
of the unit.

In other words, the motivation to gain power, if it

exists, should be dtsplayed.most clearly by those who have gone to the
greatest lengths to gain power.

When we classify the directors accord-

ing to whether they founded or inherited their units, however, we discover that the founders of their own units have less formal authority
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than the inheritors. 6

The fourteen directors who
themselves proposed

or implemented the unit have a mean authority
score of 4.43, while the
inheritors have a mean authority
score of 5.11.
But if directors who established
their own organizations are
apparently unmotivated by a thirst for
power, what does set them apart
from other directors? The
answer is surprisingly simple
-- they are
much more actively committed to
research. Directors who
founded their
own organizations are 257 per cent
more productive than directors who
inherited their organizations.
This conclusion is based on the following question:

About how many research articles or
monographs have
you published since obtaining
your highest degree?
In order to control for the
age of the directors, we computed a ratio
of publications to years of
age for each respondent.
The productivity
rate of the thirteen directors
who founded their units (and
who supplied
the number of publications) is
.77, while the comparable
figure for
those who inherited their
units is .30. The implication
of this finding for the Motivation of
scholars who establish research
organizations
is obvious -- they are seeking to
create organizational arrangements
which permit them to carry out their
strong research inclinations.
This finding, incidentally, is also
eloquent testimony to the need of
the universities for organized
research facilities, since it is the
most productive researchers who
create these organizations.

arm

questions were used to determine
whether the director was
instrumental in setting up his
organization: "What person, group, or
agency originally proposed that the
unit be founded?", and "What
person,
group, or agency was primarily
responsible for actually implementing,
the idea?" If the director
mentioned himself in reply to either of
these questions, he was regarded
as a founder of the unit.
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Few positions in the university are more challenging than the
direction of a research organlzationo

The director must combine a wide

variety of skills, including administrative prowess, research competence,
human relations and public relations knowhow, and teaching and consulting skills.

In view of the unusual combination of skills and aptitudes

which is required, it is not surprising that

eamlajeaolla are in

short supply in the universities (and also, we might add, in such
governmental agencies as the Bureau of Research, U.S.O.S., where many

positions are as yet unfilled due to the paucity of candidates with
similar qualifications).

And as if it were not hard enoughtto find

people who are able to combine the right talents and experiences, there
is also a certain stigma attached to withdrawing from the lab or the
classroom to assume a position of formal leadership.

The administra-

tion, for their part, do not take initiative in the management of
scholarly affairs because of prohibitions on intervening in the
faculty's sphere of influence.

Hence our universities are poorly

organized for intellectual work; while purely administrative matters
such as "student accounting" are highly centralized and streamlined.
Research organizations do not run under their own power.

With-

out a director who can exercise leadership in many areal, the organization tends to become stultified.

This conclusion is based on our

experience with social research institutes as well as on the findings
of the current study.

In particular, our survey of bureau directors

shows their vital importance.

They are most often the main influence

in setting the current goals of the organization (much more so than

ven7rforrx,

university administrators), they have introduced for innovations, and
their succession has deeply affected the work and current status of
individual units.

These observations apply with special force to

research-oriented units, possibly because the provision of services to
school systems is a much more routinsed activity.

In effect, service-

oriented units are better able to operate under their own steam.

As for the stigma attached to becoming a managerial scholar,
it is simply not true that directors of research organizations spend all
or even a ma or portion of their time on routine administration.

For

example, they are more likely to spend time helping their staff in the
analysis of data than in seeking funds for researchers, or in providing
facilities, or in budgeting for the unit.

Thus, one of their major

sources of gratification is the opportunity for intellectual exchange
with staff members.

And those directors who have a competent staff

working in their own specialty are even helped in carrying out their
own research, in addition to managing the unit.

(If a director has an

administrative assistant, he is further relieved from routine administration in order to do his own work.)

But perhaps the most telling'indication of the director's ability
to retain and even broaden his scholarly perspective is the fact that
4

the great majority of directors are presently conducting research; and
the most productive among them founded their own organizations.

Clearly,

the duties of a director are not only compatible with research activities, but under the right conditions can contribute to their own
scholarship.
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As a consequence of organisational variability, on the one hand,
and the difficulty of combining in one parson all of the skills associ-

ated with monagingaresearch unit, on the other, managerial scholars
tend to fall into certain types.

The miwiLleadorshiLMW.

represented by the directors in our study demonstrates that the management of a research unit is by no means a cut and dried proposition.
Bane directors are able and eager to expand the unit by seeking fund'
and building up public relations (the External Loader).

Others are more

concerned with providing for the administrative needs of the unit on a
day to day basis (the Executive); while still others are preoccupied

with sustaining the intellectual climate of the unit.

Within this

latter group we need to distinguish between the highly productive
research experts iho tend to confine themselvess, to tho planning of
research (the Intellectual); and the director who is not a productive

scholar but who is deeply involved in all phases of the unit's work,
and to whom the organisation is a very important part of his professional lite (the Intensive Load12).

Possible sources 02 these differ-

ent styles of leadership were also discussed.

We are well aware,

however, that more thorovgh analysis of our data and additional studies
are needed to pin dower the determinants of these patterns of leader-

ship, and also to explore alternative patterns.
Turning to two controversial questions, we investigated the
comparative contributions of faculty research coordinators and directors
of research organizations, and then sought tolest the stereotype of
the "empire builder."

On the first issue, we found that unit directors

store often perform sjii2miltilce and

roles, whilwcoordinstors

are more often concerned with glienlating research.

Since we saw in an

ApIM.11=1.1.1M
-7
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earlier chapter that coordinators are usually located in schools of
education which do not emphasize research production, while researchoriented bureaus are more characteristic of the "better research"
schools, it might be appropriate to view coordinators as barbing= of
research units.

In other words, the faculty's lack of competence and

their resistance to research work must first be overcome before the
advantages of working in a research organization can be fully exploited
in a given institution.

The "quality control" function of bureau

directors can only be carried out where production of research is
already underway.

(This is not to say that unit directors do not also

frequently try to "stimulate" research of a certain kind in their
units.

They simply pay much less attention to this role than

coordinators.)
It should be noted, however, that despite the greater effort

which unit directors devote to sustaining a certain intellectual climate
they do not "intervene" in the staff's scholarly activities any more
than the coordinators.

The norm of scientific independence is not

violated inside of research units any more than it is outside of
these units.

Hence, the faculty's fear of loss of autonomy as a result

of the director's authority, referred to in an earlier chapter, seems
to be much exaggerated.

By and large, it is the organization of

research within the unit which is the object of the director's initiative.

Recruitment, promotion of teamwork, fund raising, and insuring

that deadlines are met ars examples of areas in which the directors
take most initiative. 'On the intellectual front, however, they are
mainly supportive.

a'64`i440..#*:ftY
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Another controversial issue that often arises when one discusses
the leadership of research organisations is the question of the "empire
builder."

Using our measure of formal authority, based on several items

which are related to the director's own sense of autonomy, we found

that manisational characteristics determine the amount of power which
directors have at their disposal.

Also, we found that directors who

had founded their units have less formal authority than those who
have
inherited their units.

Since it is the highly productive researcher

who more often establisher his own organization,
we are led to the conclusion that the chief motive for the founding of research bureaus
is
to increase one's opportunities for serious scholarship.

In short,

university research organisations grow out of the needs of researchers,
and the managerial scholar is their prophet.

x.;.3 -4, .es"
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CHAPTER VI

RELATIONS BETWEEN SERVICE AND RESEARCH

The provision of professional services to practitioners is a
matter of increasing concern to the educational community.

Despite

the fact that schools and departments of education have been committed
to serving the needs of practitioners for many decades, there has been
continual demand for an expansion of services.

It is true that

recently such terms-as "development," "research utilization," "dissemination," and "demonstration" have replaced the older terms of
"field services," "consultation," and "school survey," but the expectations of practitioners which call forth these varied activities and
the social structure of the schools have not altered; and thus far the

new set of R & D concepts have not been essentially different in
practice from traditional types of services.

This observation requires

further comment.

Professors of education have been "developing" educational
practices for decades.

That their work has not grown out of research

evidence has been due to the inadequacies of research, rather than to
any mistaken notion of the proper mode for the invention of educational
practices.

For' the profession does not so much lack a proper respect

for research results as it lacks appropriate results.

Scepticism about

the existence of valuable research findings which are simply awaiting
implementation is widespread among deans and research administrators.
We asked the respondents whether they agreed or disagreed with the
following statement:
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We already know so much about the teaching-learning process
that the main problem facing us is how better to disseminate
this knowledge so that it is used in the schools.
htgatt._._.ytL_._.,remaoritofdeansofcoordinatorsandoLdlrectors of research

unitsAmt*t the main probleEls implementation
of research.

ller than production

(Nine out of ten deans and coordinators and seven out of

ten unit directors disagreed with the statement.)
No doubt the new R is D concepts will enhance the prestige of

research-based practices, but in the absence of significant research work,
these concepts will only become new labels -- yesterday's textbook writing
and expert consultation will become today's "development" and ''dissemination."

To sum up, a resurgence of interest in developmental and

disseminative activities within the profession which is not accompanied

.

by new and improved research simply means * continuation of the types of
services which have been supplied to schools for many years.
Bo far we have not witnessed a breakthrough in applied educational research; hence, we shall use the term "service" in this chapter

to cover all forms of proferred expertise and of social bookkeeping for
school practitioners, including the new R h D nomenclature.

Further,

it is possible that the new R h D framework, which presumes a base of
research evidence, will not be translated into action as long as research
and developmental activities are carried out within traditional
centodiscr by the same personnel.

It is this contention which

w try

to document in the present chapter by exploring the effect of service

activities on Imam

of

nature of research. on recruitment of

research manpower, and on the, conduct of research programs within bureaus.
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But before turning to the evidence of our study, we need to
explore the problem in the perspective of inter-institutional relationships between professional education departments and school systems.
In the section immediately following, we explore several sources of
the extremely close relationships between these institutions, with an
occasional comparative reference to other professions.

(Bich more

theoretical and empirical work needs to be done on relationships between
practitioners and professional schools in various professions.

Our

remarks on this subject should therefore be regarded as impressionistic
rather than confirmed by extensive investigation.)

A.

Sources and Cons uences of Close Relations Between Professional
EtErtments and School Practitioners

Professional departments are distinguished from the basic
disciplines by their obligation to serve the needs of a specific
occupational group.

These needs ar' not always restricted to the recruit-

ment, socialization, and training of future practitioners, but sometimes
include the maintenance of quality, efficiency, and institutional
adaptability on the part of current practitioners.

The extent to which

the latter functions of professional schoOls are carried out seems to
be influenced by: (1) ideological and (2) patronage ties between
practitioners and their training agencies, (3) the monopoly of professional
skills and knowledge which these schools possess, (4) the desire of professors to participate in practice, and (5) the need of practitioners
to legitimize professional authority.

In order to understand the character

of the close relationship between educational practitioners and schools

of education in the United States, we shall briefly examine each of these
dimensions in turn.

.01,.17W
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Ideological ties originate in the socialization of student
practitioners.

One of the crucial functions of professional training

is indoctrination with certain occupational values.

The student-physician

must learn to approach the human body with neither repulsion nor dasire
and the student-lawyer must learn to approach ethical and moral issues
with uncommon equanimity.

The ideal of placing service to the client

above personal comfort, and the proscription against exploiting the
professional-client relationship for one's own ends are other values
with which professionals-to-be must'be ingrained.

No doubt, school

teachers are socialized to some extent in the values of restraint, permissiveness, and respect for human potentialities hi their dealings with
the Immature members of our society.

In short, the training of pro-

fessionals is as much a matter of value transformation as it is of
learning skills and acquiring knowledge.

The significance of this

process of professionalization for continued relationships between'
practitioners and professional schools is that the practitioner is
bound more closely to his trainers as a consequence.

In effect, he

incorporates the outlook of his trainer into his own professional
make -up, and thereby comes to Share with him an occupational value
system.

this phenomenon is by no means peculiar to the preparation

of educational practitioners, however.

A second source of relationships between professional practitioners and the institutions where they receive their training is located

in the j....poblacentrocess, and could be considered a form of patronage.
In the field of education, this process affects not only teachers but

Ws students of administration who rely heavily tpon the recommendations
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of professors in gaining important posts in the state. A natural
consequence is thstformer professors who recommended the student for
his position are called upon for consultative services or for recommendations of persons seeking school positions.

And since school per-

sonnel are not highly mobile geographically, the graduate tends to

remain* the neighborhood of the training institution.

Thus, there

is continued interchange between the trainer and the former trainee.

This source of continuing relationships between practitioners and
professors may be somewhat more characteristic of education.
The third source of close relationships between schools of
education and practitioners -- the monopoly of

skills

and knowledge residing in the professional schools -- may be particularly
characteristic of schools of education.

It is true that the special

skills of teachers have never been made clear.

And in recent years,

the monopoly on the content of education which professional schools
have held for several decades has been seriously chanenged by national
curriculum development groups and by changes in accreditation regulations
in some places.

But whether or not there is agreement on the lealtiman

of schools of education as the providers of learning in America, by and
large this is precisely what they have become.

Until the recent past,

the faculties of liberal arts and sciences have studiously avoided

direct involvement in the determination of public school curricula.
In the meantime, there has developed in schools of education a set

of doctrines and guidelines concerning the best ways to instruct the
young.

Possibly, even if professional education departments could

not have depended upon the certification system toinsure their control
over the flow of personnel into the schools, they would still have
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developed a monopoly on the content of education by virtue of the lack
of interest 16 public education shown by the basic disciplines.
Thus, regardless of the consensus among scholars as to the best

methods of teaching or the most worthwhile knowledge, schools of
education have, largely by default, been the sole source of educational
content and methods for several decades.

Consequently, the educational

practitioner can only turn to the training institution for ideas and

material in a form which can be readily used in the school..
The monopoly of knowledge held by departments of educatkon is
probably greater than that held by medical and law schools.

A major

portion of the practical content of medicine originates in drug firms
which conduct their own medical research and development.

The closest

analog in education to the drug firm is the independent research agency,
such as Educational Testing Service or American Institute of Research.
But the contributions of these agencies compose a very small part of the
totality of school practices.

ByVontrast, a physician simply could not

practice without the medications supplied by pharmaceutical companies.
Similarly, in the legal profession, practitioners do not need to depend

upon the law schools in order to keep abreast of legislation or of
new legal opinion.

The chief sources of new legal knowledge are legis-

lative bodies, the courts, and federal, state and municipal administrative agencies.

A fourth source of close relations between departments of

education and school systems is also peculiar to education when compared with either medicine or law.

If the professor of education wishes

to supplement his earnings by involving himself in educational practices,
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or merely wishes to keep in touch with school
situations, he must do so

throlstAeestablyitl

Children are not taught in schoole

of education (except in lab schools which are widely recogniXed-ar
atypical).

But professors of medicine and of law can carry on private

practices without gaining access to the agencies which
are used by
practitioners at large.

(The medical professor often shares hospital

facilities with full-time practitioners, but such
hospitals are usually
operated by the medical school; and most medical
practice is conducted
outside of hospitals anyway.

The professor of law may practice in a

firm, but this is net absolutely necessary.)

Further, a recent study

indicates that the private practice of professors of medicine
is sometimes regarded by local practitioners as unfair competition.1

Thus,

since local practitioners and medical professors
are mooting economi-

cally, their relationships are not only lessened by
the professor's

ability to pursue his own practice, but
are sometimes fraught with
antagonism.

Finally, there is the function performed by schools of education of le itimizin

the authorit of practitioners in periods of

educational crimes.

This function reflects a feature of the social

system of education which is unique when
compared with other votessions, namely, constant pressure from society to overhaul
and streamline
educational institutions.

In fact, American education could almost be

called one of our most serious and abiding "social
problems."
4..ipmwwwwwr

Because
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1Patricia

Kendall "The Relationship between Medical
educators
and Medical Practitioners," in Medical
Teach
Prograa~wina and Planning, Annals of the New York
Academy of
Sciences, Vol. 138, Art. 2 (Sept. 1005) I pp. 868-576.
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of the great significance of this feature of American education for the
historical status of educational research, we need to devots such more
space to this influence on relations between departments of education

and school systems than we have devoted to factors already mentioned.
In large part, the aforementioned sources of close relationships may be

viewed as conditions which have enabled the departments to play a major
role in trying to answer the critical needs of educators.

S.

The Meet on Research of Xducation's "Permanent Crisis"
The current crisis in education had its counterpart in the

early decades of the century when the schools were flooded with children
who would never advance beyond the secondary level.

Accordingly, one

historically minded sociologist has characterized the agonising shift
to college-preparatory programs in the secondary schools in the past
decade as "the second transformation" of American education, the first
transformation being the transition from elite education to terminal

education in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 2

In

addition to these periods of drastic overhauling, there have been
crises coat: ring on "efficiency" (teens and 'twenties), lack of

financial resources and of social consciousness ('thirties), lack of
facilities and teachers (late 'forties), lack of moral indoctrination
(Korean War)) and lack of equal opportunity ('pistles).

In short, the

American educational system has been subjected to severe pressure and
criticism for many decades.

Whence the source of educational crises?

2
Martin Tree, "The Second Tranpformation of American Secondary
Xducations" (mimeo), prepared for publication in The International
Journal of Comparative Sociolow special issue on education, edited
by A. H. Halsey.
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What might be called the "permanent crisis" of American education arises from education's peculiar vulnerability to social change,

which in turn results from our view of education as a mainspring of
social order.

Because education is regarded as a major vehicle for

achieving social readjustment, rapid social change is accompanied by

demands for mall222.11d adaptations in our educational a stem.

Yet

due to the size, complexity, and decentralized
organization of the

American system of education, the rate of adaptation is bound to be
slower than the rate of social change.
be a whole generation.

The gap that results may even

Accordingly, the educational system is almost

continually under pressure to catch up with the times.

It is this

situation which prompts us to characterize American education as a
chronic social problem.

One could pursue the issue further by examining the source of
the peculiarly high valuation placed upon education in American society,
but this is not the place for that discussion.

It is intriguing that

one historian has traced our faith in education to the earliest
settlers who feared that their descendants would be absorbed by the

wilderness lest they were thoroughly ingrained with the values and
3
manners of civilization.
But the main purpose of raising this point
in the present context is to suggest that
our faith in education and

the resultant "permanent crisis" has strongly affected relations
between departments of education and school systems in a say which has

direct bearing on the status of educational research.

3

Bernard Bailyn, Education in the Fermin of Americanipocisty
( **iversity of No. Carolina Press, 1960

'
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The conditions of emergency under which education tends to
operate place

a heavy burden on expert solutions.

And since the pro-

duction of knowledge by the behavioral sciences has lagged far behind
the needs of the educational system, expertise has taken the form of

practical wisdom rather than research evidence.

The content of this

expertise has been dictated by the rapidly changing needs of education
in response to social change rather than by fundamental questions.

And

even when research is undertaken, it is often tailored to the narrowly

conceived needs of practitioners.'

Many authorities have commented on the faddism which has
characterized educational research topics.

For example, studies of

class size, drop outs, and achievement were characteristic of the

earliest decades of the century when "efficiency" was a prime concern
of a new and insecure profession in search of public support.

In the

'thirties, when assumptions about the social order were severly shaken,

questions about social science education same to the fore.

(Also, as

a result of the increasing popularity of progressive education among
professionals, the evaluation of progressive practices wanks:mother
major research activity in this period.)

In more recent decades, we

have witnessed rising concern with creativity and giftedness, education
of the "culturally deprived," programmed instruction, and evaluation of
the new science and matheiatics curricula.

By and large, these new

topics of research have been responses to societal demand for greater
efficiency in the production of scientific technical personnel.

This

demand, in turn, has been stimulated by international power struggles
inherited from the postwar period and by fundamental changes in our
3a
occupational structure.

3a

If the reader doubts that proient day concerns are dictated
by social emergencies rather than by enduring needs, we need only point
out that researchers are not currently concerned with the
education of
artists, social activists, entertainers, service workers, parents, and
a host of other statuses which every day make basic contributions
to
our civilization.
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Pressing educational needs may even dictate the purpose of

research, namely, to Ittualusapitimize already
existing practices.
For example, the educational testing movement in America
was originally
concerned with demonstratIng the backwardness of
instruction in
spelling, arithmetic, reading, and so forth, in order to provoke
curri-

culum revision and attain "efficiency."

This goal, incidentally, was

part of the program of the national progressive
movement at the turn
of the century; its implementation was largely
inspired by Taylorism
as practiced in industry. 4 In this instance, the
social function of
research on the achievement of school children was to debunk existing
curricula.

In the 'twenties and 'thirties, however, when a body of

educational doctrine was articulated and widely
diffused, research was
undertaken to evaluate recommended practices which
had been widely
implemented for many years.

Numerous commissions, professional mono-

graphs, and well-publicized experimental schools
were the main sources
of these practices.

Although research played a negligible role in the

design, of the progressive methods of instruction,
it played a large

role in lmaprizal "packages" of methods.

The Eight-Year-Study, for

example, sponsored by the Progressive Education Association in
the
'thirties, was originally conceived as an attempt to legitimize
the

progressive practices which were then strongly endorsed.
What was uppermost in the minds of the members of the Committee
on College Entrance and Secondary Schools of the
Progressive Education

Association when it fostered the Bight-Tear-Study
is clear from the

4

Raymond E. Callahan, Education and the Cult of
Efficiency
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962).
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Chairman's Report of 1931.

ChalmeanAlkin, who later directed the

Eight- Year- Study, led off his
announcement of the project by quoting

a recent editorial in ......ATheullasekie:

The time has clearly come for
a facing of the facts in regard
to progressive education. If it is
a mistake -- and we do not
know any college dean who would
dare to say that it is -- it
should be abandoned in tote; if it
is right, then arrangements should be made whereby the student from
a progressive
school 11111 not be penalised
because the first twelve years
of his academic life were wisely
spent. What was said of the
nation is true of education;
it cannot remain "half slave and
half free, "4a
The Committee's answer to this challenge,
which was coming from many
quarters, was the now famous
Eight-Year-Study. Thus, in only a few
decades, education research had shifted
from a debunking to a legiti-

mliEBE function as a consequence of
the profession's success in
elaborating a body'of doctrine and having
it widely implemented.
Even today, evaluative research
may be undertaken to afford

insurance against criticism of a particular
practice. A large portion
of the research conducted by school
systems, especially in the cities,
is aimed at proving the efficacy
of new practices for of old
practices
which have fallen under attack).
Proof of this motivation for
research
is found in those instances
where school systems have
suppressed or
distorted results which were not
favorable to the recommended practice. 4b
In sum, research is often
indistinguishable from a service for schools
to insure against attack;
or to achieve acclaim for the
implementation
of a successful new practice.
Quite obviously, when effort is mainly
devoted to legitimative research,
more fundamental questions are ignored.

4a Wilford M. Atkin, "Report
of the Committee on College Entrance
and Secondary Schools," Pro resolve
413 It would be
Education, Vol. 8 1931, P. 318.
Injudicious
where this has
occurred, but professional
experience suggests that examples are
plentiful.
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Another consequence of the responsiveness of research to the
emergencies which have developed in the educational system is that
techniques, which have been highly successful in giving quick
answers

to practical questions were not developed for
purposes of more
theoretical research.

This has occurred because certain techniques

have become identified with a strictly practical
usage, so that further
development for theoretical usage was not encouraged. A
case in point
is the questionnaire or sample survey.

This technique has been used

solely as a descriptive device for the sixty
years of its life in
5
educational research.
At one time, surveys of school facilities,
administrative practices, staff characteristics, and so forth,
were

quite valuable in the absence of a reliable machinery for social
bookkeeping in education.

But despite the fact that this need was consi-

derably reduced by the spread of city and state "research"
departments,
the sample survey is still used in much
the same fashion as in the
'twenties, and this observation applies even to the rare instances
when

attitudes or opinions are studied,

The educational research textbooks,

for example, give only passing attention to the survey technique,
and

no reference is made to the advances which
have occurred in the social
sciences in the use of surveys since the 'thirties.

Rem are some

illustrative comments from leading texts in
educational research:
Surveys are conducted to establish the nature of existing
conditions. The survey method represents research at
a primitive
level. It builds a body of fact that is usually
of only local
significance. The facts thus collected
may contribute to the
solution of immediate problems, but rarely do they develop
a

5
Cf. Martin Trow, "gducation and Survey Research,"
(ditto), to
be included in The A lication of Surge Procedures to Research
in the
Social Sciences (forthcoming).
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body of knowledge that can be used in solving futuie problems.
Thus the technique tends to be a one shot method.
Generally, in formulating the questions (in a questionnaire),
only facts should be requested, not opinions. Opinions do not
lend themselves 'readily to tabulation or generalisation and
are difficult to handle in a study.7

A questionnaire is a form prepared and distributed to secure
responses to certain questions; as a general rale, these
questions are factual, intended to obtain information about
conditions or practices of which the respondent is presumed to
have knowledge. The questionnaire has been used increasingly,
however, to inquire into the opinions and attitudes of a
group. le
These are astoundingly outdated commentaries to survey researchers in
the social sciences.

Another research technique which is rarely used in education

is field methods. A primitive form of this technique is also associated
with a type of investigation which seeks to provide solutions to
immediate practical problems, namely, the "school survey."

(This latter

technique is not to be confused with the "questionnaire survey,"
although confusion often arises from the fact that "school surveys"
sometimes use the questionnaire as a data-gathering tool.)

Essentially,

the school survey is a form of field research which is alined at evaluation and-solution of problems in particular school systems.

It seems

likely that, partly because of the identification of field methods with

this type of service activity, educational scholars do not regard

s
R. M. M. Travers, An Introduction to Educational Research
(New York: Macmillan, 19565, p. 231; cited in Trow, ibid.
T
U. L. Smith and J. R. Smith, An Introduction to Research in
Education (Bloomington, Indiana: Educational Publications, 1959),
PP. 214-15; cited in Trow, op. cit.

so
Good and 70. X. Slates, Methods of Research Educational
2.....sA4.......LiPscholoiclioloSoccal (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959),
p. 906; cited in Trow, pp. cit.
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field work as scientific research.

The systematic development of

field methods in educational research has
therefore been hampOred;
and the developments which have taken
place in this technique have
occurred outside of schools of education, in spite of the
enormous
opportunities for field work in school systems.

The permanent crisis of education has called forth
a variety
of services from professional schools.

In the remaining portions of

this chapter we shall examine the effects
of an accumulation of
service obligations on:

(1) conceptions of the nature of research,

(2) recruitment of manpower for
research, and (3) the conduct of

research programs within bureaus.

In a final section, we shall examine

the feasibility of shifting service
obligations from the universities
to state agencies.

C.

The Effect of Service Involvement on Conceitionm
of Research

A necessary condition for the
institutionalization of a
science is a high order of agreement
on the activities which distin-

guish the Science from non-scientific pursuits.

By "institutionali-

zation" we simply mean widespread
consensus on the rules of the game

and on the legitimacy of a particular group's
acting in conformance
with those rules.

Thus, if the "game" itself it ill defined,
than

it is unlikely that the "rules" (or
standards) can be developed"
In short, the scientific must be somehow
distinguishable from the nonscientific.

9

In the field of education, however,
it seems that the

For a comprehensive treatment of the
problems involved in the
institutionalization of.a science, see David E. Wilder, "The
Reading
Experts: A Case Study of the Failure to Institutionalize
an Applied
Science of Education," (Ph.D. dissertation,
Columbia, 1966).
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appeals of service work have become so dominant that the very definition of "educational research" has been blurred.

AnticipNting this possibility in our study, we asked 'our
respondents to check from a list of activities those which they considered "educational research."

The question read as follows:

Since the term "educational research" is used in a variety of
goys, it is often difficult to know what a person means by
it. To which of the following kinds of activity do you
ordinarily apply the term "educational research?"

Four of the activities in the check list were highly service.oriented.
The proportions of deans, faculty research coordinators, and directors

of research units who applied the term "research" to each of these
endeavors are shown in Table 8.1.

More than halt o* tbe, respondents

consider "school status studies" as research, while sizable minorities
regard "designing" and "school surveys" as research.

More than a fifth

of the unit directors apply the term educational research to "dissemination" activities.

In general, the unit directors are most likely of

raima.jatigay

the term to each of the activities listed.

The fact that unit directors tend to be more liberal than

deems and coordinators in their definition of "educational research"
attests to the impact of involvement in service activities on conceptions of the nature of research.

For many of the research units

are heavily involvod in providing the kinds of service
referred to in our check-list.

to schools

In order to make this perfectly clear,

we have classified the research units according to whether they are
performing the activities alluded to in our list of definitions of
educational research, and then observed the definitions of research
held by the directors.
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TABLE 6.1

Selected Activities Checked as "Educational Research"
by Deans, Coordinators, and tbCCit Direcitors

Deans

Coordinators

Unit
Directors

Collecting statistics on school
practices and educational outcomes, sometimes called "school
status studies."

54%

52%

55%

Designing new curricula and
methods of instruction.

33

32

50

Local school surveys (curriculum,
financial, plant, etc.).

33

26

41

4

3
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Types,of "educational research"

Disseminating new curricula,
methods of instruction, or
other school practices.
Number of respondents:

(73)

(31)

(64)

Table 6.1a shows that direct)rs of research units which conduct
school surveys much more often define research
as "collecting statistics"
and as "school surveys."

Likewise, directors of units which Nat

Ichoc21AA......imimementnewrams much more often define research as

"designing new practices" and as "disseminating
new practices."
Finally, directors of units which supply
consultants, plaikalUstrall
or newsletter, or prepare bibliograpbi.s
also such more often define

research as "dissemination."

In short, to paraphrase an old song, if

research is not what we do, then what we do is
research.

These results give strikingindication of the effect of service
preoccupations on conceptions of research, and
imply that the standardr
governing scientific work are not widely
understood in education -- or
if understood

not widely shared.
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TABU 8.1a
Pro rtion of Directors Leo A 1 the term "iducational
Research
IMiiit`lie 'A e Service is Po ormed b the Obit

o24.11.404.4.1......Aikccord to

Activities chocked by
director' as defining

(% directors Who checked s,-h

activity accordi

to) :

"education:9, resserch"
schoolk ,sureys

Yes

lfo

"Collecting statistics"

89%

49%

"School surveys"

77%

17%

Number of directors:

(28)

(35)

Nolp±JL:ischoolsimloentneLzAL.rrams

Yes

No

"Designing new practices"

03%

35%

"Disseminating now practices"

40%

0%

(30)

(31)

NWaber of directors:

...111SuliconmalatIIJALIgkear
"Disseminating new practices"
Number of directors:

Yes

No

30%

12%

37)

(24)

Publish journal, bulletin, or
newsletter

"Disseminating new practices"
Number of directors :'

Yes

No

33%

15%

(27)

(34)

Prepare bibliographies on

rducstioeiil topics
Disseminating new practices

amber of directors:

Yes

NO

47%

140,

(17)

(44)
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221tMleCollorResearchMempowar
The insatiable demand for services thich characterizes education

has been sharply condemned as a deterrent to scholarly cork by Arthur I.
Oates, a past president of the American Educational Research Association
and a recent recipient of the AERA-Phi Delta Kappa Award for Distinguished Contributions to Educational Research.

In an interesting auto-

biographical note, Oates observes:
In my first interview with James E. Russell, the famous head of
Teachers College, he dangled before me a carrot of a job, and
gave me a little lecture on the difference between the academic
and the professional mind. I, like Thorndike and others before
me, had received only an academic training in the psychological
laboratory. Dean Russell was right in believing that in early
days the young academically trained psychologist, for example,
should open his eyes to the practical problems of education.
He could have been forgiven, moreover, for not foreseeing that
the young scientist was going to be fighting for his very
life-as-scientist against exactly the opposite influence -- the
never-ceasing pressure to be practical, to solve the practical
problem, to give students practical help, to tell teachers
exactly what to do. This pressure, which comes in a flood from
one's students, from teachers and administrators in the field,
and eventually from the majority of the staff of the school of
education itself, has, in my opinion, determined more thEum
other one influence the history of science in education. If
the tide of science in education has been ebbing during the
past three decades, it is due in large measure to this relentless pressure of the practical, which takes many forms, and
which is an almost inevitable consequence of the fact that
school teachers and administrators must act practically on
myriads of problems every day.
An outstanding achievement of Thorndike, and most of the
other great men of his day, was their sucbess in fighting off
this pressure .
.
(our italics).20
In our discussion of the'close ties between professional departments

and schools, and particularly with reference to educational crises, we
offered several reasons why the competition between service and

10

Arthur I. Oates, "Science or Sanity," Phi Delta Happen,
March, 1964, p. 297.
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research tends to be resolved in favor of service work.

Our study

provides empirical evidence oX the competing advantages of service work.
About a third of the schools of education support units which
l

are solely devoted to the provision of services to school systems.

In

schools where these units existed, we asked the deans to estimate how

desirous faculty members lore of affiliation with these units.

In

schools where research units existed, we asked the same question with
reference to these units.

(If both types of units existed in the

school, the dean was asked about the faculty's attitudes towards
affiliation with each type.)

Table 6.3 shows the replies of the deans.

Although a large minority of the deans were unable to estimate the
faculty's attitudes, those who responded to the question more often

...mlt......rrdfavorabudes of the Iseult

towards affiliation with

field service units.

TABU 6.3
Desire of racult Members to Become Associated with
Field Service and with Research Bureaus
and coordinators
(accord-------SrtZ---------"---ardeans
Attitude of most faculty members
towards association with:

Yield Service

Bu au
(% schools

Research
Bureau
(11 schools

Roger to join

53%

38%

Indifferent

33

54

16
100%

8
100%

(19)

(36)

27%

31%

Resist association

No answer or don't know faculty's
attitudes
Total schools with bureaus:

(26)

(33)
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These results are confirmed by the directors of research units
themselves.

As shown in an earlier chapter on the organisation of

research units, directors of service-oriented units (i.e., units where
more than half the budget is devoted to service) report less difftculty
in recruiting staff members than do directors of research-oriented
units.

None of the directors of service-oriented units who make an

effort to recruit staff members complained that they had a "great deal
of difficulty" in gaining adherents, but 27 per cent of the directors
of research - oriented units expressed this complaint.

Moreover, the

directors of service-oriented units are less likely to exert any effort
whatsoever to recruit faculty members, strongly suggesting that they
have less need of inducing faculty members to participate in their
activities.

Nor can this preference on the pat of the faculty be

explained by their lack of information about the activities of research
units as contrasted with service units.

Then we asked the deans to

report the faculty's level of information about the two types of units,
they reported greater awareness of the activities of research bureaus.
In short, the faculty knows what it is getting into in a:filleting
with these units -- and they prefer to get into service.

(When we

turn to the histories of selected research units, we shall see further
evidence of the competitive advantage of service work.)
It somas likely that the competition for manpower between
service and research will continue and even increase in the future.

In the first place, new funding programs of the federal government have
emphasized research and "research - related" activities to about an equal
extent.

The new Research and Development Centers are expected to carry

out service activities in addition to undertaking more or less basic
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research, and the new multi-million dollar regional laboratories are
specially designed to give direct help to school systems.

Also, new

legislation has allotted substantial funds to State Departments of
Education for developmental and disseminative activities.
In the second place, the deans of schools of education are
desirous of expanding both the research and service staffs.

Their

policies on this point can be seen by comparing the mean number of
researchers and service workers currently in the schools with the mean
number desired.

Thble 6.3' sets forth ahem, comparisons.

11

Here we

see that the deans would like to almost double the number of researchers
while also increasing the number of field service workers,by a third.
If one can assume that the deans will try to actuate their desires,

then it is evident that competition for manpower will continue in the
future.

TABU 6.3
Involvement of Penult Outside Bureaus in Yield Services
and in Research, and the Deans' Preferences
(in schools without coordinators)

Man number of persons per

Currently,

Desired

Research

10.8 (33) *

19.3 (31)

Field services

11.1 OW

14.8 (27)

school engaged ins

*flusters in parentheses represent the number of deans who
provided useable information in reply to the question.

11

Because the question regarding the preferred number of field
service personnel was not asked of deans in schools with coordinators,
Thble 6.3 presents only the schools without coordinators with respect
to both the number of researchers and of field workers. Since there
are fewer faculty members in these schools than in schools with
coordinators, the means would be larger if these latter schools were
included in the tabulations.
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Many of the administrators covered in our surveys appreciate
the problem of conflicting demands between field service and research.

This conclusion is suggested by their responses to a question addressed
directly to the issue:

It is sometimes claimed that the desire of school systems for
field services draws personnel and resources away from educational research. Do you consider this a problem in your
institution? If not, why not? If so, how do you think the
problem could be alleviated?
As shown in Table 6.4, 37 per cent of the deans believe that competition between field service and research is a problem in their institutions.

TABLE 6.4
cistin.......Aribleti Demands between Research and
Field Service According to Deans Coordinatorst
and Unit Directors

Are personnel in your institution
(or unit) drawn away from research
by field service work?

% Reporting that
the Problem Exists

Dumber of
Respondents

Yes:

Deans

37%

(71)

Coordinators

18%

(27)

Unit Directors

25%

(59)

Coordinators and unit directors, however, are less likely than deans
to report that difficulties arise (18 per cent and 25 per cent,
respectively).

Perhaps the latter groups are too close to the problem

to see it in proper perspective.

Not surprisingly, the drain on research manpower is more often
reported for public universities.

In Table 6.5 we have classified the
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deans and bureau directors according to the university's type of
control (coordinators are not shown because virtually all of them are
located in public institutions).

Deans and directors in public

institutions are about twice as likely

vats universities to re

as thaAraastgralljam17

rt that service work detracts from research.

Eillice we can be sure that service activities loom large in public

institutions, these results lend credibility to the reports of the
respondents regarding the existence of the problem.

TABLE 6.5
Existence of Competing Demands Between Research and
Field 'Service-in Public and Private Institutions,
Asso....._11...todieansind Unit Directors

Are personnel in your institution
(or unit) drawn away from research
by field service work?

Type of Control
Public
Private

% respondents of each type reporting
that the problem exists:
Deans

45%

Number of deans:

(42)

(29)

34%

15%

Unit directors
Number of directors:

24%

(35)

(13)

Those deans who acknowledged the service drain on research
manpower mentioned various means of coping with it.

Enlarging the

faculty so that both functions could be carried out was the solution
most commonly offered (59 per cent of the'deans who reported the
problem so responded).

Some illustrative replies follow:
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The demand for field services is more immediate than
that of research, so we yield to the demand. Since
personnel is limited, research is put off in favor of
field services. The problem can be alleviated when
we can supply sufficient personnel to do both.
It is a problem here largely because of a serious staff
shortage. A major means of alleviating the situation
at moat institutions is the development of adequate staff
resources:
Very much a problem. The only viable resolution is a.
larger staff if, as I believe, all professors should be
engaged in research and field service, as well as teaching,
It is a problem. Only remedy: appropriated funds for
more personnel so that total load can be carried, including
service activities.

We were able to identify only three schools which, according to the
deans, had deliberately sought to reduce field services in order to
promote research.

In sum, sizable minorities of deans and of research administrators

report that the demand for services reduces the supply of

researchers, particularly in public institutions.

Evidence that

research-oriented units have greater difficulty than service oriented units in attracting faculty members confirms the impressions
of those deans, coordinators, and unit directors
who believe that the
problem exists.

Es

Service and research within research units

It is probably more difficult to protect the integrity of

the research functions from the encroachment of service activities
within bureaus than among departments, since a certain measure of

insulation

is provided within the school by departmental boundaries.

604'4444 '''altr.*
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For example, the division of school administration may be heavily
involved in providing services while the department of educational
psychology may be equally concerned with basic research.

But

research units are much smaller agencies than schools of education,

and it may therefore be more difficult to keep the activities in
proper balance.

Problems which have arisen from attempts to wed

research and service within bureaus, and some solutions which have
been adopted? are the central topics of the present section.
About two-thirds of the research units in schools of education
perform services for local school systems, and about a fourth Conduct
"service research" for the administration of the university.

Thus,

service, activities are by no means a rare occurrence in these units.

markedl declined
It should be emphasized, however, that iservietsmzha
within research units over the past several decades.

This trend is

revealed by a comparison of five surveys conducted at intervals
during the past forty years (see Appendix C, Table 6, for details).

For example, while about 95 per cent of the bureaus studied by
Chapman in 1927 conducted some form of testing service, only about
50 per cent did so in 1949, and today only 5 per cent of the units
are so engaged.

The same pattern can be seen for school surveys:

86 per cent in 1927; more than 67 per cent in 1936; 61 per cent in
1949., 46-per cent in 1948; and 43 per cent in 1965.

Similarly, with

test construction there was a decline from a frequency of 71 per cent

(1927), to 50 per cent (1949), and then to 10 per cent (1960.

Service

research for the university administration and for the state department
of education has also declined in roughly linear fashion over the years.

"*.%
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These figures do not mean that services are less often performed
by
schools of education (although testing has probably been taken over by
the large, independent testing organizations), but only that the combination of service and research within these agencies is historically
on the wane.
services.

Still, the majority of research units today provide

Table 6.6 shows the frequency with which services of various

kinds are performed by the units in our study.

A number of bureaus have relinquished their service activities
to other units over the years, reflecting the uneasy marriage of
research and service within small agencies.

in some cases, the

service wing has expanded and sought a more influential voice in the

determination of the unit's program.

Occasionally, this has eventuat-

ed in the separation of services as a means of maintaining the integrity
of the research program.

In other, less fortunate cases, research

has been virtually driven out of existence.

The following case

histories of several bureaus which survived for about four decades
illustrate the problems which have arisen in trying to combine service

and research activities under the same roof.
The Bureau of Educational Research, Minnesota, was founded
in 1915 for the purpose of carrying out school surveys
and testing, and then publishing the results for the
benefit of local school systems. In addition, in 1924
the Bureau began cooperating with a Committee on Institutional
Research which was responsible for studies of the university's
operations; and in 1937 the Bureau and the Committee were
combined under the same director. Thus, for several years.
the Bureau was engaged in service studies for both school
systems and the university. In 1948 a separate bureau was
established to conduct school surveys, and in 1950 another
separate unit was set up for institutional studies. The
creation of these new units made it possible for the Bureau
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TAMA 6.6
Services Performed b Research Units in
Schools of Iducation

Services

for school systems

Help schools evaluate new programs
Supply individual consultants to local schools
Help schools implement new programs
Supply speakers for local school conferences or
workshops
Conduct school surveys at the request of
local schools
Conduct service investigations for the state
department
Train teachers
Develop tests for use of classroom teachers in
the state or area
Sell or distribute tests to schools

Ate
66%
61

49

48
43
22
20
10
3

Service!.. prionsod for university groups

Advise the education faculty on research problems
Advise faculty members outside of education on research
Conduct service investigations for university officials
(not college of education)
Conduct service Investigations for college of education
Conduct service investigations for faculty committees
COnstruct examinations or other evaluative instruments
to be used by members of the university or stets:
Handle job placements for students

13
12

Service investigations for the state department of education

22*

59

48
31*
23*
14*

Documentation services (recipients unknown)

Maintain a reference library
Publish a journal, bulletin or newsletter
Prepare bibLtogrsphies on educational topics
NUmber of units:

46
44
28
(61)

*These items were listed in a separate question which was answered
by 64 directors. Hence, the per cents are based on 64 instead of
61 cases.
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to focus its energies on more basic types of research. 12

The Bureau of
U1
began operations in 1918 by canvassing the school administrators of the State for problems on which research was needed.
It in not surprising that first consideration
was given to
the conduct of a testing series for the schools.
In
addition, the Bureau conducted school surveys, including
curriculum, plant, and financial studies, and
"child-accounting."
In 1921, a new director (Monroe) was appointed
who sought to
shift attention from "research of the philosophical type,"
But throughout the 'thirties economy cuts in the University
reduced the staff to one man -- the director
tnd the
Bureau was not reactivated until 1947. The new organizational form which the Bureau took at that time Included
field services as an important activity. According to
the current director, "The main organizational goal was
to integrate basic research and field services
operationally
on the proposition that both would be enriched) (from the
questionnaire). At about the same time, the Bureau incorporated the High School Vesting Bureau as a new unit on
evaluation.
The hoped for coalescence of service and research
proved to
be impossible however, as a result of a conflict between
the director and the head of field services over the question
of the proper division of authority.
In 1961-62 the staff
members involved in field services were moored to a new Office
of Field Services where they could expand
operations more
easily. The unit on evaluation continued to operate within
the Bureau until 1963 when a Center for Research and Curriculum
Evaluation was founded. This separation was also a consequence
of the division's desire to expand and
to exercise sole
authority over its work. As the presont director has pointed
out in our questionnaire, "This action
resuiled in the final
separation of service from basic research."
The Bureau of Educationii Research University of North
444%44446 was created in 1923. Chapman has described the
beginnings of the Bureau as follows: (the bureau) began
its work by making a survey of the educational
achievements
and mental ability of the high school eri grammar school
graduates in the State. It also engaged in test construction
and in a survey of the county-school system in
North Carolina.

fal11P
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During the IthirtieJ increased pressure for school surveys
occur*Qd 44.-; a result of "centralization of State school

systems and financial difficulties arising from the depression"
(from the. questionnaire). School surveys were conducted
until recent years when increased staff in the State Department of Education made it possible to transfer this activity
to a State agency. Some services are still rendered to
school systems by this Bureau, however.

Two of the seven bureaus which have survived since the 'twenties
were less successful in handling the problem of services,
The Institute of Psychological Research, Teachers College,
COlumbia, was originially one of three divisions within
the Institute of Educational Research. The Institute was
originally called the Division of Educational Psychology;
the other divisions were Field Studies and School Experimentation.
Six years after the founding of the Institute, the Division
of School Experimentation was abolished, so that the Institute
was comprised only of the divisions of psychological research
and of field studies for most of the remaining nineteen
years of its existence.
(Two other divisions operated for
short periods during the nineteen years.) In 1946 the two
divisions wereixeorgsnized as discrete bureaus. However,
seven years before this separation, Edward Thorndike had
retired from the directorship of the Division of Educational
Psychology and was succeeded by Irving Lorge. Lorge had
shifted the emphasis of the Institute towards a testing service
for schools and for several divisions of the university.
Since he was less successful than Thorndike in obtaining
outside grants for research, testing services tended to fill
the gap. Robert Thorndike, who succeeded Lorge as the Director
upon the latter's death in 1961, has only recently been

relieved of competing administrative duties, and hopes to re
vttslize
the research program of the Institute in the near
future (from the questionnaire.) III

Another bureau which shifted radically in the direction of
services, and which only recently was able to revive its research program, is the Bureau of Educational Research and Services, Ohio State
University,.

The history of this organization is particularly instruc-

tive on the question of the conflict between research and field services.
For this reason it deserves to be studied in some detail.
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The Bureau of Educational Research and Service, Ohio State,
was originally,known as the department of efficiency tests
and surveys." B. R. Buckingham, who was brought from the
Bureau at Illinois to head the new Bureau in 1921, felt that
the Bureau's obligations to the furtherance of research should
be limited to a reference function. Accordingly, he created
a library and an editorial division. Buckingham also headed
the _survey division until 1927, when T. C. Holy assumed
responsibility for surveys. In 1925 the Appointment Bureau
of the University which was concerned with job placement for
students and alumni, was moved to the Bureau of Educational
Research. When Buckingham was succeeded by Charters in
1928, the Dean added three new divisions to the Bureau as a
condition for Charter's assuming the post. These divisions
were called: University Curriculum, Student Personnel, and
Accomplishment Tests.
In 1930 a 10-day conference on
educational radio was held, and in 1935 a Radio Division
was created within the Bureau. Ten years later the University
Radio Station was assigned to the Bureau. In short, over
the years there was a gradual accretion of service responsibilities to the university and to local school systems,
and particularly in the 'thirties when school systems were
trying to stretch their scant funds as far as possible.
At the same time, research continued to thrive within the
Bureau and the famous Eight -Year Study, undertaken from
1932 to 1940, stands as the most exceptional accomplishment
of Charter's directorship.

The increased services did not displace research activities
until Holy's appointment as Director when Charters retired in
1942. Holy, it will be recalled, had succeeded Buckingham
as head of the division of school surveys fifteen years earlier.
During Holy's directorship the Bureau shifted radically towards
service and away from research. In the late 'forties a new
Dean of Education wished to redress the imbalance, and therefore when Holy retired in 1951, Arthur W. Foshay was selected
from outside the University to direct the Bureau. But Foshay
was probably looked upon as "the Dea's man" by the Bureau
staff. Further, the faculty in the Department of Education
wished to use the Bureau as an instrument for their own
service activities, which provided a source of extra income;
thus, the faculty strongly reinforced the orientations of the
Bureau staff. The major source of support for continuance of
past arrangements was, of course, the school systems of the
State, which eagerly sought the low -cost services of the Bureau.
As a matter of fact, the "school plant" division was so
beleaguered with requests for help from the schools that it
was not unusual for a year to elapse between the first
approach of the client and the commencement of work.
For these
reasons, Foshay was unable to revive the Bureau's tradition of
empirical research,
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When Forshay left the Bureau in 1957 he was succeeded by H. W.
Nisonger as Acting Director. Nisonger had formerly headed the
Bureau of Special Education and the Bureau of Adult Education,
both of which were devoted to teaching rather than research.
In 1956, a Division of Educational Research was created by the
Dean in an attempt to re-establish research as a basic activity
of the Bureau, and Egon Ouba was appointed as the head of this
division. The division was liquidated three years later when
Nisonger retired and Guba replaced him as the Bureau's seventh
director. Like Foshay before him, Guba was expected to
resuscitate the Bureau's research orientation. At this time about 90
per cent of the Bureau's budget was devoted to field services.

Ouba sought to reorganize the Bureau end met for this purpose
with a number of committees. Eventually, five divisions were
established, and two of these divisions undertook several new
research projects with outside funds. An Ad Hoc Division comprised a number of projects which were facilitated for faculty
members. During the same period, the number of service
studies
conducted by the Bureau declined. This drop in service work
was apparently an outgrowth of staff meetings which were convened to discuss the problem of field service, although as the
Annual Report for 1963 points out, there also resulted "considerable uncertainty about how to proceed to improve" the field
service program. And this report goes on to note:
"Accordingly,
no step-by-step plan has evolved." In essence, Guba sought to
redefine services as developmental and demonstration activities
based on empirical knowledge.
Ouba has summed up his experiences as bureau director in a
recent paper as follows: "It is very difficult indeed not to
be responsive to persons seeking help. Their cases are
generally well stated and their situations are often nearly
desperate* To turn one's back on them is almost unthinkable.
It is this kind of siren song that can quickly divert what are
necessarily meager research resources into the insatiable
channels of service. I reiterate again that it is my personal
conviction that a University must establish some reasonable
posture toward rendering field :service, but the existence of a
research bureau renders almost impossible the maintenance of
this posture at a balanced level."16
The adaptations which were made to the demand of public schools
for field services in the organizations
we have examined, and the

le
Thie historical case study of the BEES is based on the works
of Chapman and of Miller, field interviews conducted by Sidney Spivack
and by Sam Sieber, annual reports, and the
questionnaire received from
the director. Ouba has set forth his views in a paper delivered at
the conference for Research and Development in Education, February,

11036, Chicago.
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effects of different approaches to the problem, suggest that the
continuance of research programs has often hinged upon the
manner in which
field services have been dealt with.
Since the case histories we have examined reach back to a
period when field services were dominant in research bureaus,
it might

be thought that in the present age when research is in the ascendancy
service work is assigned a special place within units to avoid interference with more basic scholarship.

It is true that the practice of

assigning services to a separate division within units is fairly widespread.

Forty-four eor cent of the units which erform services for

local schools as well as conducting research have established
some kind
of divisional boundary

Still, this practice

is followed by less than a majority of the units which perform services.

Further evidence of overlap between the two types of activities is
shown in the fact that in units which provide field services, 31
per
cent of the professional personnel per unit engage in both research and
service.

And the directors of these units tend to war for the same

staff members to engage in both activities (56% prefer this arrangement).

In sum, despite the problems which have arisen in combining

research and service; there is still a food deal
of functional orlem

within research units.

We saw earlier that most directors of research units denied
that service work in their units drew personnel
and resources away from

educational research. A reason that was frequently given for the lack
of difficulty was the positive contribution
of service activities to
research.

Here are some pertinent replies:
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Only way researchers can be relevant to those in the field is
to be purposively involved.
Field service brings a touch of reality to faculty members.
Our experience has been that field service and researchmindedness are mutually augmentive.
We do both, and work in school systems provides contacts and,
raw material for research.
I think these are related aspects of research and diffusion
of research.

On the other hand, the replies of directors who claimed that
services interfered with research activities in their units sound
equally convincing:

I suspect that we "grease the Wheel that squeaks"--that we
supply the service that is demanded so that research, as such,
suffers.

Services detract from research. Our major problem is that
when a faculty member conducts research on a relevant
educational problem he is harassed for service and implementation.
Yes, it is a problem. The only answers are:
(1) more money
and personnel, (2) ignore requests of school systems.
Yes. Could be alleviated by establishing a separate
affiliated
services unit.

Yes, (Solution:)

Special limited assignment to field services.

We are not able to provide direct statistical evidence of the
deleterious effect on research of service pursuits within bureaus.
That serious problems do sometimes arise is shown by our case histories
and by the replies of directors quoted above.

In addition to these

anecdotal materials, however, we have indirect
statistical evidence of

the effect of service orientations.

For when we classify the research

units according to the proportion of the budget which is devoted to
research rather than to service, we are able to draw a fairly detailed
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profile of service-oriented units.

And we consistently find that

service-oriented units are lees likel

111121Lresearch climate.

to contain the 1

redients of

As pointed out in Chapter IV (Table 4.18,

p. 140), service-oriented units have fewer joint arrangements with
the liberal arts and science departments than research-oriented units.
Moreover, staff members are less often recruited from behavioral science
departments, and are less likely to be teaching in these departments
outside of education; and students also are less often drawn from noneducation divisions.

We also saw in Chapter IV (Table 4. ?) that the

research funds in these units were less often provided by the federal
government (at a time when the 11.8.0.B. was mainly funding project
research).

These features of units where service is prevalent are

signs of an orientation which de-emphasizes empirical
scholarship.

But

perhaps the most telling indication of the failure of a research climate
to emerge in these units is the fact that
the directors is hi hl
of the unit.

ne ativel

........eitILLE.........Ltherraroductivitof

related to the service orientation

This fact is shown in Table 8.7.

(It will be recalled

from the preceding chapter that the research productivity of directors
is measured by the ratio of published research articles and monographs
per year of age.)

.

As shown in this table, directors of MIMI research-

oriented units are three times as productive as directors of the least
research-oriented units.

If the productivity of the directors can be

treated as symptomatic of the productivity of staff members, then it

is quite clear that service units are not
contributing their share to
the fund of educational research.

This result, together with previous

considerations, prompts us to conclude that the provision of services
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by research units is a serious obstacle to the conduct of research
which is of interest to educational scholars.

TABLE 6.?

...28.4412LEENEIVIII21MIEEIVAILIggalLn
to the Research Orientation of the Unit

Research
Productivity
Ratios*

Research Orientation of Unit
111 budget for research)

Elia

(9010

NUmber of
Directors

.60

(14)

Medium (50-89%)

.4?

(16)

Low (0 -49%)

.21

(18)

*Number of published research articles or monographs per year of age.

A 1.1..odeltPimosal
There is one means of relieving schools of education from much

of their service load which was widely endorsed by the deans when
proposed to them in our questionnaire.

The question was as follows:

Suppose the State Department of Education had the facilities
and the legislative authority to provide many of the services
to local school systems which are now provided by the universityhow would you feel about its assuming more than half
of the service work in which the faculty of the graduate
department is now engaged?

Almost half of the deans approved of this idea without reservation,
and some were even enthusiastic.

Here are some selected replies:

Amen: Would permit faculty emphasis to concentrate on research
and teaching.

An excellent idea. Our State Education Department is staffed
for this and can do it well. We have other responsibilities
better suited to us.
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In favor -- so as to release university people for more primary
research.
State departments ought to do more. Some of the tasks are
routine and the professor should participate in these only
occasionally.
It would be desirable. Our energies could then be applied to
work which no one else could do, at least so well.

Several of the deans favored the idea in principle, but feared that the
State Department did not have the skills to carry out the job competently:

If the Department were authorized salaries to compete for com
petent technicians, I'd embrace this notion. The service load
is interminable and we cut it off arbitrarily; there is only a
part-time need for our people to be involved in public school
work for our own betterment; the balance is drudgery.
If the quality of the personnel were assured, this would seem
to me highly desirable
I would not necessarily object to this if selected services
were handled by a qualified staff. I say "selected" because
I believe that ,a university often can, with its total resources,
do a better job than another kind of agency

We would welcome it providing adequate and competent staff were
available in the State Department.
Further, several of the deans who opposed a shift of services to state

departments of education did so on the grounds that the State agency
did not presently possess the requisite skills.

For example:

Would be opposed: State Department positions (with no institutional affiliation) cannot draw the same high level personnel
as will be associated with universities

The State Education Agency presently 'does many of the same
kind of field activities that our staff does -- but not as well.
In our State Department of Public Instruction researchers are
not available -- in my judgement.

On the other hand, there were a few deans who objected to the implication

that faculty members would become isolated from the schools, as follows:
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Faculty, of graduate school of education needs to participate in
field services for stimulation and growth in research as well
as in teaching.
The: work that our professors do is helpful to both the
research
and the on-campus work of the professors. I would not want the
professors kept out of the schools.

For faculty contact with actual school situation occasional
field service has professional benefits and I would not like
to see it eliminated.
Thus, the desire to keep abreast of itchool problems is sometimes seen
as preferable to the relinquishment of services.

But if personnel in

the state departments of education were as fully qualified
as the uni-

versities to render important services, then it would seem that a
sizable majority of the deans would welcome a shift of services to
these agencies.

In view of the recent increase in federal funds

allotted to state departments for research and
development, it may be
that the universities will soon be partly relieved
of their service
obligations.

Such a development, of course, would not alleviate the

serious competition between research and service for manpower, but it

might serve to re-focus the energies of schools of education
on more
systematic kinds of inquiry into the educational enterprise.

0. Lg.an LLonclusions
We have suggested that the needs and interests of educational

praotitiomers have strongly influenced opportunitiesflor
scholarly work
in professional schools of education
as a consequence of the peculiarly

close relationships between professional departments and school
systems.

While we do not claim to have exhausted the
conditions affecting these
relationships, it is our impression that at least five
dimensions need
to be taken into account.

We have designate

_arse factors as
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(1) ideological and (2) patronage ties between practitioners and their

training agencies, (3) the monopoly of professional skills and knowledge possessed by the professional schools, (4) the desire of professors to participat9 in practice, and (5) tho need of practitioners to
legitimize professional authority.

The last source we feel to be

especially critical for arriving at an understanding of the historical
impact of school needs on research.

Accordingly, we sought to trace

the unfortunate effect of education's "permanent crisis" on:

research

topics and objectives, methodologies* conceptions of the nature of
"educational research," research manpower, and research programs within
bureaus.

In light of the fact that services have declined historically
as part of the work of research units in education, we assume that many

units have relinquished their service activities to separate agencies.
In spite of this historical trend, however, about two-thirds of the

units in our study perform services of one kind or another for schools,
and sometimes also for the university or college administration.
Further, there is still a good deal of overlay in personnel who are
providing service and doing research; and less than half of the units
which combine service and research have established a separate service
division within the unit.
In spite of the claim of some directors of service and research

units that field service work actually contributes to research capabilities, indirect evidence of the research climate of these units

suggest that this bag not been the case.

Specifically, there are fewer

contacts with behavioral science departments outside the school of
education, research funds are less often,supplied by the federal
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government (which strongly emphasized project research at the time of
our survey), and the research productivity 'of their directors is much

lower than that of directors of research-oriented units.

Finally, we showed that deans tend to endorse the proposal that
more than half of the services provided by their schools be turned over
rt

to state departments of education, provided that these agencies develop
the skills necessary for carrying out service assignments effectively.
Given the present social structure of education in the United
States, services for school systems comprise a vital function of professional expertise.

We would not wish our remarks on the conflict

between service and research to imply otherwise.

But it is equally

vital to develop a strong research climate within schools of education;
and service involvements, especially in public institutions, have
created barriers to the emergence of this climate.

services by units which

Relinquishment of

are seriously devoted to research, and even

by schools of education which wish to enhance their research capability,
seems to be a worthwhile solution.

This recommendation should not be

interpreted as meaning that research and action should not be combined
in certain enterprises.

In our final chapter, we point out several

ways in which research and the provision of services need to be
integrated so as to enhance both functions.

It is mainly the provision

of routine services for their own sake which has occupied our attention
in the present chapter.

SAL

A

CHAPTER VII

TRAINING FOAL' CAREERS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Few problems in the advancement of educational research have
been discussed with greater vigor and consensus than the scarcity of
qualified researchers.

In addition to a number of critical commentaries

on the state of educational research training, there are currently at
least four major projects underway which are investigating the conditions affecting the production of researchers and the outcomes of
various training experiences,

1

and a fifth project has recently been

completed.2'

If the preparation of educational researchers has been discussed as a. serious problem for a number of years, the increased finan-

cial commitments of the Office of Education to research and development
has given the problem new urgency.

The founding of research and

development centers and of regional laboratories, and the new funds for
project research have increased the demand for qualified researchers in
schools of education far beyond the current supply.

A rather clear

demonstration of.the deficiency of researchers in schools of education
is afforded by our analysis of trends in sources of proposals submitted
to the CooperatiVe Research Program, U.S.O.E., in 1956-63 (Appendix A).

1

These projects are being conducted by David Clark and Robert
Barger at Ohio State University; by David Wilder at Columbia University;
and by Nancy Millikana also at Columbia University.

2
Guy T. Buswell, et al., Training for Educational Research,
final report of Cooperative Research Project No. 51074, U.S.O.B.,
(Center for the Study of Higher Education, University of California,
Berkeley) 1966.

As noted earlier, the number of propoEals originating in schools or
departments of education remained fairly constant over this period, despite the substantial increase in funds appropriated to the Cooperative
Research Program.

Proposals from departments outside of education, on

the other hand, increased four-fold over the same span of time.

Appar-

ently, the fullest resources of schools of education, were manifested in

the earliest years of the Cooperative Research Program.

Since the

amount of funds for research has more than tripled since 162, it is
'hard to escape the conclusion that schools of education have fallen

behind in taking advantage of the available support for research.

And

while about half of the projects funded by the C.R.P. in 1962 originated
in departments of education, today the proportion is closer to 30 per
x
cent according to a recent estimate by a U.S.O.E. official.
Other, data from a study recently conducted at Ohio State

University suggest that a low level of manpower characterizes the whole

Ems of

research related to education.3

According to this study, only

3.1 per cent of individuals who have conducted research "oriented
towards the concerns of professional education" were devoting full-time
to research.

Half" of those included in the study devoted only 1-20% of

their professional time to research.

In recognition of this state of affairs, the Office of Education
has suggested that in order to attract the best talent to the regional
laboratories, staff salaries may have to be offered in the $30,000-

3

Robert R. Barger, "Who Is. The Educational Researcher?", in
The Training and Nurture of Educational Researchers Sixth Annual Phi
Delta Kappa Symposium on Educational Research, Egon Ouba, ed., Phi
Delta Kappa, 1965; also Robert R. Barger, Egon Ouba, and Corohann
Okorodudu, 1222212pment of a National Red. ter of Educational Ralearcherst
Final Report, Cooperative Research Project Nb0E-014;Dec.1965 (Ohio State U).

2C5
$40,000 range,4

But the greatest hope.is.being placed upon the

development of new talent, and the Office of Education has made available $8 million for support of training'programs in universities, state
departments, and other agencies engaged in research on education for
the first year of the program.

No' doubt the opportunities for training

will expand markedly as a result of this new program.
The present chapter will describe opportunities existing in
schools of education for research preparation, and seek to disclose
institutional and training arrangements which are associated with output of researchers.

The chapter is divided into five parts: (1) a

brief assessment of the emphasis placed on research preparation in
schools of education; (2) a framework for viewing the institutional
arrangements which are believed to affect the production of researchers;
(3) an exploration of factors related to the output of researchers
according to, the framework described in the preceding section (with
.

apecial attention to the situation outside of.research bureaus);
(4) an overview of training arrangements within bureaus and the production of researchers by bureaus; and (5) a summary section.

.

A. An Assessment of the Em hasis on Research...TAAL%
in Graduate Schools of Education

Only a small proportion of schools treat the preparation of
researchers as a major goal.

This result emerges from the (Wane'

responses to the following question:

4
American Educational Research Association Newsletter
No. 4, (October, 1965), p. 4.

Vol. XVI,
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On the whole, .which type of preparation receives the
greatest emphasis ,in your graduate school or department
of education?
As shown in Table, 7 ',only 7 per cent of the schools place greatest

emphasis on research preparation.

The largest proportion of schools

emphasizing the preparation of researchers also emphasize the preparation of teachers and administrators (17%).

Thus, seventy-one

per cent of the deans claimed that research
schsol's main emphases.

not one of

These data reveal the existence of considerable

untapped institutional resources for the training of researchers.

TABLE 74.1

Proportion of Schools EmPhosizin
Preparation of Researchers
12122. of PrepaltIl2EASPAVized

the

% Schools

Research
Research only'
Research and teaching.

7%

)

4

)

Research and administration
Research, teaching, and admin.

1

)

17

)

All. other (excluding research)

Number of schools:

29%

71
100%
(72)

We also asked the deans whether there was a "training program
for people who want to make research a career."

As shown in Table 7.2,

17 per cent of the schools have some such program, and another 22 per

cent provide research training primarily through the regular graduate
degree program.

Half of the schools do not have training programs

for seriously committed researchers.

Thus, once again our findings

point to a large institutional reservoir for the training of researchers.
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with2021r.

Proportion of Schools
Training Researchers
Is there a program for people who
want to make research a career?

1 Schools

Yes

22%

No, except the
degree program

27

No

51

100%
Number of schools:

(73)

But the extent to which schools of education are seriously
seeking to prepare researchers cannot be gauged from the responses to
these questions considered independently of one another, 2or there are
several schools which emphasize research preparation but do not have
a training program and there are a number of schools which do not
emphasize research preparation but 4o have programs.

In TaWe 7.3.
8*,

we have classified schools according to bath =phase on research
training and existence of a training program.

A

The proportion of

schools falling into each class formed by the combination of the two
dimensions is shown in the table.
The largest

ro ortion of schools neither em hasize research

trainilunrivalgt1.2112KassluErmatl. Only 3 per cent of the
schools have a program other than the regular degree program and also
emphasize research training.

Another 14 per cent, however, emphasize

research training and provide for it through the regular degree program; which yields 17 per cent which both emphasize research training

itnsLtmoipis.rovidesomeforxrrfozam.students who want to make research
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TABLE 7.3

Proportion of Schools EmphasiztlEpesearch Trainiys

Emphasizes
research

Has a training program

schools

.I111941!

Plowivireswpowlm

1.1.1111.111111011MIIMO

Yes

3%

Yes

Yes

No, except degree

Yes

No
No

No

12

Yes

14

No, except degree

No

14

No

16
41
.100%

NUmber.of schools:

(64)

* A school was counted as "e phasizing" research training if it
did so either exclusively or in combination with other types
of preparation.
!leaner. In other words, only a small minority of schools of education
were making serious efforts to. train. educational researchers at the time

of our survey in 1964-65.

The conclusion that schools of education are not training researchers is borne out when we turn to the amount of opportunity for
apprentice

on faculty project &..

Outside of bureaus, only 2.4 per

cent of all resident graduate students are working on faculty projects;
and the same proportitm of all doctoral students in schools with bureaus
are working on bureau projects.

In short, intensive research preparation

.....:910...xlithlltentects is quite rare.
The final test cf research training is Um number of doctoral
recipients who go on to do research and the quality of their work.

As

already noted, our study of sources of research proposals submitted to
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the U.S.O.B. over a span of several
years suggests that the number of

researchers in schools of education is quite inadequate
to meet the de-

mands being placed on the universities for
educational research.

We are

now, able to provide new evidence of the low level
of manpower derived

from our survey of deans.

In the deans' questionnaires we inquired a-

bout the proportion of doctoral recipients in the past three
years who
had entered various positions immediately
after receiving the degree.

In-

cluded among the alternative positions were research
jobs in higher education, in school systems, in state departments, and in independent
research agencies.

The question was as follows:

Please estimate the proportion of doctoral recipients in
the past three years whose first position after
receiving
the degree was in each of the following fields.
The mean proportions of doctoral recipients
per school entering each of
the positions listed in our question are shown in Table 7.4.

(Since we

asked for proportions rather than numbers of
students, we must report
the mean proportion per school rather than percentages
based on total
doctoral recipients.)
As one would expect, the largest proportion
entering research

positions were employed by institutions of higher learning and by
state
departments.

But what may be surprising is the small, proportion
of doc-

toral recipients who were primarily engaged in
research even in these two
settings.

If we combine the proportions entering research positions

anywhere, the mean proportion is only 6.3 per cent.

This is a start-

lingly low figure for the productivity of personnel who are primarily
researchers.

We do not assume, of course, that all worthwhile
research

is done by individuals who spend most of their
time conducting empirical

.,
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TABLE 7.4

Mean Proportion of Doctoral Reei ients per School in Past
Three Years Who Immediatel Entered Various Positions

yean
Primarily Research
In school systems
In colleges or, universities
In state'departments of education
In other agencies

0.9%
2.8
2.0
0.6

)

)

6.3

)

)

aBITMEEEgUREELIETE
Primarily AM211121
In school systems
In colleges oriuniversities

8.3
42.0

Administration
In school systems..

In colleges or universities

Field services in colleges or universities
Guidance in school systems
All other
Number of schools:

studies.

22.2
9.6
1.2
7.3
3.6
100.5%
(63)

Rather, our data should be, interpreted as representing the

production of hielxempitted young researchers.
Table 7.5 shows the proportion of schools which produced varying

proportions of "primary" researchers in the past three years. MEM
per cent of the deans claimed that their schools had not produced a

2111,62422tornl recipient who immedi!IAL29121211LE2414211211ELP-

searchvim,task. About half of the schools produced only 1-10
per cent researchers among their doctoral recipients, wile about a
fifth produced more than 10 per cent.

quarters of the schools

Stated differently, in about three-

not more than 10 per cent of the recent doctoral

recipients have entered positions where research was a primary respon#ibility,

.
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TABLE 7.5

Proportion of Schools with Varying Propporti ; ns of D Loral
Recipients Enterin

Research Positions in Past Three Years

Per cent students entering
research positions

% schools.

None

30%

1 - 10%

48

11% or more

Number of schools:

22
100%
(54)

Later on we shall use the proportion of doctoral recipients entering research positions as a measure of the production of scholars,
and a number of institutional features will be related to this statistic.
So far we have simply shown that the overall production of educational
researchers immediately following the degree is proportionately quite
small.

But before exploring the institutional factors which are associ-

ated with the production'of scholars, we need to formulate some theo-

retical guidelines for conducting the analysis.

B.

A Conceptual Framework for ExaminAng
the Production of Researchers

A perusal of the literature on development of research personnel
in schools of education indicates three major problem areas:

(1) the

recruitment of talent, (2) the research climate of the school, and (3)
the provisions which are made for training researchers.
It is often claimed that educational departments attract few

of the ablest students in the university. A recent study of career

11.641
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aspirations An a variety of fields reveals that students planning to study
education at the graduate level have relatively poor academic records.

Further, it seems on the basis of this study that education undergraduates
who intend to do graduate work are less talented (in the sense of academic
achievement at least) than those who do

not

plan graduate study:

.(undergraduates) heading for education are neither the best
nor the worst in terms of academic accomplishment: In fact, they
are close to the average with several career fields, notably some
of the biological-sciences, recruiting heavier proportions of persons from among the least talented groups. This finding partly
reflects the fact that this is a field that is chosen heavily by
women whose academid performance in college is on the average
better than that of men, but it also indicates that the educators
are not as badly off as is usually thought.
.

However, it we compare educators who are going on to postgraduate
work with those from other fields who are going on, then prospective educators are fairly low on the academic totem pole.
In our
findings, medicine recruits most heavily from the top undergraduate
performers with the traditional liberal arts and sciences not very
far ,behind them while education shares with.agriculture social'
work, and some of the biological sciences a .fairly poor showing in
the quality of its students going oh to graduate work. About a
third (30.1%) of all students going on are in the top fifth of
academic performance while only 17.8% of the educators fall into
this group. Again; this finding is partly confounded by sex since
women are high academic performers and are lens likely than men
to go on to graduate work.5
These findings suggest that there is more talent in the undergraduate departments of education than ever arrives in graduate schools.

visibility of identifying talent in the undergraduate de

The ad-

rtments is

obvious.

5 Peter H. Rossi, James A. Davis, Richard J. McKinlay, "Social Charac-

teristics of 1961 College Graduates Entering the Field of Education," a
paper presented at the Annual Program of the National Society of College
Teachers of Education on February 16, 1962, in Chicago, Illinois.
(pp. 4-5).
The authors are with the National Opinion Research Center, University of
Chicago.
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One of.the sharpest spokesmen for the' critical importance of

recruiting a high level of talent is Julian Stanley, President of the
American Educational Research Association.

In a recent paper Stanley

places. Elea emphasis on recruitment:
To me the key is quality of input. High-quality beginning
graduate students will force the quality of the doctoral process upward, or they will desert the program for one more
consonant with their abilities and motivations. With highquality input, we need not fear that the output will be of.
low quality, even though the Ph.D. degree is earned quickly.

Although Stanley here emphasizes quality rather than quantity of researchers, his remarks about the output of his own Laboratory of Research
Design at Wisconsin suggest that commitment to a research career is closely linked with quality.

But even when the best students find their way into graduate
schools, it hes been claimed that the requirement of professional experience by many schools means that those students will'have already decided

upon a non-research career when they undertake graduate work.. At the
very least, a good many years of their scientific life may be wasted in
classrooms.

In a study of the backgrounds of highly productive psy-

chologists compared with other psychologists, Clark found that psycholo-

gistsimecializing in education took a good deal more time between
graduation from college and receipt of the doctoral degree than psychologists in other fields.

?

Among the highly productive psychologists,

6

Julian Stanley, "The Improvement of Educational Experimentation,
in Stanley, Julian C., and Elam, Stanley M. (Eds.), Improving Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966.
Kenneth Clark, America's Psychologists: A Survey of a Growing
Profession, Washington, D.C., American Psychological Association, 1957.

ter

almost halt (46%) of those specializing in education had taken eight or

mareame to obtain the doctorate, compared with 35 per cent in clinical
psychology,.32 per cent in industrial psychology, 28 per cent in general

psychology, 25 per cent in personality and social psychology, and 16 per
cent in experimental and physiological psychology.

Furthermoka

the time

span between college graduation and the doctorate clearly differentiated
the highly productive educational psychologists from their less productive colleagues.

Whereas 48 per cent of the highly productive psycholo-

gists took 8 or more years, 79 per cent of the less
productive educational
psychologists took this much time -- a difference of 31 per cent between
the two groups.

Entrance requirements of graduate schools of education for professional experience may be largely responsible for the delay in receiving the doctorate, even for students who are stronwly interested in

a career of research.

it is quite clear, for example, that teaching ex-

perience prior to graduate work reduces the likelihood of pursuing a research career.

According to a recent study by Buswell of doctoral re-

cipients in education in 1954:
The number of years of teaching experience prior to the
doctor's degree is negatively related to research production. in the'ten years following the degree... for the Ph.Do's,
18.3 per cent of the group doing research had no previous
teaching experience as compared with 2.6 per cent of the
no-research group. In the researoh group, 23.3 per cent
had 11 or more years of teaching experience as compared with
40.0 per cent in the no-research group.8

A second problem area in the preparation of researchers which
emerges from the literature is the prevailing research climate of

.8Buswell, op cit., p.
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graduate schools of education.

If the 'faculty is not actively pursuing

research interests, or if administrative
arrangements make it difficult

for the faculty to realize their
research goals, then the resulting orientation of the school may militate against the
development of young researchers.

One of the strongest statements on the
necessity of providing

a lively research climate for students is found
in a report on training
of the American Psychological Association,
which has been cited by Fattu

as applicable to educational research:
Everything we have found points to the fact that course
work, formal examination requirements, and anything
else
that could be standardized concerns what is ancillary
to
research training. What is of essence is getting the
student into a research environment and having
him do research
with the criticism, advice, and encouragement
of others who
suffer the same pain and enjoy the same rewards.
. Research
is learned by doing and taught mainly by contagion.
Research
must first be going on if there is to be
research training.
What formal courses are offered is
no index of quality of a
department as regards such training. . .9

Thus, this viewpoint stresses the crucial
importance of a supportive
research climate for the development of researchers.

A third problem area has perhaps attracted
more attention than
the preceding ones because it
concerns arrangements which are more easily
manipulated than either talent or research
climate, namely, the 2E2:
visions made for training researchers.

Arrangements such as course work,

supervision of dissertations, special
programs for methodological training, and the Ph.D. as distinguished from
the BCD. program are examples

of provisions aimed at the
production of educational researchers.

So

1111111

9

Report of a seminar on Education for
Research in Psychology,
American Psychologist, Vol. 14, (April,
1959), 167-79. See also,
Nicholas Fattu9 Review of Educational
Research, XXX, No. 5, (Dec., 1960),
414-415.

much has been said and written on the quality of training
provided for
educational researchers that it would be redundant for us to repeat
these
criticisms here.

Suffice it to say that the deans in our survey were

overwhelmingly of the opinion that the nature of
research training in
schools of education has constituted a hindrance to the
advancement of
educational research.

Almost half of the deans (47%) checked in our

questionnaire that the quality of research training was a "major
hindrance," and a third checked "minor
hindrance" for a total of SO% who
felt that training had been a problem.

(See Appendix C, Table 1,

for the question and the complete
responses.)

The findings which we present in the following
section are organized around these three pivotal areas of concern.
area could be characterized as posing a "theory" of
vity.

In a sense, each
producti-

Those who claim that the recruitment of talent is the single
most

important factor might be thought of as holding a theory of
self-actual
ization.

Those who believe that the intellectual
qualities and preoccu-

pations of the institution are most
determining could be said to hold a
theory of institut*onel acclimatization. And those
who place their hopes

chiefly in arrangements for research
training could be characterized as
holding a theory

of Eyed lears.

(Incidentally, these three theo-

retical modes for looking at the production
of scholars have their analogs in theories of socialization
which stress either the attributes of
the socializes, the social and cultural
setting of socialization, or the

efforts of the socializer.)
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C.

Production of Researchers Accordin

Research Climate and Train

1.

to Student Selection

visions

Student Selection and the Production of Researchers
In order to obtain an approximate measure of the level of talent

entering the graduate school, we computed the proportion of student
applicants who were accepted in the beginning of the academic year of our
survey, which measure we shall call the sellicaviz.t of the schools.

This

information was derived from the following question which was asked of
deans:

Please provide the folnowing figures for new graduate
students in education for the academic year of 1963 -64.
Applied for admission to graduate school

Accepted for admissiOn

Actually registered
(So that the respondents would take the question seriously enough to

provide reliable data, this was the first question asked in the questionnaire.)

To be sure, there are rn number of institutional attributes

associated with having a highly select student body.

Therefore, each of

these correlates al selectivity will have to be controlled in order to
measure the independent relationship between selectivity and the production of researchers.

But first, let us look at the overall relation-

ship between selectivity and production of researchers.

Table 7.6 sets forth the mean proportion of doctoral recipients
per school in the past three years who entered positions in which
research was a primary responsibility, according to three levels of selectivity.

The result is fairly clear:

.....E....lethereatertece
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greater the output of researchers.
of public or private control.

This finding is not simply a matter

Although private universities are more

'elective, public universities are slightly more productive of researchers, as shown in Table 7.7.

TABLE 70
Selectivity and Production of Researchers
Selectivity
(% applicants
accepted)

Mean % Doctoral Recipients
Enterin Research

High (20-591)

8.08

Med. (60-791)

8.88 (18)

Low

2.86 (24)

(80-1001)

(12) *

this and all subsequent tables, the number
in parentheses is the number of schools upon
which means are based.

TABU 7.7

ke21S2119...Mtrandtpekt.nof Researchers
Mean %Doctoral Recipients

Public

8.17 (41)

Private

4.96 (25)

There are several other institutional features, however, which
IhrS related to both selectivity and the ptbduction of researchers.

In

order to see if these variables account for the obieerved relationship
with selectivity, we shall show the differences between productivity in
high and low,seloOtive scihoolit

:

tbout controlling for the given variable,
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but using the same cases contained in our control table.

This procedure

is followed because of the frequent loss of cases when instituting controls, which means that we cannot compare our "controlled" differences
with the overall difference between high and low selectivity if we wish
to make accurate comparisons.

In order to clarify our methods of computation and presentation,
let us use our Index of Research Emphasis as an example.

As mentioned

in at previous chapter, this index was constructed by adding up the num-

ber of groups in and around the university which were reported by the
deans to rank research as a responsibility of the education faculty
above teaching and service.

The groups included in the list were the

State legislatur3, the trustees, the President, the dean of the graduate
faculties, the education dean himself, the education department chairmen,
the education faculty, the liberal arts faculty and administration,
school systems, and outside funding agencies.

Table 7.6 shows the mean

proportion of doctoral recipients per school who entered research positions adcorarag to (1) the selectivity of the school and (2) the position of the school on the Index of Research Emphasis.

Thus, on the aver-

age, 10.79 per cent of the doctoral recipients entered "primary" research
positions from school* which are highly selective and which score high on
the Index of Research Emphasis.

(Selectivity has been dichotomized in

order to obtain.a sufficient number of cases in each cell for computing
means.

This dichotomy will be used in all subsequent control tables.)

.gawp
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TABLE 7,8
Index of Research Emphasis and Production of Researchers,
According to Selectivity of the School

....tm"12LDocg,..ISTILBEWLEAME1B1.12learch

Agartivity,
MAKt

I

Low

(20 -79%

(80 -100%

Accepted)

accepted)

10.79 (16)

3.29 (7)

+7,50

Diff. between
means

of_ Research

basis
(No. of groups which rank
research first according
to dean)
High (4+)
Med. (1-3)

6.82 (11)

3.15 (13)

+3.67

Low

2.00 (1)

1e75 (4)

+0.25

(0)

Total duff.:

.21.42

Aver. diff.:

+3.81

2.29 (24)

+5.57

Production of researchers
according to selectivity

(i.e selectivity
uncontrolled)

8.86 (28)

The numbers o* the right-hand side of the table represent the differences in production of researchers between high and loci selective
schools within each clams of "research emphasis."

By averaging these

differences along the right-hand side of the table we obtain (1) the
givers e differende between

roductivit

means in hi h and low selective

scams controlled for 'degree of research emphasis.

(The same procedure

could be used in computing the productivity difference between high and
low scores on the Index of Research Emphasis, but for the moment this
statistic does not concern us.)

Finally, by using only the cases con-

tained in the table, we have computed (2) the productivity difference

P44,
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between high and low selective schools without controlling for research
emphasis.

These numbers are the first figures shown in Table 7,9.

Thus, Table 7.9 sets forth the mean differences in production of
researchers between high and low selective schools (1) with a third
variable controlled, and (2) with a third variable uncontrolled, but

using the same cases that result when we institute controls.

If the

two figures are similar, then we can conclude that the control variable
does not account for the relationship between selectivity and the
production of researchers.

Let us now turn to an examination of this

table.

All of the control variables listed in Table 7.9 are related to
both productivity and selectivity.

The variables have been grouped

according to whether they represent the research climate of the school
or provisions for research training afforded by the school.

And a

cursory glance at the table reveals that selectivity is related to

productivity regardless of any of our indicators of research climate

or of the extiniliiroittovvisions are made for trainin

researchers.

Selectivity therefore emerges as an important predictor of the production of "primary" researchers.

As mentioned earlier, student recruitment patterns can be
measured in another way besides looking at the selectivity of the
schools.

Several writers have commented on the effect of entrance

reguiremena on the career goals of graduate students in education.
Specifically, it has been claimed that when professional experience or
teacher training is required as a condition of enrollment in the
graduate program, the entering students are less likely to adopt
research as an alternative to careers of teaching, administration, and

;',:":;2'
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TABLE 7.9
Selectivity. and Production of Researchers Controlled by
Research Climate and Training Provisions*

Differences between Mean Proportions
of Researchers Produced
(1)

(2)

High vs low
Control Variables

selectivity,
(controlled)

High vs low
selectivity
(uncontrolled)

1. Research Climate

Index of Research Mamie
(ranking of research as
responsibility of faculty)

+3.81

+5.57

Research Quality Index
(judgment of respondents as to
schools doing best research)

+7.27

+5.41

Index of Interdisciplinary
Relations (number of joint
arrangements with departments
outside education)

+6.03

+5.71

Existence of a Research oriented Bureau (50%s budget
for research)

+8.13

+7.40

+7.71

+5.71

dateeworkis on Ph.,D.'s

+5.48

+5.71

Proportion of research courses
with prerequisities or permission of'instructor

+5.47

+5.79

limber of non-education
departments offering required
courses for

+5.62

+4.88

Tzmullmadu...!ite trainingEan.
training

2222.21.4121EMULtEMI
(Ph.D. only vs Ed.D. only)

portion of doctoral candi-

All the control variables in this table are related both to selectivity
and to production of researchers. Additional measures of research
climate and of training provision6 will be discussed later on.

Of

Y

`i
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service.

By examining the production of researchers in schools with

various entrance requirements, we may be able to shed some light on
this question.

Table 7.10 presents the pertinent results according to

whether professional experience or a teaching certificate is required.

TABLE 7,10

Entrance Requirements and Production of Researchers
Mean % Doctoral Recipients

Entering

Teaching Certificate

Inuired

Yea
Professional
Experience
Mesnired

NO

Difference

Yes

No

Difference

2.27

4.13

-1.86

(11)

(8)

6.15

7.03

(13)

(34)

-3.88

-240

- .88

Dean difference according to teaching cert.
Mean difference according to prof. exper.

-.98
-3.39

As can be seen in this table, schools which require both professional experience and a teaching certificate are least productive
of researchers.

Schools requiring only a teaching certificate or

neither a certificate nor experience are most productive.

PUrthqr, it

appears that the requirement of professional experience is the only
requirement of the two which is related to productivity regardless of
the existence of the other, requirement.

As shown in the bottom row of

Table 7.10, schools which require professional. experience are somewhat

less productive of researchers regardless of a teaching certificate
requirement.
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It is of course true that the requirement of professional

experience is more common in schools which do not emphasize research
t raining.

For example, as shown in Table 7.11, schools which require

Pro fessional experience tend to have a smaller proportion of doctoral
candidates working on Ph.D.'s.

Thus, we need to see if the require-

ment of professional experience is related to production of researchers
regardless of an empAasis on research training.

10

TABLE 7.11
ey

Propo rtion of Doctoral Candidates Working:on Ph.D.'s

AccordinulnEnannce Requirement
of Professional Rxperience
AIN

% of Doctora 1 Candidates
Working on Ph.D.'s

Professional Experience
Required
Yes
NO

None

47%

24%

1-30%

21

24

31-99%

26

27

5

25

100%

100%

(19)

(51)

100%

When we examine the production of researchers in schools with
the requirement of professional experience,according to proportion of
doctoral candidates working on Ph.D.'s, the negative relationship with
4

production of researchers still remains, as can be seen in Table 7.12.

The difference is much smaller, however, in schools with a low proportion of Ph.D.'candidates.

As we shall see below, the volume of Ph.D. activity is highly
related to the production of researchers.
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TABLE 7,12
Production of Researchers Accordi

to Entrance

uirement of

EnaitvilasalporateuE20 Proportion of Doctoral
(2._andidatesj.LsioicionPh.D.s

% Doctoral Candidates

Professional

aelateLaialla
Yes

nra
Low

(31 -100%

(0-30%)

Difference

NO

1.50

9.75

(4)

(24)

2.25

3.81

(12)

(21)

-8.25

-1.56

In sum, our data support the claim that the entrance requirement of professional experience reduces the production of researchers,
and this is especially true in schools with more Ph.D. candidates.

We

have not sought to measure the effect of entrance requirements on the
substance or quality of research carried out, however.

This question

still remains to be settled and can be studied only by relating the
quality of output of individuals to the types of institutions "where.

they received their training.

The importance of telectivitE and of

entrance requirements in predicting the 'production of researchers,

however, lends weight to the theory of "self-actualization" mentioned
earlier.

But what of the joint effect of selectivity, and prior

professional experience? As suggested in our introductory section, it
is possible that even highly able students who spend a good deal of
time in professional work before entering the graduate program are
diverted from research careers.
be the case.

Table 7.13 suggests that this may well

For here we see that highly selective schools which

require prior professional experience have a muoh lower output of
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TABLE 7.13
Production of Researchers Accordin to Entrance
uirement of Professional
erience
and Se ectivit
Professional Expetience
Se;activi:ty

Yes

.

2.80

High (20-79%)

Low

Difference

.......Ltateat.....

(80%)

No

9.67

(24)

0)

-6.87

1.43

3.21

-1.78

(19)

(7)

researchers than the same type of school without this requirement.

However, thyme results could be influenced by the higher proportion of
Ph.D. candidates both in highly selective schools and in schools without the entrance requirement.

Thus, we shall have to examine the

relationship between selectivity and entrance requirement within levels
of phal, activity.

itible 7.14 makes this comparison possible.

Com-

paring columns 1 and 2, and columns 3 and 4, we see that the production
of researchers is negatively related to the requirement of professional

TABLE 7.14

Production of Researchers and Entrance Requirement
of Professional MA2911.21191LAETIWALAe
Selectivity aap h
Activity
Selectivity

High
% of Doctoral
Students Working
on Ph.D.'s

(20-79%)
Professional
Yea
(1)

No

Low
cm-loos)
' Professional Experience
Yes
No

(2)

(3)

(4)

hael (31-400%)

2.00 (3)

13.00 (14)

0.00 (3)

4.43 (7)

Lew

3.14 (7)

5.00 (10)'

2.50 (4)

2.50 (12)

(0 -30%)
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experience regardless of level of Ph.D. activity and level of selecti-

vity, !ma when selectivity and Ph.D. activity are both low.

In

this latter instance, it may be that the production of researchers is
so low that the professional experience requirement does not reduce it
any further.

Also, by comparing the production of researchers in

schools with high and low proportions of Ph.% candidates, wo see owe
again(in Table 7.14) that volume of Ph.D. activit

research careers one

when

rofessional

is related to

rie noo is not required.

It seems evident that emphasis on professional experience is detrimental to the production of researchers, and that even the best students

may suffer from this emphasis.
We shall now turn to the second category of factors which are
presumed to influence research training, namely, the research climate
of the school of education.

In terms of our theoretical framework,

these factors pertain to the question of institutional acclimatisation.

2, Research Climate

Six measures have been used to represent this area of concern:
the Index of Research Emphasis (already described), the Research
Quality Index (based on the deans' and coordinators' choices of schools
doing the best research) ,

the /ulexofichSco

(measured simply

by summing the number of substantive topics on which research is being
conducted outside of bureaus), the Index of Dc........laerintapl:Rition-

tat (based on the number of joint arrangements with departments outside the school of education), and the volume of faculty research
(measured by (1) the proportion of faculty outside bureaus doing

research and (2) the existence of a research-oriented bureau).
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All except one of these measures of research climate are

related to the production of researchers

Tte one excel tion is the

volume of faculty_research outside of bureaus (line 5 in Table 7.15)

.

By'contrast, the presence of a research-oriented bureau is related to
the production of researchers.

It in quite pimsible then that research

units contribute more than individual faculty researchers to the
development of a new generation.of research workers.

We shall return

to this question when we explore several points of comparison between
the training provided by bureau and by non-bureau settings.
But even those dimensions of research climate which are related
to the production of researchers seem to be less important than the
dimension of sellotivity, which consistently produces greater differences between productivity means regardless of our control variables.
Table 7.16 makes this quite clear.

The figures in the first column are

the differences between means at the high and low point on each of the
six scales of research climate.

(With the exception of the Index of

Research Emphasis, which was dichotomized, high and low points on each
scale of research climate were the same categories used in Table 7,15.
However, only those cases were used for computing differences which
remained after controlling for selectivity.
were not computed from Table 7.15.)

Hence, these differences

The figures in the second

column are the average differences between means in high and low
selective schools when controlled by each scale of research climate.
With respect to five out of the six measures, selectivity produces
larger differences.

On the Whole, therefore, allectivity is a better

predictor of the output of researchers than research climate.
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MB= 7,15
Production of Researchers Accordi'
to. Several
Measurer of Research Climate
Mean it Doctoral Recipismts
Nntering lisserch Positions
1.

Index of Research Rophasie
(number of groups which rank
research first)
High (4+)
Medium (1-3)
Low (0)

2.

(28)
(30)
(6)

12.18
4.02

(11)
(50)

7.35
4.50
4.36

(19)
(28)
(11)

7.89
5.15
4.43

(19)
(26)
(21)

5.60
5.00
5.71

(15)
(18)
(17)

10.56
4.53

(16)
(30)

Research quality Index
(judgment of respondents)
Best research
Not best research

3.

6.93
5.27
2.17

......IResetttjageljages

(number of topics of research)
High (9+)
Medium (1-8)

Low
4.

(0)

Index of Interdisciplinary

Relatiosela
(number of joint arrangements
with departments outside
education)
High (9+)
Medium (5-8)

Low
5.

(0-4)

...,oEozao2__.i..PrlofPacult'.i..z....0utside

Bureaus &dog Research
High (36%t)
Medium (16-35%)
Low (0-15%)
6.

Ix stance of Research-Oriented
Roseau
(S0%+ budget for research)

yes
No

t4o
Thal 1616
Differences Between Product' ZUJIMILletliguind Low

841.....Xective8cOoopentlariables
Difference Between
High and Low Points
on Bach Variable

Average Difference
Between High and Low

4lectivity with
Variable Controlled

Index of Researchfttua

+4.12

+5.50

AmLigleASIVAIndLi!

+7,69

+7.27

+3.66

+6.04

+2.33

+6.03

Research

+2.09

+6.74

lxistence of ResearchOriented Bureau

+6.1?

+8.13

n

of Interdiscipiinsr

balleEMEE
...2.72EREI1211.21112111Z

Outside Bureaus Bops

As a matter of fact, it appears that a favorable research
wry contribute to the production of researchers only when the

studontimtuyLagtir select.

Data bearing on the joint effect of

selectivity and each of six measures of research climate are presented
in 14110140 7.17.

And in the case of each variable, with the single ex-

ception of Research Scope (line 3), output

!IMP

increases wit........Ehbtter

fichools.

of researcherestiall
600115.12111elt .b0114 selective

ry
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MLR 7,17
Production . of
..
to Belecttatt591
.
Several Measures of Research Climate
.

iteadtatt
Low
1.

Index of
(number of groups which rank
research first)
High (4+)

Low
2.

(0 -3)

(20-79%

(866=M014)

10.69

(16)

3.29

(7)

6.42

(12)

2.82

(17)

13.56
6.11

(9)

(19)

2.00
3.14

(1)
(22)

12.09
6.55
6.14

(11)
(11)
(7)

4.40
2028
0.00

(1)

(12)

10.05
6.27

(19)
(11)

1.33
3.93

(9)
(15)

14.20
5.86
8.00

(5)
(7)
(9)

3.00
4.45
0.40

lillercha...tulity Index

(judgments of respondents)
Best
Other
3.

Index of Research Scope
(number of topics on which
research is being conducted
outside of bureaus)
Large (9+)
Medium (1-8)
Small (0)

4.

Interdisciplinary
Relationships
(number of joint arrangements
with departments outside
education)
High (6+)

Low
5.

(0 -5)

Proportion of Faculty Outside
Bureaus Doing Research

High (36%0
Medium (16-35%)

Low
6.

(2)*

(0-15%)

(8)*'

(11)
(8)

existence of Research-Oriented
Bureau
(50%f budiftt for research)

Yes
14.11
(9)
2.33
(3)
No
8.64 (14)
2.91 (11)
* The apparent relationship in this table between
proportion of faculty outside
of'bureaus doing research and prodUctivity is due to thi loss of one-third
of
the cases in the Nigh, category of faculty, research.
These cases, stick did
not supply the information about selectivity,
were very low producers of researchers. Overall, there is no relationship betileen faculty
research and
productivity, as shown in Table 7.15 (um 5),
p

Our discussion should not imply that research climate is an
unimportant factor in the production of researchers.

But it semmthat

a lively climate is effective chiefly when the ability of the student
body is of a higher order; and that of the two factors -- research
.44

climate and selectivity -- the latter is more critical.

'Training

of the best means for preparing educational
researchers tend to revolve around three issues:

(1) the advisability

of restricting the Ph.D. to research preparation and the M.D. to

professional training, and the ancillary issue of the effect of the
program on Ph.D. training when both degrees are offered; (2) the
futility of course work and the importance of apprenticeship on projects; and (3) the advisability of having professors from the liberal

arts and sciences provide research training.

Our surveys permit us to

explore each of these issues by reference to data on the production
of "primary" researchers.

a.

The Ph.D. vs the M.D.

In Table 7.18 we show the mean proportion of doctoral recipi-

ents entering research positions according to the type of doctoral
ram which is offered, which bears on the first issue mentioned
above.

First, it is strikingly clear that the volume of Ph.D. activity

is related-to

reduction of researchers.

Schools offering only the

Ph.D. are most productive and schools Offering only the BCD. ars least
productive.

If We return to Table 7.12 on page 275, we can see that

this is trues!"

aschoolaulAthdo....?L.i.4m4rensileerience
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as an entrance requirement.

Thus, we need to qualify this finding by

noting that prior exposure to schools as a practitioner reduces the
connection between Ph. D. study and careers in research.

TABLE 7,18
Production of Researchers According to Proportion of
Students Workini on Ph.D.'s

% Working on Ph.D. 'a

Mean % Doctoral Recipients
Entering Research Positions

100%

9.83

(12)

31-99%

7.63

(16)

1-30%

4.13

(16)

2.56

(18)

0%

Although we did not attempt to measure the degree of differentiation between the two degree programs when they are found together,

evidence from Wilder's study of reading expertildemonstrates that
Ph.D. recipients who studied in a school which also offered the Ed.D.

were less well trained for research than'Ph.D. reel rents who studied,
in a school -which did not also, offer the M.D.

Table 1,19 sets forth

the percentage of doctoral recipient* of each typo- of degree in

Wilder's.study who valued their training, who received various types
of training, and who made research a career, according to the type of
degree offered by the school.

Forty-seven per cent of the Ph.D. recipients who graduated

from schools offering onlytheP12.D. took more than two courses in
statistics, compared with 30 percent of those who received the same
degree from a school which also offered the Ed.D. (line 3a) .

A

similar observation can be made for courses' in tests and measurements --

11
David E. Wilder, op cit.
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TABLE /6,19

Amount of

Researal...aLLra arttion and Exesziwl.D.

Ph.D. Reoiklents According to Graduation from
131423.1e-De
schools *.
SingleDegree

Degree received:

Schools
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

and

Mixed-Degree
Schools

ECM

Ph.D

How well trained in research?
Very well
2.

44%

46%

30%

37%

20%

42%

12%

29%

yistyllbillEliatOLVALIIiin in
research or teaching?

Research
3.

Courses taken:
a.

Statistics (3+)

27%

47%

27%

30%

b.

Research design (3+)

20%

22%

17%

18%

c.

Experimental psych. (2+)

19%

27%

15%

27%

d.

Tests and measurement (3+)

213%

40%

25%

28%

18%

50%

20%

30%

.39%

63%

26%

41%

39%

55%

38%

44%

(196)

(162)

4. has ever faculty research

assistant?
Yes

4...

5. ,............
Research training index,:
High score

6. Present research index:
High score

Number of reading experts:

(71)

(168)

*The questions and the indices on which the figures are based are

presented in Appendix

G.
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40 per cent in the former group took more than two courses compared

with 28 per cent in the latter (line 3d).

And there is even a larger

percentage difference between the two groups with respect to having
been a faculty research assistant, namely, 50
per cent versus 30 per
cent (line 4).

Although the difference is smaller, it is in the same

direction with respect to current research work (line 6).
These consistent differences between Ph.D. recipients who

graduated from the two types of institutions strongly suggest that
the
standards of the Ph.D. program in training for research
are considerably

relaxed as a result of association with an 2d.D.
program, or more

precisely, by exposure to the professional
pressures which the M.D.
program represents.

And apparently this lowering of standards affects

the likelihood of conducting research later ont since Ph.D. graduates

from mixed-degree schools are less involved in current research
than
the Ph.D. graduates from schools which give only the Ph.D.

In our

opinion, these observations afford i. very subtitontlai
basis for the
recommendation that schools of education should specialize in the

production of either professional educators
or research scholars in
order to insure that the Ph.D. program is not "watered
down" by the
requirements governing the Ed.D. program.

An additional piece of information can be derived from Table

7019 which points to an interesting social
psychological factor
operating among Id.D. candidates.

It will be noticed that some of the

measures of research preparation included in the table
are ollective
ones, namely, courses taken and whether the experts
were ever research
assistants; while two other measures are chiefly subjective,,
namely,
how well they felt they were trained and
whether the balance of

A

,

t'14'

eA
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training in their field Was for research or for teaching

Looking now

at the percentages, we see that 1114,D. graduates from schools which give

only this degree were about as likely as Ed.D. recipients who graduated
from mixed-degree,schools to have taken research courses and to have
been research assistants.

Objectively, then, the two groups of BCD.

recipients received roughly the same amount of preparation for research.

If in look at the figures corresponding to the ptdasat212 questions
(lines 1 and 2), however, we can see that the Edo% recipients from

mixed-degree schools were considerably less likely to consider themselves well prepared for doing research, and also less likely to have
perceived a heavier emphasis on research preparation rather than on
professional training.

Thus, their subjective assessment appears to

be distinctly at odds with the objective situation.

What seems to us to be a plausible explanation for this
apparent contradiction is that Ed.D. candidates in mixed-degree schools
ats..............)................1.......IsttludetheizowntiniraietraininofPh.D. candidates with

whom they are associated in many of their classes.

In comparison with

the Ph.D. 'program, therefore, they feel less adequately prepared for

conducting research.

In short, it seems that the two groups of Ed.De

recipients have different standards according to which they judge their
own preparation.

But in this matter og comparative judgments, there is

one ,further point that deserves attention.

We have already noted that the Ph.D. program in mixed-degree
schools appears to be less extensively devoted to research preparation
than the same program in schools which grant only the Ph.D.

What

remains to be mentioned is that the Ph.% program in these mixed-degree
schools seems to depart only slightly from the Ed.D. program -- judging,

that is, from tho types of training

the two groups received.

Only with respect to courses in experimental psychology (line 3o) and
to having been a research assistant (line 4) do we find noticeable
differences.

It would appear, therefore, that Mal graduates from

these schools give more credit to the Phi% program

as reflected in

their comparative judgments of their research training
justified by the actual content of that program.

than is

Perhaps the sheer

prestige of the Ph.D. degree is responsible for this apparent over-

valuation of the degree on the part of MD. candidates.

These con'

elusions are admittedly somewhat speculative, but they point to some
interesting directions for future studies of the value climates of
sohools of education.

2b summarise, it seems that when the Ph.D. and

are both

offered- the candidates in each .ELEoram are affected by the presence

of the other mime. In the case of the Ph.D. program, there seems
to be a relaxation of standards almost to the level of the M.D.
program.

In the case of Ed.D. candidates, there seems to have arisen

a sense of inferiority concerning the quality of their preparation for
research which is generated by comparison with a Ph.D. program which
seems to be only slightly bettor than their own.
While the differentiation between degrees was not measured is
our survey of schools of education, we asked the deans whether they

agreed with the statement that "the Ph.D. should be a. research degree

and the M.D. should be a professional degree."
reflect administrative realities.

Their replies should

And it is interesting that deans

with larger proportions of Ph.D. candidates tend to agree with this
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statement, while deans with smaller proportions of Ph.D. candidates
tend to disagree.

Table 7.20 makes this clear.

WA 7.20

prm?*tionoLDoaatilho Acre that
Should be Specialiorkeesi

Ph.D.

and

ADeg ccordisEja

Proportio of Ph.D Candidates
(schools which Offer both
ditigries only)

% Ph.D of

ctoral Candidates

M1
(31-90,)

(1 30%)

The Ph.D. should be a research

degree and the MD. should be
a professional degree"

Strongly agree

21%

Mostly agree

60

39

Mostly disagree

29

46

8%

Strongly disagree

8

100%

101%

(13)

(14)

Apparently, where greater importance is attached to scholarly training
(as measured by the volume of Ph.D. activity), the deans are more
anxious to protect the integrity of the Ph.D. program.

And of greater

interest, it appears that only in schools where Ph.D. activity is Wille

is it possible for the dean's stand on this issue to be translated
into institutional policy.

For only in these circumstances do we find

a relationship between the dean's belief that the two programs should
be differentiated and p........Las........roductioivseahersrc.

In schools with a

smaller proportion of doctoral candidates working on Ph.D.'s, the
dean's endorsement of specialization is unrelated to the production of
researchers.

These facts can be seen in Table 7.21 (which includes

only schools which give both degrees).
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TABLE 721
Produc ion of flesearchers Accordin. to Volume of Ph.D. Activit
1
Degree
Attitude toward Differentiation of the
(in schools which give both degrees)

% Ph.D. of Doctoral Candidates
Low
High
(31-99%)

(1-30%)

"The Ph.D. should be a research
degree and the M.D. should be
a professional degree"
10.18 (11)

Agree

2.50

Disagree

(4)

2.71

(7)

5.20

(5)

These results once again suggest the influence of the BCD.
program on Hid% training, and especially when the number of Bd.D.
candidates exceeds the number of Ph.D. candidates.
institution is highl

committed to the

For only when the

roduction of Ph.D.'s does it

appear that the two_programs are sufficienti

differentiated to

eventuate in research careers.

Course work

vs...2L...ilLAreation

Projects

The second major issue concerning training provisions that has
been raised concerns the futilit

of preparing for research solely

through course work and the relatively greater importance of gaining
research experience on projects.

Before examining the output of re-

searchers according to the opportunities for course work and for internships on projects, vie need to indicate the kinds of courses which

were included in our definition of "course work for research."

The

kinds of courses which are offered and the frequency with which they

12
occur are also indicative of institutional emphases%

Our method of identifying course offerings was as follows.

The

most recent catalogues of the 111 schools or departments of education
which grant a doctorate (1963-84) were examined to determine: (1) the
proportion of all graduate courses which dealt with research techniques
and problems; (2) the types of courses which these represented; (3) the
division under which these courses were listed.

Some margin of error

in our identification of courses which are intended to prepare students
to do research is to be expected since several catalogues did not provide course descriptions.

In these cases we counted a course as pro-

viding research training only if its title clearly implied this
objective.

In cases where the objectives of the course were spelled out,

we road each statement to determine whether at least some part of the
course Was intended expressly to prepare students to do empirical research.
(If the course was only partly devoted to this task, it was counted as
one-half.)

With the more detailed catalogues, therefore, there may have

been some over-estimation of the number of research courses.
When we look at the distribution of courses it will become clear
what types of courses were included in our tabulation.

But since there

are a number of borderline courses offered in schools of education, it
might also be helpful if we stated what we did not include.

We did not

/2For a parallel study of school catalogues which used a slightly
different set of categories, see Krathwohl, David R., "current Formal
Patterns of Educating Empirically Oriented Researchers and Methodolo-

gists," in plaellacIBLEurtunAliducational Researchers, Sixth
Annual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on Educational Research, Cuba, Egon,
ed., Bloomington: Phi Delta Kappa, 1985, pp. 73-93.

count "individual testing," "test interpretation," or "test construction"
as research courses, unless they were described as being useful for
training in conducting general empirical studies rather than for diagnostic purposes in the classroom or in the clinical situation.

Also

excluded were the listings "individual study" and "thesis seminars,"
since these offerings are supplemental to the writing of theme, are provided by almost all schools, and are often devold.of faculty supervision.

Courses which purported to "survey" the results of research in

particular fields were also omitted.

Although it is likely that method-

ological issues are sometimes raised in such courses, their objective
is to summarize the research which might be useful to future practitioners,
rather than to prepare the student to carry out his own investigations.
Finally, we excluded courses in "school survey" methods, unless the course
description mentioned the potential contribution of school surveys to
general knowledge or to the development of techniques which are applicable
to analytical research.

For example, field survey courses which were

intended to train students in the use of systematic measures of school
quality were included.

There was one borderline course which we decided to count as
providing research training.

This was the course which sought to

delineate topics on which research was needed.

It was included because

it seemed to be quite suitable for the student who was planning to
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undertake his own research.

13

Au except one of the 111 schools lave courses which are intended to prepare students to carry out their own research.

Table 6.22

shows (a) the proportion of schools offering at least one of the courses
which are listed, (b) the proportion of total courses which are of each
type, and (c) the mean number of courses of each type per school.

TABLE 2,22

Up.._14:sofResearcloursesOffer.....zedb
110 Schools or Deartments of Education
which Grant the Doctorate (1963-64)
(c)

We of Course

Scats

Conies

Mean No. of
Courses per School

Methods; design

96%

47%

4.6

Statistics

85

27

3.0

Testing and Measurement

71

15

2.0

Needed Research

22

5

2.2

School surveys (which
contribute to research)

16

3

1.5

All others

14

4.

2.7

304%
Number of schools
and coursesi

(110)

99%
(1049)

338umaer school courses were omitted because many schools of education provide special curricula during the summer due to the influx of
teachers. Courses which were given more than once during the regular
school year were counted as often as they were offered. A two or three
semester bourse was counted separately for each semester rather than
only once.

Virtually all of the schools offering courses in research give
at least one course on "basic methods and design," and about four and
a half such courses are offered per school.

"Statistics" is the next

most frequent offering; wad although it may seem surprising that not all
of the schools offer sech a course, most of those which did not offer
statistics gave at least one course in "testing and measurement."

Thus,

statistical proceduresLof one kind or another are also taught in almost
all of the schools,

Finally, Table T.S2 shows that only about a'fifth

of the schools give at least one course in "needed research," and that
even a smaller proportion of schools deal with traditional research
procedures or with the implications for genoloral knowledge about schools

in courses on "school surveys."

(It should be remembered, however, that

our tabulation of school survey courses was based upon our interpretation
of the course descriptions.)

Taking the 110 schools together, we find that an average of 9.5
courses in research are bola

offered per school.

According to our

tabulation, these courses represent 6 per cent of all the courses offered
1
in graduate schools or departments of education in the United Sta*es. 4

4It would be wrong, however, to interpret these figures as signifying that a graduate student in the "average" school of education has
an opportunity to take nine research courses, for in the great majority
of schools these courses are scattered throughout several departments
and are therefore specialised by field of concentration. Thus, due to
the departmentalisation of graduate schools, a student's opportunity
to study research methods is such more restricted than night be suggested
by our figure..
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In some schools, considerable effort has gone into the develop-

ment of a coordinated program within divisions for students who are
seriously interested in pursuing a research career.

According to our

tabulation, however, only a minority of the schools or departments have
established divisions for research training (27%).

Table 7.23 lists the

various types of divisions which are responsible for research training,
and the proportion of schools with each type.

TABLE 7.23

Proportion of Schools with Various
Types of Research Divisions
Title of Division
Research

12%

Testing and Measurement
or *Valuation

9

Research and Measurement
or Testing

4

Research, Statistics, and
Measurement

2

Statistics and Measurement

Statistics and Research
Research and Administration

No Special Division

73
103%*

Number of Schools:

(110)

*Exceeds 100% because three schools have two
divisions each.

Since most of the schools have not set up separate divisions for courses
that provide training in research, it is necessary to look at the departments or divisions in which such courses are found.
In tabulating course offerings according to departments, we

decided to confine ouirselveito courses which were concerned with

general techniques and design of research, which we have here simply
called "methods" courses.

Other types were not considered because, in

the first place, several are associated with particular departments-for example, testing and measurement courses are principally found in

diartments of educational psychology, and school survey courses in
departments of educational administration.- By restricting ourselves to
a count of "research methods" courses, therefore, we are less likely t6
overestimate the frequency of research offerings in certain departments
while underestimating it in others.

Further, "methods" denotes the

broadest kind of research training, and may therefore be considered
equally relevant to all fields.

And finally, since a "methods" course

is the most common type of research course (with 96 por cent of the
schools offering at least one, and the average school offering about

four such coursed, this restriction does not reduce the representativeness of the schools.
Table 7,24 shows the calm......toUL........lesecossioluesirs

variety of departments.

throughout a

Only 12 per cent of the courses on research

methods are located in a special section for research.

Fourteen per

cent were found to be scattered throughout about a dozen different
curriculum and teaching departments.

Psychology and', uidance were

found to have the next largest proportions of all methods courses (12
per cent and 10 per cent, respectively).

1
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TABLE T.24

Pro ortion of "Research Methods" Courses Found
in Various Divisions of 106 Graduate
Schools of Education, 1963-64

% of All "Research
Methods" Courses

Division
Research, Statistics, etc.

12%.

Educational psychology

12

Guidance and counseling

10

Social science, history, philosophy
Physical education

6

Educational adiginistration

5

Elementary education
Secondary education

1

All other C & T departments

10

All other departments (e.g., educational
services, audio-visual, special education)

6

Combinations of above

4

Workshops, advanced graduate courses, seminars

9

MO sub- divisions in school

13

100%
Total "methods" courses:

(488)

In the larger schools, moreover, it was not uncommon to find a

methods course being offered in each of several divisions within the
school.

For example, a public university in the southwest offers

"research methods in human behavior" under educational psychology,

"methodologies of research"

to k"

under historytndecatioedn

'or. M

(including social science courses), "research
methodologies" under

physical and health education, and several sections of "directed
research in education" under a division entitled
simply education*
Similarly, a public university in the midmost
gives a course in "methods
in educational research"

under educational.meem, another in

"research methods" under home econaMics, another in "recent
research
and literature" under music education,
and another in "research in

physical education and recreation" under physical education.

Wiles

such as these could be multiplied.
If the school is not very large, it is not unusual
for courses

on research methods to be offered in various
subject-matter fields
rather than in different departments.

For example, a smaller mid-

western public university offers a research
course in social studies,
in arithmetic, in language arts, in reading, and in science, all
within
the division of elementary education.
It is not clear why these courses are so scattered,
since it is

difficult to believe that each field or department is cultivating
a
distinctive appioach to research on human behavior.

Perhaps this dis-

persion reflects the barriers between divisions
which have resulted from
specializations within the program of teacher
preparation. If research
training is to be provided, the assumption is that it must be
fitted into

the existing departmental system.

Or, the dispersion of courses might

be a token of the prestige to be gained from offering
a research course

within one's own specialty.

But whatever the explanation, the scattering

of courses among many departments signifies
that a coordinated program
for training in research is an uncommon occurrence.
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This lack of coordination would seem to have several drawbacks.
First, it means that a professor who is narrowly specialized in'a

.

particular field will be responsible for training future researchers.
Not only does this mean that his view of research methodology and topics

may be extremely limited, but that his interest in research will be
secondary to his professional obligations to the field.

Second, the

dispersion of research courses among professional departments means that
students will regard training in research as a minor feature of their
chosen field of concentration, rather than as a field of concentration
In its own right.

Third, and probably moat important, it means that an

integrated program which carries the student through the various stages
of research preparation over a period of several semesters is not
practicable, since the personnel who might be qualified to contribute
to such a program are busy teaching introductory courses in the separate
departments.

In short, the dispersion of research methods courses militates
against a more or less vertical organization of the curriculum in a
separate division.

It therefore fails to take advantage.of the special

qualifications of certain faculty members, and fails too to satisfy the
need for broader training of doctoral students who might be interested
in research as a career.

The production of dilettantes rather than of

experts might be the consequence.

Before leaving Table 6.24 it is worth noting that the same
number of courses were offered under educational

as under a

separate section for research, statistics;, and .so forth (12% of all

courses were offered under each of these headings).

By nontrast, only

200

9 per cent Of all methods courses were offered in all of the social
science departments combined.
sociology. of

(Only 1 per cent were offered under

specifically.)

Here once again we confront the

preoccupation of educational research with psychological approaches.
Finally, it is somewhat puzzling that glasistlittulket offers 6 per
cent of all the courses in research methods, although in 1957 only 2 per
15
cent of the doctorates were awarded in this field.
Nowt.let us return to the question of whether schools which offer
more research courses produce more researchers.
Table 6.25 sets forth the production of researchers according to
varying amounts of course work available for research training.

In

brief, it becomes obvious from Table 7.25 that the availability of research courses in schools of education is unrelated to the
'MINNS

researchers.

roduction
of
111171111~1

The amount of course work required outside of education,

however, is slightly associated with productivity (Table 7,25, line 4).
The question on which this latter statistic is based was as follows:
Are any of the courses which are required for doctoral
students of education offered only in a department
outside the school or department of education? (IF 11118):
Which departments?
To obtain an index of the extent to which non-education courses were
required, we simply summed the number of departments outside education
which were mentioned.

But even in the case of non-education courses,

the relationship with productivity is weak.

(Not even in the highly

select schools dove find a relationship between opportunities for
course work in education and production of researchers.)
opportunities for course work on research do not Seem

In brief,

to promote the

'adoption of research as a career.
15
Vol. 2.; Washington, MI, Cos The American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Bducation, 1960; p. 89.
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WO asked the respondents about the extent of ABIERelue

mael, also.

First, we ascertained the number of team and of indi-

vidual prjects outside a research bureau, and then asked how many of
these projects had "students as assistants, using material for dissertations, etc."

TABLE 7,25
Production of Researchers Accordin
Courses in Education and Re

to Availabili
nts Outside o

of Research
Education

Mean % doctoral recipients
enterin research
Nlitions
1.

proastaltss2a291112p/299see.
devoted to research. methods

High
Med.

Low

(8-24%)
(6-7%)
(0-5%)

6.37 (19)
4.75 (20)
5.96 (27)

2. ...zzoLtiPxoalraduate
education courses which are
devoted to research methods and
ha" trance requirements
(prerequisites or permission
of instructor)

High

(3.1%0

Med.

(1.1-3%)
(0-110

Low
3.

5.00 (22)
5.96 (26)
6.22 (18)

Proportion of research courses
in education which have entrance

muirements
( prerequisites or permission
of instructor)

High (51%
Med. high (as-wm
Mod. tow (1-32%)
Low (0%)
4.

5.75 (;M)
6.29 (1 ?)
5.18 (17)
5.58 (12)

Courausaunalmgeutside of
education (no. of departments
offering required courses)

High

WC
Low

(7+)
(1-6)
(0)

8.09 (11)
4.85 (26)
5.00 (18)

sox

As shown in Table 7.26, the larger the proportion of students working
on projects (outside of bureaus), the greater the output of researchers.
This result depends largely on a hi., level of apprenticeship, however
(2%+).

TABZZ 7.26
Products on of Researchers Accardi
to A renticelha
o _Fa± ulty ro ects Outside of Bureaus
N

Hew

doctoral recipients
ratiing. rjom...as
ositions

.Azetenticesha
(% Students on projects
outside of bureaus)

High

(3,4)

645 (21)

Ned.

(1-2%)

COO (17)

Low

(Os)

3.43 (23)

Further, this relationship is apparently confined to schools

with more hielltleta student bodies, as seen in Table 7.27 (Section
1).

(It should be noted, however, that selectivity is related to the

production of researchers regardless of the amount of apprenticeship.)
With respect to the effect of research climate as measured by
the "quality of research" produced by the faculty, Table 6.27 (Section
a) suggests that production of researchers is associated with oppor-

tunities for apprenticeship ragas. of whether the school was named
as doing the "best research"; and that productivity is also related to

research quality maltavts of the level of apprenticeship.

TABLE 7,27

Production of Researchers andApirenticaskitheeprding to
and Nwr basis on Research Training
alit
Research
Selectivit

aRREVA122011

Low

(0-2$)

(3%0
la

Selectivity

High
Low
2.

11.30 (10)
(7)
3.57

6.28 (14) +5.02
2.88 (16) +0.69

15.00 (14)
5.67 (15)

8.25 (4) +6.75
2.62 (29) +3.05

9.28 (7)
6.43 (14)

3.28 (7) +6.00
4.42 (26) +2.01

RisearcIALMMELLIttEE
Best
Other

3.

Diff.

Emphasis on Research Training,
a.

Type of re 21
$..L.....tation
em hasiaed
Research
Other

b.

Program
exists

Research Trainingpmaree
(
(

Yes
No, except doctoral
Program
No program

II.50

(4)

2.6?

(3)

+8.83

12.60

(5)

15.12

(8)

+7.48

3.60 (10)

3.90 (21) -0.30

But when we consider the institution's gliellAs on research
training, it appears that productivity and apprenticeship are related

search

(Table 7.27, 3a and 3b).

This conclusion also applies to the condition of a more highly select
student body; but of the two conditions, a training program seems to be
the more important.

These findings draw attention

to the importance

of institutional policies which insure that apprenticeship is a moaningful experience in preparing students to do independent work.

short, it seems that apprenticeship alone does not automatic/9a

In
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L.....uarsmteehsALttdeotfaadficestoaecL__.vmotivatedto
research

Both talent and institutional nurturance are

necessary to reap the benefits of apprenticeship.

And also noteworthy

in Table 7,27 is the dependence of a training program (3b) on the effect

of opportunities for apprenticeship, for

vidarrhisa:r±lot

prttiaciLiroc.tsctioi.2.2lizesearchers is not associated with the existence

of a traillos.mogre.
Finally, it should not be lost sight of that opportunities for

more

to eventuate in research

careers than opEortupities for course work in research methods.

c.

Intniasteitivilleff
A third major issue related to the improvement of research

training concerns the advisability of receiving instruction from scholars
in the liberal arts and sciences.

We have already seen that the pro-

duction of researchers is slightly related to the amount of required
course work outside of education (as measured by the number of outside
departments offering courses required for the doctorate),.
although it
is not related to the existence of research courses within education.
aunoreaulaw

And earlier we saw that the production of researchers
was related to
the Index of Interdisciplinary Relationships,
although this was true

only among schools with highly select student bodies.

In this section

we shall examine an additional measure of the extent of training
received from persons prepared

the liberal arts and sciences.

But firat,it is worth noting that seven out of ten deans do not
believe that students in education should receive most of their training
for research outside the school of
education. Table 7.28 shows the
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motions of the deans to the following statement:
Persons who wish to make a carter of educational
research should receiVe most of their training from
Professors in the behavioral sciences outside
schools of education.

IliBLZ 7..28

&EeLwwwmentIL._......_Deans
with Statement on Advisabililz
of Outside Training in Research

Students should receive most
of their research training
outside of education
Strongly agree
Mostly agree
Undecided
Mostly disagree
Strongly disagree

3%
13
15
51
18
100%
(68)

Admittedly, the statement was couched in rather extreme terms,
and it
is quite likely that many deans feel that at least some portion of
research training should be provided by the liberal arts departments.
But on the whole, it is clear that deans are not presently prepared
to relinquish research training entirely to these departments.
One alternative to sending students outside the school of
education is to bring liberal arts and science professors to the students, that is

to recruit professors on the education faculty who

received most of their advanced training outside of education.

(On

the average, about 10% of the education faculty per school is composed
of persons who received most of their training for their highest
degrees outside of a school or department of education.)

Table 7,29,

however, reveals that productivity of researchers is not related to
the proportion of the education faculty trained outside of education.

;44'1.

6.4,7 ER 1Lea-b,

,,L4,04ft

6
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TA MA 7.29
to Pro ortion of
122422tion of ResearChere AcOtordi
0 t Trained MOsitl
Xducat o
>St on
to 00 0 e
Mean %I Doctoral Recipients
intiordi001 ltha

FacUlt"

(% trained outside educe ion)
High, (2114)
Mid. high (110-20%)

HOC low (1-10%)
Low (0%)

0.69
6.21
7.00
3.59

(16)
(14)
(12)
(22)

But if we examine this relationship according to selectivity, research
quality, and emphasis on research training, it becomes clear that
output of researchers is associated with interdisciplinary trainin

MMILIILII2b..11E122.1219a, more research-oriented schools.
Table 7.30 suMMarises the pertinent findings.

Thus, our results with

respect to interdisciplinary training are similar to our observations
concerning apprenticeship on projects where selectivity, research
Climate, and a training program Were likewise found to be necessary
cOnattiens.

And Once Again, it is the existence of a training program

which appears to be most important in determining the offset of an
interdisciplinary faculty.

Since an interdisciplinary faculty and research apprenticeships
are related, it is possible that our findings With respect to each of
these two variables are not independent of one another.

The stall

number of Cast* that results from tore detailed analysis makes it
almost impossible to study the relationship of. these two features of

a training environment to production Of researchers independently of
one another, while also controlling for selectivity and research

-1 4.5 4:ARIM1.72
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TABUS 7.30
Production of Researchers and Interdisci lina

Faculty,

A......11tAmerd1411m2221121ILLPalath...1414
and Emphasis on Research Traini

Interdisciplinary
Faculty

1.

Selectivity

High
Low

larth

Low

(11%0

(0-10%)

12.17 (12)
3.00 (13)

7.13 (15)
3.22 (9)

+5.04
-0.22

14.43 (7)
4.23 (22)

10.00 (3)
4.27 (22)

+4.43
-0.04

7.82 (11)
5.40 (20)

6.33 (6)
5.40 (20)

+1.49
0.00

(5)
(5)

2.00 (2)
5.36 (11)

+8.20
+10.84

3.00 (19)

5.40 (10)

-2.40

Diff.

.r.8.

2.

Research Quality Index
Sept
Othwa.

3.

Emphasis on Research Training
a. Preparation emphasized
Research
Other
b. Research

Program
exists

a )thmEjLo

( Special Program
( Doctoral Program

No program

ram
10.20
16.20

climate.

However, we can at least see if one variable is more critical

than the other without these controls.

TABLE 7.31

Production of Researchers Accordin

to Interdisci liner

Faand Apprenticeships
Ammenticeshin

Interdisliina

Wiit students working on
faculty projects outside of
bureaus)

.

Low

Dill.

Eija

Low

(11/01.)

(0-10%)

(3%+)

9.42 (12)

4.57

(0-2%)

2.50 (14)

5.76 (17)

+8.82

-1.18

Diff.
(high vs low)

(7)

+4.85

Table 7.01 shows that the two variables.are abOut,equally

important, providing each occurs in the presence of the.other.

In the

absence of an interdisciplinary faculty, apprenticeships are not

positively related to production of researchers, and vice versa.

But

we need-to go further in our examination of how these two variables
interact, for Table 7.31 suggests that in the absence of apprenticeship,
the existence of an interdisciplinary faculty is negatively, related
to production of researchers.

Since this result.might well be due to

uncontrolled factors associated with either'of the two variables, it
is.fortunate,Ahat:ve. are able to provide an independent test of.this
finding.

It we:substitute for the proportion of education faculty

members trained in other fields the requirement that doctoral candidates, take courses outside:the school of education (which variables

are only slightly related to one another), we find almost exactly the
same relationships*

Table 7 32'summarizes these results..

14B-

'

-221A0'
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TABLE 7;32
Production of Researchers Accordin to Re uirement of
Courses Outside Education and Apprenticeshim

A2prenticeskips
(% of students working.
on faculty projects)

22232122.2magmLTWAmheilike Di"'
Yes

No

li
jia
(3%0

6.80 (15)

2.40

(5)

+4.40

Low

3.00 (20)

6.17 (12)

-3.17

+3.18

-3.67

(0 "z%)

Diff.
(high vs low)

By comparing the differences between the productivity means
shown in Tables 7.31 and 7.32, we find striking similarities.
tables,

In both

xposure to an interdisciplinary faculttisinegatively related

to the production of researchers when the level of apprenticeship is
low.

(Identical results are obtained when we use the Index of Inter-

disciplinary Relationships, or the number of joint arrangements
between education and other departments, as a measure of interdisciplinary exposure.

But since this index is not independent of the

requirement of courses outside education, we do not show these results
here.)

Perhaps the explanation for these findings resides in the

sizt

of- non - education faculty associated with schools of education which do

not stress research

Non-education personnel who are associated with

SO110010 which do not emphasize research might 1.:e subject matter

specialists who emphasize teacher training.° Their presence in non research schools may simply reflect a level of concern with research

16

We are indebted to JUlian Stanley for suggesting this
explanation.

j301-1..&=.4.241.....,an....,....644

nit.4.14.erVa

.te

training which is even lower than usual; hence, the negative relationship between interdisciplinary exposure and production of researchers
in non-research training schools,

The fact that OPportUnities for apprenticeship are related to
production of researchers only when there is a high level of interdisciplinary exposure suggests that apprenticeship on projects conducted
by the education - trained faculty is not as rewarding as apprenticeship

with, faculty members from other disciplines.

This interpretation is

conjectural, however, since We did not gather information about the
discipline of the researcher with whom students are working.

At any

rate, the necessity of combining the best elements of a research
la

training environment in order to maximize the production of researchers
is once again strongly indicated.

No slagistfactor thelmelinsti-

tutiong.Lnkitaisjacuniuctionoterf researchers.
So far we have confined attention to training provisions
outside of bureaus.

In the following section we shall examine the

situation which prevails inside the bureaus,

D.

Research
1.

_in Bureaus

An Overview
The great majority of educational reBearCh units (86%) hese

graduate Students working on projects or associated with them in some
other role*

But SysteMatic .e.eizmi for research training, are found

Much less frequently*

Table 7%33 shows the proportion of bureaus with

three kinds of arrangements*

Only 37% of the bureaus shift students

among projects in order to match their needs and abilities with

particular *Wear* opportunities,

About the same Proportion only
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hire students for particular jobs which, when completed, leave the
students without further employment.

TABU 7.33
Pro o

rL of Research Bureaus with

Variouslnift:rran ements
Which of the following statements
is most applicable to your unit?
There is a training program; allowing students
to be moved from project to project as best
suits their abilities and needs.

37%

Although there is no training program, students
manage to get around to various projects.

29

Students are hired to do specific tasks and
tend to leave the unit as soon as their job is
completed.

35

101%
Bureaus with students:

(55)

Seminars and courses in methods of research are more common
than formal apprenticeship programs; however, for almost half of the
bureaus (47%)' seek to prepare researchers through these means17 Further,
seminars and much more common than courses (42% and 13% of the bureaus,
respectively).

The topics of courses and seminars seem to fall into

several distinct categories, according to the descriptions which we
solicited from the directors:

(1) general reviews of educational

research methods and results in several fields; (2) specialized tech-

niques of designing studies and processing data, e.g., experimental
methods or computer technology; (3) research related tc a special
field; and (4) the on-going research of'the unit.
Although in most cases credit towards the degree is given for
attendance (62% of the bureaus with courses or milliners offer credit),

This percentage and those immediately following refer only to the
fifty-five bureaus with students.
4

7,:zelma=mmts,

ff

4

gll

only in a minority of cases (31%) are maiallinids provided
either
for courses or seminars or for a training program.

This latter figure

means that only 15 per cent at all the bureaus in our stud
trai »in

funds.

have special

norther, the funds which are provided are nominal in

amount, namely, $26,000 on the average.
earmarked for trainin

Thus, inliwItauta22a011

pro rams in all bureaus of educational
research,

a sum which is quite low when one considers the
opportunities existing
in these units for preparing educational researchers.

Let us now see

what opportunities in fact exist.
On the average, there are 7.8 doctoral students per bureau

yinjLpL.L._E2iect.......dnonroctsorai29doctoralstudents in
55 bureaus.

And many students use the data or facilities of the

bureaus for preparing their dissertations, namely, 9 doctoral candidates
per bureau.

Thus, it is obvious that apprenticeship on projects and

dissertation work are fairly widespread.
bureau

Fifty -one

have doctoral students as assistants.

number of students per project is 1.9

sel.,

(The average

in the fifty bureaus which

replied to the two questions necessary for computing this statistic).
As a matter of fact, bureau projects are more likely to

provide internship experiences for students than
projects outside of

kagml. This is shown by the fact that 51 per cent of all bureau
projects have "doctoral students" working with them, either as
assistants or using materials for theses; while 42 per cent of all
projects outside of bureaus in the same schools have "students"
working
with them. 18

If we compute the mean proportion of projects with

wersarsorardarritiamaL

18

We inadvertently asked the question of deans or coordinators
and of unit directors in ImAgarmumg,
The deans or coordinators
(conet.)

Ca,
,C44,440,411,c1,4
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students per setting, the difference is even larger.

A mean proportion

of 09 per cent of the projects per bureau have doctoral students working with them, compared with a mean proportion of 37 per cent of the
projects in the same schools outside of bureaus.

The differential

opportunity for internships inside and outside of bureaus may be due
to the larger magnitude of bureau projects (referred to earlier), and
perhaps also to the greater visibility of bureaus as research environments.

It should be recognized, however, that students associated

with research units enjoy a somewhat rare opportunity, for on the
average only 2.4 per cent of all doctoral candidates in education per
sreaut....._.ti.....RLschool.withabtwocinenbureauroects.

This figure means

that renearch units affect`the training of only an extremely small
proportion. of students.

This result is striking evidence of the

extent of the under-utilization of bureaus for research training.

When

we also consider that less than a third of all the bureaus have
"training programs," and that fewer than half of these bureaus have
any funds for such programs, then it is amply clear that only a tiny
proportion of doctoral, candidates are exposed to systematic efforts on

the part of research bureaus to prepare them for independent research.

were asked about projects outside of bureaus as follows: "How many
(team and individual) projects have students as assistants, working on
dissertations, etc.?"; while the unit directors were asked, "How many
research projects associated with your unit have doctoral students in
education as assistants, using material for dissertations, etc.?"
Thus, the question pertaining to bureau projects was limited to
doctoral students, not just any students. This means that the percentage difference between projects with students inside and outside
of bureaus is lama than that indicated above, since the question
for bureaus was more restrictive.

°swot the major problems, of course, is lack of funds for
stipends, which will probably be remedied in large part by the new
research training grants of the J.B. Offlce of Education.

The lack of

funds may account for the directors' complaints about the qualification

of students who are available for research assistantships -- which
brings us back to our earlier discussion of the relatively poor quality

The problem

of academic talent entering graduate schools of education.

posed by the ability level of students is demonstrated by the directors'
response to the following question:

Have you experienced any difficulty in getting qualified
students to work on projects in your unit? If so, would
you briefly describe the problem.

Most of the directors with students in their bureaus claimed that such
a problem existed (55%).

And it is highly interesting that this com-

plaint was more likely to be voiced by directors in the more
selective schools.

In these schools, 64 per cent of the directors

averred that it was difficult to recruit qualified students to work on
projects, while in the less selective schools only 25 per cent
expressed this complaint.
this finding:

There are three possible explanations for

Cl) there is more competition for the abler students in

better schools; (2) the better students in the better schools receive
fellowships, and therefore do not make themselves available for
research assistantships; (3) the directors in better schools have
higher standards for judging student qualifications, while those in the
poorer schools are satisfied with what they can get.

The problem of competition among different departments was
mentioned by several respondents when asked why they had difficulty in
ti

recruiting qualified students:
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We have had some difficulty in attracting NDEA fellows in that
other programs want the same student that we do. Thus, we
will find some graduates having received two or three fellowship offers from programs like our own
relatively few are available in education -- are in other
fields too often.
! ducation, until the last two years, just hasn't been able to
attract and hold them. The amount of research we could attempt
was very definitely limited by this difficulty.

A related reason for the difficulty of attracting the best students to
research units is the availability of fellowshiel which do not entail
internship on projects.

As one respondent explained:

Many doctoral students are now on fellowships instead of
assistantships.
Others whom we interviewed also referred to the competition between
fellowships and research assistantships, and noted that the better
students receive the fellowships.

One of the national leaders of

research training in education ranked fellows, research assistants,
and teaching assistants in order of descending quality.

The implication

of this state of affairs for student training is that the better students are kept out of research units which, in many schools, are the

only places where they can acquire meaningful internship experience.
As pressures increase for reducing the time that it takes to obtain
the doctorate, the better students might be even more inclined in the
future to accept fellowships which do not entail research experience
apart from the thesis.

Directors in better schools probably also have higher standards
for judging student qualifications.

For example:

We do not employ students as research workers who do not meet
the criteria for Ph.D. candidacy in,their respective depart-.
vents. liven so, we have about 15 per cent of our students
who are not particularly good.
Always shortage of top grade.
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A few directors replied in terms of the students' lack of sufficient
preparation for conducting research rather than in terms of basic
abilities.

These responses imply that directors are sometimes more

interested in recruiting students who are already proficient in carrying out research assignments, rather than in providing students with
opportunities to develop such skills.

The lack of appropriate training provisions and the deficiency
of able students are reflected in the relatively small proportion of

doctoral recipients having worked in bureaus in the past 3 years who
entered positions where research was a primary responsibility immediately after receiving the degree.

In the 49 bureaus where the

directors supplied this information, only 2.3 doctoral recipients per
bureau immediately became "primary" researchers.

Since there was a

total of 442 doctoral recipients in the preceding three-year period
and 113 who entered research, this means that only 26% of the doctoral

recipients who had worked in bureaus in the preceding three years
entered

coitions where research was a...2Lamitprisiesonsibilitz.

While

the percentage is considerably larger than the proportion of all
doctoral recipients from schools of education entering "primary"
research positions (6.3 per cent per school), when we remember that
all of the bureaus are conducting research on education, this rate of

productivity seems surprisingly low.

In 41% of the bureaus which

Egingge none of tbedoctoritsba.....pcame"rimarzlresearchers.
An even more puzzling statistic is the extremely small number
ol doctoral recipients who remained in the unit after graduation. A
total of 31 students in 42 bureaus of educational research where the
directors replied to this question stayed on to do research there, or
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only .74 students per bureau.

Zn the absence of any in-breeding what-

:

soever, it is hard to understand how bureaus are able to develop an
intellectual tradition over several student generations.

This low

retention rate may go far in explaining why the programs of educational
research units have been closely linked to the tenure of particular
directors.

Perhaps even more significant for the development of research
in schools of education as a whole. is the fact that doctoral recipients

from bureaus who enter positions where research is a primary task do
not even remain in the universities.

While 13 per cent of the doctoral

recipients who worked in bureaus undertook research within universities
as a primary responsibility, a total of 12 per cent entered school
systems (2%), State departments (5%), and independent research agencies
(5%).

Thus, even those researchers who have enjoyed the rare opportunity

'of working in a research environment do not contribute to the preparation
of a new generation of researchers.

They do not teach courses, supervise

dissertations, or train apprentices in the universities.

Admittedly, we

have confined attention to doctoral recipients who became "primary"
researchers, and it is true that 33 per cent of the bureau doctoral
recipients became professors in the universities.

Still, the low rate

of retention of persons highly committed to a research career reflects
very unfavorably on the climate for research in schools of education.

Zn short, it memo to us that the preparation of educational researchers
is "short circuited" by outside agencies which apparently offer competitive opportunities for research.

The weight of the evidence thus far shows that educational
aiseal±....e......pLrounitsseessoortunities for research trainin

VIrrIVVVIMMAIOMV0AITAIMItIMIOAMV
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which are

TIv-47,117YrrnZtr'"'r^Ar".;--;,.,

....onitattelzd. Whether we consider the many students who are
already associated with these bureaus, but who are not exposed to
formal programs, or consider the much larger number of doctoral candidates who are not even associated with. bureaus, it is clear that

research units in education are not fulfilling one of their most vital
functions.

The damage may-not only he felt by individual doctoral

recipients in education, but by research units and schools of education
as a whole, since many of these students do not remain in the universities and very few remain in the bureaus.

2.

Production of Researchers b Research Units
According to Selected Orenisational Features
a.

Training Provisions
We have already seen that almost four out of ten bureaus

have formal apprenticeship programs, that most offer courses or seminars
for which credit toward the degree is usually given, but that very few
have funds for a training program.

The importance of these provisions

for the production of "primary" researchers may be gleaned by examining
the mean proportion of doctoral recipients having worked at bureaus in
the past three years who entered research positions immediately after
graduation.

Table 7.34 reveals that mostmtgon..a.rteearchers by blireaua

is associated with havialLILIENMNDULJUMMUSELJUULAACELLVUUJUML
existence of seminars

3

and with the °Alow° ?f funds earmarked

for a trateAmmumm111; but not with opportunities for apprenticeship
©n protects (5).
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TABLE 7.34
Production of Researchers b Bureaus According to
Several Training Provisions
(in bureaus with students)

Mean % doctoral recipients

enteric research
1.

mtsjons2

Reams onsibility of director to

provide opportunities for research
training

Yes

21.49

(45)

No

15.13

(8)

abilities.

39.06

(16)

Students are hired for specific
tasks then tend to leave the
bureau

20.08

(13)

Students are not assigned but
manage to get around to projects

11.69

(13)

Seminars

30.25

(20)

courses

20.71

(7)

18.43

(21)

Yes

40.67

(6)

No

23.27

(30)

2.

apprenticeship
Students are moved_among projects
according to their needs and

3.

Seminars or courses for research

trainer

Neither
4.

°

Funds for training program

'44

aportunitisceshia
(% projects with education .students)

High

Medium

Low

(100%)

(50-960
(0-49%)

71ZIP'Plk AMTIV=-

30.12

(17)

14.88

(8)

26.75

(12)
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The fact that buretue tend to produce
a larger proportion of
researchers when directors have some responsibility for
providing
11111111MOMMIIIIMMOSIMINIMMO

opportunities for students to participate in
research underscores the
importance of monitoring the apprenticeship
program.

(Almost all of

the directors claimed that they had
this responsibility, however.)

And since units which assign students
to projects according to their
needs and abilities are much more likely to
produce researchers than
other units, it seems obvious that systematic
handling of students is
an important condition for the production
of researchers.
The association between productivity
and seminars suggests
that classroom work within units promotes
research careers; although
earlier we saw that the availability of research
courses throughout
the school of education is not related
to production of researchers.

Incidentally, the existence of a bureau seminar for research
training

is related to the production of
researchers regardless of whether the

bureau has a training program for moving studenti
among projects.
However, systematic handling of apprentices is much more
important, as
can be seen in Table 7.35.

This result concerning the relative value
of apprenticeships and
course work reminds us of our earlier findings
with respect to the
school of education as a whole.

There we also found that classroom

opportunities were less important than
apprenticeships in predicting
the production of researchers.

In the case of bureaus, however,,it

appears that seminars do have some value.

The difference between

course work in the bureau and non-bureau setting
may flow from the
availability of project directors within the research
unit to conduct
seminars, and also from the ready access to projects for
case studies

I."

no
of on-going research and for data.

In short, the intellectual climate

in units is one which stresses research.

TABLE 7.35

Production of Researchers by Bureaus Accord
to the Existence of a Seminar and
Systematic Apprenticeship

:zLttiticePSstenroram*
Yes

Diff.

No

Yea

40.89 (9)

22.38

(8)

+18.51

No

36.71 (7)

13.76 (17)

+22.95

+4.18

+8.62

Seminar

Diff.

Mean difference according to apprentice program:
Mean difference according to seminar:

+20.73
+6.40

*Bureaus which shift students among projects according to
their needs and abilities were classified as having this
program, i.e., "Yes."

The relationship between production of researchers and the
existence of training funds, alio noted in Table 7.34, indicates that
even nominal funds for support of a training program may increase the
production of researchers; however, more detailed analysis is needed

to isolate the possible effect of funds from other features of the
program.

It is difficult to explain why opportmities for apprenticeship
on projects is unrelated to the production of researchers.

(When we

looked only at research-oriented units, we still did not find a
relationship.)

One possible explanation is that in order for apprentice-

ships to eventuate in research careers, some form of Monitoring is
necessary; but the possible benefits of such a program may be dissipated

,

if the number of students involved exceeds a certain point.

Thus, the

greatest productivity may issue from programa having a manageable
number of students to cope with, while programs with more students may
'tend to spread their efforts too thinly.

In other words, there may be

a point of diminishing returns as any single program grows in size.
Table 7.36 lends support to this supposition.

TABLE 7036
Production of Researchers by Bureaus According to Proportion
of Projects with Students and the Existence of a
Program for S fri........matia A 22...e
renticeshie

±

automatic, Apprenticesip Program*
Yes
No

Eropost

Bah

(67%)

37.33 (9)

Low

(0-66%)

60.00 (4)

21.82 (11)

Zrojectsith
Students

8.67

(9)

*Bureaus which shift students among projects according to their
needs and abilities were-classified as having this program.

In the first place, we see that apprentice programs, are more productive

of researchers regardless of the volume of apprentices.

However,

programs with a low volume of apprentices to handle are considerably

more productive than programs with a pie volume of apprentices.

On

the other hand, when no program exists, the greater the opportunities

for apprenticeship, the greater the production of researchem
In sum, it would appear that the type of programs which have
1,,

existed in the past are most suitable for handling small numbers of
students, that is, if we can regard the output of "primary" researchers
as a criterion of the effectiveness of these programs.

This considera-

tion may account for the absence of a relationship between volume of
apprenticeships and production of researchers overall.

b. Bittgatle21P tesalleiglIgeBILIE111291ata
Research organizations located in the universities are
faced with a basic dilemma with regard to training.

On the one hand,

they must produce significant work by maintaining a high level of
professional competence.

The most-obvious way to attain this goal is

to engage a staff of professional researchers and set them to work in
an environment where they may be insulated from the duties and pressures associated with the teaching departments, and where they can be
assured of a steady supply of research technicians working on fixed
time schedules.

This arrangement characterizes a model of radical

autonomy from the teaching departments.

On the other hand, research

units afford unique opportunities for training a new generation of
empirically oriented scholars; and by virtue of their location in the
.

university, they have an obligation to help prepare researchers.

One

way of serving this goal is to make the bureau a research training arm
of a teaching department.

An arrangement of this nature, which would

only secondarily be devoted to research on the frontiers. of a discipline,
characterizes the model of radical integration with the teaching
departments.

It is by no means obvious which of these models is more successful in encouraging and training students for research careers, and the
snifter may depend to a large degree on the level of scholarly commitment

which typifies the discipline.

The autonomous, high-level staff

organization is more likely to provide employment on major projects
under the supervision of outstanding researchers, even though the needs
of students may not specifically receive attention.
of arrangement,

also

The integrated type

runs the risk of making research appear as a

remote activity`lo students.

Even when they work on faculty projects,

their supervisors might be only marginally committed if they are heavily
involved in classroom and administrative assignments in the teaching
departments.

Yet this latter arrangement is less likely to exploit

students as hourly laborers, and more likely to give them opportunities

for advice encouragement, and assignients at higher levels, such as
writing up the results of their own analysis.

In short, something can

be said for and against each model.

Before exploring the production of researchers by bureaus with
varying degrees of integration into the teaching departments, let us
consider two examples of the models we have mentioned.

Both of these

training models have students working on the projects of senior staff
or faculty members.

Representing the arrangement of staff researchers

which is independent of any particular department and which lacks a
training program, we have selected one of the Research and Development
Centers as it operated two years ago..

For the model which is closely

allied with a department and which is almost wholly devoted to research
training, we have chosen the Laboratory of Experimental Desi n University of Wisconsin.

The current goal of the I......aboratoi'lmentalDesie is
to produce three to five doctoral recipients a year who are
"young, able, well- prepared, research-oriented persons" in
educational psychology. As described in a recent report by
the Director, the Laboratory is:

"a faculty for assisting graduate students with strong
quantitative interests and ability to . obtain Ph.D.
degrees in educational psychology quickly while learning
how to consult with educational researchers about their
experimentation and to collaborate actively with them.
It is a laboratory within the Department of Educational
Psychology, drawing on the resources of that department
and of other departments within the University, especially
Statistics, Mathematics, and Psychology. Each LEDer is

urged, but not required, to take at least two semesters
of calculus-prerequisite mathematical statistics at the
Mood -Graybill level, one gamester of probability theory,
and one semester of matrix theory, besides an array of
courses or the equivalents thereof in measurement and
applied statistics."17
The Laboratory began operations in 1961 with four three-year
NDEA Title IV Fellows, four research assistants;and two
professors. And it is pertinent to the issue of developing
commitment through experiences on projects that only one of
the NORA first four fellows continued on to receive the Ph.D.,
while two of the research assistants achieved this goal and
a third assistant attained the M.S. degree. As the director
puts it, the first research assistants were "more durable"
than the first fellows. According to the director's appraisal,
commitment was an important factor in the loss of the NDEA
fellows:
"Three of the first four NORA fellows proved to have little
motivation to work for a Ph.D. degree with heavy emphasis
on mathematical statistics, mathematics, and helping others
to perform educational.experiments."18
The remedy which was adopted was more careful screening of
subsequent NDEA fellows, although other changes in the Laboratory probably also contributed to greater effectiveness of the
program in the ensuing years.
The Laboratory now affords a training program which allowsstudents to be moved among projects as best suits their
abilities and needs, a weekly seminar for students, staff,
and non-staff faculty members, and training funds amounting
to $14,000 during the year of our survey. In the future the
director would like to de- emphasize coursework and promote
more independent work on the pa1t of students, suggesting
that the. Laboratory recognizes a need to move further towards
research guram as a means of training (from the questionnaire).
Finally, the Laboratory is not only a program within the
Department of Educational Psychology, but most of the senior
researchers associated with the unit are faculty rather than
staff members. Thus, it is a facilitating agency rather than
a programmatic one.

17JUlian Stanley, 221.2a.
18

Ibid.
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The research and development centers recently funded by the
U.S. Office of Education afford examples of the training model which
provides research experience on staff projects within units which are
formally lagelEtttal of teaching departments (information refers to
1964):

The Learning Research and Development Center, University of
17lineiIhhasgrm"-WrifirlairdialirlialWinrilrrfrpro jects conducted by staff members, representing about 10 per
cent of the doctoral students in the school of education.
In addition, there are six students from other departments
in the university. Unlike the laboratory at Wisconsin, howOer, students are hired to do specific tasks'and tend to
leave the unit when their jobs are completed. Some of the
students see their work at the Center as an essential contribution to their graduate training; others are working
primarily for the money they can earn. Although seminars
are conducted, no funds are earmarked for a training program.
Despite the absence of a formal training program, two of the
four doctoral recipients who had worked at the Center during
the two years of its existence entered positions where
research was a primary responsibility after receiving the
degree.
It was the director's hope that a formal training
Program could be inaugurated in the future.
To the beat of our knowledge, the situation described above
characterized the other research and development centers which were
founded earliest.

A possible exception is the Research and Development

Center for Learnin and Reweductictleit..Mityieco:,......isdn.
It is clear from the proposal for the Wisconsin R t D Center
that training of researchers was considered-as an anpor tan
by-product of apprenticeship on projects: "Post-doctoral
associates and pro-doctoral student)! will receive excellent
experience and education" at the Center. This will increase
the supply of high-quality research workers substantially
At the time of our survey, .16 doctoral students in
education were working with projects of the staff. About
half of these students were preparing dissertations on the
basis of the Center's work. In addition, there were nine
doctoral students from outside education representing political science, physical and biological sciences, psychology,
mathematics, speech, and journalism. The Center provides
stipends of $2250 for half-time project and research assistants with a remission of $700 for tuition. Furthermore,

iediiVA
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staff members of the unit conduct weekly seminars on research
techniques and results in concept learning, problem solving,
and curriculum development in mathematics, science and English.
Credit towards a degree is given for participation in these
seminars.
(The Center is too young to determine the production
of "primary" researchers among doctoral recipients.)

F'1

The problems that are created for graduate students working at
autonomous, project-oriented research units which lack a training program are exemplified in the case of one of the units covered in our
study.

According to a field study of the unit conducted several years

ago, the twelve research assistants who were interviewed tended to
feel that their work at the unit had been unrewarding.

As the field

report commented, "There is an inverse relationship between length of
service and positive feelings towards the bureau."

While the assistants

were primarily engaged for research tasks of a clerical nature, the
frequent absence of project directors from the unit forced them to
assume responsibilities for which they were poorly prepared.

Further,

when the assistants demonstrated their grasp of routine research procedures, there was little opportunity for advancement to more complex
tasks.

As the field report pointed out:

Many assistants who have had experience with the bureau felt
that this additional experience, as well as additiOnal
graduate training, ought to be recognized nct so much in terms
of money but rather in terms of status or promotion to a level
above that of a research assistant. It was the further feeling of this group that as the research assignment became more
complex and carried greater responsibility the assistant
should be compensated by a staff position equivalent to it.
At the other extreme of this concept many assistants were
somewhat disgruntled that they were overburdened with routine
clerical duties.
(Some comments of the assistants were)
"bureau staff expected me to do too much repetitive clerical
work," "job is dull routine
not research"; "at times
work becomes dull and unrewarding."
The high degree of concentration on isolated staff projects, together
with the extreme autonomy which characterized this bureau, seems to

r.
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have promoted a single-minded preoccupation with producing professional
reports on schedule.

Orienting students to the project and teaching them to perform
the more advanced functions of research is definitely time-consuming,
since their work must be carefully reviewed, corrected, and explilned.
Within the context of the autonomous, typo of bureau, systematic train-

ing of students ray be viewed as impeding the attainment of organisational goals.

We shall now turn to our survey data to see if we can

determine the relationship between integration of the unit with the
teaching department, on the one hand, and (a) opportunities for training and (b) production of researchers, on the other.

Thus far our scale of "integration" with the teaching departments has been rather uncomplicated.

Now we shall have to complicate

matters by noting that there are two

,are in

may be "inturated" inttatamluollwama
(1)

bureaus

structure:

through affiliation with a particular department, program, or

division within the school of education, and (2) through the facilita-

tion of the research of non-staff faculty.
discussed in Chapter IV.)

(Theo') dime:miens were

One reason for emphasizina this distinction

is because these two types of integration tend to be mutually exclusive.
Table 7.37 shows that bureaus which facilitate faculty members in their
research endeavors are less likely to be affiliated with a particular
department in the school of education.

TABLE 7.37

Facilitation of Faculty Research and
De
Facilitating.

Affiliated with a particular
department, division, etc.
Number of bureaus:

A wore important reason

for

Yes

No

28%

61%

(32)

(23)

distinguishing these two dimensions

of integration into the school is that the kind of student and the
training which is afforded by each type of integration differs,

First,

let U3 look at the training experiences provided by the departmental
bureaus.

Table 7438 indicates that units which are affiliated with

certain.geartments in the school of ducation are much more likelx_to

providewo,kinonroects, and indeed tend

to favor

assistantshi s over dissertation work' andare much less likel

to have

students from outside the school of education working in the una.
Thus, there are two major conclusions to be drawn from Table 7.38:
integration into the school of education through a single department
hampers the extension of research ex ,rience to non-education students;
and project assistance rather than independent research is more likely
to occur in departmental bureaus.

When we shift attention to whether the bureau facilitates
the research of faculty members outside the bureau as an alternative

measure of integration with the teaching departments, the picture
changes radically.

As shown in Table 7,39, facilitating units are

less likely to provide opportunities for rags...with Rejects and
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TABLE 7.28

zzawalg,...omittegultechfatioanjian-aducation
Students in Bureaus

A,ccordin

to

Pneatelalgliatam
Affiliated with a dept.
in school of education*

Proportion of bureaus where
all projects have students
working with them:
Number of units;
2.

Yo

No

67%

30%

(18)

(27)

Project assistance

73%

52%

Dissertation work

27

48

(15)

(25)

Proportion of bureaus emphasizing each type of training:**

Number of units:

Mean proportion of students
in unit from outside the
school of education:
Number of units:

10 3 3%
(21)

23.11%
(28)

*Base numbers of bureaus vary because units which did not
provide information are excluded on each question.
**If the number of students working on dissertations exceeded
the number working with projects, the unit was classified
as emphasizing "dissertation work."
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tend to favor dissertation work over assistantshi a° and are much more

likes to have' students' from outside the school ofecILacttorkin
in the unit.

"MeNaMWMIW.2.01.111M

In short, using faculty-facilitation as a measure of

integration yieldi results which are the reverse of those yielded by
the measure of departmental affiliation.

TABLE 7,39

Ralealandelt1221.for Education and Non-Education
Students in Bureaustaisgs2gaLto Facilitation
of Faculty Researchers

Facilitates ftsalte

Proportion of bureaus where all
projects have students working
with them:
Number of units:

Yes

No

36%

59%

(25)

(17)

Proportion of bureaus emphasizing each type of training:**
Project assistance

52%.

72%

Dissertation work

48

28

(23)

(14)

22%

13%

Number of units:
3.

Mean proportion of students in
unit from outside the school of
education:
Number of units:

(25)

(21) ,

*Base numbers of bureaus, vary because 'units which did not
provide information are excluded on each question.

**See footnote on Table 7,38 for method of classifying units.

Since we have already shown that facilitation and departmental

affiliatio are agativelz related, the question arises whether this
reversal of results is due to the interaction of these two dimensions.

In other words, we need to determine if each dimension of integration

23/

produces the results in Tables 7437 and 7.38 independently of one
another before drawing concluelons about the distinctive type of training associated with each type.

Table 7040 permits us to examine the

training afforded according to both facilitation and departmental
affiliation.

And without exception, thd type of training originally

associated with each dimension of integration remains, regardless of
the other di if ension.

It should be noted, however, that previous

relationships between facilitation and .training opportunities are some-

what reduced when we control for departmental affiliation.

In general,

departmental affiliation seems to be a more influential dimension than
facilitation.

Affiliation with a department probably insures a steady flow
of research assistants from the departments

Projects offer part-time

jobs on which students can make extra money, and, since the bureau is
highly visible to students in the particular department,.no special
interest in research is required for a student to consider working in
the unit.

And because it appears to be a natural place to seek employ-

ment, students need not be lured to the bureau by the opportunity to
work on theses.

Active involvement of the teaching faculty in the work of the
bureau (in acjialattiri units) may mean that students are prompted to

join the bureau by their relationships with individual professors who
are primarily concerned with helping students meet graduate requirements
for the degree.

Thus, we find that the amount of dissertation work

exceeds the amount of assistantship on projects in facilitating bureaus,
regardless- of departmental affiliation.
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TABU 7 .40
Training Opportunities for Education and Non-Education

Students inpuLessimatc224eataFacilitation
and

Viten Affiliation

Affiliated with a dept.
in school of education
Yes
1.

2.

3.

Proportion of bureaus where all
projects have students working
with them:
Yes
Facilitates
No

Proportion of bureaus emphasizing
dissertation work rather than
project assistance:
Yes
Facilitates
No
Mean proportion of students in
the unit from outside the school
of education:
Yes
Facilitates
NO

58%

No

(7)

28% (18) *

73% (11)

33%

33%

(6)

53% (17)

25%

(8)

33%

14%

(8)

24% (17)

9% (12)

19%

(6)

(6)

(9)

*Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of units on which the
percentages are based. These numbers vary because NA's on
particular items are excluded.

The larger proportion of non-education students found in facilitating units is partly due to the fact that these units are less often
connected with a particular department in the school of education.
This conclusion is based on the reduced relationship between the

presence of non-education students and facilitation of faculty research
when we control for departmental affiliation, vhinh can be seen by

comparing Table 7,39 (facilitating versus non-facilitating units) with
Table 7.40 (controlled by departmental affiliation)

The relationship

which remains when we control for departmental affiliation is probably

ilitrz7M1VW
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explained by the greater likelihood that non education
included in facilitating units.

are

Ralf of the facilitating units have

extensive relationships with academic departments outside the school
of education, compared with only a fifth of the non-facilitating units.
(This result is based on our index of interdisciplinary arrangements
between bureaus and outside departments, described in Chapter IV.)
So far we have been solely concerned with ezELS.....tnities for

research training of various kinds.

Now we shall look into the

production of researchers according to the two dimensions of integration
into the larger institutional netting.

Table 7.41 shows that facilitating bureaus are more productive
of researchers than non-facilitating bureaus regardless of departmental
affiliation.

As a matter of fact, facilitation is a better predictor

of the output of researchers than departmental affiliation.

The latter

dimension also seems to contribute to productivity, however, and
especially among non-facilitating bureaus.

Thus, combining the two

dimensions into a typology (as shown in Table 7.42), we find that in
general integration of research units with the teaching faculty is
related to the production of researchers.

TABLE 7.41

Production of Researchers b Bureaus According to
Facilitation and Departmental Affiliation
Affiliated with a dept.
in school of education

Yes

No

Yes

28.56

No

20.00 (12)

(9)

26.61 (18)

Facilitates
OM=

8.86

(7)

4
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TABLE 742
Production of Researchers b Bureaus Accordin to Two
Types of Into ration with the Teaching Faculty
(Facilitation and Departmental Affiliation Combined)
of irate

Facilitative

% of doctoral
recipients
entering research

Affiliated
with a dept.

Yes

Yes

28.56

(9)

Yes

No

26.61

(18)

No

Yes

20.00

(12)

No

No

8.86

(7)

Since an emphasis on dissertation work tends to be characteristic of facilitating bureaus, the notion arises that work on the
dissertation is more productive of researchers than purely project
assistantship.

If true, this could account for the relationship

between facilitation and productivity.

But it is an emphasis on Loolitar

'assistance rather than on dissertation work which is associated with

adoption of research careers, as shown in-Table 7.43.

TABLE? 43
Production of Researchers by Bureaus According to
Training

Trainiwtemphasized

% doctoral recipients
entering research

Project assistance

28.05

(20)

Dissertation work

19.64

(14)

An alternative explanation for the greater production of researchers by
facilitating units is that the teaching faculty serve as better role
models for students, posaibly because of their greater concern for

%._
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probing scholarly issues than is ordinarily the case in "autonomous"
bureaus, which in education have tended to be service-oriented.

As a

matter of fact, not only are facilitating units more often oriented to
research rather than to field services, but they tend also to be
located in the "better" research schools (as measured by the deans°
judgment of schools doing the best research), and to have more relationships with non-education departments in the university.

If quality of

the faculty who participate in facilitating' units contributes to the

production of researchers by these unites then we should find that
only facilitating units (1) in the better schools, (2) mostly engaged
in research, and (3) having extensive relations with non-education
departments produce more researchers.
precisely the case.

researchers

Table 7,44 shows that this is

Facilittinbleal....mare more Eroductive of

onlzwLienthootalltged

when more bureau

as elL21111E0NLMILIElha
a

ersonnel are involved in research than in field ser-

vices and when the bureau has relationshim2tth departments and
schools outside the school of education.
In short, facilitation does not sautomatically guarantee that

research assistants or students working on dtssertations will adopt
research careers.

If facility resources are of lower quality or are

mainly devoted to field services, then bringing these resources into
the bureau may contribute nothing to the training of students for
research careers.

The type of role model incorporated in the bureau

structure appears to be more important for research training than the
allegedly greater attention of non-bureau faculty to the educational
needs of students.

Production of Researchers bl Facilitatin and Non-Facilitating
ax....mAccor
Research
alit of the
Proportion of Bur.
Engaged
in liasearcht and (3) Arrangements with
Non-Education Departments
Facilitating
Yes
(1)

Best

42.21 (14)

(3)

(4)

Diff.

22.50

(6)

+19.71

(7)

11.80

(6)

-

50% +

33.73 (11)

23.33

(3)

+10.40

0-49%

12.10 (10)

13.33

(9)

-

High (2-6)

31.56 (16)

23.33

(3)

+ 8.23

Low

11.57

13.18 (11)

-

+19.20

MO

Other
(2)

No

Research quality

3.80

% Personnel doing research
rather than field services

1.23

Arrangements with academic
departments

(0-1)

(7)

1.61

Arrangements with

21211EletLeheat
High (2-6)

34.20 (10)

15.00

Low

18.77 (13)

16.25 (12)

(0-1)

(3)

+

2 052
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E.

Summary and Conclusions

Since we have inspected a great many dimensions of research
training, we shall confine our summation to a few highlights.
We have joined a number of commentators in arguing that the
range of opportunities for research training in education is extremely
narrow; it is certainly inadequate for the demands being placed upon
educational research fields at the present time.

For example, leas

than a third of the doctoral granting schools of education place
J.&

special emphasis on the preparation of researchers, and less than a
fourth provide special programs (including doctoral programs which
were designated as primarily concerned with research training).

In

light of these facts, it is hardly surprising that the production of
10

primary" researchers by schools of education is exceedingly low (about

6.3 per cent of the doctoral recipients per school in the past three
years).

And about three out of ,ten schools have not produced eatz

doctoral recipients in the past three years who immediately entered
positions where research was a primary responsibility.
To explore the institutional arrangements which might affect
the output of researchers, we have suggested a framework consisting of
(1) recruitment policies bearing on the level of student talent,
(2) the research climate of the school, and (3) provisions which exist

for preparing researchers, such as t y p e o f d esreo program, coursosork
apprenticeships, and instruction by liberal arts and science scholars.
If we were disposed to select the most impOrtant set of
factors, we would designate recruitment policies affecting the level
of student talent.

As we have pointed out, however, selectivity of
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the student body is chiefly operative when the school has a favorable

research climate and when um_enticeships are provided on projects.
It also appears that the requirement of professional experience prior
to admission to the doctoral program interferes with the opportunities

for research training provided by the more highly select schools, and
this appears to be true even where more students are working on Ph.D.'s.
(It is abundantly clear, incidentally, that Ph.D. recipients are more

likely to enter research positions than Ed.D. recipients.)
Among the training provisions examined, coursework appears to
be unproductive of researchers unless it is provided within the context
of a bureau.

imAmmitgamprilgrams are much more productive than

course work in both bureau and non-bureau settings. (A high level of
apprenticeship subside unite evasesates in vOseemeh careers oak/viten a
research

a....nftctri program exists,) With respect to training by

professors from fields outside of education, we have suggested that
researchers are produced only when the non-educators who are teaching
in schools of education are of high calibre.

Por there is a relation-

ship between production of researchers and the interdisciplinary

make-up of the faculty only in the "better" research schools*

Of course,

such schools tend to have a more select student body, and so it may also
be true that non-educators of whatever quality need better students in
order to produce researchers.

Our major conclusion concerning research units is that enormous

s2e...tnnitieijjoaorsreearchtrainingarbet exploited. Avery
small

proportion of

doctoral candidates

and on the average only about

a

work on

projects in bureaus,

third of these students

where research la the main activity.

enter positions

In four out of ten bureaus none
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of the doctoral recipients who had worked in the bureau bemuse "primary"
researchers.

Further, almost halt of the students who do enter posi-

tions where research is a major responsibility do not remain in the
academic setting, but instead are drained off by outside research
agencies; and it is indecd a rare doctoral recipient who remains in the
research organization where he was trained.

Looking at the other side

of this situation, i.e., the opportunities for training in bureaus, we
have observed that the absolute number of doctoral students working on
projects in bureaus is ;fairly sizeable, and an even larger number use

the facilities or data of the bureaus for their doctoral dissertations
(although there is probably considerable overlap between these two
categories of students).

And it is also plain that research units

offer greater opportunities for internship than projects conducted
outside of these units.

In large part, the failure of bureaus to produce more researchers
than they do is probably due to lack of training funds, as revealed by
the productivity difference between bureaus with and without training
funds.

But overall, only 15 per cent of the bureaus in our survey have

training funds.

The paucity of funds may also account for the fact

that most bureau directors complained about the qualifications of students who work at their units.

Funds for training programs in these

units are especially important if the units are to compete successfully
for the better students who tend to receive fellowships that do not
require research experience.

This problem brings us back to the

importance of the selectic12,t of graduate students. Woos the newly

available training funds from the Office of education are used for

attracting the very but students in education to research training

-11LITIMF'"7.
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programs in education, there is the distinct danger that efforts to
prepare students for successful research careers will be of little
avail.

Apart from fund, s for training, programa in bureaus which insure
that students receive a variety of experiences on projects also seem
to promote research careers.

There may be a point of diminishing

return for training programs, however, when the volume of apprentices
reaches a certain level.

If the number of students working on 1:).00jects

becomes unmanageable, then a program for rotating students according to
their needs and abilities may be hampered.
suggested by our data.

This conclusion is also

Further, it appears that internship opportuni-

ties are more productive than training seminars, although the latter
make a contribution also.

Ideally, both should be provided and

atsrated.
One of the major issues concerning the advantage of doing
research through bureaus is that isolation from the teaching depart-

ments may be detrimental to research training.

Our data tend to bear

out this contention, especially with regard to bureaus which

new

fadilitate the research of non-staff faculty nor are affiliated with
a particular department.

Further, it was found that different types

of students and of training experiences are associated with different
types of integration into the school
and schoolwide integration.

ieeT, divisional integration

Facilitating (schoolwide) bureaus tend to

emphasize work on the dissertation, while bureaus which are affiliated
with particular departments (divisional) emphasize assistantships on
projects.

This differential training may be explained by the tendency

of students to enter the departmental units in search of jobs rather
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than for research experience, because of the greater accessibility and
visibility of these units.

In contrast to this type of unit, the

schoolwide, facilitating unit may attract abler studento via individual
faculty members who are more concerned with supervising the disserta-

tions of their own doctoral aspirants.
The fact that facilitating units are more productive of
researchers than non-facilitating bureaus is not explained by the

tam

of training emphasized by these bureaus, however, since an emphasis
on
project assistance rather than on dissertation work is related to the
prnduction of researchers.

An alternative explanation for the

advantage of facilitating bureaus is that teaching
professors associated
with bureaus provide superior role models for aspiring researchers,

attracting and developing students who are committed to scholarship.
But the process is not automatic, for facilitation of faculty research
does not contribute to research careers when faculty
resources are of
a lower order.

Only in the better research schools, and only when most

of the persons associated with the bureau
are engaged in research
rather than field services, do we find a relationship
between facili-

tation of faculty research and the production of researchers.

Finally,

it was noted that one of the drawbacks of the divisional
unit is the
failure to attract students and professors from outside
the school of
education.

CHAPTER VIII

RECONENIATION8
The translation of social research into recommendations for action
is a process which is shrouded in mystery.

The main reason for this state

of affairs is that detailed accounts of how
recommendations actually grow
our of research findings have not been written.
chapter is therefore twofold:

The purpose of the present

to set forth recommendations for improving

the organization of educational research; and to
examine the way in which
recommendations emerge from research, with particular reference to our
own
study.

These two matters are treated in sections A and
B, respectively.
In the section immediately following we present
our recommendations.

Preceding each set of recommendations, we briefly revi w the main points of
our investigation pertaining to each topic.
A.

Recommendations for the organization of educational research

L.

Research units

Research organizations were an inherent feature of the growth of
professional education in the early decades of the century.

lack of support from the universities, and the pressures fro

But due to
local school

systems for services, these organizations tended to remain marginal to
their institutions.

The low priority of research in schools of education

(as compared with service work or with advancement in the teaching hierarchy),

andthe conditions and ideologies which have promoted individualistic research, have posed serious barriers to the recruitment of staff members
and to the emergence of a healthy research climate in these units.

Lack

of programmatic support for research and of faculty rank for staff members
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who do little teaching have reduced the possibility of continuity and
security.

These difficulties have caused the directors to become greatly
occupied with building up the organization and holding it together, rather
than with intellectual leadership.

And even under the best circumstances,

it is not easy to identify or to develop the skills required of managerial
scholars who need to possess a combination of intellectual and administrative

competencies.

The scarcity of such leaders makes it exceedingly

difficult to match the strong points of particular men with the needs of
particular organizations; to fill the vacuum between administration and
scholarship in the universities so that innovations in higher education
can occur more rapidly; and to fill posts in the federal government which
entail frequent contact with scholars in the course of administering vital
programs for research and training.
Recognition of these problems leads to the following recommendations:

so

To prepare individuals to fill positions as managerial scholars,
university administrators with strong research commitments and
productive scholars with managerial skills should be specially
trained for research administration in a few institutes with
national academic markets. Trainee should be prepared for
filling positions in federal ggenciesas well as in research
bureaus and professional schools,

b.

FUnds should be sought for programmatic support to provide
for continuity of investigation in related problem area
without the nesessity of recurrent application for funds, or
of meeting the superficial restrictions of contracts. for shortterm projects. The need for programmatic support is especially
great in bureaus which compete with R & D Centers for personnel.

c.

Research units should facilitate some faculty research, but
only if the faculty's research plans are of exceptionally high
calibre, in order to insure (1) that the best graduate students
are attracted to the unit, (2) that students receive meaningful
training in connection with doctoral work, and (3) that ties
with intellectual interests in the faculty are maintained.
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d.

The directors of larger research units should be provided with fulltime administrative assistance so that their own scholarly growth
is not impeded by routine administration. And wherever necessary
directors should assign the responsibility of advising on elementary statistical and design problems to one of the staff members.

e.

Staff members of units should be afforded all the privileges of
the teaching faculty, including sabbaticals for upgrading their
knowledge of research and of theory related to their field.

f.

Research units should seek to establish a tradition of studies by
several mans: (1) house seminars wherein project directors seek
advice about their current research problems and colleagues mention ways in which they have handled similar difficulties; (2)
substantive seminars which focus on particular research topics;
73571gialion of graduate students for at least two years of
postdoctoral research in the unit; (4) emphasis on the development of research assistants into project directors by assignments at levels of progressively greater responsibility, culminating in the creation of sub-projects for qualified assistants;
and (5) formulation of a particular substantive or methodological
specialty which will draw national attention.

g.

Formal identification with a particular department in the school
of education should be avoided in establishing bureaus in order
to encourage academic scholars to join the organization. A
variety of joint arrangements, such as seminars and exchange of
consultation on cognate projects, should be established with
the arts and sciences.
.

h.

Researchers who remain outside of any unit should receive the
services of a research coordinator. The coordinator should be
provided with a small staff and special administrative funds,
and should be able to devote at least three-quarters of his
university time to the job.

(Other recommendations pertaining to bureaus will be found under "Service
and Research," "Relations with the Arts and Sciences," and "Training for
Research Careers.")

2.

Service and Research
The insatiable demand of school systems for services has seriously

harmed the research capabilities of schools of education.

Not only have

services drained off a great deal of potential manpower from research, but
their prevalence has even blurred conceptions of the nature of behavioral
science research.

Techniques associated with field services have not been

qt.
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exploited for research purposes because they are regarded as the
property of service workers.

The way in which services accumulate and

eventually erode the functions of research is demonstrated by the fate
of several well-known bureaus of educational research.

Yet despite the

problems which have arisen in the past, there is still no division of
labor between service and research in many bureaus.

It is in the public

universities, of course, where competition between service and research
is a most serious matter.

In light of these observations we recommend the following:

a.

Routine services for school systems, and especially social
bookkeeping, should be turned over to State Departments of
Education which have sufficient personnel with the required
competencies. Services should be performed by universities
only in connection with systematic, theoretically grounded
research; or in order to develop new tools, such as new
types of social bookkeeping.

b©

Where the State Department of Education does not have the
requisite skills, the university should sharply separate
services from research, unless services are supplied in conjunction with systematic, theoretically grounded research.
Thus, bureaus of research which provide routine services
should specialize entirely in either research or service.
at the very least, a clear-cut division of labor with
separately budgeted sections should be established.)

0.

Scholars in education should turn their attention to various
means of joining research and service through concurrent
evaluation.) For example, demonstration projects should be
observed systematically in order to gain insight into the
modifications which occur in educational designs when implemented. Other reasons for research in connection with action
programs are: to develop new research tools for measuring
events during implementation (i.e., not only after implementation, as is customary with the psychometric school of evaluation); to help change-agents cope with unforeseen developments
by reference to data being collected and to theories of innovation; to study the interaction between administrative
processes of innovating and rates of diffusion or acceptance
of new practices; and to learn more about the social constraints in educational settings which cause rigidity.

1111
The term "concurrent evaluation" was suggested to us by Dr. Jane
Hauser who is presently engaged in this type of activity in the health field.
1
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Concurrent evaluation of action programs is possible if
the research and service roles are sharply differentiated in
the early stage of work; if appropriate mechanisms exist for
controlled interaction between role partners ; and if the
research function is accorded equal status with the service
function in terms of time, money, and authority to oversee the
program of action.
d.

Educational leaders, whether they are located in universities,
school systems, 'or state and federal agencies, should abandon
the perspective that educational change tomorrow is the only
worthwhile goal of leadership. Of equal importance la under-

!imam of the complexities of teaching and learning within
bureaucracies that are serving a variety of unrecognized goals
(such as the upward movement of lower middle class aspirants
to professional status through teaching).
It is often necessary to mentally isolate oneself from the perennial emergencies
and fads of professional education in order to see basic tendencies, to draw up long-range educational policies, and eventually
to seize the initiative. from sporatic social pressures on the
schools.

3.

Relations with the Arts and Sciences

Educational research can benefit enormously from an infusion
of theoretical perspectives, methodologies, and normative standards from
the arts and sciences.

Scholars in the disciplines who are interested in

education as a field of study need to establish relations with professional
educators so they can gain familiarity with educational systems, obtain access
to research sites, be informed of past research which bears on their interest,
and be persuaded of the importance of undertaking problem-oriented studies.
.Unfortunately, the calcified structure of the universities, the concern of

professional educators with maintaining a monopoly on educational resources
and policies, and the low prestige of schools of education have hampered
the development of collaborative arrangements.

As a consequence, contacts

are informal and sporatic; the bulk of research on education is today
conducted by arts and science scholars who have virtually no familiarity
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with professional education; and the better students prefer academic
fields over educational departments.

There are several means by which the disciplines and the
profession can be brought together more effectively:

a.

Institute0 for both training and research should continuo to
be founded and operated Jointly by schools of education and
academic departments; or if not feasible, then bureaus in
education should not be primarily affiliated with any particular department in the school.

b.

Joint seminars which comprise several professors and a few
graduate students should be organized around scholarly issues,
and meetings should be held alternately in the school of
education and in the relevant academic department or institute.

0.

Joint selectir of the education faculty should be practiced,
even in the hiring of personnel for the "professional" departments in the school of education.

d.

Academic professors should serve on examination committees
for the Ed.D.(as well as for the Ph.D.) where they should
emphasize the importance of the candidate's ability to keep
abreast of, evaluate, and implement research results.

e.

Training programs for educational researchers, such as those
supported by the U.S.O.E., should include students from both
education and academic departments.

f.

Associations of educational researchers should actively
recruit members from the disciplines, and should offer special
divisions within the association to service the academic people.

g.

The discipline associations Which have not already done so
should establish joUrnall for research on education.

h.

Proposals submitted to the U.S. Office of Education should be
examined for evidence of some form of collaboration between
professional educators and academic scholars, preferably at
the level of ceimprinCipal investigators.

i.

In all such arrangements, special attention should be devoted
to collaboration with social scientists (i.e., non-psychologists) in order to redress the serious imbalance between
psychological and non-psychological approaches in schools of
education.

111. -*Jr
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4.

Training for Research Careers

Lacking a tradition of research, many schools of education are
unable to instill research orientations into graduate students or to provide the requisite internship experiences'on faculty projects.

And what

is equally important, these schools have failed to attract students who
have the basis aptitudes for becoming excellent researchers or whose
interests have not already been committed elsewhere.

Finally, due to the

emphasis on professional training through course work in a variety of
specialties, training for research careers assumes minor importance in
most schools, and serious programs for research training are a rare
exception.

Our recommsudations for improving the preparation of researchers
are as follows:

There are five fundamental types of training which need to
be given within a special program for students who wish to
make research a career:
(1)

instruction in the established doctrines
the grammar or basic doctrines of research can
generally be provided through lectures;

(2)

detailed analysis of outstanding
pieces of research should be carried out in special
seminars;

(3)

clinical experience -- internships should be provided
by work experience on faculty projects;

(4)

field observations -- a minimum of one month spent on
exploratory field work in school systems is necessary
to discover the structural constraints of education,
the leverages of change, and the ideologies and day to
day problems of practitioners;

(5)

research reporting -- research papers and proposals
prepared by the students themselves should be discussed
by other students in a special seminar.2

2 Detailed proposals for a system which combines these five
components are currently being worked but are not included here.

.
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b.

Students should be urged to apprentice themselves in research
bureaus which offer opportunities for work on different phases
of several projects; and 'here they can meet together informally and reenforce their research commitments, be exposed to
senior staff who devote more time to research than to teaching
(often from academic departments), and appreciate the possibilities of large-scale research on frontlmr problems -- in short,
where they can become socialized into a culture which stresses
research.

c.

Since not all research units afford the kind of climate mentioned
above, it is further recommended that research units seek funds

for support of traingsRoms which will allow them to rotate
students among projects depending upon their needs and abilities
(with compensation to project budgets for time lost), run seminars on current projects, provide technical assistance for
students who are carrying out their own projects, make data
available for dissertations through data archives, and provide
coordination by means of a training director for every doze.
students.
d.

Students should receive credit and be graded for their work
on projects.
If fewer courses were required at the same
time, more faculty could be released from classroom teaching
for research. In short doctoral training should be shifted
from the classroom to the worktholE. Another arrangement that
would further this transition would be for Research Associates
to serve on examining committees for the Ph.D,

e.

The requirement of professional experience or of the teaching
certificate for admission to doctoral candidacy in education
should be eliminated for students who wish to specialize in
empirical research.

f.

Schools of education which choose to emphasize professional
training should not attempt to train students for the Ph.D.

g.

R&D. candidates should receive more training in the utilization of research and less in the conduct of research, and their
dissertations should demonstrate an ability to evaluate and
implement research results rather than to carry out research.

h.

The U.S.01,E. should offer contingency funds to every project.
submitted to it which assumes an obligation to train a graduate
student in conjunction with the project beyond the minimal needs
of the Enact for routine assistance (e.g., by contracting
to help the student write his thesis on a topic covered by the
project which is of mutual interest to the project director
and the student). In other words, training should be built
into research projects without the onerous necessity of
seeking additional funds through a separate proposal for
each student. Adoption of this plan would also reduce the
exploitation of students as research assistants.

-711r.r.711117
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1.

Graduate schools of education should institute means of
identifying and attracting better undergraduate students,
preferably from the arts and sciences, even if this entails
intensive recruitment campaigns across the nation,

j. A center for research and development on the training of
researchers in the behavioral sciences, with special reference
to education, should be supported.

5.

Federal Administration of Research Funds
The phenomenal growth of federal funds for research and devel-

opment in education has created serious organizational problems.

New

programs have been implemented with virtually no provision for assessing
their impact on the scientific and professional community over the next
few years.

The flood of proposals which has descended upon the 13.5.0.B.

has caught the agency se'iously shorthanded because of the difficulty of
finding scholars with managerial skills who are not reluctant to work in
a federal agency.

New review procedures have been established which

isolate individual consultants from one another, and which place much
greater responsibility in the hands of overloaded staff members in the
Bureau of Research.

The founding of R b D Centers has posed a competitive

threat to smaller bureaus of research which were already. having considerable
difficulty recruiting able staff members.

And no doubt, cost -scam' Ing

criteria have assumed even greater importance than in the past as a result
of the increased volume of funds, requiring the assistance of budget spe-

cialists who have little familiarity with the administration of research in
the universities.
In' view of this state of affairs, wo recommend the following:
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a.

Opportunities and facilities for part-time research should
be offered scholars who join federal agencies which administer research funds. The chance to do research on the program
of the agency itself would be especially attractive, and in
the long run would produce a series of high quality monographs
that would contribute substantially to policy-making.

b.

Budget negotiators should have experience with research
management in universities rather than chiefly with industrialresearch and development, and should be clearly under the
authority of the chiefs of the research branches.

c.

Research Ereire_iram for continuous, multi-project research oy
leading scholars should be supported as soon as possible,

especially in institutes which are threatened by R & D
Centers with competition for personnel.
d.

Seed money for the development of proposals should be provided upon receipt of a wnrthwhile statement of intent to
produce finished research plans within a specified period.

e.

A panel system for evaluation of most project proposals should
be reinstated, but on a local or regional rather than national
basis in order to keep the expenses of consultants to a minimum.

f.

A special developmental officer should be appointed with
responsibility for following up supported research in order
to see what happens to the reports.

g.

Several private foundations should be approached to provide
joint support for a continuing assessment of the impact of
new federal programs on the scientific and professional community. The assessment should include: surveys of the
recipients of research funds and of research managers to
ascertain organizational problems, to test, the reaction to
new programs which are in the planning stage, and to study
how funded research is disseminated; before and after studies
of trainees in programs for research preparation; case studies
of R & D Centers and Regional Labs; analysis of trends in the
rates of submission and of approval of proposals according to
origin and content of research plans; survey. of school systems to assess the impact of supported research; and content
analysis and systematic evaluation of research reports growing out of funded projects.

The following recommendation is offered as one of several possible
means of improving communication with the field.

Since we have not made a

special study of the 11.8,0110 Bureau of Research, we cannot claim that the

arrangement suggested below is the best one.

Thus, the following
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recommendation is offered more as a model containing several important
functions rather than as a concrete proposal.
h.

An office should be created which serves a "trouble-shooting"
function and maintains liaison between applicants for funds
and officials in the various divisions. The office should be
independent of existing branches and divisions and should be
empowered to report directly to the Commissioner. Staff members should be drawn from the existing branches of the Bureau
of Research on an annual rotation basis.
The responsibilities of the office should include: "express
handling" of proposals which have special deadlines for the
commencement of research; sheparding of outstanding proposals
with unconventional features; giving constructive advice to
applicants whose proposals are not meritorious, and arranging
for developmental funds to upgrade the original plans; constant
availability by phone and in person to scholars who are planning research or who request up-to-date information about the
disposition of their application; and collection and analysis
of grievances about the agency's administration of funds to
be set forth in monthly reports to the Commissioner.

B.

The Interplaz. of Research and Action

As mentioned earlier, little is known in a systematic way
about the process of deriving recommendations for action from research
findings.

There are actually two issues that need to be examined,

corresponding to two distinct phases in the interplay between research
and action.

The first issue arises in the phase of planning and executing

research, and concerns the way in which problems are adopted for study
and how problems dictate research operations and delimit the-results.
The second issue arises later when the evidence is already gathered,
and is concerned with the way in which recommendations grow out of completed research.

We address ourselves mainly to the latter issue here;

but first, a few words about the earlier phase.
Discussions of research and development often assume that ideas

about action develop only when research is completed.

The current emphasis
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on "linkage roles" for the transformation of research into practice reflects this assumption quite clearly.

But very

often, concern for

implementation is present stmeed the research operation, and substantially affects the way in which the research is conducted.

Recommwas-

dations for action begin to take shape in the research process through
the selection of key variables and through the handling of these variables
in a certain manner.

An example from our study will make this clear.

The framework for carrying out our analysis of the institutional
factors which contribute to the production of researchers (Chapter VII)
emerged only very gradually in the process of collecting and examining
the data.

One of our early ideas was to classify the schools according

to some scale of "research training orientation."

While searching for

variables that might be included in this index, we noticed that in a

rather routine question we had collected information about the proportion
of doctoral recipients who entered positions requiring a good deal of
research.

The greater practical value of focussing on this variable

diverted us

from an investigation of the conditions which promote

a "research training orientation."

Thus, we shifted from a global input

variable, which would have required theoretical institutional analysis
with little implication for practice, and turned our attcntion to a unidimensional output variable.

In short, we were no longer interested in

,o
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schools of education allocate resources in different ways, but only

in the effects of allocation of resources.

The implications for action

promised to be much more clear-cut in pursuing the latter mode oranalysis.
But this does not mean that our new approach is devoid of theoretical
interest.

On the contrary, the mode of analysis which we finally selected
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gives us an opportunity to study the impact of various socialization
mechanisms (training arrangements) on the adoption of an institutional
value system (research' climate) by actors of different kinds (selectivity

of student body and type of doctoral program).

In short, we are now able

to study the way in which social structures mediate between personality
and culture.

Thus, consideration of the practical implications of research

by no means

Ap..K.recleamore...tical analysis -- as a matter of fact, research

oriented towards practice may be turned to great advantage for theoretical
work.

The secrnd phase in the interplay between research and action oc-

curs when research is completed and the time has come to draw up specific
recommendations.

In approaching this subject, we should first recognize

that facts do not speak for themselves anymore than they can be collected
without the aid of a conceptual framework.

Indeed, there is always an

element of personal judgment involved in drawing up recommendations based
on empirical research.

Without the ability to size up a complex situation

and to focus on those factors which have a high probability of effecting
change, there can be no recommendations -- there can be only summaries of
results.

In exercising the judgment required for drawing up recommendations,

one's personal experience and values often come into play.

In short, the

vital step between facts and implementation cannot be taken without the
help of personal

and isiossective.

These observavions do not deny the importance of reliable
information.

One definitely must have some knowledge of the existing

situation, including its history; and one should also know about the
consequences of either natural or experimental variation from the normal

oin
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state of affairs in order to decide whether such variations should be
implemented more widely.

In short, the better one's facts

the better

the recommendation, providing that one's judgment is also good.

all recommendations combine both peronal perspective and factual
information 13121ExasAilantities.

As a matter of fact, a lack of research

evidence can be compensated for by exceptional vision, and a lack of vision

can be coponaated for by an unassailable body of research evidence.

Obp-

viously, the best kind of recommendation is one which combines both evidence and sound judgment to the highest possible degree.

But the dif-

ficulty of studying certain social problems systematically, the limited
supply of men who combine vision with painstaking research skills, and the
pressures to solve problems immediately, render this goal almost impossible
to achieve.

The best we can usually hope for is an appropriate mixture

of objective evidence and personal judgment.
These points can be made more concrete by a simple diagram.

By

combining the two dimensions of (1) balance between information and agg-

sent and (2) ape of evidence, we are able to generate sev ral classes of
recommendations.

(The dimension of "type of evidenawill become clear

from the examples given below.)

The diagram is presented in Figure 1.

In each cell we have inserted a number representing a recommendation
made earlier for purposes of illustration.

The two classes of reccemondations which are most commonly encountered in education are Class*C and Class 0.

In Class C we would include

all forms of advice which are given by special consultants whose personal
experience and statesmanship have equipped them to render judgments on the
basis of scant qualitative materials.

In Class 0 we find controlled exper-

iments on classroom practices where the restrictions of the design

,
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FIGURE 1

Classes of Recommendations for Social Action

&id
Information:
ands ent:

nt-Informatio

Scale

+++

44+

A

Spalitative (case studies,
documents, informant interviews, observations)

B
(2-b)

,

C

(1-d)

(2-d)

ZetlattE! (statistical
data):
(1 -h)

(1-a)

(1-cefg)

(4-1)

(3-c)

(5-bcdh)

conflatm....on of results

Bivariate sequence

and clarity of results obviate the necessity of exercising personal
judgment about what to recommend.
outcome of an experiment.

Recommendations are implicit in the

(This is an oversimplification, of course,

since there is often disagreement about the interpretation of experirented data.

What we have in mind is the experimental model, rather

than experiments as they are actually conducted and reported.)

Thus,

it is more or less clear what kinds of recommendations are comprised
in Classes C and G.

It is the remaining classes which deserve special
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attention.
ass A -- Ali lo qualitative infor

Lion with little
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Historical research whose practical implications are fairly clearcut would fall into this category.

An example from our own study are the

historical case studies of the conflict between service and research in
selected bureaus, presented in Chapter VI.

The implications for practice

are clear-cut because of the way in which service obligations consistently
compromised research, unless special efforts were made to protect the
research domain.

These case studies led to the recommendation that bureaus

should specialize wholly in research or in service, or at the very least,
that separately budgeted divisions should be created.

Class B

Amu) lettLmakatittive evidence requiring
it implications
In this category belong inferences based on somewhat accidental

qualitative data, such as a chance remark by a respondent, an unexpected

doe .t, or s puzzling observation of the manner in which a group behaves.
Because of the limitations of the evidence, the researcher needs to be alert
to the implications of his data, and perhaps even prepared to argue the
point beyond the data at hand.

An example from our study is the remark of

a single bureau director who explained that his position hindered his own
research for the following reason:
I spend so much time assisting others who are 111 prepared in
experimental design and statistical analyses that I don't have
time for my own work.

This remark suggested an important reason why more directors said their
research was hindered than helped by their position, despite the fact that
they have the resources of an organization at their command and enjoy a
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unique intellectual climate.

Our inference about the generality of the

problem led to the recommendation that direotors should hire a special
consultant to help the staff with elementary questions about study design.

Masi C

S

t

co

u r

considerable exercise of

NO have already commented on the sort of recommendation. which is
typical of this category.

An example from our own study is the recommen-

dation that professional educators should realize that the immediate
improvement of education is not the only worthwhile goal of leadership.

Our evidence for thinking that this perspective has hindered the advancement of research in education is virtually nil.

But we are nevertheless

convinced that an intellectual climate which stresses immediate payoffs,

with very little attention paid simply to understanding the phenomena being
dealt with, is detrimental to the growth of science.

Thus, we have large-

ly applied our own personal perspective to the matter.

Class D

AconfitionofresultuwmLhiclintstoaclear-cutoblem
By configuration of results we mean a set of data-fragments (i.e.,

correlations or distributions) which pertain to the same problem area.
Illustrative of this category are the findings pertaining to the work of
reseagch coordinators.

First, we saw that coordinators spend a great deal

of time stimulating research.

We then observed that they tend to be locat-

ed in schools where various groups do not emphasize research as an obligation of the faculty.

Further, we showed that the length of time which the

position has existed is slightly nezatively related to the amount of faculty research taking place.

In addition, we reported that only about a third

of the coordinators nave special funds for their work, and that they spend
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only about half their time in this capacity.

In spite of these drawbacks,

we also saw that coordinators perform intellectual tasks
which are porta:flood
less often in schools without coordinators.

Adding up all of these findings,

it became apparent that the coordinators are seeking to
develop research in
schools where other goals have primacy; that they are filling a gap in
research administration; and that they receive meager support from the institution.

This configuration of results led to the recommendation that

research coordinators should be given much more help by the university in
fulfilling their duties -- they should be relieved from other
responsibilities and should be provided with a small staff and ample funds for
administrative purposes.

No single set of findings could have produced this recommendation.
Indeed, if we had fixed our attention on the negative
relationship between

volume of faculty research and the length of time
a coordinator has existed,
we might have advised schools of education to eliminate
the position. .Only by
examining a cluster of findings were we led to our final recommendation.

And given the way in which the pieces fit together, not much judgment needed
to be exercised in drawing conclusions from the data.

(Note also that we

did not need to depend upon the demonstration of a causal
relationship between any two key variables; hence, the importance of
distinguishing between

a configuration of results" and a "bivariate sequence" in our classification
of the types of data which serve as bases for recommendations.)
Class B -- A configuration of results which do notosoint

directly

.................".......AmanmoproblembutIMALIALJntsaLtffether

to the
by the Judgmental

perspective of the researcher
--lw-Vhi

i11e it is not quite so clear that data-fragments are

relevant to one another.

The researcher who is interested in drawing
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implications for practice must exorcise some judgment in perceiving the
mutual relevance of findings.

For example, we saw in Chapter IV that re-

search units have suffered from a high mortality rate over the years.

In

Chapter V we learned that directors ofresearch units have exercised a
strong influence on the development of those organizations which have

survived. A little later we showed that directors perform a wide variety
of roles, and that they tend to concentrate on certain aspects of their
position while ignoring others.

Considering these findings, we reached

the conclusion that the difficulty of finding people capable of filling
the multiple roles required of an effective director has caused many bureaus to wane.

This conclusion led to the recommendation that qualified

persons should receive special training for research administration.

Class F -- A Configuration of results whose relationships are tenuous,
re uirl$: a ood deal of critical ud:,ent based on personal
values and experience
Sometimes the gap between data-fragments grows very large, although
the problem area in which these fragments are located is quite important.
Our efforts to determine whether

ingeneral educational research should be

conducted within research organizations affords an example of this class
of problems.

We found a variety of features of research units which prompted us
to conclude that more research should be undertaken through organizations,
despite the weaknesses of some of these units.

For example, we discovered

that more collaboration takes place inside than outside bureaus; that a
larger proportion of projects have students working with them; that topics

of research in bureaus tend to be more contemporary, and more oriented to
neglected fields, such as the social sciences; that newer units have more
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extensive relations with the arts and sciences, suggesting that bureaus
are increasingly providing a necessary bridge between the professional
school and other departments; that unit directors are much more "supportive"
in intellectual matters than coordinators outside of these units, although
they are not more "interventionist ;"

that the approval rate of proposals

submitted to the p.s.o.s. by bureau staff was somewhat higher than for
other proposals; that schools with research units were more often considered to be doing the best research; and finally, that research units
are underutilized in education as compared with liberal arts and science
departments.

If one accepts the value promises of the author -- that collaboration,
research training, social research,,, interdisciplinary work, and some monitor-

ing of projects are valuable -- then the conclusion that we reach is that
research units provide superior conditions for research, and that they are
in sore need of support in sohools of education.
several ways in which they should be strengthened.
finding led to our recommendation.

We therefore recommended
Once again, no single

The results which were drawn together

in our example were scattered throughout the report, indicating that there
was no natural confluence of results as in the,case of research coordinators,
Hence, the investigator had to retrace his steps over the entire research
operation in order to identify data-fragments and to search for their
connections.

And in large part it was our personal conviction that research

units afford superior opportunities for research which motivated us to
collect evidence of their superiority.

Class II -- Causal relationshiejblvariate sequences) with obvious

We move now into the aria of recommendations based upon experimental
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modes.

The number of recommendations which have grown out of this type

of research on education is legion.

Indeed, one easily gains the impres-

sion from the educational research journals that the only method of arriving at decisions about action is through experimentation in conjunction
with achievement testing.

In our study we have used a number of "bivariate sequences" to
arrive at recommendations. In particular, our chapter on the production of

researchers provided a large number of relationships which were sometimes
interpreted as causal.

For example, the relationship between selectivity

of the student body and production of researchers, which remained under
varying institutional conditions, was interpreted as persuasive evidence

of the effect of quality of students on successful preparation for empirical research.

This observation led easily to the recommendation that much

more attention should be paid to recruitment of able students.

Numerous

other examples of the use of blvariate sequences which do not require any
special judgment for deriving recommendations can be found in Chapter VII.
Class H -- Questionable causal relationship.ps which require some judgment
as to ime/ications

Often the evidence of a correlation is not very persuasive without
some additional considerations.

This is a problem which is often encoun-

tered in survey research, and various guidelines have been worked out for

coping with 10 An example from our study is the strong relationship
between the participation of arts and science professors in the recruit-

ment of faculty members in education and the "research quality" of the
school, (as measured by the deans' and coordinators' choices of schools

producing the best research).

That joint selection

rcuL....3 research

2 Herbert Hyman, Survey Dwain and Anal
Prigstalvb Cases
and Procedures, Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1955; Chapter V.

tta

4414.,
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quality is by no means evident from this single correlation for a variety
of reasons.
erations:

It was therefore necessary to take into account other considthat the relationship remains when we control for the overall

quality of the institution ''.,r2sing the Keniston m.. sure of university repu-

tation); that the proportion of the faculty in the "best research" schools
who were trained mostly outside of education is no larger than in the other
schools, suggesting that it is not the quality of the education faculty
which prompts arts and science scholars to participate in their affairs;
and that joint selection of the faculty is more highly related to research
quality

than several other joint arrangements which do not entail control

over the school of education.

In addition, the -20 is the consideration that

arts and science professors have been highly critical of the level of scholarship in schools of education, and therefore have reason to seek improvement in the quality of research.

Thus, a variety of inferences have to be

made to support a causal relationship between joint selection of the faculty
and research quality.

Since the bivariate sequence is a weak one, the judg-

ment of the investigator as to the plausibility of a causal connection looms
large.

Class

Hi hl

uestionnable relationships which require considerable
latemt as to implications for practice
In the preceding .example of a bivariate sequence we at least had

information about the existence of a EplationshiE between two variables,

although we were uncertain of the causal connection.

In the present instance,

however, we are not even sure of the relationship between variables.

Thus,

it beeomes necessary to exercise considerable judgment in arguing the existence of a relationship, and one's own experiences and values are very likely

e
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to assert themselves.

Several of our recommendations concerning the U.S.O.E. grew out of
707

this type of inference,

Thus, on the one hand, we.found that federal sources

of research funds were least of ter preferred by deans; on the Other, we

saw that cost-accounting criteria weighed very heavily in approval of research proposals submitted to the Cooperative Research Program.

Here the

latter finding takes on interest mainly as a symptom of federal procedures,
which are much more economy-conscious and ritualistic than those of other
funding agencies.

Orr own experience with different sources of funds prompt-

ed us to interpret the deans' attitudes as stemming from the restrictions of
federal programs.

We therefore recommended various ways in which the U.S.O.R.

could tailor its prograis more closely to the needs and conditions of research

in the university setting.

For example, scholarship is not a matter of devot-

ing a precise amount of time and money to a predetermined problem -- textbooks
on research notwithstanding.

Serious scholarship is characterized by long-term

continuity of effort with many divergent paths being taken on the way to a
solution, and with many rejections of past notions as a consequence of accumulated knowledge.

do not provide

In addition, the short-run features of project support

sjmutzl

of involvement in research.

Thus, the directors of

many research units spend an inordinate amount of time obtaining new money
to keep the unit alive,

Some are quite successful in this role; others, who

might be very able scholars but do not possess the Midas touch, Suffer the
decline of their organization.

Consequently, we recommended that funds for

programmatic research be made available without further delay; that seed

eau for devising research plans also'be made available; and that lines of
communication between the scholar and the U,S.0,E, be improved by means of

a special office with broad authority.

1PP
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APPENDIX A

Features of Research Proposals Submitted to
the Cooperative Research Program Between
1956 and 1983

In the summer of 1963 a sample of research proposals which had
been considered for support by the Cooperative Research Program, USOE,
were coded end analysed.

Every fifth proposal receivedinWashington

was selected from the files, and its major characteristics were recorded
for later coding.

Proposals for demonstration, projects, conferences,

and other developmental activities were eliminated since we were ex-

clusively concerned withemiical.

The sampling procedure

yielded a total of 4E3 proposals, 21 per cent of which had been approved.

Because of the emphasis in our project on the institutional
setting of educational research, the proposals were analysed: first,

according to whether the research was to be conducted within a research
unit, facilitated by a research unit, or independent of any such unit;
and second, according to whether the principal investigator was affiliated
with a school, college, or department of education, or whether he was
affiliated with another division of an institution.

rates for each of

Submission and approval

these types of projects were tabulated,

(The overall

distribution of proposals will be presented and discussed in the final

section of this appendix.)
/MO

*On certain items of interest only the approved proposals were
coded, since these are described in the publications of the USOE and since
gathering the information from all proposals in the sample would have been
extremely time consuming.
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Since a number of observations are made on the basis on our data,
there are a few major points which need to be underscored.

So that the

reader will not overlook these points, we shall state them here in
summary form.
1.

The majority of proposals for research have been submitted

by individuals who are not connected with research units (p.4).

But

it seems that the proportion of bureau proposals has been increasing
over the years (pp.4-5).Considering together all the proposals submitted
since 1956, bureau projects have been more often approved (p. 6).

In

recent years, however, the 12E.olLal rate for bureau projects has dropped

below the approval rate for non-bureau projects.
2.

Bureau and individual projects have differed in a number of

ways, including: magnitude of the project in terms of money, staff, and
duration (p..8)

the "traditionality" of topics (pp.11-12); the group

or population studied (pp.15-16); methods of research (p. 17);

discipline of the principal investigator (pp.18-19); and several features
of the institutional setting of the proponent (pp.18-22).

Further,

there are certain features of bureau and non-bureau projects which are
differentially associated with obtaining support from the UWE.
3,

Turning to the departmental setting of the proponents, i.e.,

education versus other departments in institutions of higher learning,

we find that the number of proposals received from non-educators has risen
four-fold since the inception of the Cooperative Research Program, while
the number from educators has remained faiwly stable (p. 27),

Since 1960

the majority of proposals from colleges and universities have originated
with non-educators.
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4,

It appears that the disciplinary composition of the Research

Advisory Committee in each successive year affected the approval rates of
educators and non-educators differentially.

In other words, there

was

a close relationship between the proportion of non-educators on the
Committee and the approval rates of non-educators year by year (pp.29-30).
It is also of interest that despite the fact that the majority of pro-

posals submitted by colleges and universities between 1960 and 1983
originated with non-educators, educators remained in the majority on

the Research Advisory Committee.

(The Committee for fiscal 1964 was

not included in the eaelysis because of the new arrangement with panels.)
5.

There are fewer specific differences between the proposals of

educators and non-educators than between the proposals submitted by
bureaus and by individuals outside of bureaus (pp,31-37),
8.

By comparing the proportion of proposals submitted by

educators in various fields with the proportion of doctorates awarded in
these fields in 195 ?, we find an "under-production" of proposals
relative

to doctorates in the fields of school administration, guidance and
counseling, elementary education, and the social sciences.

"Over-production"

of proposals has been characteristic of the fields of educational
psychology and special education (pp.36-36).
7.

Looking it the distribution of proposals according to various

BP-eagle features (i.e., apart from the types of institutional settings

which we have mentioned above) it appears that the great majority of
proposals were for research on students, while such groups as administrators,
parents, guidance counselors, and school board members were virtually
ignored (pp.44,47-48).

Faculty members were studied only slightly more

.

z

tv-411"0."
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Further, the research method most

frequently than the community.

frequently used was some kind of test (76% of the approved proposals) ;

while less than half of the appibved projects conducted an experiment,
and only a third utilized the survey technique (pp. 47-46 ).

Finally,

psychologists more often submitted proposals than individuals in any

other mingle discipline (p.47).

These findings point to the prevalence

of somewhat traditional types of studies conducted under the sponsorship
during the period 1956-63.

of the USOR

I.

Affiliation with Research Bureaus

The proposals were classified according to whether the applicants
intended to carry out the project: within a research unit; with the
facilitation of a research unit but not located there; or, altogether

attlemtaware of a research unite

We shall refer to these three types

as bureau, bureau facilitated and non-bureau projects, respectively.

(Unless we specifically refer to approved studies, a "project" will mean
a study which has been submitted for approval.)

The great majority of proposals which were submitted were for

melymajggesta (68 per cent).

Fifteen per cent were for bureau

facilitated projects, and 15 per cent were for bureau projects.
affiliation of 2% of the proponents was not ascertainable.)

(The

These

figures afford clear confirmation of the extent to which educational

research is carried on independentlyof university research units.
There is an indication, however, that the proportion of bureau
projects has been increasing.

As shown in Table 1, in 1956 10 per cent

of the proposals were for bureau projects; in 1963 the figure was

N

0
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Table 1
Annual Submissions b
Type of
Project

T

of Pro ect

Calendar year in which r
1a6 wa1957 75175
1959

Bureau

10%

Facilitated

12

3

17

Ben-bureau

76

80

(41)

(35)

17%

14%

12%

osals were submitted
1960
1961
1 2

1963

19%

12%

13%

24%

9

29

17

19

11

69

79

51

71

68

65

(35)

(44)

(62)

(76)

(75)

(55)

211912.1

Annual SubmissiolsbazglASERAISI
Calendar year in which proposals were submitted
l9 dir1 b57
E9I8 7956198o 1961 1962

1963

80
70
on-btureau

60
50

40
30
20
...Bureau

10
Facili-.

0

tated

A6
24 per cent.* Facilitat:d projects also show a small proportionate
increase.

Conversely, non-bureau proposals dropped from 78 per cent in

1956 to 65 per cent in 1963.

These trends have not been highly linear,

however, 441 shown by the alternate peaks and troughs in Figure 1.

But

it does appear that proposals for bureau projects have been on the increase.

Stated somewhat differently, bureau and ttildgatiltsgate21.22elsed rose
as much as threefold between the periods 1956-57 and 1962-63, while nonbureau projects rose only 69 per cent in the same period.
In view of this upward trend in the submission rates of bureau

projects, it is especially interesting that the mroval rate for these
projects declined.

Between the periods 1956-57 and 1962-63, the proportion

of approved bureau projects dropped from 33 per cent to 13 per cent;
similarly, the proportion of approved facilitated projects dropped from

33 per cent to 10 per cent.

The approval rate for non-bureau projects, on

the other band, remained about the same.

These changes can be seen in

Table 2 and Figure 2.

The downward trend in the approval rates of bureau and facilitated
projects

could have been due partly to the greater proportionate rise in

submissions from bureaus, since the rise in submissions may have included

proposals from new bureaus which had not yet developed standards or guidelines for research proposals.

It is also possible that individuals who

formerly did research independently of bureaus, but whose work was not outstanding, have tended to become associated with bureaus on the assumption
that their chances of gaining support would be improved; while the more

successful individual researchers have been content toxemain outside the
bureaus.

But these considerations cannot entirely explain the decline in

011110 .11011.01111....11

*Calendar year in which proposal was submitted.
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Table 2

ABWILAPPIMILA!!!L""P"02271V.........1-I*
Type of
project

.................2PeriodinrIgatuningaw!s submitted

1050-57

.1050-50

1960-61

1982-63

Bureau

33% (10)

60% (10)

19% (21)

13% (23)

Facilitated

33% ( 6)

40% (10)

13% (31)

10% (20)

Ron bureau

18% (60)

18% (58)

17% (86)

21% (87)

Etmet

42j1 ftriamas 2112mist
221142t....1
1 whLchiro
proposal

1956-57

1958-59

was submitted

1960-61

1962-83

60

50
40
:MP

30

Non-bureau
20

Bureau
10

"

Facilitated

0

*The numbers in the parentheses are the bases of the per cents,
i.e., the total number of proposals submitted in that category.
which fell into our sample.
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the approval rates for bureau and facilitated
projects, for this trend has
been much stronger than the increase in
submissions.

Looking at the entire period since 1956, we note that bureau
proposals had a slightly better chance of approval.

Twenty-seven per cent

of the bureau proposals and 22 per cent of the facilitated
proposals were
successfully financed, compared with 20 per cent of the non-bureau
proposals.
to 1960.

As already pointed out, these differences
were much larger prior
In fact, in more recent years, the approval
rate for non-bureau

projects has exceeded the rate for bureau projects.
A.

SEsilicCoparisonsBeteenBuijaacilitated

and Non-bureau Projects

A number of differences emerge among the three types of
projects.
In the following discussion, we shall
present data concerning the size of

the projects, substantive research areas, the
group investigated, methods
of research, discipline of the
principal investigator, and several features

of the institutional setting of the applicants.
1,

Project size. On the whole, bureau proposals
contained plans

for somewhat laris projects than either
facilitated or non-bureau proposals.

Not only was the size of the staff larger
and the amount of funds

greater, but the planned duration was longer.
seen in Table 3.

These comparisons can be

Projects intended to be facilitated by bureaus more

closely resembled the size of bureau than of non-bureau
projects.
Since bureau projects enjoyed a higher approval
rate overall, it
is plain that the greater magnitude of
these projects has not affected

their chances of receiving support.

This fact can be seen clearly in

Table 4, which sets forth the approval
rates for the three types of projects
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Amount of Funds R ue sted Size of Staff
antLF/Aaa...ned

Amount

ErgEtta

Project

ationDur

Bureau

Facilitated

Moo s)

Non-bureau

Ail.

$ 0 4. 24

48%

Oa

53%

111.1

31j

$50 - 89

37

22

26

$100 - or more

26

24

13

(62)

(67)

(289) *

'4125

- 49

N

!II
25

Full-time equivalent

21.21111tAIRELEME
-711

I time

23%
1 -

29%
2dIIMM
9

1.1b

618

OIV

0.. 35%
29

2 - 21

32

28

34

3 - 3i

22

12

14

4 or more

23

31

17

(60)

(85)

(282) *

N
Duration
Up to 3 year

5

3

ill7

20

.48%

1 to 2 years

38
16.1.1.

33

41

2 to 3 years

20

36

20

3 to 4 years

12

10

12

More than 4
years

17

6

8

N

(64)

(67)

(292)*

*Bases of percentages vary because projects which were not ascertainable
with.respect to amount requested, staff, or duration were eliminated.
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Table

Ageuval Rates Accordinj to Amount of

Futelummtegi Oise of Staff,

and,jNrab'LrzroLlt.,roct*L.
Non-bureau

Amount requested

Bureau

Facilitated

$ 0 -24

36% (14)

53% (15)

24% (106)

$ 25 - 49

22%

(9)

19% (21)

18% (101)

$ 50 - 99

22% (23)

13% (15)

18% (112)

$100 or more

20% (15)

-06% (16)

11%

(38)

Full-time equivalent
of profeselanal staf
i time

33%

(3)

(..)

0% (17)

1 - 1.4

27% (11)

21% (19)

15% (81)

2 - 2i

32% (19)

33% (18)

21% (95)

3 - 31

8% (13)

25% ( 8)

39% (41)

21% (14)

5% (20)

19% (48)

4 or more

Duration of project
Up to 1 year

1 to 2 years

22%

(9)

26% (23)

20% (10)

23%

32% (22)

21% (117)

( 5 ?)

,

2 to 3 years

23% (13)

17% (24)

24% (AO

More than 3 years

26% (19)

8% (11)

12% ( 60)

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of per cents, i.e., the total
number of proposals submitted in that category.

I?)
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according to three measures of magnitude.

Within most categories of size,

bureaus maintained their adyantage over non-bureau projects.
exception concerns the duration of the projects.

The only

With respect to duration,

it appears that only those bureau projects which planned to continue for more

had a better chance of approval than non-bureau projects

than three years

of comparable length.

While it is true that larger projects were less often approved
than smaller ones, regardless of the source of the proposal, it seems that
the larger facilitated projects were especially prone to be rejected.

For example, none of the 16 facilitated projects in our sample which
requested $100,000 or more were approved, while more than half of those
which requested less than $25,000 were approved.

Since facilitated

projects tended to be larger than non-bureau projects, it may be that
this type of study is at a particular disadvantage because of size, for
the limited bureau facilities which these projects have intended to use
may not have justified their larger scale. If this interpretatiim is
correct, then it would seem that larger projects should be located within
bureaus rather than being only facilitated by them.
2.

Substantive areas of research.

Only small differences are found

between the three types of Piojects according to specific substantive
areas (see Table 5).

But if we group selected areas into

what might be labeled as "traditional" and "contemporary" categories,
an interesting difference emerges between bureau and non-bureau projects
'(Table 6,, below).

Non-bureau projects more often posed research in the

"traditional" areas of curriculum, instruction, and student achievement.

Thirty-one per cent of the non-bureau applicants and 29 per cent of the

42, ,44436',1,1r
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Table 5
HMairtai_.,...,Geof.P1SecificSWvoect

Non-bureau

Bureau

Facilitated

6%

12%

[Curriculum

s

8

11

(Achievement

2

9

7

Allocation of resources

11

12

4

[Administrative behavior

11

9

6

To icg
Instructional methods

13%

I.
I

[Talent; creativity

8

1.5

4

Remedial education

6

6

3

16

9

16

Mentally retarded

5

11

8

Social problems (drop-outs
race relations, etc.)

5

8

7

Profession of education

5

1.5

7

Social relations

6

1.5

3

Tests, measurements

3

1.5

3

Normal skills (hearing,
sight, reading)

5

3

1

3

2

105

2

Psychology of learning,
motivation, etc..

Careervhoice
emidance, therapy'

..

Physical. education

2

..

1

SdildatiOnal research-

3

1.5

1

2

1.5

..

'etol1eite admission

Philosophy, history of
education

,;,

.

NP

..

1

10196-

100%

100%

(63)

(66)

(291)
4

Not ascertainable

(1)

(1)

(1)

1
V

A
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facilitated applicants focussed on these three areas combined, while
(See Table 6 below)

only 13 per cent of the bureau applicants did so.

Table 6
Submission and A proval Rates:

and ontemporary Topics, by T pe of Project
Traditional,
Non-

Bureau

Facilitated

Non-bureau

I

Submissions

25%

17%

13%

Approved

25% (16)

27% (11)

13% (40)1

1

Bureau Facilitated bureau
31%

13%

29%

0% (8)

10% (19) 17% (69,

Proposals for bureau projects, on the other hand, were better
represented in the three categories of administrative behavior, remedial
students, and talented students, or what might be considered as more
"contemporary" subjects.

Twenty-five per cent of the bureau proposals

were concerned with these topics, compared with 17 per cent of the facilitated
Since

projects, and only 13 per cent of the non-bureau projects.

facilitated projects fall between the other two types, it may be that the
closer the affiliation with bureaus, the greater the likelihood of
posing research on these more "up to date" topics.
The approval rates for each type of project seems also to be related
to whether the topic was more or less traditional.

Bureau and facilitated

projects in the three contemporary areas mentioned above were twice as
likely to be approved as were non-bureau projects in these areas.

The

converse was true with respect to the more traditional areas, in which nonbureau projects were more likely to be approved.

These comparisons can also

be seen in Table 6.

,

.:44,

;tit."

'

4421."'
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One might conclude that there is something like a division of labor
between bureau and non-bureau projects according to more or less traditional
areas of research.

For not only have bureaus more often submitted pro-

posals on less traditional topics of research, but the quality of their
proposals on these topics seems to have been higher, judging from approval
rates.

There is one highly traditional area, however, in which bureaus
slightly more often proposed research: the allocation of non-human resources,

which includes such topics as school finances and physical facilities.

Eren per cent of the bureau projects and 12 per cent of the facilitated
projects proposed research in this general area, compared with 4 per cent
of the non-bureau researchers.

Small as this difference is, it probably

reflects a tendency for the service activities of some bureaus to invade
their research plans.

That the bureau projects in this area were indeed

judged to be service studies is suggested by the fact that none of the
bureau proposals in our sample which dealt.with these. topics were approved.

In contrast, a quarter of the facilitated projects and a fifth of the
non-bureau projects in this area were supported.
3.

The level of education to be studied.

There were only slight

differences between the three types of projects with respect to whether
higher education or public school education was investigated.

The per-

centages of proposals to study some aspect of higher education were as
follows:

bureau, 23%; facilitated, 14%; non-bureau, 18%.

Overall, 18

per cent of the proposals focussed on higher education, 17 per cent of
which proposals were approved.

4. nitimp to be studied.
interests of a project in the
study.

Closely related to the substantive
which serves as the object of

hum....E

As we would expect from our previous observations, bureau appli-

cants more often proposed studies of school administrators
often proposed studios of students.

and lens

This difference, which can be seen

in Table 7, follows the distinction which we have made between more and
less traditional topics.

(The larger proportion of projects which were

unclassifiable according to the human group under investigation were

mostly concerned with resources or innovations which might affect a
variety of groups.)

Another group which research units more often proposed for investigation reinforces our observation that bureaus are more concerned with

research which has been relatively neglected.

This group is the community,

which here includes both national and local publics.

The extent t

which

studies of educational contexts are neglected by educational
researchers
is shown by the fact that only 7 per cent of all the proposals in our
mample sought to investigate this topic.
to study students.

in studying the

By contrast, 80 per cent sought

But 17 per cent of the bureau proposals were interested

community, compared with only 8 per cent of the facilitated

projects and 5 per cent of the non-bureau proposals.
This difference no doubt reflects the special capabilities of
research units for conducting community studies.

The small scale experiments

which have characterized investigations of students do
not require a large
staff and other organizational resources, while community studies do require
such resources.

This explanation is borne out by two additional observations.
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able 7

The Grou. Studied b

e of Pro e t

Bureau

Facilitated

Non-bureau

Students

70%

90%

79%

Faculty

13

8

16

Cg

17

8

5

13

5

2

3

4

unity, Parents

Administrators
Guidance counselors

.m

School boards

Pre-school children

N
Not ascertainable
or not applicable

3

1

..

116%*

115%*

2
10S%*

(30)

(37)

(156)

(30)

(136)

(34)

*Total percentages exceed 100% because some proposals planned to study
more than one group.

Al/
In the first place, the bureau applicants who planned to study
the community enjoyed a much higher approval rate than the two other types
of applicants.

The approval rates have been as follows: bureaus, 60 per

cent; facilitated projects, 0 per cent; and non-bureau projects, 13 per
cent.

This is the largest difference in approval rates which we have

noted thus far, and strongly suggests that research units are far better
qualified to study the context of education because of their special
resources.

A second, more direct way of confirming our explanation that bureaus

are specially qualified for community studies is to look at the research
methods employed by the different types of projects.
5.

Methods of research.

Information about research methods was

gathered only for !mond projects, and in a number of cases it was
impossible to determine the exact method.

But bearing these limitations

in mind, several observations seem warranted

Bureau and facllit ted

survey

more

often than non-bureau projects, and used experiments less often, as can
be seen in Table 8.

Only 27 per cent of the approved non-bureau projects

involved surveys, compared with 40 per cent of the facilitated projects
and 36 per cent of the bureau projecta; and 48 per cent of the non-bureau
projects used experiments, compared with 27 per cent of the bureau projects.

Facilitated projects used experiments most frequently, however,

as 60 per cent of these projects incorporated this method.
projects less often administered tests.

Also, bureau

While 64 per cent of the bureau

projects used tests, 85 per cent of the non-bureaus projects did so.
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6.

Disci line of the principal invettlator.

The major difference

among the three types of projects with respect to the investigator's
academic discipline follows some of the contrasts which we have already
mentioned.

As shown in Table 9, social scientists were better represented

by bureau proposals, as we would expect from the bureau's greater attention
to studies of school administrators and of the context of education.

Nineteen per cent of the bureau proposals were submitted by social
scientists, compared with 11 per cent of the proposals for facilitated
projects, and 8 per cent of the non-bureau proposals.

Non-bureau pro-

posals, on the other hand, were more often submitted by psychologists,
although the difference here is smaller than in the case of social
scientists.
7.

Features of the institutional setting.

larger setting of the applicants were examined:

Three features of the
(a) the level and

control of the institution, (b) the overall quality of the institution,

and (c) the division of the institution in which the applicant was
located (i.e., inside or outside education).

(a) _We of institution (level End control).

As can be seen in

Table 10, bureau-and facilitated projects more often originated in
universities rather than in colleges.

About nine out of ten bureau and

facilitated projects came from universities: compared with two out of
three non-bureau projects.

ON were unable to ascertain whether the

principal investigator was himself located at the graduate or the undergraduate level within the universities.

Thus, there are probably a number

of proposals from college professors classified with the university projects.)
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Table 8

Research Methodsect.
(Approved projects only)

Method

Bureau

Tests
Experiment
Social survey
Observation
Soclometry
Documentary analysis
Secondary analysis
Content analysis

64%
27
36
27
-9
9
sloop

N

Facilitated

60%
60
40
..

-10
--

--

Non bureau

85%
48
27
15
9
3
-3

172%

170%

190%

(11)

(10)

(33)
Ys

Not ascertainable

(5)

(4)

(25)

Table 9

Discipline cl.22.11192121LIEEEEttel2E,

12LIZEgatakeSt
Discipline

Bureau

Education
Educational psychology
Other psychology
Special education
Social science
Language arts
Educational administration
Educational research;
statistics
All other

N
Not ascertainablu

'

Facilitated

Non-bureau

17%

12%

18%

7
17
17
19
3
2

11
20
11
11
6

12
19
12
8

7
16

5
16

9

100%

10 96

(61)

(66)

(3)

(2)

7
5
2
16
100%
(287)
(6)

jj
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Table 10
Level and Control of Institution

Level and
control
State university
Private university
Teachers colleges
Other colleges
Special schools
School systems

Bureau

Facilitated

Non-bureau

63%

81%
25

44%

28
2

N
Not ascertainable

NOW

21
5
22

7

5

100%

2
8
100%

100%

(60)

(65)

(283)

(4)

(2)

(9)

1

7

Table 11

Approval

to Level and
of Pr e ct *

9.
Control of Ins i tut i
Type of
institution
State university
Private university
Teachers colleges
Other colleges
Special schools
School systems

Bureau

29% (38)
29% (17)
0% (1)
0% (4)
( - -)

(--)

Facilitated

Non-bureau

25% (40)
13% (16)

23% (124)
33% (59)
8% (13)
10% (61)
0%
(2)
13% (24)

(...)

33%
0%
20%

(3)
(1)
(5)

*Numbers in parentheses are the bases of per cents, i.e., the total
number of proposals submitted in that category.

ArA77177'
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Since proposals from universities hAve enjoyed a substantially
higher approval rate than those from colleges, it is possible
that the

higher overall approval rate for bureau proposals
is explained by their
more frequent university origin.

In Table 11, however, we see that if this

is the case, it is true only for private
universities, since the difference

between bureau and non-bureau approval rates
disappears when we look at
the private universities only.

This is not the case among the public

universities, however; and since it is in the public universities
that

bureau proposals much more often
originated, the fact that bureaus are

more often found in universities cannot
explain their higher overall
approval rate.

(b) Quality of the institution.

Our measure of school quality

follows the classification of colleges
and universities used by Berelson

in Graduate Education in the United States.*

In Table 12 it can be

seen that bureau proposals more often originated in
the highest quality
schools.

Twenty-three per cent of the.bureau proposals
compared with

16 per cent of the non-bureau proposals
came from these schools.

Further

non-bureau proposals more often originated in
schools which were not
included in Berelson's classification, presumably
because of their

obscurity, and in teachers colleges.

Thus, applicants from research

units seem to be located in better schools than non-bureau
applicants.

The relationship between school quality
and approval rates is
particularly interesting to observe, since we may assume that the
two
variables are measuring approximately the same thing.
*

If we ignore the

Bernard Berelson, Graduate Education in the United
States,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 1860. See pp. 280-281 for listing
of institutions according to quality.
The classification was adopted from
Hayward Keniston, Graduate Stud
and Research in the Arts and Sciences,
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1958.

category of unclassified schools, and if we dichotomize Berelson's scale

into 'Utter" and "poorer" schools because of the small number of cases
available for computing approval rates, we find that the relationship
between school quality and approval is especially marked among bureau
and facilitated projects.

This can be seen in Table 13.

Thirty-six

per cent of the bureau projects which originated in the better schools
were approved, compared with 21 per cent from the poorer schools.

The

percentage difference among facilitated projects is the same, although
the approval rates are lower than for bureau projects.

When we look

at non-bureau projects, on the other hand, we see that the relationship

between school quality and approval virtually disappears: 21 per cent
from the better schools were approved, as were 18 per cent from the
poorer schools.

This difference between bureau and non-bureau Projects may be
explained by the closer connection between bureaus and their institutional
context.

Since bureaus are part of the organizational structure of the

school, the quality of bureau research may more often reflect the
resources and perspectives of the institution as a whole.
The research of individuals outside of bureaus, on the other hand, may be
less dependent upon administrative sanctions, and therefore more independent
of the climate of the larger institution.
(c) Education versus other divisions in the institution.

When

we classify the proposals according to whether the applicant was associated
with a school, department, or college of educe ion, as distinguished from
academic or professional departments, we find only negligible differences

1. Awl
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Table 12
Quality of Institution (Berelson Scale)

IMZEIILEngta
Top liberal arts colleges
and universities

Middle colleges and
universities

Bureau

Facilitated

Non-bureau

23%

23%

16%

8

10

9

Other colleges and AGS
universities

25

18

29

Other universities
(Berelson's other)

22

28

23

12
100%

20
'98%

25
101%

(60)

(60)

(262)

(4)

(7)

(30)

All other institutions

N
Not ascertainable or
not applicable

Table 13
.41

A'proval Rates of Better and Poorer Institutions
(Berelson Scale), by Type of Project*

Quality

Bureau

Facilitated

Non-bureau

Better

36% (25)

25% (20)

21% (66)

Poorer

21% (28)

11% (22)

18% (131)

*Projects proposed by state and city departments of research are
omitted from this table. Numbers in parentheses are the bases
of percents, i.e., the total number of proposals submitted in
that category.
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between the three types of projects with respect to affiliation with
bureaus.

This can be observed in Table

.4.

In brief, it appears that

research units are no more likely to be found in education divisions
than elsewhere.

But when we look at approval rates (Table 15), we find that units

which are affiliated with non-education departments in the school have
a noticeably higher rate of approval than either facilitated or non-bureau
projects which originated in the same place.

This suggests that it is

the better researchers in the liberal arts and science

divisions who

have become associated with bureaus, but not so in education departments;
for the same proportion of bureau, facilitated, and non-bureau projects

originating in education departments were approved (21 per cent).

One

might tentatively conclude that the quality of educational research
bureaus is somewhat poorer than the quality of other bureaus elsewhere
in the institutions due to the differential selection of personnel with
superior research skills.

Some case observations
There were five institutions which were represented by at least
ten proposals in our sample.

(Since we utilized a sample of 20 per cent

of all proposals, each of these schooin sohnitted roughly

at least 50

proposals.) A close look at these institutions tends to highlight some
of the observations which we have already made on the basis of statistics
for the entir, wample.

as

the first place, all of the five institutions are state

universities located in the mid-west.

Secondly, according to a survey

-,1107111
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Table 14

Location of Principal Investigator by
Tape of .Project

Bureau
Education school or
department

55%

Outsido education, but in
university or college

Both education and
non-education

Facilitated

Son-bureau

45%

50%

46

38

2

2

All other (outside university
or taollege)

N
Not ascertainable

3
100%

9
100%

10
100%

(62)

(65)

(287)

(2)

(2)

(5)

Table 15
Approval Rates According
location of Principal Investigator,

3Nonla Paco. ject*
Bureau

Facilitated

Non- bureau

Education school or
department

21% (34)

21% (29)

21% (141)

Outside education, but
in university or college

32% (25)

1796 (30)

19% (108)

WWII education and
non-education.

100%

(1)

0%

(2)

(..)

3390

(9)

All other (outside university
Aor 4001100e)

17% (6)

7%

(29)

*Nu bare in ,parentheses 'are bases of per cents,-i.e, the total number
of proposals submitted in that, catogory.

litmeMMMTWMM
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conducted in 1963, they all contain organizational facilities for research:
all have educational research bureaus, four have educational research
coordinators, and three have educational research committees (from
our survey of deans).

Finally, the two universities with the highest

approval rates (50 and 31%) have the largest number of education
bureaus (8 and 7, respectively).

The university with the lowest

approval rate of the five (171) is the only one which has only a single

educational bureau, and also the only one which does not have a research
coordinator for the faculty of education.

Despite this low level of

organizational development, however, this state university has submitted

about the same number of proposals to the Office of Education as each
of the other four institutioas.

These facts concerning the five schools strongly suggest the
important role which is played by organizational resources in raising
the quality of,educational research.

II.

The Institutional Setting -- Education

Compared with Othis222artseAm.
The second way in which the proposals were classified was
according to whether the proponent was affiliated with (1) a school of
education, (2) another school or department in the university or college,
(3) both a school of education and another department (in the case of

two principal investigators) or (4) an agency which was outside of any

institution of higher learning.*

Since it is often observed that the

research programs found in schools of education differ markedly from the

............
*Because of the small number of cases in these latter two categories
(13 and 38), they are omitted from most of the tables that follow.
Seven
administrative officers in universities were also plmced in this
reaidual category.)
0

.72XEMPIPM,

orientations of other departments, it seemed worthwhile to find out if
these alleged differences are reflected in the proposals
submitted by
individuals in the two settings.

In the discussion that follows, we shall

take up each of the features mentioned in our discussion of affiliation
with research bureaus.

But first, we should note some extremely interesting

trends over the years in the number of proposals
submitted by individuals
in the respective settings, and in the approval
rates of these proposals.

Over the entire eight-year period, 49 per cent of the proposals
were submitted by educators and 39 per cent by non-educators in the
universities and colleges.

Only 3 per cent were submitted by teams which

combined educators ana non-educators as principal investigators.

per cent originated with individuals outside of the universities.)
then, the proportion of educators did not excell

(Nine

Overall,

the proportion of non-

educators to any great extent.

But what seems quite significant is the fact that submissions
from educators decreased from 66 per cent of all proposals in 1956-57
to 40 per cent in 1962-63; while submissions from
non-educators increased

from 22 per cent to 46 per cent in the same period.
be seen in Table 16a.

These trends can

In the more recent yearsrtherefore, the proportion

of educators exceeded the proportion of non-educators.

Further, if we look at the absolute numbers of proposals submitted
by the two groups of applicants (Table 16b),
it becomes plain that the
number submitted by educators remained pretty stable, while the number
from non-educators

increased sharply

-- almost four-fold.

These figures

eloquently express the rising interest on the part of non-educators in
conducting research related to education.

The stability in the number of
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Table 16a
Annual Subilssions by Location of

Principal. elmetor (Per cents)
5292191E2ers in which proposals were submitted

Location

1956-57

1958-59

1960-61

Education

66%

61%

43%

40%

Not education

22

28

46

46

Both of above

..

3

4

4

Outside higher
education

12

7

10

100%

8
100%

100%

10096

(76)

(74)

(141)

(134)

N

1962-63

Tablp 16b
Annual Submissions by Location of
Principal Investigator nuabera)

Calendar
1956-57

Location

ears in which proposals were submitted
1958-59
1960-61
1962-63

Education

50

45

60

54

Not education

17

21

65

62

Both of above

2

6

5

Outside higher
education

6

10

13

74

141

134

N

76

it
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proposals originating with educators is. puzzling, however, in view
of
renewed efforts in recent years to promote research in schools of
education.

Turning our attention now to approval rates in the
two groups of
applicants, we find that the rates are the same (20 per cent of educators'
proposals and 21 per cent of non-educators'
proposals were approved).

Moreover, there is no clear-cut trend in the direction of increasing
or decreasing support for either of the two groups (Figure 3),
In order to see whether the disciplinary
composition Of the
nine -man. Advisory Committee was related
to approval rates, the members

were classified according to whether or not they were professional
educators.

Figure 4 shows (1) the proportion of non-educators on the

Committee, indicated at the mid-point of
each fiscal year, (2) the proportion of proposals submitted by non-educators
which were approved,
indicated at the mid-point of each calendar year in which the
proposal

was submitted, and (3) the proportion of all the proposals from
universities

and colleges which were submitted by non-educators,
again indicated at
the mid-point of each calendar year of submission,

It can be seen that a reasonably high
relagonship exists
between the changing composition of the Committee
and the proportion of
non-educators who were approved.

Further, the consistency with which a

shift in the composition of the Committee
in a given fiscal year preceded

a corresponding shift in the approval
rates strongly suggests the influence
of the Committee's composition.

It is of further interest that although
the number of proposals
from non-educators exceeded the number
from educators in the more recent
years, the non...educators on the Research Advisory
Committee remained in the

minorityn

This can also be seen in Figure 4,

Figure 3
Approval Rates of Educators and Non-educators
AcRagIBLIojer
Submission

Calendar ear of Submission

Lipproveff

1.336=937Th

037=90'1331-116TM

40
30

20

10

0
% 'of non-educators

% of educators
approved

approved
Figure

CcEposition of Research Advisory COmmitteep.
An4oval. Rates of Non - educators, and
Submission Rates of Non- educators, by

Calendar Year of Submission

12277560

1 1 719 27719 3

60
50

40

30

0
of Research Ad-

visoryCommittee who
are non-educators

1956-57
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

% of proposals from
non-educators which.
were approved

% of proposals
submitted by
non-educators

rOFTWKWAITIOTggi

rof non-educatore % of proposals froi

Committee-who were
non-educators
£isoal year
33%
11%
45%
33%
22%
33%
22%

proposals

a roved
calendar year)
24%

0%
50%
29%
17%
15%
22%

institutions submited by non-educators
calendar year
25%
33%
30%
53%
51%
56%
47%
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we shall now turn our attention to the differences between the
projects which were submitted by

and non-educators over the

entire period.
1.

Project 41.11.*
size.

The projects proposed by educators were

slightly larger An terms of the amount of funds requested and the size,
of the professional staff, but the planned duration of the two types of
projects were roughly the same.
Table 17.

The pertinent comparisons are shown in

The observed differences, incidentally, are not nearly as

large as when the projects are classified according to affiliation with
bureaus (see p.A-9, Table 3).
2.

Substantive areas of researds.

Again, only negligible

differences emerge between educators and non-educators when the proposals
are examined according to specific substantive areas (Table 18).

Nor are

there any clear-cut differences by "traditional" or "contemporary" areas,
as these were. earlier defined.

The absence of distinctive substantive areas in which educators
as contrasted with non-educators posed research is rather surprising,
since we would expect the liberal arts professors b have focussed on more

basic areas, such as the psychology of learning, and the educators to
have focussed on more practical issues, such as the testing of curricula
or instructional methods.

Non-educators did somewhat more often plan

studies in the general field of the psychology of learning (18% vs 12%),

but the two groups were equally active in the areas of curriculum and
instruction.

Perhaps our classification of substantive areas failed to

distinguish properly between pure and core applied research.

In any case,

the absence of differences in the substantive areas proposed for research
is rather puzzling.

11-

t.
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Table 17

Amount of Funds Requested Size of Staff and Planned
Durationl.,by Location of Principal
Lecatidn
Education
Not education

Amount requested (000's)
$

0 -24

35%

$ 25 - 49

21

$ SO - 99

28

$100 or more

16-

100%
N

(205)

Full-time equivalent
of professional staff
time

6%

1 - 1

24

2 - 2i

34

3 . 31

19

4 or more

17

100%

N

(198)

Duration of project
up to 1 year

20%

1 to 2 years

35

2 to 3 years

22

3 to 4 years

14

More than 4 yeslds

9

100%
N

(209)

*Bases of,percentages vary because projects which were not ascertainable
with respect to amount requested, staff, or duation were eliminated.

),'
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Table 18
Specific Substantive Areas by Location
of Principal MInvestigator
Location
Education
Not education

Topics
Instructional methods

11%

14%

Curriculum

9

10

Achiovement

3

7

Allocation of resources

6

7

Administrative behavior

7

7

Talent; creativity

7

2

Remedial education

3

6

Psychology of learning;
'mOtivation, etc.

12

18

Mentally retarded

11

5

Social problems (drop-outs
race relations, etc.)

4

profession of education

9

Social relations

3

Tests, measurements

3

Normal skills (hearino,
reading)

2

2

Car:::ht,
choice

1

5

Guidance, therapy

2

1

Physical education

2

1

Educational research

1

2

College admission

1

Philosophy, history of education

INV
N

Not ascertainable

3

(208)
(1)

104
(164)
(1)

slaiihL12

3,

The level of education to be studied.

d

The only difference

between the two types of settings with respect to the level of education
1.

that the applicants proposed to study was in higher education.

Only 7

per cent of the educators proposed research on higher education, compared
with 21 per cent of the non-educators.

The educators who proposed work

in this field were more likely to be approved, however: 30% of the
educators' proposals compared with 14% of the non-educators' proposals

were approved.*
4.

The group which is studied.

No differences were noticed with

respect to the human group which was to be studied, i.e., students, faculty,
the public, etc.
5.. Methods of, research.

So far we have found few, if any,

interesting differences between the projects submitted by educators and
non-educators.

When we turn our attention to the research methods which

were involved in the projects, however, we are struck by several contrasts.**
Educators were more-likely to use the experimental method, observation,
and tests.

Noa-educators were considerably more likely to use a survey

and slightly more likely to use sociometry.

Table 19 shows the relevant

percentages.

It is not surprising that educators less often used the survey

method since training seems to be given only in the most rudimentary aspects
of this ,technique.

By and large, educators tend to view surveys as

descriptive devices to be used in studies of school facilities and staff

*These percentages represent 3 out of 10 educators' proposals and
3 out of 22 non - educators' proposals which were approved.
**Our observations are here based on approved proposals only since
this information was not gathered for all proposals ever submitted.
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Table 19
Research Methods by Location of Principal
...._Investiator_g.L(Appx...aovedrojects only)

Location
Education
Not education
Test

79%

65%

Experiment

52

35

Social survey

24

40

Observation

17

5

Sociometry

3

10

Documentary analysis

7.

5

Secondary analysis

5

Content analysis

N
Not ascertainable

3
185%*

1650

(29)

(20)

(15)

(14)

*Total percentages exceed 100% because more than one method was
used in most cases.
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characteristics.

On the other hand, the experimental method has a long

tradition in the field of educational research, and has arisen from the
essentially psychological orientation toward educational problems which

is commonly found in schools 0 education.

Testing, of course, is frequent-

ly done in conjunction with experiments; hence, educators also more
often administered tests.
C.

Discipline of the principal investigator.

The distribution

of disciplines represented by the proposals is shown in Table 20.

It

is interesting that a smaller proportion of psychologists come from the

ranks of educators than from among non-educators, despite the large
number of psychologists in schools of education.

Twenty-,seven per cent

of the educators were psychologists, compared with 38 per cent of the
non-educators.

But a much greater discrepancy emerges when we look at

the social sciences.

Only 2 per cent of the educators who submitted

proposals were social scientists, compared with 22 per cent of the
educatorsti

By comparing the proportion of proposals from educators in the
various disciplines with the proportion of doctorates awarded in each
field in the recent past, we can gain an approximate notion of the fields

in which more or less research is being undertaken than one would expect
on the basis of the numLer of doctorates produced.
the pertinent comparisons.

Table 21 presents

This table supports some common impressions

of the areas where the production of doctorates is disproportionate to
thesmount of L7esearch activity in the area.

In the first place, there

was considerably less research proposed in the area of administration
than the production of doctorates would lead one to expect.

The reason

Table 0
Discipline of the Principal Invests.
by Location
Location
Education

Discipline

Not education

Education

30%

2%

Educational psychology'

17

5

Other psychology

10

33

Special education and
guidance

13

9

Social sciences

2

22

Languav arts

3

11

Educational administration

6

1

Educational research
methodology

5

as am

19

16

100%

100%

All other

N
No :answer

(206)
(3)

(160)
(5)

,011{1111011111tiTIITJPOTIFR....

Table 21
Pro ortion of Doctors ea Awarded b Schools of Education (1957)
allIt222Eton of Proposals Submitted b Educators (1956-63),

629VLEL12.....kted8"c
% doctorates
awarded in 1057*

Educational Fields

% proposals submitted in 1956-63

School administration

31%

6%

Guidance and counseling

13

2

Psychology

10

27

Elementary education

7

2

Social science, history,
philosophy

5

2

Special education

2

11

Educational research

2

5

Physical education

2

3

Science and math education

2

2

AU other (non-comparable)

26
100%

40
100%

(838)

(206)

N

*Source: The Doctorate in Education Vol 2; Washington, D.C.:
The American An
ation of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1960, P. 69.
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for this is undoubtedly the fact that doctoral recipients in school
administration tend to become practitioners rather than scholars.

The

same observation may be made of the field of guidance and counseling
where the proportion of doctorates is six times greater than the proportion
of research proposals.

When we come to the field of psychology, we find the reverse
situation.

Although only 10 per cent of the doctorates in education in

1957 were given in educational psychology or child development, 27 per
cent of the proposals for research originated with psychologists affiliated
with departments of education.

Relatively speaking, then, we might say

that psychologists overproduced research studies.

While the same could

be said for the field of special education, the reason
in this latter field is clear.

for the discrepancy

In the early years of the Cooperative

Research Program, particular emphasis was placed on studying mental
retardation by the Office of Educatic

Although a number of psychologists

were also among those who submitted projects on mental retardation, the
discrepancy between percentage of doctoral degrees and percentage of
proposals from psychologists (difference of 171) is larger than the
percentage of all proposals concerning mental retardation (8%).

Hence,

the program on mental retardation cannot explain the greater percentage
of proposals from psychologists.

The "overproduction" of research proposals by psychologists is
especially striking-when we compare the field of psychology with the

fields of social setence, history, and philosophy combined.

Five per

cent of the doctorates in 1957 were awarded in those fields, but only
2 per cent of the applicants to the CRP identified themselves as specializing

in these fields.

Whether we can take the 3 per cent difference seriously

is not the point; the interesting result is that these fields do not

be

to approach the "overproduction" of research proposals found in

the field of psychology.

And yet, just as in the field of psychology,

doctoral recipients in these fields tend to become professors rather than
public school employees.

These findings point to the strong tradition in educational
reaetrch favoring psychological approaches.

Research on administration

and on guidance and counseling probably suffers from the loss of personnel
to school systems; while research on the social, historical, and
philosophi-

cal aspects of education has been neglected because of the
tendency to look at education in psychological terms.
7.

Features of the institutional setting.
(a) Type of institution (level and control).

Differences

between educators and non-educators according to the level and control
of the institution with which they are affiliated are small.
clear-cut difference has to do with the type of control.

The only

Sixty per cent

of the educators' proposals originated in state universities,
compared

with 50 per cent of the non - educators' proposals (see Table 22).

This

does not necessarily mean that educators in public institutions
are more
likely to do research, for it is probable that a larger proportion of

the faculty in public universities is composed of educators.

Thus,

applications for projects from state universities might ,simply reflect
the size of the faculty of education in those universities.

Since educators in public universities were no more likely to

have their projects slerjal than were non-educators (24% vs 21%), but
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Table 22

Level and Control of Inotitutionby

14521141.9.12E1BEiRELIBMILME
Level and control

Education

Non education

State university

57%

50%

Private university

21

28

6

..

Other colleges

16

20

Special schoo/.9

..

1

Teachers colleges

Toor
N
Not ascertainable or
not applicable

99%

(204)

(167)

(5)

(8)

Table 23

Approval Rates Accoms1211121
and Control of Institution, by

Location of InoApalumesetoo
Level and control

Location
Education
Non-education

State university

24% (117)

21% (78)

Private university

23%

(23)

34% (44)

8%

(12)

ww

16%

(32)

6% (32)

(..)

0%

Teachers colleges
Other colleges
Special schools

(..)

(1)

*Numbers in parentheses are bases of per cents, 1.6,, the total
number of proposals submitted in that category.

4,101,111.2.M.,,WOMMONVIMEWAVY.WEIMO-mrrrs.g.l.mmimmommo.
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non-educators in private universities were more likely to have their
projects approved than were educators (34%1 vs 23%), it is possible that

the private-public dimension is differentially associated with research
competence among non-educators only (see Table 23).

That is

educators

who are better qualified for research may be recruited by either the
public or private institutions, while non-educators with similar skills
may tend to be recruited by the private institutions.

This interpretation

is highly tentative, however.
(b) Quality of the institution.

While the topic of institutional

quality must again be treated with a certain amount)of caution, Table
24 suggests that the educators' proposals have more often originated in

A third of the educators' proposals hailed from

the better schools.

schools in the two top categories, compared with about a fourth of the
non-educators' proposals.

The percentages reverse when we look at the

middle group of schools, and remain the same for educators and noneducators in the two bottom groups.

(There are no differences between

educators' and non-educators !masa rates according to the quality
of school.) (See Table 250)

III.

Some Observations on Overall

Submission allamoval Rates

Several comments can be made on the basis of the marginal
distributions alone, quite apart from the differentss between bureau
and non - bureau research or between OdUelterS and near- educators.

j
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Table 24

Quality of Institution (Sere lson Scale)

i2Liocataa2LpLtncipaI..h.anEtior.

Location
Education
Not education

Qt

Top liberal arts colleges
and universities

21%

16%

Middle colleges and

universities.

13

8

20

31

24

23

22

AM

Other colleges and AGS

universities

Other universities

(Serelsones Other)

All other institutions

laln
N

Not ascertainable
or not applicable

(204)

(130)

(5)

(5)

Table 25
A

Better and Poorer

raj&

pAsatution.LS,

Location d Principal

son Scale

b

Location

%gat

Natation

MOnsiedntation

Better

25%

(69)

26%

(S)

Poorer

20%

(135)

19%

(122)

*Projects proposed by St426 and city departments of research are
omitted from this table
isahaes la parentheses sr* bases of
Per (mate, 1,0.# the total nuaber ot proposals submitted in that
category.
,
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22.11.20.11.212.

Table 26 shows that the less expensive

projects, and those of shorter duration, more often received support.

Also, up to a certain point, the larger the professional staff, the
greater the chance of approval.

(Beyond that point, which seems to be

around 3i staff members, the likelihood of approval drops sharply.)

In

general, however, it appears that proposal writers are rewarded for
keeping the budget

wn while entusinthealia. This coat -

accounting

factor in the approval of proposals can be seen quite clearly in Table 27.

Both budget and staff size play a role in gaining approval, independently
of one another.

This means that the cheamtlagprsonnel, the greater

the likelihood of receiving funds to conduct research.

Thus, more than

half of the proposals offering three or more staff members at less than
$25,000 were funded.

Quite obviously, such cost-accounting considerations

may bear very little relationship to the scientific potentialities of

the proposals. As a matter of fact, they may promote mediocrity,

Assuming

that salary items are lower on cheaper projects with larger staffs,
researchers who can b

had cheaply are favored.

Or, which seams even

worse* part-time research is encouraged in a profession which already
suffers from an abundance of marginal workers.

111.2ttlymp studied.

The great majority of projects submitted

to the UBOB have been concerned with etudeate (60%).

Only small percentages

have paid attention to the comunity (71) , to school administrators (4%),

or to guidance counselors VS*.

Perhaps most surprising is the fact that

only 1% of the projects have planned to study school boards,

But even

the proportion of proposals concerning the faculty is quite low (14%)
(see Table 28).

Not
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Table 26

at.....bmisrionejgaiva...._mcunt of P

dun s

Requested Size of Staff and Planned Duration

Amount reslastfil
(000's)

Submissions

Approved**

$ 0 -24

32%

28%

$ 25 - 49

24

19%

$ 50 - 99

27

18%

$106 or more

17

10%

100%
N

(418) *

Full -time equivalent
of i......L....Hogataff
time

5%

5%

(20)

1-

27

17% (111)

2 - 211

32

24% (132)

3 - 31

15

31%

4 or more

21

16% (n)

(62)

100%
N

(407) *

Duration of project
Up to 1 year

19%

22%

1 to 2 years

39

28% (162)

2 to 3 years

21

22%

(95)

3 to 4 years

13

19%

(52)

More than 4 years

a

(76)

8% (38)

100%
N

(423) *

*Oases of ye centages vary becausie projects which were not ascertainable
with respect to amount requested, staff, or duration were eliminated.
***ambers in parentheses are bases of per cents, i.e" the total number
of proposals submitted in that category.
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Table 27

imemallstes for Research Proposals, According,to
Amount Requested and Size of Staff
(1656-63)
(% of proposals approved)

Staff size

Amount requested ($000's)
0 - 24
25
SO+

-ib

18% (77)*

14% (29)

10% (20)

2

36% (39)

29% (35)

16% (56)

3+

54% (13)

22% (27)

17% (89)

11

"a 1

A,

*Numbers in parentheses represent the total number of proposals
submitted with a particular combination of "amount requested"
and "staff size."

Further. none of the proposals in our sample submitted on school
boards or on guidance counselors were approved, and
only 11 per cent of
those on administrators received support.

By contrast, a quarter to a

third of the proposals on the public, students, and
faculty were approved
(see Table 28).

As a matter of fact, not only were studies of students

most frequently proposed, but they were also most
frequently supported.
In short, in these years the USOE tended to
support research projects

having the most traditional object of attention: the students. (As
mentioned earlier, 18% of the proposals focussed their attention on
higher education.
3.

Of these proposals, 17% were approved.)

Methods of research.

We have already commented on the pre-

valence of testing as a technique of research.

Table 29 shows that

three-fourths of the approved projects utilised tests.

Of course, this

result follows from the large proportion of projects which focussed on
-the student population.

Second in order of frequency of usage was

the experimental method (46%).

Only 32% of the studies used the survey

method.

To a certain extent, the methods used reflected the predilection
for studying students; but this does not altogether
explain the prevalence
of certain methods.

For example, it is feasible to conduct sociological

surveys with secondary students..

In sum, certain techniques have served as

the traditional mainstays of educational research.
4.

Discipline of the princi al investi star.

We have already

noted the preeminence of psychologists in educational research.

Table 30

shows that dmost a third of the proposals criginated with psycluologists,

while only 10 per cent stemmed .fry social scientists. A large minority of
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Table 28

Submissions and Approval Rates: the Group Studied
Submissions

Approved

Students

80%

33% (178)

Faculty

14

28%

(32)

Community, parents

7

25%

(16)

Administrators

4

11%

(9)

Guidance counselors

3

0%

(7)

School boards

1

0%

(2)

2
111%*

0%

(4)

Pre-school children

N
Not ascertainable or
not applicable

(223)

(200) **

*Exceedd 100% because some proposals planned to study more than one
group,

"Mont were concerned with factors which might affect a range of groups.

Table 29
Research Methods -- Approved Projects Only

Tests

76%

Experiment

46

Social survey

32

Observation

15

Sociometry

Documentary analysis

5

Secondary analysis

2

Content analysis

Not ascertainable

2
183%
(54)
(34)

*Exceeds 100% because many projects utilized more than one method of research

P1C
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Table 30

SubraissielLEVIIUMMItLIYIJMU.PALCalie!

ofinIAPAILATITAWE

Discipline
-....

.

Submissions

82pETTA

Education

17%

23% (69)

Educational psychology

12

26% (46)

Other psychology

19

32% (73)

Special education

13

25% (52)

Social science

10

22% (41)

Language arts

6

12% (26)

Educational administration

5

0% (21)

Educational research;
statistics

3

28% (14)

16

14% (66)

All other

0

100%
(413)

Not ascerta Labia

(10)
'NY
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Table 31

Submissions and Approval Rates: Level and
Setting
Control of

Level and control

Submissions

Approved
,

State university

49%

Private university

23

28%

(92)

3

7%

(14)

17

10%

(68)

Special schools

1

0%

(3)

School systems

7

14%

(29)

Teachers colleges

Other colleges

1Mr.
N

24% (202)

(408)

Not ascertainAbio

(15)

Table 32

Rates: Quality of
the Institution (Berleson Scale)

Submissions

Submissions

Top liberal arts colleges
anduniversities

Approved

18%

27% (70)

11

22% (41)

25

18% (97)

Other universities
(Berelson's Other)

24

18% (90)

AU other institutions

22

26% (84)

Middle colleges and

universities

Other colleges and AGS

universities

N

Not ascertainable or
not applicable

(382)

(41)

3
ea"

Aroppr.m.....immeemmimesie

II
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proposals were submitted by individuals who simply
designated their discipline as "education."
5.

Features at the instilutionjtlEstlis.

Universities had a

higher approval rate than colleges, as can be seen in Table 31.

Approxi-

mately a fourth of the proposals from state and
private universities
received support, compared with 7 per cent from
teachers colleges and
10 per cent from all other colleges.

Agencies outside of institutions

of higher education had 14 per cent of
their proposals approved.

Mb doubt

these figures reflect the distribution of research
skill among schools.
But one should take note of the fact that
institutions of higher
learning with lower ratings
submitted proposals.

in the Berelson index of quality more often

The approval rate, however, was lower for these

institutions (see Table 22).

APPENDIX B

Columbia University in the City of New York

I

New York 25, N. Y.

BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEAkCH

e05 West 115th Street

LETTER AND FOAM SENT TO MANS

In 1961 a small investigation

was initiated by sociologists at

Columbia University to study educational research bureaus affiliated with
graduate programs in education. Your office cooperated in this study by
supplying us with the names of research organizations at your institution,
which organizations we then surveyed. Owing to the favorable response to
our report (to be published as a book in 1964), support has been obtained
from the U.S. Office of Education to conduct a second nationwide study.
This study will be broader in scope and more detailed than the first.

At this early stage of our study we are interested in identifying
the individuals within graduate departments who are in anyway responsible
for the research activities of the staff. We must therefore ask for your
assistance once again. Would you or one of your assistants please
examine the enclosed list of research organizations to determine whether
we have accurate, up-to-date information; and also supply us with the
names of:
the Coordinator or Director of the entire faculty research
program in education, if such a position exists; and

the Chairman of any faculty research committee in
education, if such a group exists.
If you are aware of any organization engaged in research on education
within your university which is outside the graduate school or d
epartment.
of education (e.g.: in the graduate department of psychology or sociology),
we would also appreciate your listing this agency at the bottom of the
enclosed form.
A stamped, addressed envelope
very much for your cooperation.

is enclosed for

your reply.

Sincerely yours,
Sam D. Sieber

Project Director
Paul F. Lazarsfeld
Principal Investigator

Thank you

It
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1.a.

Research or anizations (Cross out any organizations which are no longer
operating

b. Other research organizations
education

2.

affiliatedduate

ei;au institutes, centers, laboratories, etc.

Director or Coordinator of facult research:
Is this person responsible for:

o

em in

11.1
(Cheek one)

the graduate education program only;
the entire university program?
3.

Chairman of committee or
1111

cou.onfeatrnc13.2selFch:

Is this committee responsible for:

(Check one)

the graduate education program only;
the entire university program?

4.

amozations evemdlp research on education outside RE1112Eaduate
school or
daaryment,of education:

APPENDIX C
TABLE 1

Mar Hindrances to Advancement
21 Educational Research
The following is a list of factors that some people claim have hindered
the advancement of educational research. if you think any of these has
hindered educational research, place a check in the appropriate box.
(Leave blank if you think it has not hindered research.)

Percent mentioning each factor
as a sigma hindrance:

Deans

Coordlnators

Chit
Directors

Amount of financial support available
for research

68%

58%

72%

Amounts of teaching, administrative, and
other non-research duties connected with
jobs held by people in education

56

81

56

Kinds and amount of organizational provisions for research at universities,
school systems, etc.

44

39

56

The quality of research training provided
in graduate schools or departments of
education

43

58

49

The quality of research techniques and
methods used in educational research

26

29

30

Problems chosen for investigation by
researchers

18

29

32

Lack of interest in educational research
on the part of behavioral scientists
outside schools of education

22

26

33

school systea03

15

13

11

Lack of interest in research on the
part of administrators of schools or
departments of education

24

32

33

Intellectual ability of people doing
research in education

10

10

21

Rewards offered potential researchers to
serve as speakers, editors, consultants,
workshops participants, etc.

9

3

16

Low standards for acceptance of research
articles in journals

0

8

13

18

19

11

of, researchers

5

10

16

Needs and interests of publishing companies
Total respondents:

5

0

8

Types of services and studies desired by

Lack of recognition and rewards for
research accomplishment
Educational philosophies and ideologies

(79)

(31)

(63)

alwrimrpPlePlIPPIKWIPINV
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'44taBohoo oation Nsasett.bz

Deans and Coordinaltor

the Best Rssearch

limber of
times mentioned
Stanford

Wisconsin

23
;

18

4hioago

18

Barverd

17

Illinois

16

Teachers College, Columbia

14

Minnesota

11

U. of Michigan

10

Ohio Stoats

8

California, Berkeley

6

Oklahoma State

4

Syracuse

3

Boston U.

2

State U. of Iowa

2

Pittsburgh

2

Michigan State

2

Ball State

1

Indiana

1

U. of Pennsylvania

1

Southern California

1

Texas

1

Washington U.

Number of deans and
coordinators replying:

(46)

61.
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TABLE 3

A!!!!"05021aLitemnimitlE020410t....al

Arran! ,,ants with the Liberal Arts and Sciences
Contsrolledlmi.yersttLLUeUrt Vatiot....)Venistork

% Schools of Education
doing the best research
Joint .Arrngements

In best
Universities

In other
Universities

Interdisciplinary committees
or seminars which are concerned
with scholarly issues.
Yes
No

74%(14)
*
(1)

,

16%(38)
0%(22)

Participation of non-education
professors in the selection
of the faculty of education.
Yes
No

85%(13)
* (2)

26%(19)
2%(41)

73%(15)
- (0)

12%(41)
5%(19)

89% (9)
50% (0)

17%(23)
5%(37)

83% (6)
67% (9)

20% (15)
7% (45)

67%(12)
* (3)

11%(28)
9%(32)

Joint teaching appointments.
Yea
No
Joint research appointments.

Yes
No
Visiting professors from other
universities for research.
Yes
No

Visiting professors from other
universities for teaching.

Yes
No

* Too few cases for percentaging.

L..):..4*,...

.15,44t.
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TABLE 4
Services Per f mined by

Units, Accordin
to Proportion of Budget Devoted to Research

glerL...rietsie.....formes stems
Help schools evaluate new programs
Supply individual consultants to local schools
Help schools implement new programs
Supply speakers for local school conferences
or workshops
Conduct school surveys at the request of
local schools
Develop tests for use .of classroom teachers
in the state or area
Sell or distribute tests to schools

% budattlas research
0-49% 50-89% 90-100%
83%
83

67%

47%

61

50
44

35
41

50

56

24

67

28

18

11
6

11

12
4

56

56

59

44

33

53

58

11

29

32

17

12

21

6

12

17

6

18

37

33

6

50
56

44

28

50
33

47
35
29

(18)

(18)

(17)

MOOD

Services performed for university groups
Advise the education faculty on research
problems
Advise faculty members outside of education
on research
Conduct service investigations for university
officials (not college or education)
Conduct service investigations for college
of education
Conduct service investigations for faculty
committees
Construct examinations or other evaluative
instruments to be used by members of the
university staff
Service investigations for the state de t.
Documentation services (recipients unknown)

Maintain a reference library
Publish a journal, bulletin or newsletter
Prepare bibliographies on educational topics
MUm!ier of units:

I am

ow. vs,

N..

r
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TABLE 5

Most

Activities on which Unit Directors
According

Leadership Styles
External
Leader

Activities*
Seeking funds for researchers.
Collecting and disseminating information about financing.
Budgeting for the unit as a whole.
Allocating outside funds for research.
Negotiating with or reporting to
funding agencies.
Communicating the needs of the research program to administration.
Facilitating communications among
researchers.
Formulating the goals of the unit's
research program.
Judging the adequacy of proposals.
Encouraging researchers not associated to become associated.
Handling requests for released time
to do research.
Encouraging individuals associated
with unit to undertake research
of interest to scholars in ed.
Gaining the assistance of scholars
in other departments.
Providing facilities for researchers.
Assisting staff in writing proposals.
Assiating staff with analytical
problems which arise in research.
Providing opportunities for students
to.participate in research.
Directing or facilitating service
studies for schools in area.
'Handling problems of interpersonal
relations among staff members.

Number of directors:

14%

Executive

14%

Intensive
Intellectual Leader

15%
5

18

5

..

.

15
21
-

.

-

21

7

5

Mt

14

14

10

WO

7

14

10

36

14

5
15

-

.

21
7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

14

5

9

.

-

21

21
14
7

20
35

8

29

21

30

65

36

-

35

38

36

7

'10

27

7

7

NIP

(14)

(14)

-

.

-

(20)

ft
* Respondents were instructed to check no' more than three activities"
to which they devoted m_ ost of their time

4

9%

18

(11)

64%

nd
-nd

nd

nd
nd

5. Educational Information
Service

6. Job Placement of Students

7. Conferences, Workshops

8, Edit Publications of College
of Education

9. Help Schools Implement New
Programs

0. Construct exams for Faculty

43%

4. Teaching Service

50%

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

67%4.

I

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

39%

nd

nd

28%

72%

44%, 50%

61%

44%

Eckert (1949)
MR18
Hag13

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

23%

15%

nd

54%

nd

46%

15%

,

Biller (1958

***Bosengarten reported only those funcations which were represented by 67% or more of the Bureau,
and did not provide the exact percentage.

*Sources are indicated on page C-8.
**No data, i.e., activity not listed by investigator

6. Checking Building Plans

57%

43%

36%

3. Training Teachers for
Special Testing

1 5. Classification

1

2. Educational Guidance

28%

nd**

4. Consultative Assistance . . .
Public School AdOlnistration

11. Publicity Service

nd**

71%

3. Test Construction

nd

67%I.

Aft

2. School Surveys

67%+**Air

Rosenlarten (1936)
N115

100%, 93%

Cha.man (1927)
NI15

rison of Activities of Gniversit Affiliated Bureaus of Educationalllesearch *

1. Testing (administration or
scoring)

Service Activities

Historical Cc

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

13%

49%

nd

48%

12%

nd

61%

10%

43%

5%

N361

Lazarsfeld-

nd

7. Conduct Research Requested
by State Dept. of Educ.

nd

50%
43%

S. Student Persimnol Problems

4. Financing Other than Budgeting

ad

ad

.15%

77%

70%

ad

15%

nd

15%

ad

ad

85%

Miller (1955)
N.18

*N0 data, i.e., activity not listed by investigator.
**Rosengarten reported only those functions which were represented by 67% or more of the Bureau,
and did not provide the exact percentage.

nd

ad

nd

nd

2. Library

ad

nd

nd

nd

61%, 51%

44%

67%, 50%

33%

nd

erysil.

nd

67%+

nd

1. Publication

Other Activities

Guiding Research Studies of
Students (not to be confused
with formal training program)

93%

ad

6. Research for University
Administration

training Activities

nd

67%, 50%

nd

nd

4. Facilitate or advise on
Ed. Faculty Res.

5. Research Requested by
Faculty Committee

61%

nd

nd*

nd

3. Advise Faculty Outside
Education on Research

\

nd

64%

2. Evaluational Studies

50%, 56%

Eckert (1949)
N=18

671***

Rose urtimm (1936)
N.15

57%h

Chapman (1927)
No15

1. Research other than School
Surveys

Research Activities

111M11111111110i

Historical Comparison of Activities of University Affiliated Bureaus of Educational Research

-

iti.

nd

ad.

46%

44%

78%

22%

23%, 31%

14%

23%, 31%

48%

6.010

(100%)

N=61

deter

08

Chapman, Harold B., "Organized Research in education,"
Bureau of
Educational Research Monographs, No. 7, Ohio
State University
Studio*. (Columbus: Ohio State University
Press, 1927)
Rosengarten, William, "Organization and Administration
of Educational
Research in Departments, Schools and Colleges
of Education in
Universities," .......ARbolmsalef in Education, No. 1,
September,
1936.

Eckert, Ruth E., "Report on the Organization
and Services of Bureaus
of Educational Research in Leading
American Universities,"
(mimeo), Office of Educational Research,
University of
Minnesota, May, 1949.
Miller, Harry goo Jr., A Stud of the Field
Service and Research Units
of Ten Schools of Education. Ph.D. dissertation,
Stanford
University, JUne 1958.
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Technical Notes on the Survey of Authors of
Empirical Rommarch Articles Related to
Education Published in 1964

A total of 1014 empirical research articles were found in 36 journals.
(The journals which were studied are listed below.)
Articles which were devoted exclusively to subjective reports of
personal experiences, such as a temoberls report on her instructional
methods, were not regarded as empirtaal research. Also excluded were
social bookkeeping studies, such as salary surveys, enrollment
projections, and descriptive studies of physical facilities, unless
the survey was done in connection with analytical research. Conceptualizations based on empirical research, abstracts of findings,
review articles, and methodological models were likewise excluded.
Of the 1014 articles included in the study, 274 were excluded because
of foreign addresses, or because another article by the author was
already included.
(We decided to represent each author by only a
single article. Thirteen per cent of the original 1014 articles were
excluded for this reason.)
Letters, instructions, and a self-addressed postcard were sent to the
authors (see below). When addresses were not given in the journal,
the names were looked up in various professional directories.

Jou

Research

Used for Soleoti

r

Educaatit

R earth Articles

e
- Education
American Educational Research Journal
Calif. Journal of Educ. Research
Educational is Psychological Measurement
Journal of Edw. Rem.
Journal of Exp. Educ.
General -Non- Education
Journal of Educ. Psych.

Sociology of Edw.

Memillized -Education
Journal of Develop. Readings
Journal of Research in Music Educ.
Personnel & Guidance Journal
Journal of Cbunseling Psych.

Wpecialized -Non-Education
American Journal of Mental Deficiency
Child Development
Journal of Personality
Journal of Speech it Hearing Disorders
Speech Monographs
Non-Research -General -Education

Harvard Edw. Review
4burnal of Nue. - Boston U.
Poabody Journal of Educe
School Review

General -Non-education
Improving College & Only. Training
!peciallNed -Education
Adult Education
Arithmetic Teacher

Audio-Usual Comm. Review
Elementary School Journal
Exceptional Children
Journal of Bus. Educ.
Journal of Res. in Science Teaching
Journal of Teachers Educ.
Net'l.Assoo. of Secondary School Principals Bulletin
Nat'l. Bus. Educe Quarterly
The Reading Teacher
School Is Society
Science Educ.

Studies in Art Educ.
Vocational Guidance Quarterly

Specialized - Non - education
Journal of Cloom.

Training School Bulletin
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LETTER SENT TO AUTHORS

OF RESEARCH ARTICLES

The enclosed postcard is being sent to you in connection with
a national study of research related to education. This investigation
is being carried out by the Bureau of Applied Social
Research, Columbia
University, with support from the U. S. Office of Education.
An important part of this study is a content analysis of a
sample of research articles published in the year 1964.
Preliminary to
this analysis, we are conducting a survey of the authors of these
articles to identify the contexts within which the research was carried
out. Therefore, allquestions refer to ..........Athetbmki
HLJanLAILIMULImabt
The article 4,o which we refer is the following:

To clarify certain terms used in the postcard, we have enclosed
a page of explanation. We would appreciate
your answering these questions and returning the postcard to us as soon as possible.
Thank you.

Yours sincerely,

Sam D. Sieber
Project Director

Al Goldberg
Research Supervisor
Enc.

Tr----v-IIn°,1,1,W14,7
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT POSTCARD
I.

MitaLiteaSE
If you were the sole author check "yes."
If you were co-author, but it is not possible
to designate the
"major" author, reply in terms of the one who had major
upon the design and analysis of the study.

If it is not possible to say who had major
influence upon the
study, check "equal authorship."
II.

iaattii......111.142attiOrl (at the time of the study)

Check all of your affiliations- during
the study.

thseourewsworkimm

If you had any association with a school or department of
education (e.g., studying, teaching, research,
or service at a university) check either graduate or undergraduate,
or both.
If you worked outside of a university
or a college, give the name
of the agency where you worked (e.g.,
Oakland, Calif., Public
Schools; National Merit Scholarship Corp.; Pacific State
Hospital).
III.

Position (at the time of the study)

This question refers to the position
you held at each institution
listed in Part II at any time during your study.
Write in the
appropriate space the letter next to the
category you checked off
when listing your institutional affiliations.
For example, if
you were
faculty member in the graduate school of education,
you should place an "a" in the space next
to the category "'mainly
teaching." If you also did research at
an agency outside the
university, place a "d" in the category "mainly
research."
IV.

V.

Association with a research unit (at the time
of the study)
This question refers to any association
with a research unit,
either inside or outside a university (bureau,
center, lab school,
office, testing agency, etc.). This association could
have been
either as a staff member, as
a student trainee, or through the
use of facilities provided by the unit.

Your fitigAluipecialm (at the time of the study)
Some examples of specialties are: child development,
psychology
of learning, school administration, reading,
guidance, etc.

VI.

Dissertation

in

Check
if the article reported any results of
your dissertation
or originally appeared in your dissertation.
VII.

Your name
We are requesting you ix) ripatjousas so that the
returned
postcard can be matched with your article.

rrr.r-11,"41F1..

,

111.1.1111Iffs,,-

POSTCARD QUISTIORRAIRS
FOR AUTHORS

CHECK ALL THAT APPLIED AT THE TIME YOU DID YOUR RESEARCH

I. Were you the major author?
Yes 0 No
Equal authorship

IV. Association with a research unit
(name)

If no: Who was?
II. Al_ l institutional affiliations

Staff member

Facilitated
Trainee (student)

(check all that applied at the time)
University or college:
(name)

Education school or department
Graduate
Undergraduate
Liberal Arts and Sciences
(Dept)

Outside of University
(Agency)

III. Position (write Ism from Section II)

Vainly teaching
Mainly research
Student

Other (indicate below)

all

a

.c

V. Your field or specialty
(when the research was conducted)

b

VI. Dissertation
Was the article part of your dissertation?
Yes

No

VII. Your name

(please print)

Institutional Affiliations of Authors.

Affiliations
University affiliations:

1049.26S422.222MIEIII
Graduate
Undergraduate

43%
16

Liberal Arts and Science"
Psychology
Sociology
Speech
Medicine
Other

27
3
6
3
10

School system

11

Independent research units
and agencies

%5
134%*
(811)

TABLE 2

Positions of Authors in University Departments
of Education and of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Positions

Teaching
Research
Student
Administration
Other

Graduate
Education

Liberal Arts
& Sciences

50%

489%

19
34
9
3

32
24
6

115%*
(350)

5

115%*
(396)

*Total per cent exceeds 100% due to multiple responses.
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TABLE 3
Association of Authors with Research Units
to Institutional Affiliation of Author

Affiliation
Graduate
Education

Dv of Unit

Staff member or student
in a univer*ity research unit

17%

Facilitated by a research unit
No association with a unit

Liberal

Other
Educations

Arts

21%

6%

4

10

7

80

69

87

101%

100%

(350)

(338)

Indep.

&my

Total

2%

17%

64

11

100%

34
100%

72
100%

(70)

(53)

(811)

TABLE 4
Field of Specialization of Authors. According
to. Institutional Affiliation

Affiliation
ARpcialization

Graduate
Education

Liberal

Arts

Other
Education*

Indep.
Agency,

Total

13%

31%

Education

56%

Psychology

21

61

31

45

40

Educational psychology

10

1

11

8

6

Testing

8

4

4

9

6

OPech

1

14

3

6

7

Social sciences

3

8

0

2

4

Medicine

0

3

1

8

2

Other

3

5

9

101%

100%

4
100%

(350)

4%

(338)

* School systems and undergraduate education,

.46%1

3'
999
(70)

100%
(53)

(811)

It
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TABLE 5
Per Cent of Articles Which Were Part of Author's Dissertation
or Other Student Work, According to Institutional Affiliation

Affiliation
Graduate
Education

122L21.12tEE
Doctoral dissertation

Liberal
Arts

35%

14%

W.A. or other school paper
indicated

1

4

Student work not indicated

64

82

100%
(350)

Other
Education*

Wei).
&reisy

Total

9%

4%

22%.

1

0

2

100%

90
100%

96
100%

76
100%

(338)

(70)

(53)

(811)

TABLE 6
iti.._._.__ILm.j...4111c0rSexofAtdilioInstitutional

Affiliation

Affiliation
Graduate
Education

Sex

Liberal
Arts

Other

Indep.

Education*

Agency

Tot al

Wale

84%

82%

83%

74%

82%

Female

13

13

16

23

14

4
101%

5

1

4
101%

4
100%

Not ascertainable

(350)

100%
(338)

100%
( 70)

(53)

* School systems and undergraduate education.

-ICI

RSAa'-

(811)
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TABLE 7

Number of Comauthors, According to

Affiliation
Number of Co-authors

Graduate
Education

Liberal
Arts

Other
Eddcation

Indep.

Wan

Total

None

65%

49%

67%

47%

57%

One

29

37

21

30

.32

11

7

21

9

a

4

2

2

1

0

0

100%

0
99%

0
100%

100%

(70)

(53)

(811)

Two
Three

1

Four

*
100%

rive.

(338)

(350)

*Leas than 1%

TABLE 8
ion in 144ch Author's Universit is Located
Aecordin to Institutional Affiliation of Author

Affiliation
Graduate
Education

Liberal
Arts

Northeast

25%

30%

33%

28%

North Central

37

36

19

36

West

26

19

28

23

South

12

15
100%

19
100%

14
100%
(724)**

NU%

100%
(350)

(338)

Other
Education

(36) *

*Excluding 34 who hid no affiliation with a university.
**Excluding 87 who had no affiliation with a university.

4,

Total

11,
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TABLE 9

Researcitity of Author's University, as Rated by
Deans and Coordinators, According, to
Institutional Affiliation of Author

Rating

Graduate
Education

Best

32%

28%

14%

29%

Next best

14

11

11

12

Other universities

41

50

33

45

Schools with no doctoral
program

13

11

42

14

100%

100%

100%

100%

(350)

Liberal
Arts

(338)

Other
Education

(36) *

Total

(724) **

*Excluding 34 who had no affiliation with a university.
**Excluding 87 who had no affiliation with a university.

TABLE 10
4'

Drpe of Education Journal in Which Article Appeared,
According to Institutional Affiliation of Author

We)

of. Journal*
I*

Graduate
Education

Liberal
Arts

Other
Education

Indep.

Anna

Total

19%

23%
7
15
30

3

Research
General education
General non-education
Specialized education
Specialized non-education

32%
4
18
6

10
12
53

23

8
9
45

5

1

1

0.

1

1

31
1

6
3

0
29

14%

27%
1

17

Non-research
General education
General non-education
Specialized education
Specialized Monieducation

100%
(350)

100%
(338)

0

1

13
6

100%

100%

(70)

(53)

*Note: Research - more than 50% of articles in journal were research.
General. - journal articles were not restricted to one specialty within the
field of education.
Education - more than 50% of articles in journal were written by educators.

1
19

2
100%
(811)
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TABLE 11
Substantive Focus of Bureau and Non-Bureau Authors

1.

2.

Curriculum and Teaching
1.
Methods of instruction
2.
Programmed instruction
3.
Teaching machines
4.
Content or quality
Total curriculum

Bureau

Non-Bureau *

2
2

16%
3
0

3
15

Special Education
Education of the deaf and blind
2.
Mentally retarded
3.
Talented, gifted, high-ability students
4.
Adult education
Tbtal special education
1.

Administration
1.
School finance
2.
Administration and organization
Total administration

3
21

0

1

3

2

2

1

0

1

5

a

0

0
4

12
12

4

Training of teachers
1,
Education as a profession; training
2.
Qualities of teachers -- background, etc,
Total training of teachers

3
0
3

7
6
13

5.

Uiidance, Counseling

5

10

6.

Research Methods
1.
Tests and measurements
2.
Other research methodology
3.
Evaluation of educational research
4.
Dissemination of research results
Total research methods

22
2

7

4.

7.

8,

9.

Psycholsgical Processes
1.
Learning and level of knowledge
2.
Child development not related to learning
Total psychological processes
Social. Context of Education
1.
Sub - cultural differences
2.
Other social problems
3.
School-community relations
4.
Comparative education
5.
Career patterns and occupational choice
Total social context of education

O
O
24
17
8

25
3

0
0
2
5

1
1
1
10

13
10
23
6
2
1

0
3

10

12

0
2
0

0

2

2

101%

100%

(60)

(100)

Speech and Normal Skills
1.
Speech, audiology
2.
Normal skills (hearing, sight)
3.
Physiological data
Total speech and normal skills

* Thirty-four per cent sample of non-bureau authors.

1
1
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TABLE 12

Grou

Studied b Bureau and Non-Bureau Authors
uca on
ral's e
y
grogg.mmratum Studied
Bureau
Non-Bureau *
public, community, parents
Government of school; school board
Administrators
Faculty
Students
Guidance counselors
Pre school children
Higher eaudation
Alumni or former students

Does not apply

0%

3%

5

1

8
10
72
3
3
7

8
22
72
3
1

0
4

3
3

114%**

7
120%**

(100)
(60)
*Thirty-four per cent sample.
**Total percent exceeds 100% because some studies were concerned
with more than one group.

TABLE 13
Grade Level Studied b
ra
Grade Level Studied

Bureau and MA-Bureau Authors
on ra,
u
e
Bureau
Non-Bureau*

Elementary (grades 1 through 8)
Secondary (grades 9 through 22)
Entire school system
Higher education
Other
Pre-school

42%
25
3
30
8
7

Grade level not clear
117% **
(60)

41%
19
2
33
8
3

3
109%**

(100)
Thirty-four per cent sample.
**Total percents exceed 100% because some studies were concerned
with more than one level.

_;.AIM;_.

y1....

11.
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TABLE 14

.

S se of San le in Studies b Bureau And Nen-Bureau Authors
y
ucs an
use

lase of Soma!
1.

0 -39

2.

40 - 99
100 - 199
200 - 299
300 - 499
500 - 999
1000 - 1499
1500 - 2999
3000 - 4999
5000 and over

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
K.
Y.

Non- Bureau *

10%
25

14%
20
19
12
8
6
6

22
8
12
5
3

2

0
2
0

3

2

Sample units not countable
Size of sample not specified

7

2
2

2
101%
(eo)

TA
Deal

of Studies b

(10o)

15

Bureau and Non-Bureau Authors

r us eifirifrasluciiir y7----"'
El2119.21.9.102

4.

Descriptive survey
Descriptive and analytical survey
True experiment (following Campbell and
Stanley)
Quasi-experimental design

8.

Other design

1.
2.
3.

Bureau

20%

Non- Bureau *

29%

20

4

10

10
57

48

100%

0
100%

(60)

(100)

2

* Thirty-four per cent sample of non-bureau authors.

APPENDIX IC

THE USE OF FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN A QUESTIONNAIRE
SURVEY OF UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL
A few remarks about the history of our project are needed in
order to understand the importance which field representatives have
assumed.

We originally intended to send a short questionnaire to
deans of schools of education for the purpose of learning about attitudes towards research. Directors of bureaus of educational research, who were to occupy the center stage in our study, were to receive a much longer questionnaire. When we submitted our plans
to the
members of the Advisory Committee, howevero we were strongly urged to
gather more background information about the schools before sending out
questionnaires to bureau directors. Since, as it was pointed out,
schools of education often perform research independently of bureaus,
we were advised to look into the arrangements that had been set up to
do this -- in effect° to treat schools of education
in much the same
fashion as we planned to study bureaus.

We therefore expanded the questionnaire intended for deans,
and designed an additional questionnaire for individuals who carry some
responsibility for coordinating the research of individual faculty
members (coordinators). This latter position, incidentally, was also
brought to our attention by the Advisory Committee.

Thus, one of the

major outcomes of our conference with the Committee was a shift of
attention from bureaus to their contexts, at least for the time being.
We now faced the problem of obtaining responses to questionnaires designed to gather a great deal of information about organizations which are considerably more complex than most research units.
Because we needed to collect statistical data that would require some
time for the respondent to compile, we felt that interviews would be
inappropriate; and clearly, we could not personally visit some 110
schools of education. On the other hand, the length and detail of the
two questionnaires made it inadvisable to expect returns by mail.

Hence, some kind of personal contact seemed necessary.

Moreover, we

anticipated that questions about research arrangements might not seem
very pertinent to deans, and that we might therefore fail to enlist
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their interest in the study.

This consideration added to our con-

viction that personal representatives were needed.

Although we had

originally planned to commission a junior faculty member in sociology
in each university for the purpose of contacting the bureau directors,
this strategy now assumed such greater significance as our attention

shifted from bureau directors to university administrators.

Our plan

was to have the field personnel locate the appropriate respondent,
explain the study to him, answer any questions that he might ask about

the completion of the questionnaire, obtain the completed form on a

return visit, and forward it to our office after checking for complete
answers. In short, we ado ted a method of data collection whiph lies
between interviewi
and mailed uestionnaiares.
As far as we know, no account exists of the issues that are
!allied by this type of data collection and of the manner in which they
are handled.

And since there is increasing interest among social
scientists in the study of large numbers of organizations, and
especially in the study of schools, we believe it would be worthwhile
to report our experiences with field representatives in some detail.
Our experiences may be broken down into several phases. First,
we had to obtain recomendations of junior faculty members for the
assignment.

Second, we had to contact the recommended people in order

to explain the job and invite their participation.

Third, we had to

send them the questionnaires and instructions.

Fourth, we had to carry

on correspondence to iron out any difficulties.

And fifth, we used the

comments of the field representatives to gain additional information
about the respondents and their setting.

Each of these phases will be

described below.
1.

pataining.recommendations.

Our first method of getting recommendations was to supply a
list of the institutions in our study, along with a request for names
of individuals who were able to carry out the assignment, to our
colleagues in the Department of Sociology and in the Bureau.

The names

that we collected from these lists were written on index cards set up
for each institution.
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There were several masons why this initial approach did not
work out.

Although we asked for the names of junior faculty members

in sociology, many of those named were at higher levels.

This mainly

reflected the sociometric circle of those from whom we requested names.
Further, several of the persons we consulted tended to name someone
who was better qualified to make recommendations. This person often
turned out to be the chairman, of the department where we were looking
for a field representative. Finally, those we asked for
recommendations
did not know of anyone in many of the universities; indeed, they were

unaware of the existence of come universities.

In short, the approach

was not very fruitful, and only 9 persons who became field representatives were recommended in this fashion.
We therefore tried another approach which was suggested by the
frequency with which we were referred to a department chairman for a
recommendation.

Mb obtained the names of the chairmen of departments
of sociology from school catalogues in one of the Columbia libraries,
and then wrote to them explaining the project, the type of person we
wanted, and the tasks that we expected him to perform (see page B-l9).

All of the chairmen eventually responded or referred the letter to a
candidate who wrote to us directly. Fourteen chairmen required followup letters after a period of about six weeks.

Four were unable to

recommend anyone, explaining that the staff was too busy.

Two of the

chairmen recommended themselves.

In about four schools we were advised
to use an advanced graduate student and did so.

It can be seen in the letter that our correspondence with the
chairmen included the form letter that we planned to send to recommend
people.

This enclosure explained the job in a general way and mentioned
the honorarium of $30 per contact with respondents. We hoped that the

letter would make it easier for the chairmen to assess the job. In
several cases it was clear that he had shown the letter to a faculty
member before recommending him, although we neglected to advise this
procedure.

No doubt if we had simply asked the chairmen to sound out
the candidates beforehand, we could have avoided refusals later on. On
the other hand, the chairmen may have procrastinated longer than they
did.
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2.

ContactirLympsective field.rwamattel
The form letter mentioned above, together with a one page

description of the entire projact, was sent to each recommended person.
The self-addressed post card which was enclosed requested another
recommendation if the individual was unable to take on the assignment
himself.

persons.)

(See pages E-21-23 for the materials sent to recommended
After only 10 follow-ups, all but one of them replied.

Thirteen persons turned down the job, explaining that they did not have
the time.

Most of these recommended someone else who eventually

accepted.

It took about five weeks after our initial letter to the

chairmen to sign up almost all of the field representatives.

Several persons asked for more information about the assignment.

Their main concerns were two:

the amount of travelling, and

the kinds of tasks that were expected in addition to handling the
questionnaire.

Since our letter did not explicitly state that the job

was confined to the representative's campus, several wanted to know
how much travelling was involved and what expenses were provided.

It

was clear that if travelling had been requested, some of our prospects
would have declined the job.

The second ambiguity in our letter concerned the "other tasks"
that were expected later on after we had looked over the questionnaires.

As the original letter stated:
There may be other tasks which we will ask the
field representatives to handle, such as the
collection of research reports and other materials
from the bureaus, and inquiries about informal
arrangements for research. The extent of such
tasks will depend upon the scope of the research
program found in the school of education.
This paragraph raised some doubts in the minds of several people.
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The following reaction was typical:
I would consider taking the role of campus representative
if you would provide me with some more detailed information.
For example, how much follow-up time will be involved, etc.
Does extra pay f.ccompany the possible extra tasks which you
mentioned? And does extra pay accompany follow -up attempts?

The reason I ask these questions is that I played a similar
role at Vale last year for NORC, and I found that these are
important questions.
So it became necessary to reply to such inquiries in the following
manner:

The extra tasks which might arise from our perusal of the
questionnaires should not require more than two or three
hours, and would be restricted to an informal talk with a
professor or two about the research program, and perhaps
obtaining printed materials about the research which is
underway. We shall provide an additional fee only if
formal interviewing or a case study is involved; but you
should feel free to decline these latter tasks if you do
not have the time.
This reply seems to have satisfied those who raised the question.

We

see now that it would have been advisable to have included this more
specific explanation in the original letter.

In addition to this type of query, there were several who
wanted to know the number of persons to be contacted on their campus,
although we made it clear that there were only a few.

For these indi-

viduals; we supplied the number of bureau directors and university

administrators Whom we wished to reach.

Since the number of respon-

dents varied from school to school, it had been impossible to compose
a form letter which specified this number.

If we had taken the time to

go through our records for each university (which was based on a brief
letter to deans several months earlier), we could have typed in the
information on the form letters.

But the small number of queries which

we received on this point confirmed our feeling that considerable time
could be saved by avoiding this extra clerical task.

Incidentally, since none of our prospective field representatives declined the job on the grounds that the honorarium was insufficiento it seems that $30 per respondent was a reasonable amount
to offer.

It is quite possible, though, that some of those who pleaded

lack of time really felt that, the compensation was not equal to the job.
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3.

Sending questionnaires and instructions
The next phase was pretty routine since it did not depend upon

a reply from our representatives.
on pages Z-25-26.

The detailed instructions ar@ shown

In addition to giving the names of the respon-

dents, the instructions suggested how they might be dealt with.
Finally, we made the following request:
It would be helpful if you could write a brief account of
your visit with the respondent. Was he hostile to the
survey, did he seem informed about the types Qf information we ask for, did he seem eager to articulate his
opinions to you? Were there any important points that he
made to you about any aspect of the survey that might help
us understand his institution or his responses to the
questionnaire?
The comments of the field representatives will be presented later on.
In some schools we were unable to identify the respondents by

name, so we simply described the position that we were interested in
studying and asked the representative to contact the person in that
position.

No problems arose in the few cases where this procedure was

followed, which suggests that it was unnecessary to give names at all.
But no doubt the names made it more convenient for the representatives,
as well as insuring that the right persons were contacted.
4.

Corresponding with field representatives on the status of their work
In the course of the field work, correspondence was initiated

by most of the representatives.

About half of their letters required

an answer; the remainder were simply acknowledgments of receiving
the materials or notifications of a delay in retrieving the questionnaire.

Before looking at some of the problems that arose, it is worth
recognizing that letters which reassured us that progress was being
made were helpful in allaying the usual anxieties over returns.

On the

other hand, this kind of reassurance can divert the project director
from sending a needed follow-up letter to urge participation in the
survey.

The following case is a good illustration.

About three weeks

after sending out the questionnaires, the following letter was received from a representative:
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Dean ----Is general reactions were quite positive with the
provision that he be permitted to complete the questionnaire
not later than July 1 (i.e., about five weeks later). If a
more rigid time requirement is imposed then he would be
unwilling to complete the questionnaire*
In essence his
position was that the various commitments which occur at
the end of the academic year would negate his doing a good
job on this rather lengthy questionnaire. I informed him
that I felt that you would probably be willing to grant his
request rather than eliminate the University of ---- from
the sample, but that I would write for further instructions.
I have retained all of the materials including the questionnaire.
I wrote the representative that this was perfectly acceptable.

Hind-

sight informs me that I should have told him to leave the questionnaire
on the dean's desk, and also should have written a personal letter to
the dean stating that we were willing to wait because of the importance
of his questionnaire, and so forth,

As it turned out, the dean notified

the field representative seven weeks later (after the representative
had returned with the questionnaire) that he, definitely would not
participate.

The letter which the representative wrote on this

occasion was far more revealing of the dean's original attitude than
the first letter had been when his reaction was described as "quite
positive."
*..he has now indicated that he does not wish to participate
in your project because of misgivings about the questionnaire.
Dean ---- expressed similar doubts during our initial conversation and the two brief contacts since then. At no time
was he particularly enthusiastic about the task of completing
the questionnaire because of its length and detail.

Since I have already spent more time on this matter than I
can "afford", I am returning the questionnaireto you for
whatever disposition or follow through you wish to make.
If additional contacts with Dean ---- are anticipated, I
suggest that your office make the contacts directly with him.
If we had received this type of communication earlier, we might have
been able to convince the dean to participate through a special letter.
The case illustrates how a field representative can lull the project
director into a sense of euphoria when emergency tactics are actually
called for.
The problems that obviously needed our action were mainly of
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two kinds: (a) locating respondents, and (b) urging respondents
to participate in the survey.
(a)

In several cases someone else had entered the respondent's

position since we had compiled the names.

Since our instructions had

been very firm about contacting only those persons whom we designated,
the representatives wrote us for clearance before
making a new contact.
In Most of these cases we simply confirmed their
own judgment about a
replacement. For example:
I have been able to get in touch with Dr. W. A. and
he informs me that he is no longer Dean of the School
of Education. The new Dean is Dr. M. V.
If you would like Dr. M. V. to fill out the questionnaire,
please let me know immediately.

In some other cases no replacement seemed to be
available.
following letter is an example:

The

I received your materials for the survey of educational
research. Since we first corresponded, and doubtless
since you pursued the names of the sample, the dean of
the College of Education, Hollis A. Moore, has resigned.
Tb my knowledge no successor has been named.

Before contacting Dean Moore, I shall wait for instructions regarding his inclusion or exclusion as a respondent
Because Dean Moore had been a prominent figure nationally, I advised
the representative to contact him anyway.

A sticky problem developed in two schools where the position
of research coordinator had been vacated. Since we had designed
a
shorter (green) questionnaire for deans in schools
with research
coordinators, we stood in danger of losing a great deal of information
unless the two deans were given the longer (yellow)
questionnaire which
included many of the items intended for the coordinators (blue).
Hence,
when we discovered that no coordinator existed, we quickly sent
the
representatives the longer version as a replacement for the one which
the deans had already received. This is what happened in
one of the
schools:
The colored questionnaire caper is closed. After receiving your last letter and the yellow form, I made a
mad dash to ----'s office, shouting, "Have you finished
the blue form?" He apparently felt guilty as hell over not
having filled it out, that when I said "Great, please fill
out this yellow one," he appeared relieved.
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The completed questionnaire was returned to our office only a week later.
These problems were settled by following the representatives'

judgment, but there were a few cases where we had to correct the
judgment of the representative.. For example, the following letter was
received:

As you may know, the U. S. Office of Education has selected
University of Pittsburgh as one of two sites for national
centers for educational research. The orientation of the
"Learning Research and Development Center," headed by J.
Steel Gow, Jr., is toward research in instructional technology. You may want to consider giving Steel Gow a blue
questionnaire.

1

Since Gow was already known to us as the director of a research center,
we planned to include him in a later survey of bureau directors with
a quite different questionnaire.

I told the representative, therefore,

that I would send another questionnaire for Gow's files, but definitely
not for his` completion.
(b)

The second set of problems that required our attention

was the perennial one of overcoming the reluctance of respondents.
Several. of the field,representatives were most helpful in informing us

of the reasons that respondents hesitated to fill out the questionnaire,
and a few even suggested the approach that promised to be most effective
in a personal letter.

As one representative wrote:

He needs a letter from you, I think, pointing out why the
information from him is necessary, why some other big ten
school cannot be chosen instead, and so on.
he
essentially refused at one point, and retained the
questionnaire only very reluctantly.

After composing a letter along the lines suggested by the representative,
the respondent finally completed the questionnaire.

Another represen-

tative wrote:

I have been told by others that I am getting standard
treatment and that I am wastiog my time to expect a return of the questionnaire.
I believe there may still be
hope, however, if you will write a note to the dean and
point out the value of his completing the questionnaire
and maybe suggesting that time is important as of now.

This respondent also completed the questionnaire after a follow -up
letter which complied with the representative's advice.
letter read as follows:

In part our
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Since we are becoming rather pressed for time, we would
greatly appreciate it if you could give your attention to
the form in the next week or so.
We believe that the study will be of considerable value
to the profession inasmuch as it will provide objective
information for the first time about the array of research
arrangements in the nation and the problems experienced
by schools of education in performing research.
Still another representative after sizing up the respondent advised us
to write a letter "and use some flattery."
If our field personnel reported that the respondent was critical

of the questionnaire, we replied by mentioning the names of deans and
others who had helped in its formulation.
work.

This device also seemed to

Regarding the inordinate length of the questionnaire, we had

this to say:

We realize that the questionnaire is unusually long and
detailed, but after consulting with a number of university
administrators we concluded that an elaborate form was
necessary to answer the many questions that are salient
to professional educators.
The most frequent criticism that was reported to us was that
the amount of time required to collect the statistics which re had
requested made the task impossible.

To those who raised this question

we responded:

The institutional statistics which are called for in
several questions need not be perfectly accurate since
we are chiefly interested in classifying schools into
broad categories for analysis. Reasonable estimates
are therefore quite appropriate.
But our follow-up letters were not always effective, and in
one case we received a memorable back-lash.

As the dean replied:

Your letter of June 20 further convinces me that i should
not fill out the enclosed booklet. I am, therefore,
returning the booklet to you.
If I thought the research
would serve the profession, I should try to comply.
I
am not so convinced.
But there is some salving of the ego to be derived from blaming the

field representative for the dean's reaction, for the representative
had informed uu as follows:

"it was his feeling that the categories

as listed in the form did not enable him to give an accurate picture
of the institution."

We replied to this issue, therefor

and

;

neglected to play up the value of the study to education, which now
seems to have been the respondent's main concern.

Despite the possibility of being misled by the representative,
it was extremely helpful to hear about the respondent's particular
misgivings before sending a followaup.

This opportunity constitutes

a distinct advantage over the usual type of mail questionnaire survey
in which non-respondents usually do not bother to state their reservations.

In a few cases the representative seemed superfluous.

One

dean "expressed surprise at the need for a field representative and
saw no reason for my picking up the questionnaire. ", But this re-

action may have covered up a preference for sending the questionnaire
directly to us without giving the representative an opportunity to
peruse its contents.

Since the respondent was on the staff of the

university in which the respondent held an important position, we
tried to anticipate this problem in our instructions:
If the respondent wishes to seal the questionnaire in some
way so that you yourself will not read it, that is permissible; although it would be better if you could look
over the questionnaire after it is filled out so thtt
unanswered questions could be followed up. This obviously
is a matter that must be handled with tact, and is therefore left to your discretion.
We 4o not know how many of the representatives raised the question,
but several of the respondents informed them that they would return
the quest .onnaire directly to our office.

Yet there was another

drawback of this procedure besides not giving an opportunity for
follow -up.

Sometimes the questionnaire did not arrive after several

weeks, although every assurance had been given the representative
that it would be sent to us.

It was necessary, tberefore, to keep a

spftial file of these cases so that the representative could be
informed.

And so it frequently turned out that the representative

was not superfluous after all.
A

It has already been mentioned that most of the field repre-

sentatives wrote letters describing the status of their work.

We

waited several months before sending follow-up letters to the remaining representatives because the questionnaires had been sent out
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in the last months of the school year when the administration was
unusually busy, and left with them during the summer when both respondents and representatives took vacations.

By the middle of the summer

we felt it was time to receive some word, and so we wrote to the 25
field representatives who had failed to correspond with us saying that
we were becoming pressed for time, and that we would be willing to
write a letter to the respondent if necessary.

(The proportion of

representatives requiring this follow-up letter was'27 per cent.)

The

replies which we received indicated that the delay was usually due to
unavoidable circumstances, rather than to the respondents' unwillingness to participate.

For example:

Sorry about not letting you know about the delay on----.
Giving him time to assume his new post as dean. vacations,
and forgetful putting Jt aside led to the slowdown. He
promises to have it ready to give back within three weeks,
and I will be calling him in two weeks. I'll let you
know if there is any problem requiring a contact from you,
but I am almost certain there isn't.

One of our field representatives from whom we had not heard for several
months responded by returning the questionnaire along with a detailed
account of his tribulations.

Because his experiences pretty well cover

the lot, we quote his letter in full:

Please forgive the long delay in returning the questionnaire. Several circumstances were responsible.
In the first place, the name which you sent to me was that
of the retired dean of the School of Education here at
I first contacted him, but he vas unwilling to
participate since he felt he would be usurping the duties
of the new dean.
I then got in touch with Dean H. W.
Schooling (appropriate name isn't it?) and he eagerly
consented to participate. He told me, however, that since
it was mid-May he could not complete it until school was
out.
I explained the necessary details to him and left.
Several times during the summer I returned to his office,
but was never able to catch him. I asked his secretary
about the questionnaire, but she had no knowledge of it.
It was almost August before I was able to see him again.
He reassured me of his interest and his intention to
cooperate. He showed me the partially completed form on
his desk and said he would call me when he had finished.
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He said that the demands of his job plus illness and
death in the family had made it impossible to do it as
quickly as he would have liked.
This morning (August 20) I received the questionnaire by
mail.
I have checked it over and find it complete.
Not all of the replies to our follow-ups to representatives were so
reassuring. After three months of silence; one representative
responded in full as follows:
I am sorry, but the giving of this interview is a more
formidable task than I can undertake at present.

Incidentally, if it appeared from the representatives letters
that a great deal of extra effort had gone into the assignment, we
increased the honorarium proportionately.

For example, one person

mentioned that he had compiled statistics from each department head
in order to complete the questionnaire, since this information was not
centrally available.

Another spent a good deal of time talking to

three respondents who supplied information where he was supposed to be
compensated for only one respondent.
We decided to pay the representatives after they had completed
their mission, rather than wait until the directors' questionnaires
were also distributed and returned.

If payment is made after each

major phase of a survey, they are probably more likely to feel motivated for the next phase, especially if the survey takes a year or
more.
A final problem was the loss of two completed questionnaires.
We received the following note from an harassed representative:
Dean, ---- filled out the questionnaire mnd returned it
(or tried) through "campus., !mil" -- some moron lost it
en route. All efforts to find It have been fruitless.
He said if you would send =other he would be glad to
fill it out a second time. (This time I will call for
it as I offered to do last time.)

Fortunately, the dean completed a second questionnaire shortly thereafter. The dean in the other school whose questionnaire was lost
someplace in his administrative offices also filled out another.

N
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5.

L.....its...labeariouttiondentansULitAchook
As mentioned earlier, we asked our field personnel to describe

the respondent's reaction to the survey and any other observations
that might be helpful in interpreting the questionnaire or in understanding the school of education.

Not all of our representatives

complied with this request, and many of those who did failed to give
much information.

Most often they confined their remarks to the

respondent's attitudes.

The following are examples of favorable

responses:

He was glad to fill out the questionnaire and gave his
full cooperation.
Professor --- seemed most willing to cooperate in completing
the questionnaire. After asking a few preliminary questions,
he appeared confident of his ability to answer the questions.
He remarked favorably on the comprehensiveness of the
questionnaire.

Dr. --- was very cooperative in this activity and answered
all of the questions as carefully and thoughtfully as one
could expect. He was critical of the instrument in some
respects, but he indicated that the kind of investigation
it represented was needed.
Dr, - -- was very interested in the study and most cooperative
in filling out the questionnaire. He spoke freely of the
need for such research and his willingness to be a part of it.
Dr. - -- was very cooperative throughout our association,
and he was very interested in the goals and objectives of
the research program.

A smaller number of respondents were rather critical, and a few were
hostile, according to the representatives.

The most frequent criticism

had to do with the length and detail of the questionnaire.

As one

representative reported:

The Dean's attitude toward the questionnaire is resistive,
if not outright hostile. He complained of'the number of
questionnaires that he and his staff must complete and the
"self studies" and accrediting agency studies they are
required to submit. He did promise, however, to complete
the questionnaire as quickly as possible
.. .The dean
strongly objected to the assembling of supporting materials,
claiming that there would be an extraordinary amount of
work involved.

rl
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Sometimes this type of response took its toll or our representative's
morale, as in the following case:

It appears that I am not going to get any cooperation from
(the dean).
I have called him several times and get the
usual answer, I'm terribly busy, etc., etc. I'm sick and
tired being nice to him. As a matter of fact I'm sick and
tired of the whole School of Education. If you are going
to do further work at the University of ---, may I suggest
Profesger
He is in his 40's and his boiling point
is below mine.
There is little question but that the questionnaire demanded
a great deal of time to complete, and our experience now tells us
that many of the numerical questions should have been eliminated.

Frankly, we expected that much of the information was readily available, and in our pre-tests we pointedly inquired whether the statistical questions were answerable without much difficulty.

It seems

likely that our pre -teat schools kept more complete records than the

majority of schools in our survey.

At any rate, our experience with

this type of questionnaire has been chastening, and suggests that we
have not yet solved tae problems of designing an institutional
questionnaire that is comprehensive without being prohibitively complicated.

In one case a field representative sided sympathetically

with the dean and advised us of his position in admirably direct
language:

My availability for contacting others in the fall will
depend primarily upon the amount of time required for
them to fill out the questionnaire.
I am not willing to
impose upon them to the degree that Dean --- has been imposed upon. A questionnaire which takes fifteen to twenty
hours of time out of the schedule of an already overworked
university administrator or professor is, in my opinion,
highly unreasonable. I consider this a disservice to them
as well as to sociological research. I will not, therefore,
participate if the questionnaires areto remain as long as
the one Dean --- has completed.
believe there is a
limit to what we can justifiably ask from respondents.
The questionnaire which Dean --- filled out exceeds this
limit.

We must conclude, therefore, that since most of the respondents filled
out the questionnaire without complaint, there is a good deal of
sympathy for the objectives of the study.
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Only a few of the representatives provided information about
the school of education or about the respondent's professional
orientation.
It is now clear that our instructions did not sufficiently
emphasize the need for such information.

We intended,

however, to

study the questionnaires carefully for ambiguities
and interesting leads
which might be followed up by the representatives.
As yet we have not
reached this stage. Still, there were some illuminating remarks
in

the representative's letters.

For example:

I gather that their research interest is largely that of
action research. I'm certain they are more teachingoriented than research-oriented. This is true for the
entire school.

Similarly, we received the following information from another
representative:
(The dean) represents the older school of education and is,
therefore, more oriented toward the training of teachers
than in educational research. There has been a fair
amount of turnover in the department which I believe is
due to this fact.

Another representative informed us of a study that we
immediately wrote for information about:
Professor --- in this department has evidently been contacted by the USOE to conduct a parallel study concerning
the training and development of educational researchers.

Still another Way in which the representatives were helpful
was in following up on incomplete answers.
We do not know how often
this procedure was followed since we did not ask them to mention
it
to us, but it is clear that several representatives
continued to press
for complete answers. In other cases it seemed
inadvisable to press
the respondents further considering the great amount
of time they had
already given to the questionnaire. As one representative
remarked:
I note that he did not respond to items 2.3 and one line
of 2.43
I have not gone back to pressure him on these
as I can understand the difficulty and would
categorize
them as deliberate "decline to state" rather then negligent omissions. Otherwise his responses
ring true.

'
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Incidentally, all of the comments we received from the field
personnel were attached to the questionnaire
so th t they would be
highly visible when we studied each school
intensively. These
comments have already proved useful in editing the questionnaire
for
coding.

Some concluding observations
On the whole, our utilization of field
representatives has
proved extremely helpful, whether it has been a matter of
locating
the appropriate respondents, overcoming
their reluctance to parti-

cipate, or illuminating the issues that
are covered in the questionnaire.
The main drawback has been the great amount of administrative
work involved,
which
diverted the project director from other
tasks.

Perhaps the solution would be to assign the work to
an administrative secretary or other specialist who
is able to make the critical
decisions that are required. Such a person would
have to be thoroughly

familiar with the objectives of the study, able to correspond
clearly and concisely, and willing to keep
accurate records of the
status of each representative's work.
The clearest proof of the value of the
representatives with
regard to improving the return -rate of
questionnaires is available
from our records. We mailed questionnaires
directly to the respondents in 16 of the schools* where we were unable to locate
field
representatives. Ten of these questionnaires
were the long version for
deans without research coordinators; in the
remaining 6 schools without
representatives there were 12 persons who received shorter
questionnaires (questionnaires intended for deans
in these schools were twothirds as long as those intended for their research
coordinators).
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* Does not include 3 schools in the New York
area where the project
director mailed questionnaires and telephoned.
Visits were made to
3 other New York schools.
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Table 1 shows the percentage of questionnaires which were returned before extensive follow-ups were conducted by mail.

We have

shown return rates according to type of respondent and according to
whether we used a field representative for the school.

Since we would

expect the length of the questionnaire also to be a factor in the
return-rate, we have also included the number of pages in each of the
three versions of the questionnaire.

Table 1: Return-Rates for Three Types of Questionnaires
according to the Use of Field Representatives*
Deans in
schools without
coordinators

Schools with coordinators
Deans
Coordinators

(26pp)
Rep..

Returned:

49%

Sent:

(59)

No rep.

(16 pp)

Real

No rep.

10%

73%

33%

(10)

(30)

(6)

(24 pp)
Rep.

80%
(30)

No rep.

50%
(6)

* Schools in the New York City area which were visited or
phoned by the project director are excluded from this table.

It is obvious that the representatives improved our return-

rates considerably, regardless of whether the respondent was a dean
or a coordinator.

Further, the advantage of the representatives over

the mailed questionnaires is the same for long and short questionnaires

among deans, as can be seen from the fact that the percentage differences between return-rates for each type of dean is the same (39% and
40%).

On the other hand, although coordinators received a question-

naire which was only 2 pages shorter than the one intended for deans
without coordinators, they were more likely than the deans to complete
their questionnaires, regardless of the presence of a representative.**

No doubt, this is due to the greater relevance of the survey to their
work, and perhaps also to their having more time than deans.

In sum,

our findings clearly demonstrate the value of field representatives in
insuring that completed questionnaires are returned.

** Where representatives were present, however, the difference between
the returns of deans and coordinators is smaller.
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Columbia University in the City of New York

I

New York, N.Y.

BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

10025

605 WEST 115th STREET

LETTERS SENT TO DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

In connection with a national study of the organization of
educational research in the United States, supported by the Cooperative
Research Program of the U.S. Office of Education, we are experimenting
with a new method of conducting the field work involved in our survey
of schools of education. Our plan is to engage the services of a
junior faculty member in contacting respondents and performing other
liaison duties at each university. The reasons for this approach,
together with other details of the assignment, are described in the
enclosed letter, which will be sent to persons recommended to us.

We would appreciate receiving your recommendation of an able
junior colleague who might be interested in partAcipating in the field
work at your university. A member of a social science department would
perhaps be most suitable, preferably someone who is familiar with
sociological surveys.
A postcard is enclosed for your reply.
to hearing from you.

We are looking forward

Very sincerely,

Paul F. Lazarsfeld
Principal Investigator

Sam D. Sieber
Project Director
Enc.

(2)
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Columbia University in the City of New York

I

New York, N.Y.

BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

10025

G05 WEST 115th STREET

Self-addressed postcard sent to department chairmen

For field representative on your study of
oducatimial research, I recommend:
(Name)

(Address)

your name and-ra-6731.
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Columbia University in the City of New York

I

New York, N.Y.

10025

605 WEST 115th STREET

BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

LETTER SENT TO PROSPECTIVE
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

You have been recommended to us as someone who might wish to
participate in the field work connected with our current study of the
organization of educational research, supported by the U.S. Office of
Education. A brief description of the project is enclosed. The main
phase of the project consists of the questionnaire survey of deans of
schools of education (or chairmen of departments where schools do not
exist), and the director and other personnel associated with bureaus of
educational research.
We are trying out a somewhat unusual method of field work ,
because of the nature of our survey. Since the questionnaires will
have to be quite lengthy and detailed, we have felt that a.resp-onse
by mail would be very small. The large number of highly structured
items, however, also renders personal interviews inappropriate. We
have decided, therefore, to rely on personal contacts for the purpose
of explaining the study and urging cooperation, and then leaving the
questionnaire to be picked up later and returned to our office.
There may be other tasks which we will ask the field representative to handle, such as the collection of research reports and other
materials from the bureaus, and inquiries about informal arrangements
for research. The extent of such tasks will depend upon the scope of
the research program found in the schools of education.
An honorarium of thirty dollars will be provided for each
dean and for each bureau which is contacted. If you are interested in
participating in the survey, let us know at your earliest convenience.
We will then send you more detailed instructions, including a listing
of respondents and bureaus, and also the questionnaires.
Very sincerely,

Paul F. Lazarsfeld
Principal Investigator

Sam D. Sieber
Project Director

Columbia University in the City of New York

I

BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

New-YrA;--N:Y.

10015

605 WEST 115th STREET

THi, ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH Iii THE U.S.

The Bureau of Applied Social Research, Columbia University, hub
rcvebtly begun work on a project entitled "The Organization of Educational

Research in the United States," sponsored by the Cooperative Research
Program of the U.S. Office of Education and directed by Professor Paul F.
Lazarsfeld and Dr. Sam D. Sieber.

The objective will be to investigate

features of educational research which affect recruitment, training,
career lines, and output
prospects

of

with special attention to the problems and

educational research bureaus affiliated with universities.

Approximately 70 educational research bureaus will be studied.
Institutional questionnaires will be filled out by officers of these

organizations, and personal interviews will be conducted with about lu
directors.

Deans of graduate schools

or

education will also receive a

questionnaire on the school's research program.

Questionnaires on the

origins and career aspirations of staff and students will be distributed
to all participants in the bureaus.

Observations of the flow of work will

be carried out in a sample of institutes.
Further, educational research publications will be subjected to

content analysis, including criteria of evaluation.

The grants given by

the major funding agencies for educational research will be scrutinized
for information about applicants, their organizational settings, and their
proposals.

Directors of the major research organizations outside the

universities will be interviewed, and the relations of these organizations

to the university training program will be examined.

Historical case studies

of the main institutes in the field will also be developed, with special
attention to periods of flowering and decline and to the movement of top
personnel.

t

Columbia University in the City of New York
BUREAU OF APPLIED SOCIAL RESEARCH

I

New York, N.Y.

605 WEST 11c5th STREET
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Self-addressed postcard sent to recommended persons

Please check below whether you are interested in participating in the field work connected with the study
of educational research.
Yes

No

IF NO:

10025

Could you recommend someone else
in the department of sociology who
might be interested?

(name of recommended person)

( your name and school)

.d4o$
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LETTER SENT TO FIELD REPRESENTATIVES

We very much appreciate your consenting to help us with the field work
connected with our study of graduate schools or departments of education.
Enclosed you will find instructions for carrying out the first phase of
the field work. The first p.tragraph of the instructions contains the
names of the respondents. Also enclosed is the questionnaire(s) and an
envelope for returning them to the Bureau. Do not hesitate to write us
if you have any questions or problems.
The questionnaires for directors of research bureaus and other personnel
in the bureaus have not been formulated yet, and therefore we cannot
send them to you until the fall. If you will be unable to serve as field
representative at that time, let us know so that we can make other arrangements. If possible, please recommend someone who could take your place.
We hope, of course, that you will be able to help us again in the fall.
Yours sincerely,

Sam D. Sieber
Project Director

Paul F. Lazarafeld
Principal Investigator

SDS:oh
Enclosures

14
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIELD RLPRESENTATIVES
(Columbia Survey of Graduate Schools of Education)
1.

Please begin by familiarizing yourself with the questionnaire(s)
which is
enclosed. Then make an appointment with the following individual(s):

We are still working on the questionnaires intended
for bureau personnel,
including the director; hence, their names are omitted from this list.
The green questionnaire is intended for deans
or chairmen of departments,
and the' blue one (if enclosed) for coordinators
of faculty research ar
for chairmen of research committees where they exist.
(The chairmen of
research committees are being queried
where coordinators do not
exist; therefore, do not be confused by the presence of a faculty research committee for which no questionnaire is enclosed.)

osa

When you visit the respondent, briefl ex lain the ur ose and sco e of
the study (based on our brief description .
It would be well to mention
the sponsorship. of the Office of Education, the location of the project
at Columbia University, and the directorship
of Professor Lazarsfeld.
You may also point out that the questionnaire will
be handled with the
strictest confidence, and that only a few staff members on the project
will know the identity of the respondent, (If the respondent
wishes to
seal the questionnaire in some way so that
you yourself will not read
it, this is permissible; although it would
be better if you could look
over the questionnaire after it is filled out so that unanswered questions
could be followed up before mailing it to our office.
This obviously is
a matter that must be handled with tact, and is therefore left
up to
your discretion.)
3.

4.

After introducing the study, let the
res ondent read the cover letter in
yourirepence since he may have a question about it. Note that in the
final paragraph of the cover letter we promise a copy of our book,
....asidtcatiOronal Research, upon receipt of the questionnaire. We
do not wish to give out the book before
the questionnaire is answered,
however, because of the bias that might result from reacting to the book.
If the respondent mentions having already
read the book, make a note and
let us know when you return the questionnaire.
(Those who have already
read it will also be given a copy of they so desire.)
Offer to assist the respondent by clarifying any parts of the questionnaire
which seem bothersome on initial inspection. You might give him your
telephone number so that he can contact you if necessary.
If there are
unresolved problems about how to respond to particular questions, let us
know about this also, but advise the respondent to answer as best he
can.

;,
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(Instructions - cont.)

Urge him to write his comments on additional sheqsgputa if he runs
out of space in the questionnaire.
Inform him that we would appreciate his completing the questionnaire in
the next few days, and that you will call before returning to pick it up.
If he does not specify a time, we would advise waiting about a week
before making the call.
5./t is very important that the individual(s) named above fills out the
questionnaire himself, With the exception of Section I in the. Deans',
questionnaire entitled "Institutional Data". This section may be filled
out by anyone familiar with enrollment statistics and other facts about
the school or department of education. And you might even suggest that
this first section be filled out by an assistant in order to ease the
burden on the Dean.

The remainder of the questionnaire, however, should be find out by the
designated person. This person might wish to refer the questionnaire to
an assistant or to a faculty member who is more familiar with the research
activities in the school or department, but since attitude questions are
included, it is necessary to get the responses of the person named. He
may wish to confer with someone else about objective information, of
course, and this should be encouraged for the sake of accuracy.
6.Point out that we are, also interested in receiving any materials that
describe or reflect the faculty research which is being carried on, or
which clarify the facilities and arrangements for research.
(This point
ihamentioned at the end of the questionnaire, but it is advisable to
remind the respondent.) If important materials are not available, but
are published, obtain the appropriate references so that we can look them
up.
If you have to pay for some of the materials, or need to reproduce
not more than about fifty pages, we shall reimburse you accordingly.

?.After picking up the questionnaire(s), look of over for unanswered questions if the respondent does not object to your reading it, and try to
get the questions answered or find out why they can't be answered. Mail
the questionnaire in the envelope which we have provided. Mail the other
materials separately if a single package is too bulky.

8.It would be helpful if you could write a brief account of your visist'mith
the respondent. Was he hostile to the survey, did he seem informed about
the types of information we ask for, did he seep eager to arti late his
opinions to you? Were there any important points that he made to you
about any aspect of the survey that might help us to understand his
institution or his responses to the questionnaire?
Note:

If you are unable to get the respondent's cooperation, let us
know immediately, explaining the problem to us. We shall send
a special letter urging participation. Of course, this should
only be a last resort after other efforts have failed.

APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE

(for deans or chairmen of graduate schools or departments of education)

1-1

2.1

3
I.

INSTITUTIONAL. DATA

6:

1.1

Name of School

1.2

Please provide the following figures for new graduate students in education for the academic
year of 1963-64.
Applied for admish ant to graduate school

1.3

9,

Accepted for admission

138

Actually registered

17

Is either a teaching certificate or professional experience, in the schools a formal requirement for
admission to the graduate program? (Check the appropriate box)

0

1.4

Teaching certificate
Professional experience
02
Neither
03
What is the number of students currently registered with the graduate school or department of

21:

education?

In residence

Taking courses

Not in residence
231
268

IMIIMNIIMI111

29:
32,

Not taking courses
1.5

What is the total number of students now registered as working for the doctorate in the school or
department of education?
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

No. of students:
1.6

35e
.0.01

38:

ineemns

How many students are currently working on their doctoral dissertations in the school or
department of education?

418

no.

1.7

How many faculty members in the school or department of education are currently supervising doctoral dissertations?

44,
no.

1.8

How many students in education received the doctorate during the past academic year?
armatia.tougo

47o

no.

1.9

Of the total number of doctoral degrees awarded by the university last year, approximately
what percentage were received by students of education?

50:

1.10 Are any of the courses which are required for doctoral students of education offered only in a department outside the school or department of education?
Yes
1.11 I F YES: Which dt partments?

2 D No

5253:

56.8

F2

2-

1.12 Please estimate the proportion of doctoral recipients in the past three years whose first position
after receiving the degree was In each of the following fields.
Per cent
In school systems
Administration

,1111

57:

Teaching
Guidance or counseling
Research

59:

In colleges or universities
Administration,

61:

Admissions office
Primarily teaching

63:

Primarily research
Primarily field services
Research elsewhere

65:

State Department of Education

.1.11111111101116111111

Other outside research agencies
All other fields (which?)

67:

100%

1.13 Is the doctoral program under the administrative control of the college of education, or is it under
the control of the graduate college?
1

College of education

2

1.1

2.2
33

6:

Graduate college

1.14 How many persons are teaching courses to graduate students in the school or department of
education. either full-time or part-time? (Hereafter we shall refer to this group as the
*faculty.*)

10:

no.

1.15 About how many faculty members in the graduate school or department of education received most
of their training for their highest dlgrees outside of any school or department of
education?

13:

no.

1.16 Are there any departments or similar divisions within the graduate school or department of education in which the majority of the faculty received most of their training for their highest degrees
outside of any school or department of education?
1

Yes

2

IF YES: Which departments or divisions?

No

1617:

H. RESEARCH AND OTHER GOALS OF THE GRADUATE PROGRAM

2.1

Since the term °educational research° is used in a variety of ways, it is often difficult to know what
a person means by it. To which of the following kinds of activity do you ordinarily apply the term
educational research*?
(Check as many as you wish)

0 Collecting statistics on school practices and educational outcomes, sometimes called aschoo

20.

status studies.°

b 0 Designing new curricula and methods of instruction.
c

?valuating the effectiveness of new curricula and methods.

d

Local 13choal

22.

surveys (curriculum, financial, plant, etc.)

Investigating factors which affect the teaching-learning process in the classroom.
I

Disseminating new curricula, methods of instruction, or other school practices.

g

Investigating factors which affect school administration.

h

i

24i

26.

0 General psychological studies of human learning or development.
Presenting evidence to legislators of the need for greater support for the schools.

2Ss

0 Developing new tests and measurements.
k

Analyzing the key concepts or philosophical assumptions underlying current educational

issues.
I

2.2

30.

Studying the educational research Journals for lecture materials.

Willa of the above activities do you feel are most important for the long range improvement of oduco.
Hon, regardless of whether you have checked the. activity as °research°. (Write the

appropriate letters

in the spaces below In order of their importance.)

1st

2nd

3rd

32s

b.

.7-

-4-

2.3

What do you consider to be the best pieces of research on education which.have been carried out
in the past 10 years?

(Please give descriptive titles and names of the investigators, if possible.)
Best one in your institution

2.4

Best one else here

Graduate schools or departments of education vary according to the rank order of field service,
teaching, and research as responsibilities of the, faculty. There may also be disagreement
within
the same school about the relative emphases that should be placed on these activities. To the best
of your knowledge, how would the groups listed below rank the three activities in your school?
(Hereafter the term "research" will be used to mean empirical research, as distinguished from
field services and library research.)

351

31-X

(Rank 1 to 3 for each person or group
with 1 as most important.)
Croups whose opinions
you are asked to guess
EXAMPLE: Researchers

Field
Service

Teaclang

2

3

Education faculty members

11

WEIBMIIIIMMIDIONONIVO

391

Department chairmen
42s

Academic faculty or administration

OM1111111

45$

Dean of the entire graduate faculty

IMMEIM

NMIIMMINA

48$

The president of the university
51s

The trustees of the university
54s

The State legislature
1,1101111111111110

Funding agencies outside the university

Public school systems
Yourself

471

60$

63s

661

11#L.ti
*t`

1.1

24
3,

2.5

There are many forces, both inside and outside schools of education, which shape their goals.
In your judgment, which of the following groups have most affected the balance of emphasis
between teaching, field service, and research in your institution, either directly or indirectly,
during the past five years?
(Please check no more than five)

0 0 Faculty members in education

2

Department chairmen in education

11,

Academic faculty or administration (i.e., outside education)

131

3 0 Dean of the entire graduate faculty

4 0 The university president
5

The university trustees

6

The State legislature

7

Funding agencies outside the university

0 Public school systems
9

yoursel f

X 12 Other (which')

2.6

On the whole, which type of preparation receives the greatest emphasis in your graduate school
far department of education?

F:1 For research

2 fl For college teaching
3

For college (administration

4

For public school adnenistration

5

For public school teaching

15

2.7

If an opening occurred for someone to teach a graduate course in each of the major fields listed
below, which of the following persons would you prefer to hire?

Use this code to indicate the type of perzon, and write the
appropriate numbers in the spaces at the bottom.
A professor trained in a school
of education
1

2

- Who has mostly taught in the
field.
Who has mostly done research
in the field.

A professor trained outside a school
of education

has mostly taught in a related
field.

3 - Who

4 Who has mostly done research in
a related field.
comxIMINNIMON
...11,===11MI171=.111111/111.10.1101111

5 A school practitioner who has a great deal
of experience in the field.
6 - No particular preference.
Presumed openin&I in:

Educational admin:stration
11111111.0.111

16,

Guidance and counseling
History' of education

18,

Educational sociology
Child development

20,'

Psychology of learning
Methods of educationel research

22,

Special educa'o.ion

Curriculum and teaching in:

Language arts

24,

Social studies
Natural Sciences and mathematics

26..

F7
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2.8

Interchange between schools or departments of education and other
divisions in the university
are ochieved in a variety of ways. Which of the following
arrangements now exist with (1) academic
departments, and (2) other professional schools in the university; and which
would you like to see
established?
Would like to see

Now exist with:
Ac a.

'depts.

Prof l
schools

established with:
Ace.

depts.

Prof l
schools

Participation of non-education professors on
examination committees for the doctorate.
Participation of nem-education professors in
the selection of the faculty of education.

Zrs

O

0

O

0

311

Interdisciplinary committees or seminars which
are concerned with scholarly issues.
35$

Joint teaching appointments.

Ell

39s

Joint research appointments.
43o

Visiting professors from other universities for
teaching.
Visiting professors from other universities for
research.

O

47$

O

O

0

S1$

Other types of interchange (which?)
"morimusloor

2.9

emir.

O

0

55$

in general, how fruitful have interchanges been with the academic
departments in the university;
what problems have been encountered, if any; and what directions would
you like future interchange
to take?

591

61-X

F8
III. ARRANGEMENTS FOR RESEARCH AND SERVICE

We are particularly interested in obtaining information about the faculty research program. Separate
questionnaires are being distributed to directors of research bureaus, research committees, and coordinators of faculty research. In the present questionnaire we are mainly concerned with the overall
program and its administrative arrangements.
3.1

3.2

To the best of your knowledge, how many faculty me mbers in the graduate school or department of
education are presently providing field services to local school systems, and how many would you
like to be providing field services (i.e., school surveys, consultation, test scoring or administration, or workshops and in-service courses)? Presently:...... Would like:.

62t
64:

It is sometimes claimed that the desire of school systems fix field services draws personnel and
resources away from educational "eunuch. Do you consider this a problem in your institution?
If not, why? If so, how do you think the problem could be alleviated?

66*

3.3
.

Suppose the State Department of Education had the facilities and the legislative authority to provide many of the services to local school systems which are now provided by the university how
would you feel about its assuming more than half of the service work in which the faculty of the
graduate department is now engaged? What are the, reasons for your opinion?

3.4

Is teaching load reduced for faculty members in the graduate program who wish to do research
(as distinguished from field service)?
1
YES
2
NO

3.5

IF YES: Among all those who are doing research, about how many have their teaching load reduced
by the following proportions?
Reduction

681

70

No. of faculty members

1-33%

71s

34-M%

73$

51-99%

75,

100% (full time research)

77$.

F
1.1

2.4

3.6

3I

How seriously have the teaching resources of the graduate school or department of education been
strained by reducing the teaching load for research?
Very seriously
Fairly seriously
Only a little
Not at all

3.7

l

O2
O3
O4

Are faculty members in the graduate program exempted from committee or other administrative
tasks to do research?

1 DYES
3.8

6./C

2

NO

IF YES: About how many faculty members presently have this kind of exemption?
No. of faculty members

3.9

It is sometimes said that teaching commitments seriously interfere with a professor's research efforts. On the other hand, it is argued that a researcher should also teach so that students will
benefit from his research work. How do you personally feel about this issue; and how is it handled
in your institution?

Ils

3.10 To the best of your kficyledge, about what proportion of the faculty in the graduate school or department who have taken sabbaticals in the past five years have conducted research while on
leave?

13a

3.11 At the end of the sabbatical, does the administration review the research which was conducted
while on leave?

1 0 Always

2 0 Frequently

4 n Rarely

5 0 Never

15.

3.12 Are leaves of absence without pay given to qualified faculty members in the graduate school or
department who wish to do research?
I r"-j Yes
2
No
.3 n Depends (on what?)

16-

3 171 Sometimes

3.13 IF YES OR DEPENDS: About how many faculty members have taken such leaves in the past
five years?
No.
gs,

Ile

FlO
3.14 In which of the following areas, if any, would you like to see more research undertaken in the
graduate school or department of education? (Check as many as you wish).
19:

n School finance

History of Education
211

El Educational administration (other than finance)

171 Comparative education
23:

O Teats and measurements

25:

O Other research methodology
Curriculum research in:

Guidance and counseling

27:
r.

291

Methods of instruction

Mathematics
31:

Talent, creativity of students

O Natural sciences
33:

O Special education

Social studies
35:

O Psychology of learning

Reading
37:

Child development

CI Foreign languages
39:

Adolescent development

Other language arts
4h

Schoolcommunity relations

Ej Business and distributive education
43-

O Teacher personality

O Physical education

Teaching as a profession

O Other (what?)

IMMIMMIMIMb

3.15 Please go back over the list and double-check those topics where you mainly had higher education
in mind.

44-

3.16 Administrators at the school or departmental level may become involved in the research of
faculty members in several ways, and the amount of involvement may vary greatly from
school to school. Which of the following statements best expresses your own view of the
appropriate role for administrators regarding faculty research; and which best expresses
the view of most of the. faculty.
Your own view
Faculty's view
(check one)
(check one)
a. Administrators should facilitate, actively
encourage, and direct the faculty research
program.

45,
1

b. Administrators should facilitate and actively
encourage faculty research, but should leave
direction to the faculty.
c. Administrators should only facilitate faculty
research.

n

1

El

2

El

3n

3

El

2

3.17 Which of the above alternatives best describes the present role of the administration in the
graduate school or department of education? (Write the appropriate letter a, b, or c below.)

letter

47.
. 48-X

3.18 If your graduate school or department of education were to receive about $200,000 for facilitating
or conducting educational studies, or for preparing researchers, how would you like to see these
funds used?

IF THERE IS AN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU (Center, Institute, Office, or Lab School
for research)
3.19 Would you like more faculty members to become associated with any research bureau which might
exist?
1

Yes

2

No

3 0 Depends (on what?):

3.20 Do you personally feel that a research bureau should primarily:
1

Facilitate the research of non-bureau faculty

2

Facilitate the research of individuals on the bureau staff

3

Pursue a program of research which has been formulated by the bureau as a unit

IF THERE IS NOT AN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU (Center, Institute, Office, or Lab School
for research)
3.21 Why is there no educational research bureau in your institution?

3.22 Are there any plans for founding such a bureau in the future? If so, when is the bureau planned,
what activities will it undertake, and how will it be administered?

F12

-12-

IV. GENERAL EDUCTiONAL OPINIONS AND PROBLEMS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

4.1

There are several issues pertaining to the graduate program in education which are receiving
attention these days. Each of the following statements takes a position on one of these issues.
Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by placing the appropriate number in the space provided.

1 Strongly agree
2

Mostly agree

3

Undecided

4

5

Mostly disagree
Strongly disagree

Elementary school teaching is a profession, like law or engineering.

58:

The findings of educational research are generally of little help to the classroom teacher.
a

The Ph.D. should be a research degree and the Ed.D. should be a professional degree.

60:

d ....... We already know so much about the teaching-learning process that the main problem facing

us is how better to disseminate this knowledge so that it is used in the schools.
The research techniques and methods used in educational research tend to lag behind those
used in behavioral science generally.

62:

Teachers are better qualified to evaluate the results of their teaching than experts who are
not in daily contact with the classroom.

9 ---. The Ph.D. generally has higher prestige than the Ed.D.

64:

--.. Teachers; should be trained to do research on instructional methods in their own classrooms,
sometimes called action research."

4.2

I

Schools or departments of education generally have low prestige within the universities.

I

Persons who wish to make a career of educational research should receive most of their
research training from professors in the behavioral sciences outside schools of education.

66:

Which three c the issues touched on above are most frequently discussed in your school as
problems of the profession? (Write in the appropriate letters below.)
681

-13.

4.2

1.1

23

The following is a list of factors that some people claim have
hindered the advancement of educational research. Ili you think any of these has hindered educational
research, place a check in the
appropriate box. (Leave blank if you think it has not hindered research.)
Major

Minor

hindrance

hindrance

O

6.

The quality of research training provided in graduate schools otr departments of education.

go

The quality of research techniques and methods used in educational
research.

0

0
0

Intellectual ability of people doing research in education.

111

Amount of financial support available for research.
Kinds and amount of organization 1 provisions for research at univer-

131

sities, school systems, etc.

Problems chosen for investigation by researchers.

Lack of interest in educational research on the part of behavioral
scientists outside schools of education.

O

0

15$

Educational philosophies and ideologies of researchers.

lit

Types of services and studies desired by school systems,.

0

Needs and interests of publishing companies.
Amounts of teaching, administrative, and other non-research duties
connected with jobs held by people in education.

les

Rewards offered potential researchers to serve as speakers, editors,
consultants, woikshop participants, etc.

0

Low standards for acceptance of research articles in journals.

21.

Lack of interest in resealch on the part of administrators of dthools

or departments of education.

Lack of recognition and rewards for research accomplishment.
1

0
2

V. PERSONAL INFORMATION
5.1

Your name:

5.2 What is your age?

Other (what?),
11101111.mmlINSIP

1

23.

F14
5.3

What type of institution did you attend for most of your undergraduate education?
(Check only ono.)
1

2S

Two-year Junior college

2 0 Two- or three-year normal school

3 0 Four year teachers college
4 0 Teacher preparation unit of a college
5 0 Teacher preparation unit of a university

6 0 Other unit of a university
7 0 Libera 1 arts college (not part of a university)

8 0 Other (please specify)
SA

Did you receive most of your graduate training in a school or department of education, or in
some other division of the university?

261

1 0 School or department of education
2

5.5

Other division (which?):

In what department or program did you do most of your graduate work?
28:

.10

5.6

What degrees do you hold?

5.7

Have you ever been employed by a school system?
1

5.8

Yes

2 0 No

32.

IF YES: What position(s) and for how long?
33:

(position)

(no. of years)

411NW

5.9

30.

1=1111111.14

11NOW

What was your first job after obtaining your Lighest degree?
.MMINIMNIMINIIMINIMMithMtIblealr

Alowv11111111ror

35.

-15-

5.10 Aside from the work on your dissertation, what has been the longest period of time during which
research was your primary activity?

36.

1 0 At no time was research my primary activity

2 0 1 to 6 months
3 0 7 to 12 months
4 El 13 to 24 months
5 0 More than 24 months
5.11 if research was ever your primary activity: When was this and what did you do?

37:

5.12 Have you ever been a staff member of a research organization?
No

2

39-

5.13 IF YES: What was the title of the organization; and when were you a staff member?
40:

S.14 Are you currently engaged in research?

3 0 Yes

2

No

42.

5.15 iF YES: Would you briefly describe it?

43:

45X

5.16 About how many research articles or monographs have you published since obtaining your
highest degree?
1101111111101010

(Number)

46:

5.17 Have you ever taught a course in the methods of educational research?

1 [Yes
5.18 iF YES: What was the course(s)?

2 0 No

40.
49.

Fl

-16-

5.19 What was your last position before becoming dean or department head?
1111111WW

(Position)

(Location)

...11111110

50:

5.20 Check the professional magazines which you regularly read:

Administrative Science Quarterly

1-3 Journal of Educational Research

0 American Journal of Sociology

Journal of Experimental Education

American Psychologist
American Sociological Review

Journal of Secondary Education

n Journal of Teacher Education
52:

Behavioral Scientist

NEA Journal

Cory:larative Education Review

NEA Research Bulletin

Educational and Psychological Measurement

0 The Nation's Schools

The Education Digest

Phi Delta Kappan

O The Elementary School Journal

O The High School Journal

Psychological Abstracts

0 Psychological Review

Harvard Educational Review

Review of Educational Research

Higher Education

School Review

History of Education Qmcirterly

School and Society

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology

Sociology of Education

O Journal of Applied Psybhology
Journal of Education

O Journal of Educational Psychology

Theory into Practice (Ohio State)
Teachers College Record
U.S. Office of Education Bulletin

Li Others
5.21 In which professional associations are you most active?
56.

A. Please send --a any materials which describe the faculty research progam, for example, a list of
faculty publications, or a history of research in your institution.
B. If you have reports which indicate the types of positions which doctorate recipients hold, we
would appreciate receiving a copy.
C. Please enclose a list of your own publications, if readily available.

17
QUESTIONNAIRE
(for faculty research coordinators in graduate schools
of education)

I.

RESPONSIBILITIES

1.1

What is the title of your position inasmuch as it pertains to faculty research?

1.2

When was this position established, and when did you enter the position?

3$

6s

Established: 19
1.3

1.3
2.1

Entered the position: 19

10.

What were the circumstances that led to creation of the position, and what persons or groups
were moat responsible for its creation?

11.

1.4

What is the title of the administrative or faculty officer or group to whom you are directly
responsible?
12.

1.5

1,6

Is there a committeit or council for faculty research in the graduate school or department
of education?
1
Yes
2
No

13.

IF THERE IS: How are responsibilities divided between your position and the committee?
14.

1.7

For a variety of reasons, it is sometimes difficult for administrators to kee' informed about
the research activities of the faculty. Which of the following channels do you use to keep
abreast of the research of faculty members?

(Check as many as you wish)

Formal progress reports.

1$,

Financial reports.
You periodically ask research workers about the status of their work.

171

You give advice to individuals on research problems which they bring to your attention.
Incidental talk with research workers (at lunch, etc.).

19s

The faculty grapevine.
Other channels (which?)

____...

21.
22s

AVAT'1.7711°14krtS.7.T1::

F18

-21.8

From the following list of activities, please check those for which you are solely or chiefly responsible, adding any other activities which are relevant. (Check the boxes on the left.)
a

Seeking funds for faculty researchers.

b

Collecting and disseminating information about financing of research.

24:

c 0 Allocating university funds for research.
d

Allocating outside funds for research.

e

Communicating the needs of the research program to the administration.

f

Facilitating communications among researchers.

g

Formulating the goals of a faculty research program.

h

fudging the adequacy of research proposals.

i

Securing new staff members to do research.

I

Handling requests for released time to conduct research.

k

Encouraging faculty members to undertake research which is of general interest to
schulars in education

26:

28:

30.

32s

34t

Encouraging faculty members to undertake research which is of immediate help to
schools.

1.9

m

Gaining the assistance of scholars in other departments in the university in planning
or executing research.

n

Providing the facilities (other than funds), for researchers.

o

Assisting faculty members in writing proposals.

P

Assisting faculty members with analytical problems which arise in their research.

q

Providing opportunities for students to participate in research.

r

Directing or facilitating service studies for schools in the area.

s

Other responsibilities:

36.

38.

40:

42

Approximately what proportion of your total university work is spent on all these activities
taken together?
MI=111111,0

43:
45-X

19

.3.
1.10 Among those activities which you have checked above, which do you devote most time to?
(Please list no more than three activities by writing the appropriate letters below.)
461

(letters)

.e

1.11 In your own opinion, which of the activities listed (in question 1:4-) should receive greater
emphasis in the graduate school or department of education regardless of how much time is
presently devoted to them? (List as many as you would like by writing the appropriate letters.)
491

"mlimlmMItiAlMENIN

(letters)
1.12 How many professional assistants help you to perform the activities in which you are engaged?

52.

Full-time

Part-time

no.

54s

no.

1.13 Are you provided with any special funds for this work?

1 0 No

2

D

Yes

(IF YES: How much this year? S

56.

)

571

1.14 During the time you have had some responsibility for faculty research, have you introduced any
innovations in terms of organization or activities? If so, please describe them briefly.

61.

1.15 Under which of the following circumstances, if any, have you ever intervened in an on-going
study? (Check as many as you wish)
1-1

An investigator was having difficulty analyzing his data.

ri A study was failing to meet its deadline.
O A project was having budgetary problems.
O A project was having personnel problems.

63$

651

O A sponsor or client .was worried about the progress of a study.

67.

Cl You passed on information which seemed valuable to a study.
O Other circumstances: (which?)

69.

Practically never intervened,.regardless of circumstances.

71.

-4-

1.3
2.2

F20

3s

6.

1.16 Since the term 'educational research" is used in a variety of ways, it is often difficult to
know what a person means by it. To which of the following kinds of activity do you ordinarily
apply the term °educational research."

N

(Cheek as many as you wish)

a

Collecting statistics on school practices and educational outcomes, sometimes called
°school status studies."

b

Designing new curricula and methods of instruction.

c

Evaluating the effectiveness of new curricula and methods.

d

Local school surveys (curriculum, financial, plant, etc.)

98

th

Investigating factors which affect the teaching-learning process in the classroom.
f

Disseminating new curricula, methods of instruction, or other school practices.

g

Investigating factors which affect school administration.

h

General psychological studies of human learning or development.

I

Presenting evidence to legislators of the need for greeter support for the schools.

138

158

17s

Developing new tests and measurements.
k

Analyzing the key concepts or philosophical assumptions underlying current educational

198

issues.

Studying the educational research journals for lecture materials.

1.17 Which of the above activities do you feel are most important for the long termimprovement of
education, regardless of whether you have checked the activity as "research." (Write the appropriate letters in the spaces below according to their importance.)
1st

2nd

3rd

1

218

1.18 What do you consider to be the best pieces of research on education which have been carried out
in the past 10 years? (Please give descriptive titles and names of investigators, if possible.)

Best one in your institution

Best one elsewhere
24.

1
-5-

NOTE: In the remainder of this questionnaire, the term "faculty" will be used to designate all persons who are teaching graduate students in the school or department of education, either
full-time or part-time. The term *research* will be used to mean empirical research, as dis
tinguished from field services and library research.

1.19 Graduate schools or departments of education vary according to the rank order of field service,
teaching, and research as responsibilities of the faculty. There may also be disagreement
within the same school about the relative emphasei that should be placed on these activities.
To the best of your knowledge, how would the groups listed below rank the three activities in
your school?
(Rank 1 to 3 for each person or group
with 1 as most important)
Groups whose opinions
you are asked to guess
Field service
Teaching
Research
EXAMPLE: Researchers

2

Education faculty members

3

1

27.

1111111111

Dean or head of the graduate school or
department of education

30s

Department chairmen (if any)

34s

Academic faculty or administration
(outside education)

36s

Dean of the entire graduate faculty

_.._.Will

President of the university

39,

CIAMININIM1101.1111

42s

The trustees of the university

111=1111M

45t

The State legislature

0....111

40.

Funding agencies outside the university

0111...

Public school systems
Yourself

51.

54,
amoralmirlom.

57,

11. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
2.1

Please rank the three departments or divisions in the graduate education program which are most
actively engaged in research. Which department is least actively engaged?
Departments or divisions
1st:
2nd:

3rd:

Least:

60
61
62.

63-

F22
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2.2

When an opening occurs in a particular field or department with the main emphasis on empirical

research (as distinguished from field service and library research), who plays a major role in
screening candidates? (Please indicate the title or position of the persons involved)
64s

2.3

save there been any difficulties recently in hiring new staff members who are enthusiastic about
doing this kind of empirical research, or in integrating these staff members into the existing
staff? if so, what was the problem, and in which department or division did it occur?

66:

2.4

2.5

Administrators at the school or departmental level may became involved in the research of
faculty members in several ways, and the amount of involvement may vary greatly from
school to school. Which of the following statements best expresses your own view of the
appropriate role for administrators regarding faculty research; and which best expresses
the view of most of the faculty.
Your

Faculty's

own view

view

(check one)

(check one)

El

0

Administrators should facilitate, actively encourage, and
direct the faculty research program.

1

Administrators should facilitate and actively encourage
faculty research, but should leave direction to the faculty.

2

2

Administrators should only facilitate faculty research.

3

3

Which divisions in the graduate school or department of education give the best research
training?

661

70e

24 Is there a training program for people who want to make research a career? If so, what is
the title, and what are the main features of this program?

72.

44.111111RIMIlk

23

-7-

1.3
2.3
3,

6.

2.7

If your school or department of education were to receive about $200,000 for facilitating or conducting educational studies, or for preparing researchers, how would you like to see these
funds used?
9,

We are particularly interested in learning about the arrangements which exist in graduate schools or
departments of education for facilitating research and service. Such arrangements may include relatively permanent bureaus with their own staff, teams of faculty members outside of such bureaus, or
the projects of individual professors. While we realize that there may be a variety of arrangements
within a single institution, it is necessary to have rather detailed information about each type.
(Since we are sending separate questionnaires to research bureaus, we shall focus here on alternative arrangements.)
III. FIELD SERVICE BUREAUS
3.1

Does the school or department of education maintain a bureau or similar organization which
only provides field services for schools (i.e., school surveys, consultation, test scoring or
administration, or workshops and in-service courses)?
1

3.2

El Yes

2

n No

(IF NO: Skip to Question 3.8)

11-

IF YES: What is the title of each service bureau, when was it founded, and approximately
how many faculty or staff members have been associated with it this year?
Title

Year founded

No. of faculty or staff
12.

14.

If there are any major turning points in the history of the service bureau(s), we would appreciate
your describing them.
16.

4...mititesetektiviiske'

F24
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3.3

Does your position (described at the beginning of the questionnaire) carry any responsibilities
for the field services provided by any bureau(s)? If so, please briefly describe your responsi-

bilities.
17.

3.4

3.5

To the best of your knowledge, how well informed is most of the faculty in the graduate school
or department of education about the activities of the service bureau(s)?
1

Well informed

3

Poorly informed

2

Somewhat informed

4

Can't say

On the whole, how do most faculty members in the graduate school or department of education
feel about becoming associated with a service bureau?

1

2

306

10.

0 They are eager to become associated
They are mostly indifferent

3

They resist association

4

Can't say

19.

IF INDIFFERENT* OR 16RESIST°: Why is that?

20.

3.7

Would you like.more faculty members to become associated with a service bureau?
1

Yes

2

No

3

Depends (on what?):

21:

3.8

It is sometimes claimed that the desire of school systems for field services draws personnel
and resources away from educational research. Do you consider this a problem in your institution? If not, why? If so, how do you think the problem could be alleviated?

23t

1111MNE111111111111111111

...,saf

:91

F25
IV. RESEARCH BUREAUS

In the following section we are interested in organisations which have been set up for research
(as distinguished from Bald services to local schools). These arrangements are sometimes called
bureaus, institutes, offices or lab schools, and conduct more than one study. In the following
questions, we shall use the term °bureau" to designate any arrangement of this kind.
4.1

Does the school or department of education maintain a bureau (as defined above) which
conducts educational research?
1

4.2

Yes

No

2

(IF NO: Skip to Section V)

25.

IF YES: Does your position carry any responsibilities for the work of
any research bureau(s)?

(If the bureau also provides services, answer only for the research program or division of the bureau.)
1

CI Yes

2

No

26

4.3 IF YES: Please describe these responsibilities, and state how they are divided with
rector of the bureau.

the di-

27:

4.4 To the best of your knowleilge, how well informed is the faculty
in the graduate school or
department of education about the activities and goals of the research bureau(s)?

4.5

1

Well informed

2

Somewhat informed

30

Poorly informed

4

Can't say

22.

On the whole, how do most faculty members in the graduate school or department
of education

feel about becoming associated with the research bureau(s)?

4.6

1

They are eager to become associated

3

They resist association

3

They are mostly indifferent

4

Can't say

30.

IF °INDIFFERENT" OR 'RESIST": Why is that?

31.

as
ro

cu,..

s,

F2
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47 Would you like more faculty members to become associated WA a research bureau?
Yes

4.0

2 0 No

3 0 Depends (on what?)

33$

Do you personally feel that a research bureau should primarily:
Facilitate the research of non- bureau faculty

35-

2 0 Facilitate the research of individuals on the bureau staff
3

4.9

Pursue program of research which has been formulated by the bureau
as a unit

Why do you feel this way?

36.

4.10 Do you recall any major research arrangements in the post which have since been terminated?
If so. please give the following information.
From (year)
Name of former arrangement

to (year)

Reason terminated
30s

40.

,.(F

at

4

F27
V. RESEARCH TEAMS OUTSIDE OF BUREAUS
In many schools ad hoc groups of faculty members make up research units or teams which remain
unattached to any research bureau. These vary in nature: they may undertake one or more studies,
may or may not have a title, and are usually less permanent than a bureau. In the following ques-

tions, we shall use the term 'research teams to designate any arrangement of this kind.
5.1

Are there any research teams in the graduate school or department of education at present?

2 0 No

1 0 Yes
5.2

(IF NO: Skip to Section VI)

U-

IF YES: To the best of your knowledge, how many of these teams plan to conduct:
No. of teams

mOINtalmarawsamalt

NNINIMMISMIMO

One study only

43:

More than one study, but at different times

43:

Mote than one study concurrently

47s

Don't know their plans

49s

Total number of research teams

5.3
it

51s

How many faculty members in the graduate school or department outside of any research bureau
are members of research teams?

No. of faculty members
531

5.4

How many research teams are composed of personnel from
No. of teams

Another university?
Another professional school within your own university?

alRiloWN
lir

551

57s

An academic department within your own university

(outside of education)?

ompawlrm...1ffal

$9s

Other combinations (which?)

61s

41

F2
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5.5

Thinking only of those research teams which are composed entirely of faculty members in
your own graduate school or department of education, how many teams represent

2.4
3:

No. of teams

5.6

Different academic fields
(e.g., educational sociology and psychology)

9:

Different specialties in professional
education (e.g., guidance, administration,
elementary education)?

11:

An educational specialty and an academic
field?

13:

What is the budget of the smallest and of the largest team project; and what is the
overage (mean) budget of all team projects?
15:
19:

Smallest $

5.7

Largest $

Does not apply :

our situation El

27.

How many graduate students are working with these research teams this year?

No. of students

5.9

23:

How many research teams have students as assistants, using material for dissertations, etc.?
No. of teams,

5.8

Average $

Does not apply to our situation fl

25.

Who is considered by the administration to be responsible for the successful completion of
most team projects?

1 0 The project members exclusively, or
Project members with:

0 Department chairmen
3

Dean or assistant dean

29.

4 El
s

A research committee

0 Yourself

5.10 IF THERE IS A RESEARCH BUREAU: To the-best of your knowledge, why have the research

teams remained unattached to any bureau of educational research? (Here we are particularly interested in the comparative advantages of team versus bureau research as seen by the faculty.)

30:

-7Tomprwmuppr-1--

1
lc;

29
-13

VI. INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS OUTSIDE OF RESEARCH BUREAUS
6.1

How many studies are being conducted in the graduate school or department by individual
professors who are neither in bureaus nor in research teams?

No. of studies
6.2

is the budget of the smallest and of the largest individual project;-and what is the
average (mean) budget of all individual projects?
Average $

(Name of investigator)

How many individual projects have students as assistants, using material for dissertations, etc.?

No. of projects
6.5

Largest $

What is the topic of the largest project being conducted by a single investigator, and what
is the investigator's name? (We would like to have this information so that we can-communicate directly with the individual at a later time if the need arises.)

(Topic of largest project)
6.4

NONE: Skip to Question 6.6)

What

Smallest $

6.3

(1 F

Does not apply to our situation 7

How many graduate students are working with individual project this year?

No. of students

Does not apply to our situation El

6.6

Sometimes a student works on a dissertation which closely reflects the current research interest
of his adviser. How many faculty members in the graduate school or department of education
have supervised dissertations of this kind during the past year?
No. of faculty members

6.7

IF THERE IS A RESEARCH BUREAU: To the best of your knowledge, why have individual researchers remained unattached to any bureau of educational- research? (Here we are particularly
interested in the comparative advantages of individual versus bureau research as seen by the

faculty.)

4

6.8

Are there any arrangements for research which have not been covered above? If so, please
describe them.

,

VII, ALL STUDIES OUTSIDE OF RESEARCH BUREAUS:

1.3
2-5
3:
61

7.1'

In which of the following areas, if any, is research now being undertaken in the school or department of education (either in teams or by individuals, but outside of bureaus)? And in which areas
would you like to see more research? (Check as many os you wish)
Now

Would like
more

O

School finance

0
O

O

0
0
0
O
O

0
0

Educational administration (other than finance)

118

Tests and measurements

138

Other research methodology

15s

Guidance and counseling

171

Methods of instruction

19:

Talent, creeivity of students

21:

Special education

231

Psychology of learning

25t

Child development

27:

Adolescent development

29:

School-community relations

31s

Teacher personality

33s

Teaching as a profession

35:

History of Education

37:

Comparative education

39:

Curriculum research in:
Mathematics

Natural sciences
Social studies
Reading

41:
43:

45:
47:

Foreign languages

Other language arts
Business and distributive education
Physical education
Other (what?)

49:
51:

53:
55:

57:

Please go back over the, list and double-check the boxes where you mainly, had higher education
in mind.
59.

F30

31

15.
7.2 How many faculty members in the graduate school or department of education not associated
with a bureau are presently doing research; and how many would you like to be doing research
this year?

60$

62t

Presently:

7.3

Would like:

Do you believe that the proportion of faculty members doing, research outside of any bureau will
shift to what you regard as desirable in the next three yearso

2 0 No

Yes

IF NOT: Why?

64:

7.4 How many faculty members not associated with any bureau are presently providing field
services to school systems; and how many would you like to be providing field services this
year (i.e., school surveys, consultation, test scoring, workshops, etc.)?
Presently:

66:
68:

Would like:

VIII. SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH OUTSIDEOF BUREAUS

The following questions refer to research which is undertaken by faculty members who am not
associated with any research bureau.
8.1

What is the average rate of overhead on grants and on contracts for research which are received
from outside agencies? (If there is no set policy, check here: 0)
Grants

Contracts
70:
72:

ro

8.2 Which of the following receives overhead funds? (If no set policy, check here:

0)

(check one)

0 The university

74.

2 0 The school or department of education
3 0 The division within the school or department where the research is conducted

4 0 Other (which?)
8.3

Approximately what proportion of the research projects supported by outside agencies received
supplemental funds from the university in. the past fiscal year (i.e., university contribution)?

of projects received university funds
0 Does not apply to our situation

781

1.3
2.6
31

8.4

8.5

What proportion of the Mal coat of all such projects was provided by the university in the past
fiscal year?
% of total cost
0 Does not apply to our situation
About how many research proposals were originated by faculty members in the graduate school
or department this past fiscal year outside of any research bureau; and how many of these pro.
posals were successful in obtaining financial support?
Number

Number supported:.........

6s

9:X
11,

13s
151

0 Does not apply to our situation
8.6

In the past fiscal year, which of the following possible sources financed proposals originating
with and done by faculty outside of any research bureau? (If none originated, check here: 0 .)
(Please estimate the percentage of funds from each source.)

..,WIM

1001111MM

University research funds

17.

School or department of education research funds

19,

State government

21.

Federal government

23.

Foundations

25,

Local school systems

27.

Professional organizations

29,

Other (please specify)

31.

100%

8.7

Would you like the percentage of funds from each source to increase, decrease, or remain the
same in the future? (Check the appropriate boxes below.)
Increase

Same

Decrease

University researeh funds

331

School or department of education research funds

Federal government

O

0

351

Foundations

Local school systems

371

Professional organizations

O
1.

3

Other (please specify)

39.

40)

F3

F

1,78.8

Which of the following funding agencies outside the university are currently supporting research in
the graduate school or department of education outside of any research bureau? (If none, check here: 0 .)

O The Cooperative Research Program, U.S.O,E.

4111

El National Defense Education Act

O National Science Foundation

43

O National Institute of Mental Health
El Carnegie Corporation

43

O Ford Foundation
El Kellogg Foundation

47,

O Other (which?)
8.9

Please describe any changes in the research program of the graduate school or department of
education which are planned for the .future. (In order to project future developments in the noa
tion, we need to learn about specific intentions. We would therefore appreciate your giving
careful attention to this question.)

41

8.10 Which graduate schools or departments of education In the nation are doing what you consider to be
the most competent and worthwhile research?
32.

411111E,

-41:61:,...a.4-,

41.

5111

F34
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IX.

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL OPINIONS AND PROBLEMS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

9.1

There are several issues pertaining to the graduate program in education which are receiving
attention these days. Each of the following statements takes a position on one of these issues.
Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by placing the appropriate number in the space provided.

1 Strongly agree
2

Mostly agree
ee

3

4

Undecided

5

Mostly disagree
Strongly disagree

Elementary school teaching is a profession, like law or engineering.

60:

The findings of educational research are generally of little help to the classroom teacher.

The Ph.D. should be a research degree and the Ed.D. should be a professional degree.
d

Teachers are better qualified to evaluate the results of their teaching than experts who
are not in daily contact with the classroom.
We already know so much about the teaching-learning process that the main problem facing us is how better to disseminate this knowledge so that it is used in the schools.

r ....... The research techniques and methods used in educational

those used in behavioral science generally.
a

62:

64:

research tend to lag behind

Teachers are better qualified to evaluate the results of their teaching than experts who

are not in daily contact with the classroom.

66:

The Ph.D. generally has higher prestige than the Ed.D.
Teachers should be trained to do research on instructional methods in their own classrooms, sometimes called 'action research.

66:

Schools or departments of education generally have low prestige within the universities.
Persons who wish to make a career of educational research should receive most of their
research training from professors in the behavioral sciences outside schools of education,
9.2

70

Which three of the issues touched on above are most frequently discussed as problems of the

profession in your school? (Write in the appropriate letters below.)

71:

F35
9.3

3.7

The following is a list of factors that some people claim have hindered
the advancement of educetional research. If you think any of these has hindered educational research, place a check in the
appropriate box. (Leave blank if you think it has not hindered research.)
Major

Minor

hindrance

hindrance

31

6.

The quality of research training provided in graduate schools or departments of education.

IPS

The quality of research techniques and methods used in educational
research.
Intellectual ability of people doing research in education.

11.

Amount of financial support available for research.

Kinds and amount of organizational provisions for research at uni-

13:

versifies, school systems, etc.

Problems chosen for investigation by researchers.

Lack of interest in educational research on the part of behavioral
scientists outside schools of education.

1$:

Educational philosophies and ideologies of researchers.

O

Types of services and studies desired by school systems.

17.

Needs and interests of publishing companies.
Amounts of teaching, administrative, and other non-research duties
connected with university jobs held by people in education.

19s

Rewards offered potential researchers to serve as speakers, editors,
consultants, workshop participants, etc.

Low standards for acceptance of research articles in journals.

21.

Lack of interest in research on the part of administrators of schools
or departments of education.
Lack of recognition and rewards for research accomplishment.

1

23.

Other (what?)
X. PERSONAL INFORMATION
110.1

Your name:
25.

110.2 Your other university positions:
Dean
I
2

30

Associate dean
Assistant dean
7

All other positions

4

..

$

6

Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor

23.

10.3 What university position did you hold before assuming responsibilities
for the faculty research
program?

.111110111111.11111~1110.1110111114.11OPOIN
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10.4 How many courses are you teaching this school term?

31.
32r

no.

10.5 Do you supervise doctoral theses?
1

17 Yes

2

171 No

34.

10.6 IF YES: How many do you supervise during the average school year?
10.7 Have you ever been employed by a school system?
1

Yes

2

35e

no

No

37.

10.8 IF YES: What position( s) and for how Iona:
311.

10.9 What type of institution did you attend for most of your undergraduate education?
(Check only ono.)
1

ri Two-year junior College

2

Two- or three-year normal school

3

Four-year teachers college

4

Teacher preparation unit of a college

5

Teacher preparation unit of a university

6

Other unit of i university

7

Liberal arts college (not part of a university)

$

Other (please specify)...

40.X

41-

10.10 Did you receive most of your graduate training in a school or department of education,
or in
some other division of the university?
1

School or department of education

2

Other division (which?):

42.

10.11 In what department or program did you do most of your graduate work?
NINNOSIIIIMMI711MLOlgtei"W*4

44s

-21.
10.12 What was your major field of concentration?

41=1~6.1.

10.13 What degrees do you

la 14 Who was the major advisor on your doctorate (or highest degree if not a doctorate)?
.M111=111

(Name)

10.15 How well do you feel your graduate training prepared you as a professional researche
1

Very satisfactorily

2

Satisfactorily

3

Unsatisfactorily

4

Very unsatisfactorily

5

Can't say

10.16 What was your first job after obtaining your highest degree?

10.17 Aside from the work on your dissertation, what has been the longest period of time during
which research was your primary activity?
1

At no time was research my primary activity

2

1 to 6 months

3

7 to 12 months

4

13 to 24 months

5

More than 24 months

10.10 If research was ever your primary activity: When was this and what did you do?

10.19 Have you ever been a staff member of a research organization?

0 yes

2

No

10.20 IF YES: What was the title of the organization, and when were you

1

staff member?

56-

F38
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10.21 Have you ever taught a course in the methods of educational research?
Yes

59.

No

2

10.22 I F YES: What was the course(s)?
60.

10.23 Have you ever received a research grant from any of the following agencies?
(Check the appropriate spaces.)
The Cooperative Research Program, U.S.O.E.
2

National Defense Education Act

3

National Science Foundation

4

National Institute of Mental Health

5

Carnegie Corporation

6

Ford Foundation

7

Kellogg Foundation

618

63:

65:

67.

Other organization(s) supporting research (please specify)
de:

10.24 As mentianed earlier, some researchers work in groups or teams with one or more other researchers, while others do individual research. Approximately how much of your research
time have you spent doing research with other researchers?
1

2

All
Most

30

4

Some

5

None

70.

About half

10.25 Do you personally prefer to work with other researchers, or do you prefer to work on your own?

Prefer a team
2

Prefer working on my own

3

Don't care

71.

10.26 Have you ever worked on an interdisciplinary research team?

Yes

2

No

72-

10,27 I F YES: What disciplines, other than your own, did the other researchers represent?
73:

10.28 About how many research articles or monographs have you published since obtaining your
highest degree? (Please enclose a bibliography if possible)

1.3
2-8
31

6:
9e

no.

10.29 What is your special field?

111

10.30 What is your age?

13:

10.31 Are you currently engaged in research?
1

Yes

2

No

15-

10.32 IF YES: Would you briefly describe It?
16e

10.33, Check the professional magazines which you regularly read:

0

Administrative science Quartlery
American Journal of Sociology
American Psychologist
American Sociological Review
Behavioral Scientist
Comparative Education Review
Educational and Psychological Measurement
The Education Digest
The Elementary School Journal
The High School Journal
Harvard Educational Review
Higher Education
History of Education Quarterly

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psycholooy
Journal of Applied Psychology
Journal of Education
Journal of Educational Psychology
Others

Journal of Educational Research
Journal of Experimental Education
Journal of Secondary Education
Journal of Teacher Education

O Nee Journal
NEA Research Bulletin

O The Nation's Schools
Phi Delta Kappan
Psychological Abstracts

Psychological Review

ri Review of Educational Research
School Review

School and Society

ci Sociology of Education
Theory into Practice (Ohio State)
Teachers College Record
U.S. Of fice of Education Bulletin

18:

1111.1.1i11111711

F4
-24-

10.34 In which professional associations are you most active?
22-

10.35 Now interested would you be in Joining an association of university educational research
coordinators?
Very interested

l

Not very interested

4

Moderately interested

2

Depends (on what?)

5

23

10.36 Do you have any additional comments to make about any of the topics covered in the
questionnaire, or about any topics which you feel should have been covered?
24

A. Please send us any materials which describe the faculty research program, for example, a list of
faculty publications, or a history of research in your institution.
B. U you have reports which indicate the types of positions which doctorate recipients hold, we
would appreciate receiving a copy..

C. Please enclose a list of your own publications, if readily available.

F41
QUESTIONNAIRE

(for directors of research units in graduate schools of education)

14
2.1
31

6:

HISTORICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR RESEARCH UNIT
1.1

Name of the research unit:

1.2

When was the unit founded?...

1.3

What person, group, or agency originally proposed that the unit be founded?

41!

~AIIII
'111.

9$

11$
MOMIMNI.

(Title of person, group or agency)
1.4 What person, group, or agency was primarily responsible for actually implementing the idea?
(If same person as above, write SAME)

141

(Title of person, group or agency)
1,5 What were the precipitating events in the founding of the unit? (Please mention
any other agencies

which supported the idea in one way or another)

17:

1.6 Who was the first director of the unit, and what was his position in the university (dean, professor,
etc.) and his field?

19
MOW

(Name)

(Position)
201

(Field)

.2.
1.7

How many persons have preceded you as director?

12.
no.

1.8

Of all those involved in the founding and operating of the unit, what person, group, or agency has
been most influential in setting the current gook of the unit? When was this influence most felt?

(Title of person, group, or agency)
1.9

231

(Period when most influential)

Has your unit ever had another name? If so, please write the name and period that it was used.
Name

Year to Year
27%

1.10 Would you briefly describe any highly significant turning points in the course of the unit's history
for example, the appointment of a new director with different ideas about the progrlm, the influx of
new funds, the appointment of a new president or dean, the beginning of an importfint new research
project, etc.

301

F43

-3-

1.11 Since becoming the director, have you introduced any innovations in terms of organization or activities? If so, please describe them briefly.

321

1.12 Since the term °educational research" is used in a variety of ways, it is often difficult to know
what a person means by it. To which of the following kinds of activities do you ordinarily apply
the term *educational research," regardless of whether the activity is performed by your unit.
(Check as many as you wish)

a 0 Collecting statistics on school practices and educational outcomes, some nnes called
*school status studies."

341

Designing new curricula and methods of instruction.

c

Evaluating the effectiveness of new curricula and methods.

364

Local school surveys (curriculum, financial, plant, etc.)

e J Investigating factors which affect the teachinglearning process in the classroom.

3ei

Disseminating new curricula, methods of instruction, or other school practices.
9

J Investigating factors which affect school administration.

h

408

General psychological studies of human learning or development.

i 0 Presenting evidence to legislators of the need for greater support for the schools.

420

7 Developing new tests and measurements.
k

7:j

Analyzing the key concepts or philosophical assumptions underlying current educetional issues.

I

r:1

Studying the edticational research Journals for lecture materials.

441

1.13 Which of the above activities do you feel are most important for the long term improvement of
education, regardless of whether you have checked the activity as °research." (Write the oppropriate letters in the spaces below according to their importance.)

1st

2nd

3rd

NOTE: In the remainder of this questionnaire, the term 'research' will be used to mean empirical
research, as distinguished from field services, library research, reviews of the literature,
or promotional activities. The term 'faculty" will be used to designate all persons who are
teaching graduate students in the school or department of education, either full-time or
part-time.

146.

F4
H.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

2.1

Does your unit have a directing or advisory board, that is, apart from committees composed entirely of staff members of the unit?

i

Yes

2 Ej No

IF NO: Skip to Question 2.5)

If a directing or advisory board:
2.2

How many of the members area

4.1.1101,1011

ONEMOINNO

ONIMMINIO

University administrators
Education administrators
Education faculty
Other faculty (outside education)
Director of the research unit (i.e., yourself)
Other staff of the research unit
Local or State educational officials
Foundation officials
Other (please specify)..

Total

23

ses

52s

54s

56s

58.
159.

Who chooses new members?

O The board itself
University administration
Education administratlion
Education faculty
73 Other faculty (outside education)

60$

Bureau committee

Other (please specify)
2.4

What are the main responsibilities of this group?

62:

2.5

What individual(s) or group(s) determine research promotions and salaries of the researchers
associated with your unit?

64e

F45

-5.

:A As director of a research unit, to what administrative officer are you directly responsible?

66.

emounEmmirow.mmwo

(Title of officer)
2.7

Is your research unit affiliated with any particular department, program, or division within the
school of education?
No

2

Yes (Which?)

IF YES: In what ways it the research unit affiliated with this department, program, or division?

691

The following questions refer to studies which are conducted by staff members of your unit as well as
by professors outside the unit who use its facilities.
2.8

1.4
2.2
31

6:

In most cases, which of the following participate in the decision about whether or not to undertake
a study?

Participates
(Check as many
as apply)

The individual who proposed the study
The directing or advisory board of the research unit
O A committee or council for the entire faculty research program in education
A director or coordinator of the entire faculty research program in education
O The dean or chairman of the graduate education program
Staff.members of the research unit

O Practitioners in school systems (local or state)
YOURSELF
Others (who?)......
.110.01111111MOP

2.9

What are the most important considerations or criteria that come into play when deciding whether
to undertake a particular study? (Please be as specific as possible.)

16.

2.10 Row much freedom do you have personally to determine the research program of your unit?

1 0 A great deal of freedom
2 0 A moderate amount of freedom

19.

3 0 Only a little freedom
4

0 Almost no freedom

2.11 What specific circumstances, if any, limit your fitedom to determine the unit's research program?

20.

2.12 Among all those on the faculty who are doing research in association with your unit, about how
many have their teaching load reduced by the following proportions for the purpose of doing
research?

Reduction

No.

1.33%

34.50%
51.99%

100% (full-time research)

411111110111100.1010

21s

411111101111111010

23s

411141111MINIM

25s

4111M1.011011~.

27s

29s

2.13 Are faculty members in the graduate program exempted from committee or other administrative
tasks to do research in association with your unit?

0 Yes

2

0 No

31-

IF YES: About how many faculty members associated with your unit presently have this kind of
exemption?

No. of faculty members

32s

2.14 Research units in some universities receive unqualified support from
the administration, while in
others certain problems arise. Rave you experienced any difficulties in gaining support for
your
plans from the administration of the graduate school or department of education in the past three
years? If so, please briefly describe the problems. (Your remarks will be
treated confidentially.)

34-

4.110,411,
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.7.
III.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIRECTOR

3.1

Directors of research units often perform a variety of roles. From the following list of activities
please check those in which you are engaged, adding any other activities which are relevant to
your position as director.

0 Seeking funds for researchers.
b 0 Collecting and disseminating information about financing of research.
Budgeting for the unit as a whole.
d Q Allocating outside funds for research.
0 Negotiating with or reporting to funding agencies.
f 0 Communicating the needs of the unit's research program to the administration.
g 0 Facilitating communications among researchers associated with your unit.
h
Formulating the goals of the unit's research program.
Judging the adequacy of research proposals written by individuals associated with your unit.
i 0 !Encouraging researchers in the university who are not associated with your unit to become
associated in some way.
IA 0 Handling requests for released time to conduct research.
0 Encouraging individuals associated with your unit to undertake research which is of general
interest to scholars in education.
m0 Encouraging individuals associated with your unit to undertake research which is of immediate
help to schools.
n El Gaining the assistance of scholars in other departments in the university in planning or
executing research.
Providing facilities (other than funds) for researchers.
Assisting staff members in writing proposals.
q 0 Assisting staff members with analytical problems which arise in their research.
Providing opportunities for students to participate in research.
0 Directing or facilitating service studies for schools in the area.
t 0 Handling problems of interpersonal relations among staff members.
u 0 Conducting your own research.

0 Other responsibilities:
3.2

Approximately what proportion of your total university work is spent on all of these activities taken
together?

3.3 Among those activities which you have checked above, which do you devote most time to? (Please
list no more than three activities by writing the appropriate letters below.)
rr

358
371

391

418

438

458

471

491
511

531

/'
538

578

598
618

63:

ilmsyrIlawommommislammor.rIlom

(letter

)

3.4 In your own opinion, which of the activities listed (in question 3.1) should receive greater emphasis
in your unit regardless of how much time is presently devoted to them? (List as many as you would
like by writing the appropriate letters.)

(letters)

658
678
698
718
731

-83.5

Under which of the following circumstances, if any, have you ever intervened in a study which was
being conducted in your unit? (Check as many as you wish)

1.4
2.3
38
68

An investigator was having difficulty analyzing his data.

98

A study was. failing to meet its deadline.
A project was having budgetary problems.

111

A project was having personnel problems.

A sponsor or client was worried about the progress of a study.

138

You passed on information which seemed valuable to a study.
Other circumstances: (which?)

IMIINSIONAINOWr.

151

alornsimmt

Practically never intervened, regardless of circumstances.
3.6

Who is considered by the administration to be responsible for the successful completion of most
research projects carried out in your unit?
The project members exclusively, or
Project members with:

178

2

Department chairmen

4

A research committee

3

Dean or assistant dean

5

Yourself

3.7 On the whole, would you say that the duties associated with the directorship have hindered or
helped your own research?
Hindered

2

Helped

3

There has been no appreciable effect one way or the other

la.

IF EITHER HINDERED OR HELPED: In what ways have your duties hindered or helped your own
research?

19-

3.8

3.9

There are several groups whose opinions are important to educational researchers. In the long run,
would you rather be known and respected:
a.

Throughout the institution where you work.

b.

Among scholars in your field in different institutions.

e.

Among teachers or administrators in school systems.

20-

Some scholars in education seek mainly to achieve recognition from behavioral scientists outside
the profession, while others are primarily concerned with being recognized by other scholars in the
profession. Please check the group whose judgment is more important to you personally.

Scholars outside of education
Scholars in education

218

238

F49
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IV.

ACTIVITIES OF YOUR UNIT

4.1

In which of the following areas, if any, is research now being undertaken in your unit? And in which
areas would you like to see more research? (Double-check the boxes where you mainly have higher
education in mind.)
Would like
Now

more

School finance
Educational administration or organization (other than finance)
Tests and measurements
Other research methodology
Guidance and counseling
Methods of instruction

25.

Talent, creativity of students
Special education
Psychology of learning

318

278

29.

33.

Child development
Adolescent development
Schoolcommunity relations
Teacher personality

358

37

Teaching as a profession
History of education
Comparative education
Piagranimed instruction
Educational technologies
Philosophy of education
Teacher training research
Sub-cultural differences of students

39$

418

434

4s-

Officio lum research in:
Mathematics

46$

Natural sciences
Social studies
Reading
Foreign languages
Other language arts
Business and distributive education
Physical education
Other (what?)

4.2

458

50s

52'
AM111111

Some units are highly specialized while others try to do research on a wide range of topics. Woul
you say that your unit is equally concerned with several areas or that it is specialized?
Equally concerned with several areas [J 1
Sp cislized J 2
IF SPECIALIZED: What is your specialty?

54

55.
36s

111

-10.
4.3

Which of the following services are performed by your unit?

Advise the education faculty on research problems
Advise faculty members outside of education on research problems
Conduct school surveys (financial, curriculum, plant, etc.) at the request of local schools
Supply individual consultants to local schools
Supply speakers for local school conferences or workshops
Help schools implement new programs
Help schools evaluate new programs
Handle job placement for students
Develop tests for the use of classroom teachers in schools in the state or area
Sell or distribute tests to the schools
Construct examinations or other evaluative instruments to be used by members of the uni
versity staff
Publish a journal, bulletin, or newsletter
r3 Prepare bibliographies on educational topics
O Maintain a reference library
Train teachers
Other (which?)

ses

608

620

64s

66;

688

70s
721

1.4
2.4
38

4.4

IF FIELD SERVICES ARE PROVIDED TO LOCAL OR STATE SCHOOL SYSTEMS (for example,

68

school surveys, consu:tation, test scoring or administration, or workshops and courses)
answer questions ad. (IF NOT: skip to question 4.5.)

a. How many professiont.1 staff members do you expect will provide field services this school

year?
9s

no.
b. How many of those who provide

services also conduct research in your unit?
111

no.

e. Which arrangement do you prefer:

Separate staffs for service and research
The same staff providing both
No particular preference

0
El
0

I3

2
3

d. Is there a division(s) within pour unit which is principally concerned with the
provision of

services to school systems?

Yes

2

EI No

14

;',1

.14,,,V111.4"ft4t97-,
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4.5

During the past year did your unit conduct service investigations for any of the following?

The state department of education.
The dean of the college of education (or head of department of education)
Other university officials
Faculty committees
4.6

I So

171

It is sometimes claimed that the desire of school systems for field services draws personnel and
resources away from educational research. Do you consider this a problem in your unit? If not;
why not? If so, how do you think the problem could be alleviated?

19:

4.7

In the past three years, has your unit undertaken joint investigations with any other research
or service unit? If so, what unit(s)?

21+

4.8

To the best of your knowledge, how well informed is the faculty in the graduate school or department of education about the activities; and goals of your research unit?
Well informed

2 El Somewhat informed

3

Pourly informed

4

Can't say

23.

4.9 Were there any major activities of a research or service nature which were performed by the unit
at one time, but which have since been dropped? If so, what was the activity and when was it
dropped?

24:

2V.

TRAINING OF GRADUATE STUDENTS (If no graduate students are associated with or working in the
unit, skip to page 15)

5.1

Which of the following staterrvonts is most applicable to your unit?

There is a training program, allowing students to be moved from project to project as
best suits their abilities and needs.
Although there is no training program, students manage to get around to various
projects
Students are hired to do specific tasks and tend to leave the unit as soon as their
job is completed.

2

3

5.2

How many research projects associated with your unit have doctoral students in education as
assistants, using material for dissertations, etc.?
no.

5.3

How many doctoral students in education are working with these research projects?

no.
5.4

Approximately what proportion does this represent of all doctoral students in the school or department of education?
ammummimoMMEMIP

%

5.5

Have you experienced any difficulties in getting qualified students to work on projects in your
unit? If so, would you briefly describe the problems?

5.6

How many doctoral students in the school or department of education are using the data or
facilities of your unit in preparing their doctoral dissertations?

no.
5.7

Are there any doctoral students from outside of education who are associated with or working in your
unit (using data, getting experience, seeking advice, etc.)?
No

2

Yes

Ftom what departments?

(How many ?,

)

F53
-135.8

During this year does the unit as such offer seminars or courses in methods and techniques of
research with or without credit?.
t

Seminars

2

Courses

3 0 Neither

(IF NEITHER, skip to question 5.9)

41.

IF EITHER SEMINARS OR COURSES:

a. Who attends? (Check as many as apply)

Staff members of the unit
Non-staff faculty in education
Non-staff faculty outside education

O Students in the unit
O Students outside the unit

421

44s

46i

Teachers or administrators in local schools
Others (Who?)

48-

b. What are the major topics of these seminars or courses?

49-

c. Is credit given toward either a degree or certification?

0

Degree

2

Certification

3

Neither

50

d. What are the university or bureau positions held by those who conduct seminars or
courses?

51-

5.9

Are funds earmarked for a training program or for courses and seminars?
No
t
2
Yes (How much $
3

Does not apply to our situation

52
531

5.10 IF THERE ARE TRAINING FUNDS: How are these funds used?

57-

I

.14.
5.11 Over the past three years, approximately how many recipients of the doctorate who had worked
in your unit entered the following positions immediately after receiving the degree?
Number of Doctoral

Recipients

In school systems
Administration
Teaching
Guidance or counseling
Research

58s

601

In colleges or universities
Administration
Admissions office

628

Primarily teaching
Primarily research
Primarily field services

648

668

Research elsewhere.

State Department of Education
Other outside research agencies

688

All other fields (which?)
70:

5.12 Approximately how many of these doctoral students who worked in your unit in the past three years
remained in the unit after graduation?

728

=MI=

no.

Does not apply to our situation

5.13 Are there any innovations which you would like to make in the unit's use or training of students?
If so, what?
74:

5.14 What problems, if any, have arisen in coordinating the training program of your unit with the pro.
gram provided for graduate students in the school or department of education, and what factors
have been responsible for any such problems?

76:

V*41,,z'o' r04ita'}zifitISM.4

Or

it
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15.
VI.

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

6.1

In the space below, please sketch the actual table of organization of
your unit, indicating the
Mho of each position, :toff and line relationships, and the number of personnel in each
posi
tion. (Include all full. and part-time personnel who are either on the staff or only using the fa-.

1.4
2.5
3,
6s

cilities of the unit.)
EXAMPLE:

Dean

Policy

Administrative

Committee

Director

6

Officer

Program

Director

Clerks
2

Librarian
5

Project
Directors

1

,-Project
Directors
4

2,

Research

Research

Assistants

Assistants

16

8

.01

t10-

12-

13

14

mf

4616.

too

irs

-16-

6.2 To the best of your knowledge, why have faculty members who are conducting research on topics
which are studied by your unit remained unattached to the unit? (Here we are particularly inteo
rested in the comparative advantages of outside emus bureau research as seen by tho faculty.)

15:

6.3

Some research units have their own staff, while others primarily provide facilities for non -staff
faculty members. How many senior researchers (excluding students) are conducting their studies
entirely within your unit as staff members, and how many are only using the facilities of the unit
(such as IBM equipment, clerical staff, consultants, library, etc.)?
a. Number of professional research staff in the unit:
Part-time

Full-time

97:
198

b. Number of faculty members (non - staff) whose research is facilitated by the unit:
21:

no.

6.4

IF THE UNIT FACILITATES THE RESEARCH OF BOTH STAFF AND NON-STAFF PERSONNEL:
OF NOT: Skip to question 6.5)

a. What differences are there, if any, between the research activities of the two groups of research.
ers (staff and non-staff) in terms of quality, topics, or size of projects?

23:

b.

The following list represents three types of policies found in research organizations. Please
indicate (1) the policy which was followed during the first year, (2) the policy which is
curren fly followed, and (3) the policy which you personally prefer. (Check more than one
under each category if necessary)

First year Currently Prefer
Facilitate the research of faculty not on
the staff of the unit.
Facilitate the research of individuals on
the staff of the unit.
1Pursue a program of research which has
been formulated by the staff of the
unit as a whole.

26

O2

02

2

27

3

EP

3

26

e. Why do you prefer the policy which you have indicated above?
29.

rr-r^!;

':,,r'',AIL;,.71347

77771rrnIrry.77.._

,T54,17.74;

F57
6.5

Are there any full.time, salaried professional researchers in your unit who do no teaching?
No

2

Ye

(Number:

31
32:

6.6

How many projects are being conducted by a single investigator (excluding students), and
how many are research teams composed of two or more professional persons?
345

Single investigators,__

Research teams

Rd.

6.7

365

no.

IF ANY RESEARCH TEAMS: (lie NONE, skip to question 6.8)

a. How many professional persons associated with your unit are members of research teams?
38:
rah

b. Thinking only of those research teams which are composed entirely of professional persons in
your own graduate school or department of education, how many teams associated with your
unit are composed of personnel from
No. of teams

Different academic fields
(e.g., educational sociology or psychology)

40:

Different specialties in professional education
(e.g., guidance, administration, elementary education)

42:

An educational specialty and an academic field
6.8

1 44:

Research projects are organized in several ways. Which of the following types of research effort would you personally prefer that persons associated with your unit engage in, and which
type would you say is most prevalent in your unit at the present time?
Most
prevalent

Highly individualized effort each researcher pursuing his
own line of inquiry independently.

0I

Prefer
465

01

Diversified team effort. two or more members cooperating
in inquiry, related to but concerned with different dimensions
or facets of the same problem.
Consolidated team effort two or more members cooperating
in inquiry on the same facet of the same problem.

Can't soy

2

02

D3

3

4

,,

7t7

77-77.71771,

F5
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6.9 How many of the senior researchers associated with your unit this year are members of
No. of individuals
Another university?

468

Another professional school within your own
university?

501

An acc.demic department within your own university

(outside of education?)

528

6.10 Do you ever experience any difficulty in inducing 'faculty members in education in your university
to undertake studies through your unit?
1
Yes, a great deal of difficulty
No, it does not pose a problem
3

Yes, some difficulty
IF YES: What kinds of problems have arisen?
2

4

54

No effort is made to induce faculty members

SS:

6.11 Approximately what proportion of the professional staff of your unit in the past three years were
recruited from the following sources?

Behavioral science departments outside of
your own university

578

Behavioral science departments within your
own university
Schools or departments of education outside
your own university
The school or department of education within
your own university

School systems (local or state)

591

f

618

638

651

100%

6.12 On the whole, which problem would you say has been more serious in recent years? (Check one)
t

Obtaining sufficient personnel to carry on the research program.

2

Providing sufficient opportunities for persons who wish to do research.

3

Neither of these has been a problem.

67-

19.
6.13 Please designate two individuals associated with your unit whom you consider to be maid ng
the most important contribution to the unit's effectiveness. What is their contribution?
(If you wish to preserve the anonymity of these individuals, you may designate them by A and 8.)
666

6.14 Without mentioning names, could you think of two persons associated with your unit with whom
you were recently displeased and tell us briefly why you were displeased?

70.

6.15 There are several ways in which research units may involve faculty members from outside of
education. Which of the following arrangements, if any, exist with (1) academic departments, and
(2) other professional schools; and which would you like to see established?
Now exist with:
Aca.
Prof I
depts.
schools

61

Would like to see
established with:
Acts.
Prof l
depts.
schools

0

Joint research appointments.
Interdisciplinary committees or seminars which are
connected with scholarly issues.

2.6
3,

9,

CI

Interdisciplinary conferences.

Consultation on specific studies.

0

Visiting professors from other universities for research.

Joint research publications.

0

Other types of interchange (which?):
ONixamirminowewormcemoompwamm,
41111111111111141..11111M1111101111111111111111.

0
0

33'
37$

r

-20-

6.16 In your own university, is there any research being done outside the school of education which
is related to an area of interest within your unit?

1 J Yes

20

No

3

0 Can't say

41.

IF YES: What contacts, if any, are maintained with these investigations (e.g., consultation,
exchange of results, informal conversation, exchange of personnel, etc.)?

42*

6.17 Are any of the research personnel associated with your unit teaching in (1) the acridemic
departments or (2) other professional schools in the university? (If so, please give numbers below)
No, teaching in:

-

Academic departments

441

Other professional schools

46*

6.18 In general, how fruitful have interchanges been with the academic departments in the university;
what problems have been encountered, if any; and what directions would you like future interchanges
Zo take?

48.

VII. FINANCIAL SUPPORT
7.1

What do you expect to ,be your total budget (or gross revenues) this year, and what was it

three yews ago?

This year: $

511

Three years ago: $

351

61

-21-

7.2

Approximately what proportion of the budget is for research, and what proportion is for school
services?
398

Research

School services

618

7.3 What proportion of your research budget is "free" money, i.e., to be used in any way you see
fit?
638

oJb

7.4 What is the budget of the smallest and of the largest project being undertaken through your unit,
and what is the average (mean) budget of all such 'projects?

Largest $

Smallest

Average

7.5 Over the past three years, approximately what per cent of all plans for new studies to be undertaken
in your unit originated with the following:

6$i
69,
73s

1.4
2.7
3s

61

Staff members in your unit

9s

Faculty in the school or department of education
Faculty in other departments in the university
University administrators
School systems (local, state)

118

13*
15s
.141111MMIII.1740116

Other (what?)

17*
19*

100%

7.6 P.,)proximately what proportion of the research projects in your unit which are supported by outside
agencies received supplemental funds from the university in the past fiscal year (i.e., university
contribution)?

of projects receiving university funds

21s

Does not apply to our situation.
7.7

What proportion of the total cost of all such projects was provided by the university in the past
fiscal year?

of total cost

238

Does not apply to our situation
7.8

.

About how many research proposals originated by professional persons associated with your unit
during the past fiscal year; and how many of these proposals were successful in obtaining
financial support?
Number originated:

Number supported:

Does not apply to our situation 0

251
278

7.9 In the past fiscal year, which of the following possible sources financed proposals originating with
and done by researchers associated with your unit? (If none originated, check here: 0)
(Please estimate the percentage of funds from each source)
I

I

11

University research funds
School or department of education research funds
State government
Federal government
Foundations
School systems (local, state)
Professional organizations

41s

Other (please specify)---

438

sIts
311
331

35,
37*
398

-22.

7.10 Would you like the percentage of funds from each source to increase, decrease, or remain the some
in the future? (Ceck the appropriate boxes below)
Increase

Same

Decrease

0

CI

0

El

University research funds
School or department of education research funds

Er

State government

Federal government

O\

M

Foundations

El

0

School systems (local, state)

ID

E]

Professional organizations
Other (please specify)

.2

3

7.11 Which of the following funding agencies outside the university supported research which was
undertaken through your unit in the past year? (If none, check here: D)

The Cooperative Research Program, U.S.O.E.

National Defense Education Act

0

National Science Foundation

National Institute of Mental Health
Carnegie Corporation

Ford Foundation
Kellogg Foundation
Other (which?)

VENmemigmillM

7.12' If your unit were to receive about $200,000 for facilitating or conducting educational studies, or for
preparing researchers, how would you like to see these funds used?

F63

23.
7.13 Please describe any changes in the research program of your unit which are planned for the future.
(In order to project future developments in the nation, we need to learn about specific intentions.
We would therefore appreciate your giving careful attention to this question.)

111

7.14 Which educational research units (bureaus, centers, institutes, lab schools) in the nation
are doing
what you consider to be the most competent and worthwhile (research?
Name of units
Name of universities
13:
16:
19:

VIII. GENERAL EDUCATIONAL OPINIONS AND PROBLEMS OF
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
$.1 There are several issues pertaining to the graduate

program in education which are receiving attention
these days. Each of the following statements takes a position on one of these issues. Indicate the
extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement by
placing the appropriate number in the
space provided.
Strongly agree
4 Mostly disagree
3
Undecided
2 Mostly agree
S Strongly disagree
Elementary school teaching is a profession, like law or engineering.
The findings of educational research are generally of little help to the classroom teacher.
The Ph.D. should be a research degree and the Ed.D. should be a professional degree.
We already know so much about the teaching learning
process that the main problem facing
us is how better to disseminate this knowledge so that it is used in the schools.
The research techniques and methods used in educational research tend to lag behind those
used in behavioral science generally.
1

a
b

h

I

Teachers are better qualified to evaluate the results of their teaching
than experts who are
not in daily contact with the classroom.
The Ph.D. generally has higher prestige than the N.D.
Teachers should be trained to do research on instructional methods in their
own classrooms,
sometimes called "action research."
Schools or departments of education generally have low prestige within the universities.
Persons who wish to make a career of educational research should
most of their
research training from professors in the behavioral sciences outsidereceive
schools of education.

22:
24:

26:

eel

301

8.2 Which three of the issues touched on above are most frequently discussed
as problems of the
profession in your school? (Write in the appropriate letters below.)
32:

t 777'fir

cr.

F6

-24-

8.3 The following is a list of factors that some people claim have hindered the' advancement of educa-

tional research. if you think any of these has hindered educational research, place a check in the
appropriate box. (Leave blank if you think it has not hindered research.)
Major

Minor

hindrance

hindrance

The quality of research training provided in graduate schools or departments of education.

331

The quality of research techniques and methods used in educational
research.
Intellectual ability of people doing research in education.

37,

Amount of financial support available for research.

0

Kinds and amount of organizational provisions for research at universities, school systems, etc.

39,

Problems chosen for investigation by researchers.

Lack of interest in educational research on the part of behavioral
scientists outside schools of education.

41:

Educational philosophies and ideologies of researchers.

Types of services and studies desired by school systems.

431

Needs and interests of publishing companies.
Amounts of teaching, administrative, and other non-research duties
connected with university jobs held by people in education.

45:

Rewards offered potential researchers to serve as speakers, editors,
consultants, workshop participants, etc.

Low standards for acceptance of research articles in journals.

471

Lack of interest in research on the part of administrators of schools
or departments of education.
Lack of recognition and rewards for research accomplishment.

491

Other (what?)
IX.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

9.1

Your name:

9.2

Your other university positions:

2
3

Dean

4

Associate dean
Assistant dean
7
All other positions

s

.11!11

6

Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor

511

9.3

What position did you hold before becoming director of the research unit?
11,0mamorompomom.,

53

9.4 }law many courses are you teaching this school teen ?.......

9,5 Do you supervise doctoral theses?
Yes

54g

no,

2 M No

56

9.6 IF YES: How many do you supervise during the
average school year?.....-9.7

Have you ever been employed by a school system?
Yes

2

no.

No.

571

59-

9.8 IF YES: What position(s) and for how long:

60i

9,9 What type of institution did you attes:d for most of
your undergraduate education?
(Chock only ono.)

Twolear junior college
2

Two- or three-year normal school

3

Four-year teachers college

4

Teacher preparation unit of a college

s

Teacher preparation unit of a university

62

6 0 Other unit of a university
7

Liberal arts college (not part of a university)

8

Other (please specify)

9.10 Did you receive most of your graduate training in a school or department of education,
or in
some other division of the university?
School or department of education

63.

2 El Other division (which?):.......,

v.

^7'

;4'41,1o,

-26.

9.11 What was your major field of concentration?
9.12 What degrees do you

11111011111111011/11111

11:

9.13 Who was the major advisor on your doctorate (or highest degree if not a doctorate)?
(Name)

(Position)

13.

9.14 How well do you feel your graduate training prepared you as a professional researcher?

1 Cl Very satisfactorily
2.

14

El Satisfactorily

3 0 Unsatisfactorily
4 0 Very unsatisfactorily

5 0 Can't say
9.15 What was your first job after obtaining your highest degree?

15
9.16 Aside from the work on your dissertation, what has been the longest period of time during which
research was your primary activity?
1

At no time was research my primary activity

16

2 ID 1 to 6 months

3 0 7 to 12 months
4 J 13 to 24 months
5 r:j More than 24 months
9.17 if research was ever your primary activity: When was this and what did you do?

17:

vliEr2P5125=rdre-74

,V211FM1,A4Ff.

F67
-27.
9.18 Have you ever taught a
course In the methods of educational
research?

J Yes

2

No
19.

9.19 I F Y ESs What was the
course(s)?

20.

9.20 Have you ever personally
received a research grant
from any of the following agencies?
(Check the appropriate boxes.)

1 o The Cooperative Research
2

Program, U.S.O.E.

o National Defense Education Act

21e

3 o National Science Foundation
4

o National Institute of Mental Health

5

Carnegie Corporation

6

Ford Foundation

70

Kellogg Foundation

23s

2Se

Other organization(s) supporting research

(pleese sepcify)

28:

9.21 Some researchers
work in groups or teams with
one or more other researchers,
individual research.

while others do
Approximately how much of your research time
with other researchers?
have you spent doing research

o All
3

2 D Most

About half

9.22 Do you personally prefer

4 0 Some

S0

30.

None

to work with other researchers,

or do you prefer to work on your own?

0 Prefer a team
2

o Prefer working on my own

3 0 Dont care

31.

Y

'123 Have you ever worked on an interdisciplinary
I

Yes

iiisearch team?

2 ID No

9.24 IF YES: What disciplines, other than
your own, did the other

32
researchers represent?

9.25 About how many research articles
or monographs have you published since
obtaining your highest
degree? (Please enclose a bibliography
if possible)

331

37s

no.

9.26 What is your special field?
www.www......YONAMMININIMNOMINg

9.27 What is your age?

391

41:

9.28 Are you currently engaged in research?
A

Yes

2

No
431

9.29 IF YES: Would you briefly
describe it?

44:

9.30 Check the professional magazines which

you regularly read:

Ariministrative Science Quarterly
American Journal of Sociology

American Psychologist
American Sociological Review
Behavioral Scientist

Comparative Education Review
Educational and Psychological Measurement
The Education Digest

The Elementary School Journal
The High School Journal
Harvard Educational Review
Higher Education
History of Education Quarterly
Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology
Journal of Applied Psychology

Journal of Educhtion
Journal of Educational Psychology
Others

Journal of Educational Research
Journal of Experimental Education
Journal of Secondary Education
Journal of Teacher Education
NEA Journal
NEA Research Bulletin
The Nation's Schools

Phi Delta Kappan

Psychological Abstracts
Psychological Review
Review e: Educational Research
School preview

School and Society
Sociology of Education
Theory into Practice (Ohio State)

Teachers College Record
U.S. Office of Education Bulletin

46s

F69
9.3/ In which associations are you most active?

11/.3

9,32 How interested would in joining an association of directors
units?

Very interested
Moderately interested

of educational research

Not very interested
2

4

Depends (on what?) os

9.33 Although it is difficult to
measure objectively the

of an organization whose products are
intellectual, usually the participants have a pretty success
good idea of how well the organization
ing. How successful do you personally
is dofeel
your
unit
has been (1) in terms of the goals to which
the unit aspires, and (2) in comparison
with other research units in schools of
education around
the country which you know about?
In terms of
unit's goals

Highly successful

Ei

Somewhat successful

0 2'

Somewhat unsuccessful

very unsuccessful

(Continue to Page 30)

3

04

In comparison
others

2

O3
4

9.34 Do you have any additional comments
to make about any of the
or about any topics which you Teel should have been covered? topics covered in the questionnaire,

A. Please send us any materials which describe the unit's research
program, for example, a list of
the unit's publications, or a history of research in your unit.

B. Please enclose a list of your own publications, if readily available.

54.

The Index of

uthority

''ozmal

of Directors of Research Units
1.

Does your unit have a directing
or advisory board,
that is, apart from committees
composed entirely
of staff members of the unit?

Yes

No
*to

IF A DIRECTING OR ADVISORY
BOARD:

How many of the members are:

University administrators
Education administrators
Education faculty
Other faculty (outside education)
Director of the research unit
(i.e., yourself)
Other staff of the research unit
Local or State educational
officials
Foundation officials

Other (please specify).
Total

Score

Does not have a board

2

Has a board
director is a member.

1

0mramemealereararrertremea

Has a board but director is not a member 0

4

it
i

lid,

Index of Formal Authority (cont.)
2.

In most cases, which of the following participate in the decision
about whether or not to undertake a study ?.

Parl4cipates
(Chock as many as apply)

The individual who proposed the study
The directing or advisory board of the research unit
A committee or council for the entire faculty
research program in education
OINOMMINIIIMINN

A director or coordinator of the entire faculty
research program in education
The dean or chairman of the graduate education
program
Practitioners in school systems (local or state)
Others (who?)

Score

Di rectorarti

ates

2

Director does not

0

participate

What individual(s) or group(s) determine research
promotions and
salaries of the researchers ansociated with your unit?

Score
Director only

2

Dire4tor and other
Not director

0

Index of Formal Authority (conto)

Who is considered by the
administration to be mustmele for the
successful completion of most
research projects carried out in
your unit?

4111110111011101.

.11.001"),WCIO

1111111101W/A111111111

The project members exclusively, or
Project members with:

Department chairmen

A research committee

Dean or assistant des
1111111011111111111.10.

.

Director is held responsible

Yourself

Score
2

Director is not held
responsible

0

Summaracores on
Index of Formal Authorit

Summary
Score

2

4
8
13
12
11
10
9

1

1

0

1

7

6
5

4
3

Total scored:

No answers
on items:
Total directors:

Number of
Directors

01

3

64

,

Questions and. Indices Used /n Stud of
Reading Experts (Wilder)

Row well do you feel your graduate
training prepared you as a professional
researcher?
Very well

Well

Not Well

Poorly

Consider the balance in doctoral study in your
between preparing
for teaching and preparing for
research. What was it when you received
your training?
More preparation

for research than teaching
0111111011111111.

More preparation for college teaching than for
research
About equivalent preparation for both

Can't,say
Row Many graudate semesters of each of
the following subjects did
you take?
Research design and methods
Statistics

Experimental psychology
10011111100111111M

Testing and measuremeiA
ETC.
10011111111010

Did you ever work as a research
assistant for a faculty member?
Yes

No

Research TmAnagInglx.
a.

Did you ever work as a research
assistant to a faculty member?
Yes go 1

No
b.

0

Balance in doctoral atudy in your field
when you received your
training was:

More for research than teaching
All else

1

0

'L

"II

r

al

0-5

Research Training Index (cont.)
c.

Number of graduate semesters in
statistics taken.

Three or more
1
All else
= 0
Number of gradtate semesters in research
design and methods taken.
Three or more = 1
All else
Is 0
Score 0 - 5

0-1
Los WM
2+ = High (401)

Current Research Index
a.

Check activities you are doing this
year.

Empirical research on reading = 1
All else
= 0
b.

Are you currently
organization?

a staff member of a university research

Yes = I
No -= 0
c.

Are you currently engaged in
any research?
Ya

Yes a 1

No
d.

0

Approximately what percent of your time do
you devote to the
following activities:
Own research, any time = 1
no time * 0

e.

Approximately what percent of your income comes
from each of
the following:
Salary from research bureau
or project: any income 0 1
no income
0
Score 0 - 5

0-1
Low (581)
2+ = High (421)

